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Your holiday starts with a conversation
Talk to us and we’ll listen. We’ll listen to
your travel ideas, moments you’ve loved
during your holidays and the things you’d
like to avoid. We can make suggestions
to create the most incredible holiday you
could have hoped for. That’s why we’ve
won over 200 travel and service awards
and, following a booking, customers rate
us on average 9.3 out of 10 – make sure
you see our full customer reviews at
kuoni.co.uk/kuoni-reviews

With so few days oﬀ in a year, it’s
important to make every holiday count.
That’s why it’s so important to get it
right; and our friendly and knowledgeable
Personal Travel Experts will do all they
can to help ﬁnd the right holiday for you.
Whatever you imagine, Kuoni is ready to
make it a reality.
Store locations at kuoni.co.uk/stores
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The Kuoni
difference

Talk to us
Use our online expert finder to contact someone who has
visited a destination you’re interested in, chat to us online
or book an appointment in store. However you get in touch,
we’ll offer top-notch service and tailor-make a holiday that’s
right for you.

Pricing information
There are many elements that contribute to the cost of
a holiday – duration, room category, airline, number of
people travelling and time of year to name a few. Once our
brochures have printed, we continue to work with our hotel
and airline partners to negotiate the very best offers which
can sometimes include free meal or room upgrades. When
you’re ready to plan your holiday, the best way to get an
accurate price for your holiday is to speak to your Kuoni
Personal Travel Expert or local travel agent.

Highly recommended

Kuoni at John Lewis

We’re committed to making your holiday as incredible as
possible. Following their booking with Kuoni, customers rated
us on average 9.3 out of 10. Source: customergauge.

You can find Kuoni in selected John Lewis stores across the
UK. We’re also the only travel company who can add your
honeymoon to a John Lewis gift list.

The full Kuoni experience
Planning the perfect holiday takes time and we believe it
should be an exciting experience. Book an appointment in a
beautiful Kuoni store and we’ll listen to what’s important to
you while you relax with a complimentary glass of Champagne.

200+ awards
Kuoni has won over 200 travel and service awards. These
awards reflect our ambition to deliver an amazing experience
on every Kuoni holiday.

Call us: 01306 747000
Meet us: over 48 stores nationwide
Explore: www.kuoni.co.uk

The finest
hand-picked
holidays

Authentic travel
We’ve travelled the world and hand-picked the best destinations
and hotels. With UK experts and local representatives we ensure the
knowledge we share with you is up to date and we’ll also be able to
give you helpful tips and advice.

Travel is our passion
We live and love travel. We want to inspire you and give you all the
insight you need, from our personal experience and trusted local
knowledge. Our Personal Travel Experts have been lucky enough
to travel extensively and can confidently share their first-hand
experiences and honest recommendations with you.

It’s all in the detail
Everyone is different and a personal touch is key. Talk to our Personal
Travel Experts about your wish list and they’ll bring your dream
holiday to life, whether that’s by adding excursions they know you’ll
love or tailor-making a trip just for you.

Verona
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B Rome

C Venice

Italy’s capital, which is
often referred to as the
Eternal City, is a living
museum known for its
historic landmarks as well
as its café culture.

Criss-crossed with a
network of canals, the
‘floating city’ of Venice is
one of Italy’s most iconic
cities, and one of the most
romantic destinations.

D Verona

E Florence

Famous as the setting
for Shakespeare’s starcrossed lovers, Romeo
and Juliet, and operas at
the Verona Arena, Verona
is a culture lover’s dream.

Beautiful Florence is a
city rich in culture and
impressive Renaissance
architecture. Visit the
striking Duomo, basilicas,
bridges and piazzas.

F Milan

G N
 eapolitan

Considered the fashion
capital of Italy, if not the
world, Milan is bursting at
the seams with high-end
brands as well as striking
architecture.

Home to the clifftop
town of Sorrento and the
incredible Amalfi Coast,
this is one of Europe’s
most beautiful coastlines.

Italy is a diverse nation with ancient
history, culture, cities, coastline and
countryside, so when planning your
holiday it is understandable that you may
need a little guidance.

Hotels
There are plenty of accommodation options to choose from
and we have hand-picked the best choices, from trendy city
boutiques and converted monasteries to chic clifftop hotels.
A tourist tax applies to all hotels and is only payable locally.

Getting around
Experiencing Italy’s efficient rail network or hiring a car and
exploring at your own pace are both convenient ways to see
the country. We also offer private transfers in most resorts.
A fly-drive is a great way to explore many of Italy’s regions
– such as Puglia, the Neapolitan Riviera or Tuscany – at
your own pace and we can pre-book your car hire for you.
Travelling by train is undoubtedly the quickest, easiest and
best-value way of travelling around the country, with highspeed trains whisking you from city to city as you admire the
stunning views along the way (see p148 for more details).

Escorted small group tours
Our small group tours are a relaxed way to experience a
destination with insightful local tour leaders and quality
accommodation. Whether you want to join a culinary-focused
tour of Sicily or Sardinia or explore the beautiful regions of
Puglia or Tuscany, we have a tour for you. You will find our
featured Italian tours throughout the brochure; for the full
range see our Escorted Touring brochure or kuoni.co.uk.

Weddings and honeymoons

Riviera

Italy is an enviably romantic wedding destination and a popular
choice for couples who don’t want to travel too far for their
honeymoon or minimoon. Unique wedding locations include
the gardens and churches of Sorrento, the wedding halls of
Rome and castles and villas in the Italian Lakes region.

First time to Italy
We recommend choosing one destination or combining two
contrasting destinations which will allow you to experience
the best the country has to offer. One of our favourite picks
for first-time visitors is a twin-centre holiday taking in the
capital city Rome and the clifftop town of Sorrento on the
beautiful Neapolitan Riviera.

Here are a few of our favourite destination combinations in Italy.

Venice & Lake Como

Florence & Sardinia

Verona & Venice

Verona & Lake Garda

Sciaccia & Taormina

Florence & Tuscany

Sardinia Chia & Sardinia Baia

Capri & Sorrento
Ischia & Sorrento
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SWITZERLAND
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FRIULIVENEZIA
GIULIA

Lake Como

Lake Maggiore

AOSTA
VALLEY

LOMBARDY
Milan

Lake Garda

Verona

Venice

VENETO
PIEDMONT

EMILIA-ROMAGNA

Portoﬁno

Bologna

Rapallo

LIGURIA

H Sicily

I The Lakes

This stunning island has
an abundance of natural
beauty and historic
sights. Find hidden coves,
fine cuisine and admire
views of Mount Etna.

The shores of northern
Italy’s most famous
lakes – Garda, Como and
Maggiore – are lined with
sleepy villages, grand
hotels and beautiful villas.

Viareggio
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Florence
Pisa
Figline Valdarno
Montaione
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San Gimignano
MARCHE
Siena
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BASILICATA

Savelletri

Ostuni
Matera
Castellaneta Marina

PUGLIA

Lecce

Sorrento

SARDINIA

Chia

Bari

Positano

Capri

Cagliari

Monopoli

CAMPANIA

Porto Cervo
Olbia

Maratea

TYRRHENIAN
SEA

Villasimius

CALABRIA

Santa Margherita di Pula
Aeolian Islands

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Palermo
Taormina

Sciacca

Catania

SICILY

IONIAN
J Sardinia SEA
A heavenly Mediterranean
island where you’ll
discover white-sand
beaches, exclusive
resorts, clear turquoise
waters and heritage sites.

KP
 uglia &

L Aeolian Islands

M Portofino

N Tuscany

Unique trulli buildings
and the cave dwellings
of an ancient city are
just two of this southern
region’s charms.

In this chain of islands
off the north coast of
Sicily, off-the-beaten track
beaches and erupting
volcanoes combine to
create a wonder of nature.

A beautiful fishing village
where pastel-coloured
houses hug the shoreline
and super yachts fill
the bay, Portofino is a
favourite with the A-list.

One of Italy’s most
popular and naturally
beautiful regions, Tuscany
has gorgeous countryside,
rustic villages and rugged
coastline.

Basilicata
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Bar Car

Cabin

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express
This is an exquisite overnight journey on board the legendary Venice Simplon-Orient-Express through some of Europe’s
most beautiful landscapes. Enjoy the uncompromising luxury of the authentic period carriages, world-class service and
sumptuous cuisine on board this iconic train before discovering the beautiful city of Venice.
Need to know on board
Described as ‘Palaces on Wheels’, the Venice SimplonOrient-Express’ beautifully restored vintage carriages
take passengers on a journey back in time to the stylish
1920s and the golden age of rail travel. Each carriage
has been individually named and has its own unique
décor and history. With illustrious former passengers
including the British Royal Family, world dignitaries
and film stars, contemporary passengers can enjoy the
sophisticated style, indulgence and exemplary service
for which this world-famous train is renowned.
Dining & beverages
All meals on board are included and meals are served in
one of three unique restored 1920s carriages. The Côte
d’Azur carriage is named after the train for which it was
built – the French Côte d’Azur Pullman Express, which
operated from 1929 to 1930 between Paris, Lyon and
Ventimiglia in Italy. Built in 1926 in England, the Etoile
du Nord carriage was part of the train that once ran
from Paris to Amsterdam; while the L’Oriental was once
a Pullman kitchen car that was built in Birmingham.

Whichever dining car you are assigned, you are sure
to feel the historic importance of these beautiful
carriages. The delicious four-course meals are prepared
by skilled French chefs and served on fine china. In
the evening you may choose to mingle with other
passengers over drinks in the Bar Car, which is located
at the heart of the train, or simply drink in the fading
light and magnificent scenery from your cabin.
Facilities
At some point on your journey, be sure to take time to
browse the train’s exclusive boutique for the perfect
luxury souvenir, such as hand-blown French crystal, silk
scarves and gold-plated cufflinks.
Cabins
As with the dining and bar carriages, the cabin cars
have been returned to their former glory, creating an
elegant yet comfortable space. You’ll be looked after by
a steward who will be on hand to attend to your every
need, 24 hours a day. During the day your cabin has
banquette seating and in the evening it’s transformed

from a lounge into a uniquely styled bedroom,
complete with washbasin, towels and toiletries (a
shared toilet is available in each carriage). Double
Cabins have upper and lower berths while Cabin
Suites offer more space and are made up of two
interconnecting Double Cabins.
Dress code
The dress code reflects the elegant style of the
Venice-Simplon-Orient-Express with dinner being a
truly special occasion. While gentlemen must wear
a suit and tie and ladies should dress smartly, many
guests choose to really dress up in black tie and
evening gowns to make the most of the occasion.
During the day the dress code is smart-casual, with a
jacket and tie for gentlemen and a skirt or trousers and
a smart top for ladies.
Gratuities
Gratuities aren’t included and are at your discretion.
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UK
London
Folkestone

Calais

GERMANY

SLO

Paris

FRANCE

AUSTRIA

SWITZERLAND
Verona

Venice

ITALY
SPAIN
Burano Island at Venice

SARDINIA

Venice
PORTUGAL

Your itinerary – Duration:  nights
Day 1 London; Venice Simplon-Orient-Express You
will be welcomed aboard the classic Belmond British
Pullman train by smart uniformed staff at London
Victoria station to commence your journey with a
departure to Folkestone. Relax and enjoy brunch
served with a bellini as you travel through the Kent
countryside before transferring by coach to board the
Eurotunnel shuttle for the short crossing to France
and on to Calais Ville. Here the wonderful Wagon-Lit
Carriages of the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express train
await. Following dinner, enjoy relaxing music from
the resident pianist over a nightcap before retiring to
your private cabin, which has been transformed into
a bedroom by your dedicated steward. Stay: Venice
Simplon-Orient-Express. L, D.
Day 2 Venice Simplon-Orient-Express; Venice By
morning you will have crossed the border into
Switzerland and you’ll wake to breathtaking alpine
scenery. This is the perfect backdrop to accompany
your delicious continental breakfast, served in your
cabin. Speed through the lovely countryside and enjoy
a magnificent lunch. Later, you can enjoy a wonderful
afternoon tea as you travel across the beautiful
Gotthard Pass. The train will make a final, brief stop
at the attractive riverside city of Verona before arriving

in Venice in the early evening. On arrival, you’ll be
transferred to your hotel for a two night stay.
Stay: Belmond Hotel Cipriani (or an alternative hotel of
your choice). B, L.
Day 3 Venice Spend the day at leisure exploring Venice,
one of the world’s few truly unique cities. Don’t miss
the quintessential Venice experience; a romantic ride
on a gondola through narrow canal streets, gliding past
ornate bridges and breathtaking architecture that spans
centuries. The heart of Venice is found in the San Marco
sestiere (neighbourhood) which is home to the famous
Renaissance-style St Mark’s Square, a great spot for
people-watching and soaking up the atmosphere of
this vibrant city. Have your camera ready to capture the
exquisite and iconic buildings such as Doge’s Palace, St
Mark’s Basilica, and the clock tower, Torre dell’Drologio,
that border the famous piazza. Just a short stroll from
the square lies the atmospheric waterfront promenade
Riva degli Schiavoni which is home to a number of bars
and restaurants. Stay: Belmond Hotel Cipriani (or an
alternative hotel of your choice). B.
Day 4 Venice Today transfer to the airport for your
flight to the UK. B.

UK departures
2020 05, 09, 16, 23, 30 Jun; 07, 14 Jul; 11, 18 Aug;
15, 18, 22, 25 Sep; 02, 06, 13, 16, 20, 30 Oct; 03,
06 Nov

Route
• Venice Simplon-Orient-Express: 1 night
• Venice: 2 nights

What’s included
• 1 night on board the Venice Simplon-OrientExpress in a Double Cabin
• 2 nights in a 5 Star hotel in Venice
• Meals as indicated (B=Breakfast, L=Lunch,
D=Dinner)
• All specified flights.

Need to know
• Minimum age 16 years
• The itinerary also operates in reverse
• Local transfers are included
• Any sightseeing in Venice is a suggestion and
not included in the price. Optional excursions
are available.
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City Breaks
From Florence and Rome to Venice, Verona and
Milan, Italy’s enchanting cities have an abundance
of cultural and historical treasures along with
iconic sights and some of the world’s best cuisine.

In this section
14
16
18
19
22
24

Rome, Venice, Verona, Florence & Milan guide
Rome hotels
Milan hotel
Venice hotels
Verona hotels
Florence hotels

Cathedral and Ponte Pietra, Verona

Key events
Rome
May: May Day Musical – Held in Piazza San
Giovanni to celebrate the arrival of spring with
world-class music and musicians.
Venice
February: Venice Carnival – One of the city’s most
important events and a spectacular celebration of
Venice’s history and culture.
Verona
June-September: The Verona Opera Festival – This
treat for classical music lovers is held under the
stars in the famous Arena of Verona.
Florence
June-August: Florence Dance Festival – This
famous festival takes place on Fiesole, the hillside
district of Florence.
Milan
February & September: Milan Fashion Week –
Twice a year the world’s fashion elite descend on
Milan to see the following season’s styles.

Jan

Milan

Visa info Visa not required for UK passport holders.

Verona

Currency Euro

venice

Time diﬀerence GMT +1 hour

Rome

Flying time Rome: 2¾ hours; Venice, Verona &
Florence: 2¼ hours; Milan: 2 hours

Florence

General information
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Average daily maximum temperature
Average daily sunshine hours
(not hours of daylight)

5

18 18 17 17 17

10 11

It’s always a good time to visit the historical cities
of Italy. During spring and summer you can dine
al fresco in charming piazzas and stroll leisurely
around the many gardens; in autumn and winter
you can stay cosy and warm in romantic hotels; and
all year round you can explore Italy’s vast cultural
heritage, visiting world-famous galleries, museums
and historic monuments.
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Average monthly rainfall in mm

14 17 12 11 10
3

4

3
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114 117 90 79 107
Important holiday information The price we conﬁrm at the time
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package.
Please read p150-155 before you book your holiday. For further
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Discovering Rome, Venice,
Verona, Florence & Milan
Italy is home to some of the world’s most exciting cultural and historic cities – each with their
own character. Explore the grand capital, Rome, home to some of the world’s most iconic ruins; the
floating city of Venice; romantic Verona; beautiful Florence with its Renaissance architecture;
or the fashion capital Milan.

Florence

Verona

Brunelleschi’s Dome in Florence Cathedral

An insight into Rome, Venice, Verona, Florence and Milan
Rome
As you wander through Rome, it feels like walking
through time – peeling back layers of rich history as
though you’ve stepped into a living museum. There’s
arguably more to see in Italy’s capital than any other
city in the world, with awe-inspiring ruins, museums
and galleries, charming squares and narrow medieval
streets. This is a city that makes an impression.
From the Roman Empire, through to the Renaissance
and the Baroque period, Rome displays its history
proudly. In a short first-time visit it’s easy to get a real
taste of the city by filling your days with sightseeing.
Rome is best explored on foot, with many of the most
famous ancient sites within walking distance of our
featured hotels (p16-17). Take in the iconic Colosseum,
the Roman Forum and the Pantheon; Baroque
masterpieces including the Trevi Fountain and the
buildings surrounding the Piazza Navona; and visit
cultural treasures such as the Borghese Gallery.
Spend a little longer here and you’ll be able to explore
the city at a more leisurely pace. Take your time to
stroll along the narrow cobbled streets lined with cafés,
bars, ristorantes and trattorias, and soak up the city’s
world-class café culture. There’s nothing more Italian
than spending a few hours in good company with great
food. And if you head down some of the smaller side
streets, away from the tourist hot spots, you’re likely to
find some local gems which offer great value and more
authentic flavours.

As you might expect from a capital city – particularly
in Italy – there’s some excellent shopping here. For
high-end fashion boutiques, head to Via Condotti near
the Spanish Steps, and the network of streets nearby.
For more high street-style shopping there’s the Via
del Corso, and across the River Tiber and close to the
Vatican city, the Via Cola de Rienzo.

Venice
Venice is iconic and unique; a timeless floating city that’s
been the gateway to the Orient for hundreds of years.
Over a hundred islands are set in a cluster in the vast
Venetian Lagoon, criss-crossed by winding canals and
linked by almost 500 bridges. Water taxis and buses cross
the waterways, creating a chaotically beautiful sight, while
elegant gondolas dip in and out of the smaller canals.
Part of this busy city’s charm is its architecture and
you’ll be forgiven for spending much of your time
wondering how building a city like Venice was even
possible. Whether you’re strolling along one of the side
canals lined with residential buildings, crossing one of
the ornate bridges or staring up at the grand façades of
St Mark’s Square, you’ll be in awe of this romantic city.
The most famous waterway of all is the Grand Canal.
Lined by grand palaces, it cuts through the heart of
the city and is where you’ll find many of our featured
hotels (p19-21). The main sights can be found in the
neighbourhoods of San Marco, San Polo and Dorsoduro.
There’s no doubt that Venice is incredibly popular,
with visitors often outnumbering the locals during the

busiest months, but there are quieter spots to be found.
Across the wide Canale La Giudecca there’s the small
island of Giudecca, offering a quieter option away from
the crowds and an alternative perspective of the city.
Largely residential, there are a handful of churches and
palaces to explore. The islands of Burano and Murano
are the home of the lacemaking and glass-blowing trades
respectively, both great for something a little different.
An alternative spot is Venice Lido, the sand bar which
separates the Venetian lagoon from the Adriatic Sea.
Popular with families, and home to the annual Venice
Film Festival, the island is known as ‘Venice’s seaside’.

Verona
Best known as the setting of Shakespeare’s classic
love story, Romeo and Juliet, ‘fair’ Verona is one of
Italy’s smaller cities and makes for a lovely few days of
sightseeing. The small square where you’ll find Casa di
Giulietta and Juliet’s famous balcony is, unsurprisingly,
busy with visitors, but take a short walk along the river
and you’ll find more tranquil green spots to reflect.
A must-visit is the Roman Arena in the heart of the city,
created with rose-coloured marble in the 1st Century
and host to the famous opera. If you’re keen to enjoy
performances from some of the world’s greatest opera
singers, the best time to go is from June to August. On
the opposite side of the River Adige, Verona’s Roman
Theatre was carved into the hillside to make great use of
its stunning surrounds below and beyond. Be sure to visit
Castle Scaligeri – the home of the noble Scala family. This
enchanting castle has a 31 metre-high pentagonal tower
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Milan

Verona

Venice

Florence

Pisa

Rome

ITALY
Naples

SARDINIA

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

SICILY

Milan

Venice

with views over the lake and Monte Baldo Mountains.
Climb the 84 metre-high Lamberti Tower, built in 1172 for
splendid views over the city, and listen out for the four
bells signalling fires, work times, hours of the day and to
invoke the city’s councils. Then wander along the relaxed
Carega block, close to the Duomo, to sample traditional
Veronese cuisine and fine wines.

The Colosseum, Rome

14th-Century Ponte Vecchio bridge where glittering
jewellery shops hang precariously over the edge, to the
grand Pitti Palace where you can wander through the
elegant 16th-Century Boboli Gardens. At sunset, walk
to the Piazza Michelangelo for panoramic views of the
river and Florence’s striking red rooftops as the last of
the day’s rays drench the city in a golden glow.

Florence

Milan

Florence is elegant and laid-back, dotted with welcoming
little family-run cafés where visitors happily sit with
a coffee and watch as local life unfolds around them.
The city centre, where you’ll find all of the major
attractions, spans the north and south banks of the
River Arno. It bursts with history but there’s a real
cosmopolitan feel here too. The majority of the sights sit
between the Piazza del Duomo and south to the Arno.
The world-renowned Uffizi Gallery boasts an almost
unrivalled collection of Renaissance sculptures and
paintings created by great artists such as Leonardo da
Vinci, Francesca and Botticelli. To view Michelangelo’s
exquisite masterpiece ‘David’, his four unfinished
Prisoners and the St Matthew, head to the Accademia
Gallery north of the Cathedral Square. On the Arno’s
south bank there are beautiful gardens and green spots
where you can enjoy fabulous views of the city.

A fashion-lover’s paradise, stylish Milan is modern and
vibrant, yet still manages to keep its past alive with a
well-maintained historic complex and some impressive,
newer architecture. Milan is the perfect combination of
sophisticated living and captivating exploring. La Scala,
the 18th-Century temple of opera, has hosted the world’s
most prestigious performers, while a wealth of treasurefilled museums and the famous Duomo are surrounded by
its lively piazza, cafés, restaurants and smart boutiques.

Visit the city’s cathedral, or Duomo, and admire
Brunelleschi’s impressive dome which dominates the
skyline, see the intricate frescoes of San Lorenzo and
visit the Basilica di Santa Croce, the final resting place
of Michelangelo and Machiavelli. Cross the famous

There’s plenty to do in Milan besides making the most
of the designer stores and boutiques. Walk along the
roof of the Duomo, a unique church of Baroque and
neo-Gothic design with an incredible 3500 statues and
135 spires. You could visit the Santa Maria della Grazie
and admire Leonardo da Vinci’s truly breathtaking
Last Supper – don’t forget to book a slot for viewing
– or discover Renaissance Milan in all its glory at the
fascinating Castello Sforzesco which is home to a maze
of smaller museums and fine art collections.
NB: A tourist tax is payable locally at all city hotels.

Our favourite
combinations
Rome & Sorrento
Combine the fascinating historic sights of Rome
with Sorrento’s sea views and medieval lanes.

Rome & Venice
This combination twins two of Italy’s most
iconic cities – the capital Rome and floating city
of Venice.

Rome & Sardinia
Spend time exploring the capital before
unwinding on Sardinia’s beautiful beaches.

Venice & Lake Como
Discover the many charms of the ‘Floating City’
before heading to the shores of Lake Como.

Milan & Lake Como
The ultimate upscale Italian combination – a
stay in chic Milan followed by some time
soaking up the views in Lake Como.

Verona & Venice
Combine the romance, history and beauty of
two of Italy’s most enchanting cities.
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Rome hotels
Italy’s capital is rich in culture and offers over 2500 years of history in its vast number of monuments, fountains
and buildings. Stroll along cobbled streets and enjoy the café culture and high-end shopping.

Crystal Bistrot

Superior Room

Superior Room

4★ Hotel Art by the Spanish Steps

4★ Hotel Degli Artisti

Bright colours and innovative design epitomise this distinguished art hotel.
Less than a five-minute stroll from the famous Spanish Steps, this design-rich retreat
sits quietly on Rome’s historic Via Margutta. Renowned for its workshops, galleries
and antique-scouting shops, this pretty cobbled street sits hidden in the heart of the
historic centre and is a great base for seeing some of Rome’s most impressive sights.
A city of iconic landmarks, Piazza di Spagna is less than five minutes on foot, and the
Central Park-chic gardens of Villa Borghese are also close by.

A charming hotel in the heart of Rome, on the doorstep of the city’s historic attractions.
You can uncover Rome’s favourite monuments by foot at this rustic-chic hotel,
which overlooks the city from its picturesque setting on the Pincian Hill. You’ll
be just a stroll away from the legendary Trevi Fountain, Spanish Steps and Villa
Borghese gardens – and you can even walk to the Colosseum in just 25 minutes. To
help you get around, the friendly hotel staff will give you a guest smart phone with
free 4G data and national and international calls included. You’ll have access to
maps, public transport details, tourist guides and ticket booking, so your time out
and about will be completely hassle free.

An art hotel by name and by nature, throughout the hotel bold and bright colours
awaken all senses while creative design touches enhance the arty personality.
Roman, Renaissance and Byzantine references take you back to the classics, while
original paintings and intriguing sculptures add to the hotel’s contemporary charm.
Take in the silk-screen prints and delicate bronze busts of the minimalist hall
entrance before admiring the vintage Catellani tree sculpture that sits pride of place
in the colourful outdoor courtyard.
Begin your day in the Eternal City with a visit to the hotel’s bistrot-bar; a renovated
ancient chapel which impresses with its delicate frescoes and cross-vault arches.
On your return to the hotel, the bar plays host to regular happy hours, and there’s
a quaint wellness area, complete with a Turkish bath and sauna. All of the rooms
here are minimalist in design, and each one can be found on a different coloured
corridor. Expressive tiled bathrooms match the designated floor level’s colour scheme,
and every room includes a piece of bespoke contemporary artwork. Adding to the
contemporary décor, the vibrant hues combine with warm parquet flooring, striking
wood furnishings and hand-stitched Florentine headboards.

Natural light pours in through the windows of every room at Hotel Degli Artisti –
and they’re all soundproof, so after a day exploring the energetic city, you can
enjoy the sweet sound of silence in the privacy of your room. Classic Double Rooms
are styled with a palette of fresh white and yellow; they have a plush queen bed
and alluring views of the hotel’s pretty courtyard or the ancient church of Saint
Isidore’s College – or you can opt for a Superior Double Room if you fancy a little
more space.
Each morning, tuck into a tasty continental buffet in the Breakfast Room, or head
out to the inviting al fresco patio in spring and summer. Other great hangout spots
include the sophisticated rooftop Terrace Bar, open from May to October; the cosy
American Bar, where you can pair fine liqueur with small-plate nibbles; and in
summer, the luxurious rooftop Jacuzzi is a romantic place to sip Champagne and
gaze up at the stars.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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Deluxe Room

4★ Leon’s Place

4★ Hotel dei Borgia

A beautifully restored modern hotel set in an 18th-Century palace.
This stylish hotel has a real boutique feel as well as a blend of traditional charm and
modern luxury. It also has an enviable setting close to the Piazza della Repubblica,
Via Veneto, Villa Borghese Gardens and the Via Condotti shopping area. The cool
interior features of this chic property have contrasting tones and details that blend
perfectly with the building’s historic charms – this is contemporary Italian design
at its finest. The hotel is home the glamorous ‘Visionnaire Cafè which prides itself
on creative cocktails and mouth-watering hors d’oeuvres. The modern feel of the
rooms is reflective of the hotel as a whole. The grey and white tones and spacemaximising mirror details are complemented by chic and comfortable furnishings.
The Classic Rooms offer great value while the Deluxe Rooms are more spacious.

An elegant bolthole with an understated take on sleek Italian refinement.
It’s all about the location at Hotel dei Borgia: the Colosseum, the Trevi Fountain and
the Spanish Steps are all within a 15-minute walk – you couldn’t be better placed for
exploring Italy’s capital. Behind its blue-bordered shuttered windows, this charming
hotel brims with understated elegance – a soothing colour palette of creams and
pastels accented with monochrome tiled floors, oversized floor plants and wallhung portraits. A small spa and wellness centre is filled with all the essentials for
downtime – a Jacuzzi, Turkish bath, sauna, mosaic-tiled pool, emotional showers
and a relaxation area set beneath a canopy of twinkling lights. Spread across five
floors, the hotel’s rooms are decked out in a classic, refined style, from richly
textured furnishings, to bursts of damask wallpaper and statement headboards.

Our favourite
combinations
Rome & Sorrento
Combine the historic sights of the capital with clifftop Sorrento’s
stunning Bay of Naples views and winding lanes. From here
you could hire a car and take in a section of one of the world’s most
famous drives – the Amalfi Coast.

4★ Kolbe Hotel Rome
A 17th-Century former Franciscan convent, surrounded by relics of ancient Rome.
Away from Rome’s grand Baroque centre sits this charming hotel with its pretty
orange- and lemon-grove gardens, which are a real rarity in the Italian capital. The
hotel is surrounded by the remains of imperial Rome, and you couldn’t be better
placed if you want to immerse yourself in the ancient history of the city. The hotel
overlooks the ruins of the Palantine Hill, while the Colosseum, the chariot racing
stadium Circus Maximus and Piazza Venezia are located just a short walk away. The
more ‘modern’ sights can be reached by a short taxi ride or metro journey. The style
of the hotel itself has a more 21st Century feel to it with exposed brick walls, glass
doors and contemporary furnishings.

Rome & Florence
Explore the capital before heading to beautiful Florence.
This city’s unique blend of art and Renaissance architecture is a joy to
explore as are its network of medieval streets and busy piazzas.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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Milan hotel
Italy’s fashion capital is also the country’s largest city and home to Italy’s largest cathedral, the magnificent
Duomo. Upscale shops, bars and restaurants sit side-by-side with some of the most striking design-led hotels as
well as beautifully traditional properties.

Deluxe Room

4★ Sina De La Ville
Urban relaxation, traditional touches and the hidden gem of a rooftop terrace.
You couldn’t ask for a better city location than the Sina De La Ville – right in the
heart of the famous Golden Triangle and set just behind Piazza Duomo. While
ideal for exploring the high-octane delights that Milan has to offer, the hotel itself
provides a calming urban retreat, with the bonus of a stylish rooftop lap pool
complete with underwater sound system and retractable ceiling. After a day spent
sightseeing or shopping in the high-end designer boutiques of Galleria Vittorio
Emanuele II, this is the perfect spot for unwinding, with glimpses of the iconic
Gothic Cathedral’s spectacular 135 spires. Aching feet and tired muscles can be
soothed in the SPA, with its welcome treatment rooms, sauna and steam room.

Our favourite
combinations
Milan & Lake Como
Combine the sophistication and style of this modern fashion capital
with a romantic lakeside holiday in cosmopolitan Lake Como.

The hotel’s restaurant is brimming with old Italian charm and has been a local
favourite for over 24 years. The menu focuses on traditional Mediterranean and
creative Italian cuisine, and features a superb wine list. The classically elegant
Lounge Bar is reminiscent of a gentleman’s club with its cherry wood panelling and
sumptuous sofas, and is the ideal spot for an aperitif or after-theatre cocktail.
Rooms are either traditional or contemporary in style; the former feature bathtubs
with a handheld shower and the latter, a shower. Superior Rooms have double or
twin beds while Deluxe Rooms are larger and have city views. Junior Suites have a
separate living room and small balcony. Suites have a living room, king bed, balcony
and marble bathroom with Jacuzzi.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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Venice hotels
Set in a lagoon in the north east of Italy in the lush Veneto region, the unique city of Venice is a joy to explore. Get
lost in the narrow canal-side streets and soak up the atmosphere in one of the world’s most romantic cities.

Deluxe Small Canal View Room

Concept Room - The Fireplace Room

4★ Hotel Santa Chiara

4.5★ Ca Maria Adele

Venetian style combines with a great central location by the Grand Canal.
Overlooking the Grand Canal and Piazzale Roma, this 500-year-old former monastery
promises easy convenience thanks to its central location in Venice’s Santa Croce
district. Close to the cruise terminal and opposite the train station, there are plenty
of local shops, restaurants and museums all within walking distance – the iconic
landmarks of the Doge’s Palace and St Mark’s Basilica are only a half hour walk away.
To see more of the city’s famous waterways, the hotel has a private dock and there’s a
vaporetto stop conveniently located near to the hotel’s entrance.

This tiny 12-room historic residence sits in the heart of Venice’s modern art district.
In artsy Dorsoduro – home of the Peggy Guggenheim collection and the floating
gallery of Fondazione Emilio e Annabianca Vedova – this renovated 16th-Century
palazzo sits tucked away behind the famous domed church of Santa Maria della
Salute. While just a short hop on a vaporetto to the lively crowds of St Mark’s
Square, this tiny residence is exceptionally exclusive, hidden in one of Venice’s most
tranquil quarters. Set just off the famous Grand Canal, a private water entrance
masterfully hides this grown-up boutique bolthole from any prying eyes.

Sensitively transformed into a boutique palazzo hotel, Hotel Santa Chiara is made
up of two parts – an original 16th-Century building and a newer white marble
wing. While a contrasting exterior, within the hotel there’s a classic Venetian feel
throughout. Murano glass chandeliers hang from exposed wooden ceilings, and
stylish feature walls add an opulent flourish to each individual room. Choose a
Deluxe City View Room to enjoy views of the gardens or Piazzale Roma, or head to a
Deluxe Small Canal View Room to make the most of the Rio Novo canal views. Add
a touch more indulgence to your stay and opt for a Deluxe Grand Canal View Room;
these are larger and more refined in style, with Rubelli silk wall features and iconic
Grand Canal views.

Decadently eclectic and indulgently detail-rich, this retreat is one of Venice’s most
romantic hotels. Step off the hotel’s private mooring deck and you’re immediately
enveloped into its inspired retro-chic design. Floating couches perch deceptively above
internal lit-up waterways in the reception, while an exposed brick lounge impresses all
senses with its snug interior design and enticing canal-level views. For alternative views
of the Salute’s Basilica, head to the saffron hues of the Moroccan Terrace – an exotic
open-air courtyard which can double as a delightful breakfast setting on request.

Before you head out for a day of sightseeing, start your morning with a hearty buffet
breakfast at the hotel. Dine in the comfort of your own room or head downstairs to
eat in front of views overlooking the Grand Canal. After your city adventures, head
back to the hotel for an aperitif – make the most of the rooftop terrace to drink in a
stylish panorama of wonderful city views.

Head upstairs to find an eclectic mismatch of rooms and suites, each one a discreet
nod to the city’s rich history and heritage. For an original take on classic Venetian
style, subtle golden tones complement the dark wood furnishings in the hotel’s smaller
Deluxe Rooms. For a room with a statement, head to one of the hotel’s five Concept
Rooms; each one a bespoke theme with a plush design. On the top floors, the two
lavish suites look over superb views of Venice’s rooftops. Choose Suite 336 for an
original in-room whirlpool bath, or opt for the furnished terrace in Suite 339, which
offers a gorgeous private view of the Salute’s domes.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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Venice hotels

Grand Deluxe Lagoon View Room

Cip’s Club

★ Belmond Hotel Cipriani

★ San Clemente Palace Kempinski

An ultra-luxurious hotel located just five minutes by boat from St Mark’s Square.
You don’t have to be in the heart of Venice to truly appreciate its beauty.
Sometimes it’s better to enjoy a little time away from the crowds but still easily pop
over to the city when you want. This Belmond hotel, which is located on the island
of Guidecca, gives you just that. There are very few, if any hotels, that have a pool
in Venice due to size and the nature of the city; the Belmond hotel has an Olympic
sized pool in its extensive grounds. And as you laze waterside, attentive hosts will
be on hand to cater to your every whim whether that’s a refreshing drink or a light
snack. There are also plenty of shaded spots to explore in the gardens, some with
beautiful views out over the water, and there’s even a tennis court in the grounds.
The interiors are pretty special too with one-of-a-kind antiques furnishing grand
spaces, dark wood accents and light-filled lounges.

A secluded island hotel, just a 10-minute boat ride to the enchanting city.
You’ll find this charming hotel tucked away on its own private island in the serene
waters of the Venetian Lagoon. It’s a fantastic choice if you want to be close to
the city, but in a more peaceful and exclusive setting. At the San Clemente Palace
Kempinski, it’s all about you. Whether it’s a chilled few days in the sun or a culturefuelled city escape you’re after, this hotel can deliver. One afternoon, grab yourself
a cool spot under a poolside cabana and flop onto a comfy sun lounger where
you can spend hours engrossed in a favourite book, swimming in the heated pool
or snoozing in the shade. And on a day when you want to head out and explore
Venice’s art galleries, waterfront restaurants and Renaissance-style architecture,
the hotel can take you there for free.

The rooms and suites all have exquisite classical design and sumptuously
comfortable fittings. They have views of either the gardens or the lagoon and some
even look over the water towards St Mark’s Square – definitely our favourite rooms.
Some rooms such as the Garden View Room, the Lagoon View Junior Suites and the
Garden Suites feature a small balcony or terrace.

Back at the hotel, facilities include a pitch and putt golf course, tennis court, kids’
club and spa with aromatherapy treatments. The rooms and suites are all super
chic and include little nods to traditional Venetian styles, such as grand Murano
chandeliers, high ceilings and a rich colour palette of caramels and golds. Superior,
Deluxe and Grand Deluxe Rooms have plush Italian marble bathrooms and either
overlook the gardens or quaint courtyard – if you’d like a room overlooking the
water, opt for the Grand Deluxe Lagoon View.

Each morning you can spend a while in bed before heading down to the dedicated
breakfast room to make the most of an extensive buffet. Lunch is a casual affair and
takes place at the al fresco Cip’s Club which has a deck over the water and Venice
City views. This restaurant is also open for dinner and is one of the city’s most
romantic spots for a dinner ‘per due’. The Michelin-starred Oro Restaurant is the
hotel’s delightful waterside setting; open only for dinner, this restaurant’s design is
sublime thanks to a gold-leaf gilded ceiling and a striking glass chandelier.

The food here is excellent. For breakfast, Insieme Restaurant is the go to place.
Mediterranean buffet dishes are prepared using the freshest local ingredients, and
there’s also a dedicated eggs menu, gluten-free options and a special menu for
kids. You can indulge in an evening of fine dining at gourmet Italian restaurant,
Acquerello Signature, or feast on flavoursome wood-fired pizzas at La Dolce.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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5★ Sina Centurion Palace

4★ Sina Palazzo Sant’Angelo

A member of the Small Luxury Hotels of the World in Dorsoduro.
With a prized setting across the Grand Canal from the lively heart of historic Venice,
this is the perfect choice for those seeking a spot away from the crowds, yet still
within easy reach of all the city’s attractions. It’s just a boat ride across the Grand
Canal followed by a 10 minute walk from St Mark’s Square, and is within walking
distance to attractions such as the Peggy Guggenheim Museum. Housed in a former
convent that has retained its historic charm, the hotel has a Neo-gothic façade
which belies its contemporary interiors. Classic Venetian touches add to the unique
décor, from silk-lined walls to ornate mirrors and gold bathrooms. Dine on haute
cuisine at the restaurant Antinoo’s and relax with a glass of wine in the secluded
courtyard garden or the canal-side terrace.

A boutique hotel with a private pier on the Grand Canal.
This former nobleman’s palace has been carefully restored and converted into a
charming boutique hotel with just 26 rooms. This sensitive reinvention has allowed
the hotel to retain the feel of an elegant and comfortable private residence. It is set
between the Ponte di Rialto and the Ponte dell’Accademia and has a private pier on
the Grand Canal – imagine arriving in style by water. The inviting breakfast room
combines original wood panelling with silk wall coverings and big picture windows
overlooking a canal. The cosy lounge overlooks the Grand Canal and is perfectly
placed for watching life on the water while sipping a cocktail.

4★ Hotel Concordia

4★ Palazzo Giovanelli & Gran Canal

The only hotel overlooking St Mark’s Square.
As Venice’s only hotel to actually overlook St Mark’s Square, Hotel Concordia
could not be better placed for sightseeing. Both cosy and intimate, Concordia has
a refined elegance and a commitment to quality; it’s also been managed for four
generations by the same family so you’ll get a warm welcome from the hotel’s staff.
The traditional Venetian interiors, period furniture, marble or mosaic bathrooms
and Murano glass chandeliers reflect the classic style and heritage of the 18thCentury building in which it is housed. At the hotel’s lounge bar, you can enjoy
cocktails, snacks and traditional Venetian aperitifs in front of views overlooking the
famous Basilica.

Charming hotel combining Venetian and modern design.
Set in the heart of historic Venice and adjacent to the Church of San Stae, this
beautiful hotel blends an attractive mix of contemporary comforts with authentic
Venetian heritage. And it’s attracted illustrious previous tenants including the
Mozart family and the King of Denmark. Tastefully restored and with unique access
provided by a waterfront door, the hotel is well appointed for exploration of the
main sights of Venice yet offers an oasis from the city’s lively centre. Walk to St
Mark’s Square, explore the lively Rialto area or enjoy a classic gondola ride along
the canal before relaxing in the hotel’s tranquil interior garden. Some of the elegant
rooms overlook the magnificent Grand Canal.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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Verona hotels
Famously the setting of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, as well as one of the world’s finest opera venues,
this vibrant UNESCO-listed riverside city will forever be associated with romance, drama and music.

Juliet’s balcony

Deluxe Room

Superior Room

5★ Il Sogno di Giulietta

4★ Hotel Giberti

Offers exclusive evening access to the courtyard of Juliet’s House and its balcony.
Romantics will be in their element at Il Sogno di Giulietta, or ‘Juliet’s Dream’, an
elegant town house set in the heart of Verona in the beautiful courtyard of Juliet’s
House. It’s not often that you have the chance to stay so close to such an iconic site
and every evening the hotel’s guests can enjoy sole access to the courtyard when it
is closed to the public. Share a private moment in the romantic streetlight beneath
that most famous of balconies and pose for photos by the bronze statue of Juliet.

A centrally located hotel, within walking distance of Verona’s historic centre.
Conveniently positioned between the Porta Nuova railway station and Verona
Arena, Hotel Giberti sits in a great central location that’s within easy walking
distance of Verona’s historic heart. Borrow one of the hotel’s free bikes and
explore this timeless city – rich in history, culture and the romance of Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet. As a city famed for its fashion and quaint local boutiques, the
hotel is close to the bustling shopping street of Via Mazzini. Or, if you’d prefer to
sit and people watch in true Italian style, then there are some delightful cafés and
excellent restaurants offering local specialities to enjoy in nearby Piazza Brà or
Piazza delle Erbe.

As well as an impossibly romantic setting, this charming hotel also offers superb
personal service and luxury. Due to its small size there is no restaurant in the hotel
which means that you can enjoy breakfast in the comfort of your room before
exploring the sights of Verona. This intimate hotel is just a short stroll from the
city’s best restaurants, bars and famous sights including the Verona Arena, so it’s
perfectly placed for exploration, sightseeing and opera lovers.
There are just 16 elegant rooms that are set on two sides of the building, and either
face the bustling Via Cappello or offer views of the courtyard. Although classical
in style and romantic to the core, modern flourishes and comforts are standard,
including flat-screen televisions, Wi-Fi and luxury bathrooms with a Jacuzzi.

Inside, this central hotel pairs a contemporary style with intricate touches that pay
a respectful nod to the city’s rich heritage. Deluxe Rooms have a stylish and modern
interior, blending a classic refinement with all the usual mod cons you’d expect of
a city hotel. In the marble-clad bathrooms, rainfall showers complement the room’s
sleek design, and a few even offer indulgent Jacuzzi-style baths.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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Verona

Verona Arena

Ponte Pietra bridge, Verona

Opera
Find your seat in this ancient amphitheatre and be immersed in Verona’s opera.
Reverberating with the classical tones of Aida and Carmen, the Roman
amphitheatre of the Verona Arena sits in the Piazza Brà. Built in the first century,
its oval walls have housed a range of entertainment throughout the ages. Once the
stage of the famed Roman games and the battle ground of the gladiators, today
this archaic building is the setting for some of the world’s most dramatic operatic
performances. Every year, you can experience the city’s Arena Opera Festival that
runs from June through to September, and for 2020 the programme includes Aida,
Turandot and La Traviata.

Our favourite
combinations
Our favourite
OPERA INFO??

Verona & Lake Garda

Spend time in the romantic city of Verona before relaxing on
the tranquil shores of beautiful Lake Garda.

Verona & Venice
Combine the romance, history and beauty of two
of Italy’s most enchanting and iconic cities.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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Florence hotels
Set on the banks of the River Arno in the heart of the Tuscan countryside, the romantic city of Florence is
renowned for its graceful beauty, incredible art and classic history. The birthplace of the Renaissance offers a
unique blend of art and architecture, along with a treasure-trove of attractions.

Roof terrace

Osteria della Pagliazza Restaurant

Deluxe Room

Classic Executive Room

5★ Hotel Bernini Palace

4.5★ Hotel Brunelleschi

A renovated 15th-Century Florentine residence.
This beautiful conversion of a traditional Florentine residence overlooks the
Palazzo Vecchio and offers unique character and a central setting within walking
distance of the Ponte Vecchio and Uffizi Gallery. Once a meeting place for
members of parliament, this refurbished grand hotel is now a welcoming retreat
for anyone looking for a touch of luxury and old-world charm in the city centre.

A historic and romantic hotel in the heart of Florence.
This unique boutique hotel is named after Florence’s most revered architect and the
genius behind the city’s beautiful cathedral, the Basilica di Santa Maria del Fiore,
which it overlooks. Built around a 6th-Century Byzantine tower, this attractive
hotel’s historic façade is complemented by a sophisticated early 20th-Century
interior design and décor. The location is perfect for exploration of the city’s main
attractions. You’re just a stone’s throw from Brunelleschi’s magnificent Renaissance
dome, and the Ponte Vecchio, world-renowned Uffizi Gallery and Leonardo da Vinci
Museum are all just a short stroll away. The surrounding narrow streets are lined
with restaurants and shops so everything is right on your doorstep.

Chandeliers, antiques and portraits create an elegant setting and guests can
enjoy breakfast beneath the spectacular frescoed ceiling of the Sala Parlamento,
a restored 15th-Century internal courtyard. The La Chiostrina restaurant offers
classic and innovative cuisine with an emphasis on gourmet Florentine specialities
accompanied by fine wines. Guests can also enjoy drinks and snacks in a traditional Antiques and works of art adorn the hotel’s public spaces and its private museum
setting at the elegant Lounge Bar and panoramic views from the roof terrace.
displays Roman artefacts. The intimate fine-dining Santa Elisabetta Restaurant has
just seven tables and is housed within the ancient Byzantine Pagliazza Tower. It
The elegant rooms are furnished with antiques and feature free Wi-Fi and bottled
offers fantastic new menus created by award-winning Chef Rocco De Santis and
water. Classic Rooms and Superior Rooms overlook interior yards or alleyways of
paired with fine wines selected by the sommelier. The Osteria della Pagliazza offers
medieval Florence while Deluxe Rooms are more spacious and feature
authentic and delicious Tuscan dishes infused with regional flavours and in the
Murano-glass chandeliers and views of varying aspects of the city including the
summer you can dine al fresco in a charming square.
cathedral, Palazzo Bargello and the steeple of Badia Florentine. If you’re travelling
with youngsters or as a group then the Family Rooms are ideal as they feature two The recently renovated rooms offer free Wi-Fi and some feature beautiful
bedrooms separated by an archway. The elegant Junior Suites have a small seating views overlooking Brunelleschi’s Cupola, the Via dei Calzaiuoli shopping district or
area and feature Moresco-style furnishings, period decor and tapestries.
Giglio square. The cosy Classic Executive Rooms overlook the del Giglio Square or
Via de’ Calzaiuoli and the spacious Junior Suites offer a separate living room and
large bathroom.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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Gallery Room

4.5★ Gallery Hotel Art

4★ UNAHOTELS Hotel Vittoria Firenze

Modern design boutique hotel just steps from the Ponte Vecchio and Uffizi Gallery.
This small and intimate hotel is tucked away in a peaceful courtyard near the River
Arno but it’s just seconds from the Ponte Vecchio and close to all of the city’s main
attractions. This chic hotel blends classic Italian design with minimalist Asian style.
Blurring the lines between hotel and gallery, the public areas serve as exhibition
spaces for contemporary art and photography. The Fusion Bar & Restaurant
offers an irresistible blend of Italian and Japanese-Peruvian cuisine washed down
with innovative cocktails. Guests are also invited to use the rooftop terrace at
neighbouring sister hotel, the Continentale. Discover art treasures at the renowned
Uffizi Gallery and enjoy free entry to the Ferragamo Museum which houses an
impressive collection of fashion and art.

A quirky design hotel with a quiet setting in the historic district of San Frediano.
This high-design hotel features chic interiors and innovative features, from chairs
sculpted in the shape of faces, to the bar seating area which resembles a giant red
spring. Dine at the S-shaped communal table, or in the courtyard in the summer,
at the UNA restaurant which serves Tuscan specialities. The dark corridors leading
to the guest rooms are a nod to Tuscany’s rich history with doors framed by
Renaissance-style portraits, but the interiors are thoroughly modern with low
lighting and black leather or fuchsia panelled walls with twinkling fibre optic lights.
The hotel is within walking distance of the historic city centre and its post-modern
design contrasts with the traditional neighbourhood of San Frediano which is
renowned for its artisan shops.

Our favourite
combinations
Florence & Milan
Discover Florence’s Renaissance treasures, impressive
architecture and beautiful gardens before heading to the designer
shops and upscale boutiques in Italy’s fashion capital.

Florence & Tuscany
3★ Hotel Silla
A tranquil choice on the banks of the River Arno.
Set away from the city’s bustling crowds in a charming 15th-Century building,
this welcoming family-run hotel and former residence occupies a peaceful spot
on the banks of the River Arno yet is just a short stroll from Florence’s wealth of
cultural treasures including the Ponte Vecchio. The pleasant interior courtyard is
dotted with pot plants and you can enjoy breakfast on the sunny tree-lined terrace,
which overlooks the river and a pretty park. Discover some of the world’s most
renowned works of art, including sculptures and paintings by Botticelli and Da Vinci
at the Uffizi Gallery or stroll to the Giardino Bardini, an Italian Renaissance garden
offering incredible views of the city’s skyline.

Combine the incredible architecture, galleries and museums
of Florence with the beautiful countryside and medieval
towns of Tuscany.

Rome & Florence
Discover the remarkable history and iconic attractions of
the ‘Eternal City’ of Rome before exploring the romantic riverside
city of Florence and its must-see masterpieces.

Price information For up-to-date prices and latest offers get in touch with your local Kuoni store or travel agent – see page 4 for more details.
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General information
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July-August Ravello Festival – This well-established
music festival is held over two months every
summer. The concerts take place in Villa Rufolo,
the villa that inspired Wagner’s opera Parsifal. The
main venue includes a suspended stage, built in the
gardens of the villa, with panoramic views over the
coast and the sea. Top-calibre artists and musicians
perform here and it is a superb occasion in a
stunning setting.
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Average daily maximum temperature
Average daily sunshine hours
(not hours of daylight)
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The best time to visit is from April to October, when
days are bright and sunny, although for touring
and visiting the beautiful Campania region, the
quieter period of the year (November to March) is
more relaxing and enjoyable. Please note that from
November to May beaches are not operational and
from November to June outdoor swimming pools
are not operational.
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May Festival of San Costanzo, Capri – Enjoy a
procession, displaying a statue of San Castanzo,
where locals throw rose petals and broom ﬂowers
from balconies.

Climate

Sorrento

10 12 13 12 10 12
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Key events

Ravello

Visa info Visa not required for UK passport holders

Ischia

Currency Euro

Capri

Amalﬁ

Time diﬀerence GMT +1 hours

Positano

Flying time Naples: 2¾ hours
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Average monthly rainfall in mm
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Important holiday information The price we conﬁrm at the time
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package.
Please read p150-155 before you book your holiday. For further
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Discovering the Neapolitan Riviera
Boasting one of Europe’s most stunning stretches of coastline, the Neapolitan Riviera is blessed
with forest-clad cliffs, charming fishing villages and scented lemon groves set high above the Gulf of
Naples. Choose your favourite clifftop towns and enjoy some of Italy’s most delicious cuisine, admire
spellbinding views and explore picturesque islands and ancient ruins.

Bay of Naples

Capri Coast

Villa Cimbrone, Ravello

An insight into the Neapolitan Riviera
Ischia
The volcanic island of Ischia is famous for its natural
beauty, hot springs and a magnificent castle perched on
top of a volcanic rock. It takes approximately two hours
by road and ferry from Naples to reach hotels on the
island. Ischia’s beautiful mountain slopes are covered in
pine trees and olive groves, while its thermal springs are
renowned for their therapeutic and healing properties.
The island offers 18 miles of coastline sprinkled with
pretty sandy beaches, coves and picturesque bays. In
the Bay of Saint Montano, luxuriate at the Negombo
Thermal Park. The unique beach has seawater that is
exceptionally hot and extremely shallow. The island is
known as the ‘Capital of European Spa’ as it has over
300 spas but this ‘Emerald Island’ offers much more
than relaxation. Hike up to Mount Epomeo which
offers spectacular views of the Sorrentine Peninsula
and the islands of Capri, Procida and Ponza; or visit the
impressive Fortress of the Aragons which dates back to
475 BC, perches dramatically on a rocky islet and can be
reached via a stone bridge.

Capri
The picture-perfect island of Capri has a rugged
coastline, soaring cliffs, pretty coves and azure waters.
It takes approximately two hours by road and ferry
from Naples to reach hotels on the island. You can also
reach Capri by ferry from Sorrento. Capri’s small but
glamorous piazetta is a popular meeting place for locals
and its trendy bars offer a prime position for people-

watching. Explore the clifftop ruins of villas built by the
Roman Emperor Tiberius in 27 AD. The walk up to the
ruins is steep but you will be rewarded by spectacular
views over the Bay of Naples, Ischia and Sorrento.
Capri’s distinctive Faraglioni – three rocky stacks carved
by the wind and sea – rise out of the deep blue sea and
reflect the rugged beauty of the island. They can be
viewed either from the Gardens of Augustus or whilst
riding a small boat around and even through one of
them. The Phoenician Steps (La Scala Fenicia) are a
series of long, steep stone steps which lead from Capri
town to Anacapri. North of the town is the island’s
famous Blue Grotto. This popular tourist attraction
can get busy during high season but it’s worth a visit
by boat to see the natural phenomenon – as the sun
shines through an underwater cavity, the cave fills with
a sapphire blue glow.

Sorrento
The gorgeous town of Sorrento is perched atop rocky
cliffs on a headland with breathtaking views over
the Gulf of Naples and Mount Vesuvius. An array of
picturesque resorts run along the southern tip of
Sorrento’s peninsula and this popular town is famous for
its scenic beauty, tempting seafood, lemon groves and
fine wine. Breathe in the fragrant air that drifts across
rolling hills from the clusters of orange and lemon groves
and explore the colourful old town’s winding maze
of narrow cobbled alleyways which contrast with the
elegant shopping streets of Corso Italia.

The town’s 15th-Century cathedral has stunning
wood inlay, historic frescoes, antique columns and a
majolica clock. Sip a coffee at one of the many bustling
pavement cafés or relax on one of the natural terraces
and drink in the sensational views over the panoramic
bay. Book a cooking class to learn how to recreate some
of the region’s delicious cuisine or discover the secret
to creating the perfect gelato during an ice-cream
making course. Don’t miss a visit to nearby Pompeii,
the famous Roman town destroyed by Vesuvius in AD
79 which has been remarkably preserved and is just a
50-minute drive away. The lesser-known, but equally
fascinating ancient Roman town of Herculaneum is also
within easy reach of Sorrento.

Positano
Pretty pastel-coloured houses cling impossibly to the
steep cliffside in this picturesque town which has a
dramatic setting on a coastal road between Sorrento
and Amalfi. In an enclave position, Positano has a yearround mild climate. The town is centred around the
Marina Grande, a bustling harbour lined with cafés and
restaurants overlooking waters dotted with colourful
fishing boats. The Spiaggia Grande – Positano’s
charming pebble beach – is perfect for swimming in
the summer. The centre of the town is a pedestrianised
maze of cobbled alleyways, shops and tempting
restaurants offering exquisite views across the bay.
Comfortable footwear is a must here as the town’s
steep alleys can be a challenge. Browse elegant
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boutiques and artisan shops – the town is famous for
its hand-made sandals which can be expertly crafted
while you wait. Positano is home to a number of pretty
churches, and the distinctive dome of the Chiesa di
Santa Maria Assunta peeks above the town’s rooftops.
From Picasso to Steinbeck, this charming town has
inspired numerous artists and writers over the years,
and today it attracts a new generation of artists that
have fallen under its spell.

Amalfi
At the heart of this famous stretch of Amalfi Coast
lies the stunning resort town of Amalfi, which perches
dramatically on a cliff overlooking the sea. Whitewashed villas cling to the cliff face and beautiful
hotels boast some of the most spellbinding views in
the region. The colourful town centre is bursting with
designer boutiques, restaurants and streetside cafés,
and the gorgeous landscapes are ideal for hiking.
Follow steep coastal footpaths, stone steps and tranquil
trails through lemon and olive groves. The stunning
coastline attracts many tourists keen to experience
one of the world’s most breathtaking drives. The
famous Amalfi Drive follows a thin ribbon of road that
zig zags up and down the steep coastal hillside and
offers mesmerising views but is not for the fainthearted. This former capital of the Maritime Republic
was once a major trading port and is now a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Historic highlights include the
Romanesque Cathedral of St Andrew, with its ornate

Amalfi Coast

carvings, a mosaic and the relics of St Andrew the
Apostle; and the Arab-Sicilian cathedral of Sant’Andrea
Apostolo which was rebuilt in Baroque style in the
1700s and has a beautiful Moorish-style ‘Cloister of
Paradise’, regarded as an architectural treasure. Amalfi
is also known for its long history of paper-making and
you can visit one of the working mills.

Ravello
Perched high above Amalfi, the heavenly town of
Ravello is one of the most attractive resorts in the area
and with traffic-free streets and squares, it offers a
quieter alternative to the bustle of some of the other
coastal towns. Renowned for its majestic gardens,
beautiful villas and ravishing panoramic Mediterranean
views, medieval Ravello has attracted illustrious visitors
from Greta Garbo to Virginia Woolfe. Artists, composers
and writers continue to be inspired by the town’s
enchanting beauty. Roam the impossibly romantic and
resplendent gardens of Villa Cimbrone and prepare
to be dazzled by unparalleled views, described by
Gore Vidal as ‘the most beautiful view in the world’.
The historic Villa Rufolo, dating back to the 13th
Century, features a unique blend of Arab and Norman
architecture and is one of Ravello’s most treasured
sites. Its colourful and ornate ‘enchanted gardens’ were
immortalised by Wagner over 100 years ago in Parsifal
– his final opera.

Our favourite
combinations
Capri & Sorrento
Combine a stay on the fashionable island of
Capri with some time in clifftop Sorrento.

Sorrento & Rome
Spend time exploring Sorrento’s cobbled streets
before heading off to discover the historic sites
of the country’s capital.

Ischia & Sorrento
The volcanic island of Ischia combines
perfectly with a visit to the Neapolitan Riviera
town of Sorrento.
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5★ San Montano Resort & Spa, Ischia
At a glance

This peaceful hilltop retreat has jaw-dropping views
over the island and a spa with a natural cave sauna.
As you’re greeted with a cool glass of lemonade, made with fresh fruit from the
hotel’s gardens, you’ll have the chance to drink in the breathtaking views. Perched
high on a hill with sweeping views over the Bay of San Montano, surrounding
mountains, pine forest and white-washed villages, the hotel offers the perfect
setting for winding down. Take a dip in the main pool or follow steps down to one
of the thermal pools to experience the healing effect of the warm waters while
enjoying the soothing sound of the waterfalls. The sun-drenched terraces are the
perfect place to soak up the views or enjoy an indulgent nap.

Spectacular 360-degree views
Excellent wellness centre
with thermal springs

Double Comfort Terrace Room

Superb dining

The panoramic terrace at La Veranda dei Sapori restaurant offers an incredible
setting for mouthwatering meals that make use of the island’s natural resources
such as creamy mozzarella, tomatoes, olive oil and basil. Enjoy a rich buffet
breakfast with homemade pastries and smooth espressos, and romantic dinners
with choices including the catch-of-the-day, fresh pasta and salads. The chef is
happy to cater for food intolerances and can offer gluten-free dishes. There is also
a range of healthy dishes to complement the spa programmes which range from
one day to one week. The gourmet restaurant Franco’s overlooks the bay and offers
contemporary island cuisine created with seasonal produce and enhanced with
herbs from the kitchen garden. Head to the piano bar’s roof terrace for after-dinner
drinks and don’t miss the incredible views over the island at sunset as the fiery sky
lights up in a blaze of red, orange and pink.
The cosy rooms are simply furnished and have a balcony or terrace. Double Comfort
Terrace Rooms overlook the internal garden or the garden side entrance and have
a small terrace. Upgrade to one of the Double Classic Lateral Sea View Balcony
Rooms or Double Front Sea View Balcony Rooms for a little extra space and either
side or full sea views, respectively.
Setting Secluded hilltop position on
Monte Vico, 108 metres above sea level
of the charming town Lacco Ameno
which is just a 10-minute walk away
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport, followed
by a ferry to Ischia
Rooms 77 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants, snack bar, bar
Facilities 2 main swimming pools, 5
smaller pools, 2 Jacuzzis, natural cave
sauna, spa (treatments*), fitness room,
personal training*, shuttle to San
Montano beach and Santa Restituta
Square in Lacco Ameno, Wi-Fi
Spa Ocean Blue Spa is the island’s only
sea-view spa and it offers stunning
views of the Bay of San Montano. Many
of the treatments make use of Ischia’s
thermal waters and all guests have
access to the thermal pool, natural
cave sauna, Turkish bath, emotional
showers, indoor Kneipp pool and
relaxation room.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 5 nights 11-21 Apr and
30 Jun-07 Sep; 3 nights 22 Apr-29 Jun
and 08 Sep-19 Oct. Guests aged 18
and over are welcome in the spa and
thermal pools. A tourist tax is payable
locally at the hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at La Veranda
dei Sapori
Half Board • Buffet breakfast and à la
carte dinner at La Veranda dei Sapori.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights offers are available. Call
or see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Bougainvillea Restaurant
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5★ Grand Hotel Excelsior Terme
At a glance
Classic hotel set in a beautiful park
Excellent thermal spa
Secluded private beach
Junior Suite Seaview

Tucked away in a park overlooking the Gulf of Naples,
this elegant and central hotel has a thermal spa.
Ideally located near the island’s main port, this classic hotel – once a nobleman’s
residence – offers a peaceful retreat close to the town centre. Surrounded by pine
trees, shrubs and flower-filled Mediterranean gardens, the hotel has a relaxed
ambience with plenty of space to unwind. Enjoy fresh fruit and cocktails by the
pool, settle into one of the freestanding garden hammocks with a good book,
or follow the path through the gardens and cross a side road to the hotel’s small
private beach to swim in the clear waters. The Roman-style thermal spa showcases
the island’s healing waters and therapeutic treatments. Soak in the thermal
waters of the indoor pool and let the invigorating underwater jets and waterfalls
soothe any aching muscles. You can also combine the therapeutic properties of
the mineral-rich waters with therapies such as circulation massages and mud
treatments with one of the spa programmes.
Take breakfast on the terrace to make the most of the spellbinding views over the bay
towards Mount Vesuvius. The Belvedere restaurant serves traditional Mediterranean
cuisine with fresh fish and vegetables from the hotel’s garden, and in keeping with
the hotel’s wellbeing focus there’s an emphasis on flavoursome healthy dishes that
use low-fat ingredients. You can also enjoy a taste of the local cuisine down on the
beach bar, stay refuelled with some snacks and drinks by the pool or venture out of
the hotel to discover a number of restaurants just a stroll away. Wind down in the
evening with some live music and cocktails at the piano bar.
The Standard Double Rooms with Balcony are cosy and overlook the gardens. It’s
worth upgrading to a Superior Sea View Room or a Junior Suite Sea View with
Balcony on one of the upper floors for extra space and sea views.

Spa

Setting Just a 3-minute stroll from the
designer boutiques of Corso Vittoria
Colonna, a 10-minute walk from the
centre of Ischia Porto and a 20-minute
walk from Castello Aragonese
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport, followed
by a ferry to Ischia
Rooms 78 rooms
Dining Restaurant, pool bar, beach bar,
piano bar
Facilities Pool, small fitness room, spa*
with indoor pool, sauna, Turkish bath
and Kneipp pool, Wi-Fi
Activities • Learn about the history
of the island with a visit to Castello
Aragonese, a medieval castle perched
on a rocky outcrop* • Treat yourself
to a healing hot stone massage in the
peaceful gardens*.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 5 nights 04-25 Aug.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Belvedere
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Belvedere.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights offers are available. Call
or see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ Hotel & Spa Il Moresco
At a glance

This classically elegant hotel has its own thermal pools
and a prime location close to bustling Ischia Porto.
This traditional hotel has a superb setting, just a short walk from shops,
restaurants and bars, but far enough away to enjoy the quiet and sweeping sea
views. Recharge and rejuvenate in the three thermal pools. The outdoor pool is
surrounded by lovely gardens and in the indoor pools you can swim in a grotto
or be surrounded by tropical plants. The thermal spa is the perfect place to relax
after a busy day spent exploring the coast or shopping in the town’s boutiques.
Treat yourself to a massage, salt scrub, soothing mud treatment, or experience
the antioxidant properties of wine therapy. A short stroll takes you to the hotel’s
private bathing platform over the sea where you can enjoy great views of the
castle, follow steps down into the sea for a refreshing dip, and enjoy snacks and
drinks from the bar.
La Pergola restaurant serves wholesome local food made with fresh seasonal
produce and the friendly staff are happy to cater for any special dietary
requirements. Dine in the poolside pergola or in the dining room which is prettily
draped with colourful bougainvillea. Enjoy traditional Italian dishes such as pasta
and risotto, fresh seafood including delicious oysters and lobster, a selection of
meats and veggie options. Be sure to save some space for the delicious desserts
such as the lemon vodka sorbet. In the evening head out to the terrace to catch the
sunset before retreating to the piano bar for some live music over cocktails.
The rooms are simply furnished but comfortable with a balcony or terrace and
views. Standard Double Rooms overlook the inner courtyard and Double Comfort
Rooms offer garden views. If you’re looking for a little extra space it’s worth
upgrading to a Double Superior Room.
Setting A century-old pine tree park,
just a 3-minute walk from the shops of
Corso Vittoria Colonna and less than 10
minutes from the centre of Ischia Porto
with its boutiques and cafés
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport, followed
by a ferry to Ischia
Rooms 68 rooms
Dining Restaurant, poolside snack bar,
seaside snack bar, piano bar
Facilities 3 thermal pools, fitness room,
spa*, bicycle rental*, Wi-Fi
Activities • Rent a bicycle and explore
the island • Stroll to the nearby Castello
Aragonese to enjoy incredible views
over the island* • Journey west to
visit Giardini La Mortella, stunning
Mediterranean and tropical gardens*.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 5 nights 04-25 Aug.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at La Pergola
restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
La Pergola restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Honeymoon/Anniversary
and Upgrade offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Fantastic central location
Thermal spa and pools
Views over the Gulf of Naples
Double Comfort Room
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5★ Miramare Sea Resort & Spa
At a glance
In the colourful village of Sant’Angelo
Eight thermal pools filled daily with
mineral-rich volcanic waters

Deluxe Room

Al fresco Mediterranean restaurant

Old-fashioned Italian glamour infused with modern
comforts, all with a side serving of incredible sea views.
One of Italy’s best-kept secrets, the former fishing village of Sant’Angelo can be
found on the volcanic island of Ischia, squaring up to the island of Capri across the
Gulf of Naples in all its colourful glory. Set on the southern slopes, this tiny village
brings charm by the bucketload – a cluster of white-washed houses with brightly
painted doors tumbling down to the bay below, where beaches are dotted along
the coastline.
On the very edge of the water, Miramare Sea Resort & Spa is in one of the most
picturesque locations here, with incredible sea views at every turn – from the
boutique-style rooms and suites, the bay-view bar terrace, and the indooroutdoor restaurant. Behind its colourful façade, interiors are minimalist-chic
with Mediterranean flair – think white-washed walls, patterned tiled floors and
a handful of potted plants. Taking advantage of its volcanic setting, Thermal Park
Aphrodite Apollon is home to eight thermal pools and a natural sauna set in a
grotto, while the treatment menu incorporates mineral-rich ingredients into its
massages, facials and body therapies – be sure to try the mud therapy to really feel
the skin-softening effects.
Spend your days people-watching in traditional town squares, espresso in hand,
before returning to take a dip off The Rock, an elevated stone-hewn platform
topped with deckchairs – the direct sea access and views over Capri from this
secluded spot are worth the stairs. There’s a private beach with sunbeds, deckchairs
and umbrellas, too. All of the rooms overlook the bay of Maronti, but Superior
Rooms come with custom-designed furniture and more generous proportions. The
even larger Deluxe Rooms are finished with classic tiled floors, while Junior Suites
open onto an outdoor relaxation area.

Il Mare Restaurant

Setting In the ancient fishing village
of Sant’Angelo, on the southern slopes
of Ischia
Getting there Approx. 2½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport, followed
by a ferry to Ischia
Rooms 55 rooms, all overlooking the
bay of Maronti
Dining 2 restaurants, bar
Facilities The Rock platform with direct
sea access (with deckchairs, umbrellas,
changing room and hot shower),
Active Bay centre* with Pilates, yoga,
snorkelling, tennis and hiking, wellness
centre* with eight thermal pools and a
sauna grotto, fitness centre*
Activities • Book in for a massage in
the wellness garden* • Live la dolce vita
with a spot of al fresco Mediterranean
dining • People watch with an Aperol
spritz in traditional town squares • Take
a loop of the spa’s eight thermal water
pools.

Need to know
Guests over 13 are welcome at this resort.
Minimum stay: 5 nights 12-18 Aug.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Il Mare
Restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Il Mare Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Honeymoon/Anniversary
and Spa offers are available. Call or see
online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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4★ Hotel Parco Smeraldo Terme
At a glance

A wellness hotel with thermal pools and a fantastic
setting on Maronti beach, near Sant’ Angelo village.
This classic family-owned hotel overlooks Ischia’s largest beach and has one of the
best locations on the island. Its quiet south coast setting is perfect for a relaxing
escape and with such welcoming staff and excellent wellness facilities it’s no
wonder that guests return here time and time again. There’s a real sense of space
throughout the hotel and a number of serene places in which to relax – either in
the pretty sub-tropical gardens, on the terrace which has amazing coastal views,
by the outdoor thermal pool or on the beach. Spa fans are in for a real treat as
all guests have complimentary access to the indoor wellness area which makes
the most of Ischia’s natural resources. In the two thermal pools you can let the
invigorating hydromassage jets pummel your aching muscles or experience the
benefits of reflexology by walking through the Kneipp circuit. If you prefer to
experience the healing properties of seawater then the beach is just steps away.
Feel the coarse volcanic sand exfoliate your feet as you walk into the water or flop
on a sun lounger under a parasol.

Free wellness area with thermal pools
Private stretch of beach
Excellent location
Classic Room

With the beach so tantalisingly close, a quick dip in the sea before breakfast is a
refreshing way to start your day. The restaurant offers buffets with dishes inspired
by traditional Mediterranean cooking, such as Neapolitan ragout and local produce
including juicy tomatoes and other vegetables from the hotel’s organic garden,
home-made jam made with fruit from the orchard, and fresh fish. Enjoy low-key
evenings with lounge music in the bar or head out to the terrace to watch the sun
set while sipping prosecco or an after-dinner limoncello.
The rooms are warmly furnished with hand-painted tiles and carved beech wood
furniture. Standard Rooms overlook the terrace or gardens and you can upgrade to
a room with a balcony. For sea views, opt for one of the spacious Superior Rooms
which overlook beautiful Maronti Bay.
Setting In sub-tropical gardens edging
Maronti beach, a 40-minute walk from
the fishing village of Sant’ Angelo
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport, followed
by a ferry to Ischia
Rooms 64 rooms
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Pool, spa treatments*,
wellness area with 2 thermal pools and
a Kneipp circuit, hot springs, water
gym, fitness centre, tennis court, Wi-Fi
Spa All guests can experience the
healing benefits of Ischia’s thermal
waters at the Corallium Thermal Spa.
There are two thermal pools with
hydromassage jets, emotional showers
and a Kneipp circuit with two walking
lanes of hot and cold water.
Activities • Take a water taxi from
the beach to Sant’ Angelo* • Prepare
a typical local dish during a cooking
class* • Follow hiking trails to Mount
Epomeo, the highest peak on the island.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 7 nights 03-23 Aug; 3
nights 13 Apr-02 Aug and 24 Aug-27
Oct. Guests over 18 are welcome to
use the wellness area. A tourist tax is
payable locally at the hotel.
Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and lunch or
dinner at the restaurant
Full Board • Breakfast, lunch and dinner
at the restaurant.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Thermal Spa
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4★ Hotel le Querce, Ischia
Standard Double Window Lateral
Seaview Room

At a glance

An island within an island, this peaceful hotel is
surrounded by Ischia’s most exclusive villas.

Mineral water swimming pool

Sitting proudly in the heart of Ischia lies this classic hotel. Despite its central
location, it’s perfect for those seeking peace and tranquillity thanks to the spacious
layout of the hotel. Look out from its terraces and you’ll gaze at breathtaking views
of Procida, Vivara and the imposing Aragonese Castle.

Spa with thermal pool
Large terraces with gardens

The hotel is Mediterranean in style with a large sun terrace surrounding the
outdoor pool, and the Spiaggia di Cafiero beach is just 500 metres away. For pure
indulgence, a visit to the Nefertiti thermal spa centre is a must. The thermal waters
here are drawn from a 60-metre-deep spring and have a healing effect. The centre
also offers a full range of treatments and therapies, all designed to leave the body
refreshed, invigorated and soothed.
Dining takes place in the Pulcinella Restaurant where the cuisine is a blend of
international style mixed with fresh fish, meat and organic vegetables. Admire
spectacular scenery of the sea and coastline while you dine.
The rooms are simply furnished and Standard Double Window Lateral Sea View
Rooms are set on the lower floors with side sea views and garden views. To enjoy
sea views from your balcony you can upgrade to a Double Superior Balcony Front
Sea View Room or a Standard Double Balcony Lateral Sea View Room.
Setting In a convenient location for
exploring the island and close to the
ferry terminal, within walking distance
of Ischia Porto
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport, followed
by a ferry to Ischia
Rooms 72 rooms
Dining Restaurant, snack bar
Facilities Swimming pool with large
terrace, thermal spa*
Activities • Bask in the sun on
Englishman’s Beach • Treat your body
to a mud treatment or thermal bath at
the spa* • Walk into town and enjoy
a meal in one of the harbourside
restaurants or sip a limoncello in one of
the bustling bars*.
Spa

Need to know
Minimum stays apply. Compulsory gala
dinner 15 Aug, supplement applies.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel. Long trousers are required to be
worn for dinner in the restaurant.

The hotel’s private beach, equipped
from June to September, is accessed via
a pedestrian path and steps (230).
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ Caesar Augustus, Capri
This luxury Relais & Châteaux hotel guarantees
peace, relaxation and a first-class romantic break.
Lovingly and carefully restored, a sense of Roman antiquity still prevails in this
exquisite Relais & Châteaux retreat and former private residence. Sitting in a sea
of fragrant gardens, the unique and secluded location on a clifftop 1000 feet above
sea level guarantees peace and solitude as well as spellbinding views from every
corner. Spend days relaxing by the infinity pool overlooking the sensational Amalfi
Coast, working out on the open-air fitness terrace or revelling in the luxury of the
cove steambath.

At a glance
Double-level infinity pool
Spectacular views of the Amalfi Coast
Award-winning cuisine

Unparalleled views of Mount Vesuvius and the Bay of Naples can be enjoyed at the
superb Restaurant La Terrazza di Lucullo, where the food served has been grown in
the kitchen garden. The Terrace Bar is the perfect venue to curl up on a sofa with a
good book and glass of chilled wine. By night, relax near the piano and indulge in
some Champagne and oysters.
Each of the unique rooms is elegantly furnished and the Deluxe Sea View Rooms
are spacious and offer a balcony or terrace with sea views. The bright and airy
Junior Suites Mountain View and Junior Suites Sea View are ideal if you’re looking
for extra space, a large living area and wonderful views. If you really want the wow
factor then the Junior Suites Sea View Cliffside will take your breath away with
their spectacular views over the Bay of Naples.
Setting Perched on the edge of a cliff
above the town of Anacapri, just a
short stroll from the town centre and
a 10-minute drive from the Piazzetta
of Capri
Getting there Approx. 2 hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport, followed
by a shared ferry from Sorrento to Capri
Rooms 55 elegant rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Double-level infinity pool,
fitness centre, cove steamroom, spa*,
Wi-Fi
Activities • Stroll to the centre of
Anacapri and browse artisan shops •
Take the chairlift to the top of Monte
Solaro – the highest point on the
island* • Book one of the hotel’s little
terraces for two for a romantic meal
with a personalised menu* • Walk down
the historic Phoenician Steps to Bagni
di Tiberio beach, enjoying incredible
views along the way.

Need to know
Children over 11 are welcome at this
hotel. Minimum stay: 2 nights 10 Apr-16
May and 01-26 Oct; 3 nights 17 May-30
Sep.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the poolside
restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast in the poolside
restaurant • Dinner at Restaurant La
Terrazza di Lucullo.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Deluxe Sea View Room
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4★ Hotel La Floridiana
At a glance

A charming villa-style hotel set in a prime location
near to the picturesque bay of Marina Piccola.
This boutique hotel sits in gorgeous sea view gardens, just a short walk from Capri’s
famous Piazzetta and the botanical Augustus Gardens. Intimate and homely, La
Floridiana’s design is typical of a classic Capri villa – it’s simple yet chic, with lovely
ocean views from the many private outdoor terrace areas. A relaxation haven
thanks to its quieter setting, this hotel is also a great base to explore some of
Capri’s most scenic spots. The beautiful bay of Marina Piccola is mere minutes from
the hotel; a pretty spot to visit to see the dramatic rock formations of Faraglioni.
You’re also just a five-minute drive from the port, so it’s very easy to reach Sorrento
if you feel like a daytrip exploring the mainland.

Quiet and private,
but near to Capri’s buzzing Piazzetta
Classic Capri villa design

Superior Room

Seaview swimming pool

If an afternoon to yourself sounds too enticing, head to the hotel’s fabulous
outdoor pool to bask in glorious ocean views as you swim off the intense Italian
heat. Or, head to the shaded poolside bar for a cooling fruit juice or refreshing
cocktail. While’s there no restaurant on site, a tasty breakfast buffet in the main hall
is included during your stay. The pool terrace also serves light lunches and dinners
from April to September – normally a delicious selection of dishes influenced by
the local Caprese fare.
Rooms here are simple yet tastefully decorated in a classic Mediterranean style.
White-washed walls flood the interiors with light, while majolica tiles add a touch
of authenticity to the charming design. Looking out to hypnotic ocean views,
Superior Rooms have a small furnished terrace which, if pre-arranged, can be
used as the private setting for a romantic candlelit dinner. Junior Suites are more
spacious and stylishly refined, with a larger private balcony and an indulgent
hydromassage spa bath.
Setting In a central location, just a
five minute walk from the Via Camerelle
shopping street and less than 10
minutes’ from the famous Piazzetta
Getting there Approx. 2 hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport, followed
by a shared ferry from Sorrento to Capri
Rooms 36 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant service (April to
September), breakfast room, bar
Facilities Swimming pool, sun terrace,
Wi-Fi
Activities • Indulge in a poolside
massage on the sundeck* • Take a trip
to the Charterhouse of St. Giacomo,
the oldest monastery in Capri • Walk to
the bay of Marina Piccola and see the
famous Faraglioni rock formations.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the breakfast
room
Half Board • Breakfast in the breakfast
room and dinner on the poolside
terrace.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Child offers are
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Need to know
Minimum stays apply.

Pool bar

Lobby
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4★ Luxury Villa Excelsior Parco
At a glance
Charming boutique hotel
Complimentary shuttle to the port
Just 11 individually furnished rooms

Sensational views and warm hospitality are in
abundance at this luxury boutique hotel.
Located halfway between Marina Grande and the bustling Piazzetta, this intimate
hotel was built on the site of an ancient Roman villa. Once the meeting place for
intellectuals, it’s now a boutique Liberty-style villa where guests are pampered
from the moment they step foot onto Capri.
Choose to take breakfast in the dining room or al fresco in the garden. Afterwards,
why not retire to the roof garden, lie back with a good book on the sun terrace or
retreat to the shade of the fragrant garden while enjoying breathtaking views of the
Bay of Naples. The hydromassage pool is also a perfect way to float away any stresses
and there’s a massage corner for some extra pampering. For a change of scenery, sun
loungers may be booked free of charge at the Lido Da Gemma Beach Club.
The unique rooms offer a host of modern amenities such as tablets and free Wi-Fi.
Double Classic Garden View Rooms are set on the ground floor with a small terrace
or on one of the upper floors with a window overlooking the garden. Double Deluxe
Garden View Rooms with outdoor Jacuzzi are set on the ground floor and have
a separate entrance through the private terrace. Double Deluxe Terrace/Jacuzzi
Rooms feature a terrace with a romantic Jacuzzi for two. The elegant Double Deluxe
Sea View Rooms with Terrace offer an outdoor area and sea views.

Double Executive Jacuzzi and Sea View Room

Setting Set between Marina Grande
and the bustling Piazzetta. Just a
five minute walk from the port and
a 15-minute uphill walk to the centre
of Capri. A complimentary shuttle
operates from 8am-10pm
Getting there Approx. 1¾ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport, followed
by a shared ferry from Sorrento to Capri
Rooms 11 rooms
Dining Dining room
Facilities Hydromassage pool, sun
terrace, massage corner*, Wi-Fi
Activities • Take a free trip to Lido Da
Gemma Beach Club • Learn to cook
Italian cuisine in the hotel or at a local
restaurant* • Take a trip to the island’s
tiny vineyard for some wine tasting*.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the dining
room, the pretty Mediterranean garden
or the comfort of your own room
Half Board • Breakfast in the dining
room, the pretty Mediterranean garden
or the comfort of your own room •
Dinner in the dining room.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply. A tourist tax is
payable locally at the hotel.

* Local charge

Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver offers are available. Call
or see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
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5★ Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria
At a glance

Experience world-renowned service and unparalleled
accommodation at Sorrento’s oldest hotel.
Having welcomed guests for over 180 years, the Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria
certainly knows how to make clients feel special. Set in a unique location amid
fragrant citrus and olive groves, the views of the Gulf of Naples from here are
remarkable. The main entrance to the hotel is on Piazza Tasso, which is crammed
with shops, bars and cafés. The white marble swimming pool with Jacuzzi is stunning
and perfect for lazy days. A private lift takes you to the harbour where peace and
tranquillity is the order of the day. After busy days spent exploring, a trip to the
Boutique Spa La Serra to experience an indulgent signature treatment is a must.

An iconic heritage hotel
Family-friendly property
Fantastic central location
Classic Sea View Room

Dining here is simply a delight. The breakfast room features a beautiful frescoed
ceiling and large windows overlooking the Bay of Naples. The Michelin-starred
Terrazza Bosquet offers an elegant combination of regional and Mediterranean
cuisine using only fresh, local produce, and the Orangerie Poolside Restaurant
serves delicious favourites in a relaxed and comfortable setting. The stylish Vittoria
Bar with a panoramic terrace is the perfect spot for an aperitif.
All of the rooms feature period furniture for a truly authentic stay. Choose from the
Renaissance-style Garden View Rooms, elegant Superior Partial Sea View Rooms,
or splash out on one of the more spacious Deluxe Sea View Rooms which have a
comfortable sitting area and breathtaking views over the Gulf of Naples. Opt for
a Junior Suite Superior Partial Sea View for extra space, a lounge area or separate
sitting room, and side views over the Gulf of Naples.
Setting In a prominent Sorrento
location amid beautiful gardens,
overlooking the sea with the main
entrance in Piazza Tasso
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 83 rooms and 1 luxury villa
Dining 2 restaurants, bar, poolside bar
Facilities Swimming pool (heated) with
hydro-massage (seasonal), children’s
pool, playground, football and
basketball fields, spa*, fitness room,
private lift to the harbour, Wi-Fi
Families Little ones are very welcome
here and they can enjoy a children’s
pool, playground, football and
basketball fields, plus a special menu
and pizza-making lessons
Activities • Explore nearby historic
landmarks • Discover the stunning
Amalfi Coast by motorboat*.

Junior Suite

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the Vittoria
Breakfast Room
Half Board • Breakfast at the Vittoria
Breakfast Room • Dinner at the
Orangerie.
Full Board • Breakfast at the Vittoria
Breakfast Room • Lunch and dinner at
the Orangerie.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Food & Beverage
offers are available. Call or see online
for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Need to know
Minimum stay: 2 nights 25 Dec and 1922 Apr; 3 nights 31 Dec. A tourist tax is
payable locally at the hotel.

Vittoria Breakfast Room

Orangerie Restaurant
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5★ Parco dei Principi
Superior Sea View Room

At a glance
Designed by renowned architect
Peaceful setting
Private beach

This modern clifftop hotel has a unique style,
spectacular Vesuvius views and a quiet setting.
Designed by one of Italy’s most influential architects and designers, Gio Ponti, who
famously designed Milan’s iconic Pirelli building, this hotel has a retro feel and
quirky design elements. The hotel’s signature blue and white colour scheme can
be seen everywhere, from the ceramic pebbles and sculptural tiles that adorn the
walls, to Ponti’s distinctive blue and white patterned tiles.
Find a serene spot in the beautiful botanical gardens or relax on the sun terrace by
the pool and admire the views across the Bay of Naples to Mount Vesuvius. During
the summer you can take the lift – which is carved into the rock – down to the
small private beach. Soak up the sun on one of the loungers that dot the sand or
relax in the shade on the rocky platform which juts out over the sea and has steps
leading down to the water.
The Gio Ponti restaurant serves classic Mediterranean dishes and showcases the
spectacular sea views with its floor-to-ceiling windows and terrace – the perfect spot
for enjoying a relaxing breakfast and sipping prosecco while watching the sun set.
In the summer you can also enjoy lunch on the deck of the private beach at Poggio
Siracusa, the marina restaurant, which serves seafood specialities accompanied by
the soothing sound of the waves. Admire ceramics by sculptor Fausto Melotti and
enjoy occasional live music while sipping sundowners at the Lounge Bar.
The minimalist rooms are set across six floors and feature blue laminate furniture,
majolica ceramic floors and designer furnishings by Gio Ponti. Classic Park View
Rooms overlook the pretty botanical gardens and the Superior Sea View Rooms
have a French balcony and sea views. We recommend opting for one of the Deluxe
Sea View Rooms if you love to gaze out over the water and catch the light sea
breeze from your balcony.

Poggio Siracusa restaurant

Setting Dramatic clifftop location, a
20-minute walk or 5-minute drive from
Piazza Tasso, Sorrento’s main square
Getting there Approx. 1¼ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 96 rooms
Dining Restaurant, beach restaurant (JunSep), snack bar (Jun-Sep), lounge bar
Facilities Pool ( Jun-Sep), private beach,
24-hour fitness room, shuttle to the
centre of Sorrento, Wi-Fi
Activities • Take the free shuttle into
town • Discover a collection of fine
art and archaeological artefacts at the
nearby Correale Museum of Terranova*
• Take a private boat over to Capri*.

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Gio Ponti.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ Bellevue Syrene
At a glance

Perched on a cliff, this exquisite hotel offers enchanting
views over the Bay of Naples and impeccable service.
Standing on Roman remains from the 2nd Century BC, this elegant hotel is imbued
with a real sense of history, with many great emperors having spent time here in its
previous incarnation. Having been renovated to exclusive luxury standards, original
remains like the ancient grottos still exist, marrying the past to the present day. You
can lounge next to the pool on the magnificent terrace or take the lift to the private
seafront sunbathing deck where you can enjoy free use of sunbeds and parasols.

Ancient Roman grottos
18th Century villa
with incredible views

Deluxe Sea View Room

Relax in the shade with a cool refreshing drink on the veranda of the Giardino
D’Inverno, or have a snack or meal on the terrace at La Pergola, which in the
evening is transformed into a piano bar. Guests can enjoy a variety of savoury
and sweet treats and drinks throughout the day at the Club Lounge. Tuck into a
tempting selection of pastries and cakes during afternoon tea and savoury snacks
to keep you going until dinner – nibble on some cheese, olives, tomatoes and cold
cut meats accompanied by a cold glass of wine or prosecco. If you still have room
for more delicious treats then you can enjoy cream cakes, plum cakes and pies late
afternoon and end your day of feasting with an aperitif. Villa Pompeiana, built at
the beginning of the last century, has panoramic views of the Sorrento coast and
serves gala dinners. There’s even a wine cellar created from a Roman grotto.
The rooms here are furnished to exceptionally high standards and all have sea
views. Choose from Classic Sea View Rooms, the larger Superior Sea View Rooms,
or Deluxe Sea View Rooms which are even more spacious. There are also four
unique Sea View Suites which have a living room and spectacular views of the sea
and the Gulf of Naples – a couple of them even have a plunge pool or Jacuzzi. The
light and airy Lord Astor Suite has an elegant living room and a spacious terrace
with a Jacuzzi and incredible views of the Gulf of Naples.
Setting On a clifftop with breathtaking
views of Sorrento, the Gulf of Naples
and Mount Vesuvius
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 50 rooms and suites
Dining 2 restaurants, Club Lounge,
veranda, wine cellar
Facilities Swimming pool, internal lift to
private sunbathing terrace, spa*
Activities • Explore the centre of
Sorrento • Book a boat trip to spend the
day on the island of Capri*.
Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast on the terrace of
Villa Pompeiana in the summer or at
Mimmo Iodice in the winter
Half Board • Breakfast on the terrace
of Villa Pompeiana in the summer or at
Mimmo Iodice in the winter • Dinner
at La Pergola during the summer or at
Mimmo Iodice in the winter.
Kuoni Plus
Food & Beverage and Child offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

La Pergola restaurant

Sea views from all rooms
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5★ Grand Hotel La Favorita
Classic Room

At a glance
Right in the heart of Sorrento
Large rooftop swimming pool
Live music five days
a week (May-October)

Contemporary living with classic Italian style makes
this hotel a firm favourite with Kuoni guests.
Set in the heart of Sorrento with the Bay of Naples forming an impressive
backdrop, this beautiful hotel has unforgettable views. Unique and modern, it
sits in lush gardens offering a wonderful feeling of tranquillity despite its central
location. The stylish rooftop pool has fantastic views of Mount Vesuvius and the
bay, while inside the hotel, it’s easy to feel as though you’ve entered the pages of
a lifestyle magazine – the beautiful hand-painted tiles, paintings and Roman busts
create an elegant space.
The Bellavista Terrace snack bar provides affordable and quick cuisine as well
as panoramic views. The Tiffany Restaurant is a classy and elegant place for
breakfast, and local produce is sourced and served by Italy’s finest chefs. Lunch and
dinner is served on the rooftop terrace at Bellavista (weather permitting) which
overlooks the Bay of Naples and Mount Vesuvius. Once a week, between June and
September, you can enjoy a romantic meal with dancing in the restaurant. The chic
and contemporary lounge bar is a lovely spot to enjoy a glass of prosecco and live
musicians perform here five nights a week (May-October).

Bellavista

The rooms are beautiful and airy and either overlook views of the Mediterranean
or the town of Sorrento. Double Classic Balcony Rooms are bright and spacious and
have all the modern amenities you would expect. Double Superior Balcony Rooms
are perfect if you want views over Sorrento while for a partial sea view you should
opt for a Double Deluxe Balcony Room.
Setting In the heart of Sorrento, just
steps from Piazza Tasso
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 85 rooms with town or partial
sea views
Dining 2 restaurants, pool bar, lounge bar
Facilities Rooftop swimming pool,
pool bar, nearby lift to the seafront
(accessed from public gardens), Wi-Fi
Activities • Put on your dancing shoes
and enjoy live music at the lounge bar
(seasonal).
Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 29 Mar-31 Dec.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the Tiffany
Restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast at the Tiffany
Restaurant • Dinner at Bellavista
(weather permitting) or the Tiffany
Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary and Child
offers are available. Call or see online
for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ Grand Hotel Royal
At a glance

Surrounded by parkland, this elegant hotel is an
oasis in the heart of Sorrento.
Classic elegance meets impeccable service in this beautifully positioned hotel.
Set within a large historic park overflowing with exotic plants and orange and
lemon trees, it sits high on a clifftop offering magical views of the Gulf of Naples
and Mount Vesuvius. Despite its location near to the centre of Sorrento, there’s a
surprising air of peace and tranquillity. Sun yourself on the terrace surrounding the
scenic cliff-edge swimming pool, complete with hydro-massage.

Overlooking Marina Piccolo
Just five minutes’ walk
from central Sorrento

Double Balcony Front Sea View Room

Private bathing platform

For a break from the sun, treat yourself to afternoon tea at the Caprice Bar or listen
to the tinkling of the piano and sip a limoncello on the clifftop terrace. Le Relais
restaurant is distinguished by its elegant and refined setting and it offers a variety
of local and international dishes.
The classic rooms feature hand-painted tiled flooring and balconies overlooking
lemon and orange trees. Double Balcony Rooms are located at the rear of the hotel
overlooking the gardens. Upgrade to a Double Balcony Front Sea View Room to
enjoy panoramic Mediterranean views.
Setting On seafront cliffs, close to the
Marina Piccola and a 5-minute walk
from the centre of Sorrento
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 114 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants, snack bar
Facilities Swimming pool with sun
terrace, Wi-Fi, wellness centre* fitness
centre*
Activities • Book an excursion to Mount
Vesuvius* • Take a stroll into the centre
of Sorrento and watch the world go by
over a cappuccino.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 01 Apr-30 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Restaurant Le
Relais
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Restaurant Le Relais.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Caprice Bar
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5★ Grand Hotel Ambasciatori
Double Balcony Partial Sea View Room

At a glance
Dramatic clifftop setting
Stylishly furnished
Private beach reached by a lift

This former royal residence sits high on a clifftop
with spellbinding views of the Neapolitan Riviera.
Formerly the summer residence of a Piemonte nobleman, this splendid 19thCentury villa is now an elegant hotel boasting a dramatic setting. Perched on a
clifftop, the views over the coastline and Bay of Naples are simply breathtaking.
Sorrento is just a ten minute walk away, making this gem of a hotel a great base
for exploring the local area. Soothe aching muscles in the outdoor pool with hydromassage or relax under the shade of palm trees on the sun terrace. For a change of
scenery, take the internal lift down to the private beach (May–October).
Restaurant Le Muse, which also houses the Vesuvio Terrace, has delightful views
over the Bay of Naples, which are best enjoyed at sunset. When it’s time to indulge
in a refreshing cocktail or two you have a choice of three bars with different
settings – overlooking the gardens, at the bottom of the cliff facing the sea or on
the poolside terrace overlooking the sea.
All of the rooms are classically furnished. Double Balcony Garden View Rooms
overlook the gardens, but if you long for a glimpse of the sparkling sea then it’s
worth upgrading to a Double Balcony Partial Sea View Room or a spacious Suite
Balcony Sea View.

Bar Afrodite

Le Muse Restaurant

Setting Overlooking the Bay of Naples,
10 minutes from the Piazza Tasso which
is lined with bars and cafés
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 99 rooms
Dining Restaurant with terrace, 3 bars
Facilities Swimming pool with hydromassage, fitness room, wellness
centre*, sun terrace, tennis courts*,
Wi-Fi
Activities • Enjoy a game of tennis*
• Book an excursion to the ancient
coastal town of Herculaneum* • Book
a scuba diving tour to explore the
protected waters of the Gulf of Naples*.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Restaurant
Le Muse
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Restaurant Le Muse.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 01 Apr-30 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

* Local charge

Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Honeymoon/Anniversary
and Child offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
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4★ Grand Hotel Capodimonte
The striking views over the water and Mount Vesuvius
make this hotel a real Neapolitan Riviera gem.

Double Partial Sea View Balcony Room

At a glance
Overlooking the Bay of Naples

Terraced gardens fragranced with lemon and orange groves surround this
exquisitely designed hotel, and with Sorrento town just a ten-minute walk away,
it’s in a perfect position for discovering all of the local historical sites. The many
bars and cafés of Piazza Tasso are also just a short walk away and provide the ideal
location for watching the world go by.

An easy ten-minute stroll from town
Five interlinking pools
set over the hillside

For days of relaxation, choose one of the five connecting swimming pools that
meander through the hotel on various levels and enjoy some peace and solitude.
The invigorating hydro-massage pool will reawaken any tired muscles from all the
sightseeing and cool shady terraces provide wonderful respite following a busy
day. The restaurants Le Ginestre (used in low season) and Le Querce (used in high
season) provide different perspectives over Sorrento and the Bay of Naples and
serve a wide range of traditional and international dishes. The grill restaurant
Bougainvillea is ideal for relaxing among the olive trees near the pools and
enjoying snacks, lunch or a barbecue, whereas the à la carte Restaurant Bellevue is
the place to go for a romantic dinner.
The rooms here are spacious with classical and elegant interiors. Double Rooms
with Balcony are simple in design and have views to the rear of the hotel. If you
wish to have a view of the Mediterranean, Double Partial Sea View Balcony Rooms
and Double Sea View Balcony Rooms are available.
Setting Hillside setting, just a
10-minute walk from the historic
centre of Sorrento. Close to the fishing
harbour of Marina Grande
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 184 rooms
Dining 3 restaurants, 2 bars
Facilities 5 interlinking swimming
pools, hydro-massage pool, table
tennis, Wi-Fi
Activities • Make use of the private
beach of La Tonnarella which is just 200
metres away* • Book a day trip to the
picturesque island of Capri*.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 01 Apr-30 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

Gli Ulivi

Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and lunch or
dinner at Le Ginestre (low season) or Le
Querce (high season)
Full Board • Breakfast and dinner at Le
Querce • Lunch at Bougainvillea.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Honeymoon/Anniversary
and Child offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Restaurant Bellevue

Lobby
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4★ Grand Hotel de la Ville
At a glance
Rooftop pool and terrace
Just ten minutes from
the centre of Sorrento

Double Balcony Room

Stunning views of the Gulf of Naples

A conveniently located hotel for exploring the local
area and historic landmarks with beautiful bay views.
Set in gardens fragranced with citrus trees, this friendly hotel offers Italian
elegance, good facilities and high standards of service and cuisine. Spend long lazy
days soaking up the sun by one of the two swimming pools. The rooftop terrace has
a small pool with hydro-massage and offers spectacular views across the coastline,
the Bay of Naples and Mount Vesuvius. A second larger pool, also featuring hydromassage, can be found amid the willow trees and citrus groves in the gardens.
There is also a snack bar serving light refreshments.
The à la carte restaurant specialises in both international and Mediterranean cuisine.
The setting is traditional with a warm, welcoming ambience and during high season,
the hotel hosts a weekly traditional Sorrento evening meal with live music. There are
two bars offering refreshing drinks during the day and aperitifs at dusk.
The rooms are simply decorated and each has a balcony. Double Balcony Rooms
overlook the gardens and Double Balcony Sea View Rooms have a side view of
the coast.
Setting A 10-minute walk from Sorrento
centre and its shops, cafés, restaurants
and nightlife
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 120 rooms
Dining Restaurant, 2 bars, snack bar
Facilities 2 swimming pools (both with
hydro-massage and poolside bars), Wi-Fi
Activities • Book an excursion to the
famous archaeological sites of Pompeii
and Herculaneum*.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 01 Apr-30 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

Double Balcony Sea View Room

Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the restaurant
Full Board • Breakfast, lunch and dinner
at the restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Honeymoon/Anniversary
and Child offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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4.5★ Hilton Sorrento Palace
At a glance

A favourite with families, this popular hotel has a
large multi-tiered pool and glorious views.
Perched on a hillside, the views from this hotel are a tempting invitation to discover
the elegant streets of Sorrento below. You can relax in shady citrus orchards
and spacious sun terraces surrounded by pines and tall palms. For an active day
exploring, step out of the hotel and take a short ten-minute walk into the centre of
Sorrento or stroll a little further to one of the local beaches. If a day of relaxation
is required, the fabulous large pool complex has enough space and shade for some
relaxing family time.

Hillside setting with panoramic views
Ideal for families
Six connecting outdoor pools
Executive Room

Enjoy typical Italian and seafood specialities at the Sorrento Restaurant with its
beautiful surroundings overlooking the pool area and the Bay of Naples beyond.
Seasoned foodies should head to La Pagoda and dine al fresco on rustic pizzas,
tempting risottos and wraps.
The rooms here are contemporary in style and the Standard Rooms have a hillside
view. Garden View Rooms overlook the lemon groves while Sea View Rooms and
Deluxe Rooms have panoramic views of the coast. Executive Rooms have a balcony
and sea views and if you opt for one of these rooms then you can enjoy use of the
exclusive Settimo Club; a stylish retreat offering drinks and snacks and a lap pool
set on a wooden deck with fantastic views.
Setting A 10-minute walk from the
centre of Sorrento and 25 minutes from
small volcanic-sand beaches at Marina
Piccola (accessed by steps or a lift) and
Marina Grande
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 335 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants, lounge bar
Facilities 6 connecting outdoor
swimming pools, indoor pool, tennis
courts, fitness room, kids’ club
(seasonal), playground
Families There are quiet spots for the
adults and a playground and kids’ club
for youngsters as well as facilities that
you can enjoy together as a family,
like the tennis court and six-tiered
swimming pool
Activities • Enjoy nightly piano music
at the Sorrento lounge bar • Book
a day trip to Naples to enjoy some
sightseeing, world-renowned cuisine
and traditional craftsmen’s shops*.

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the
Sant’Antonio Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Sorrento Lounge
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4★ Hotel Mediterraneo Sorrento
This contemporary hotel has incredible views over the
Bay of Naples from its restaurant and rooftop bar.
This white-washed hotel is perched dramatically on a cliff and has been
transformed from an early 20th-Century home into a modern hotel. Here, you
can savour the tranquillity of its setting but still be close enough to venture into
town – just hop on the hotel’s free shuttle. There are lots of open spaces to relax so
it never feels crowded. Find a shady spot by the pool, or take the lift down to the
bathing platforms at the bottom of the cliff for a dip in the sea.

At a glance
Breathtaking sea views

Break up lazy days of sunbathing and swimming with lunch at the Aqua Pool
Lounge which serves grilled meat, fish and wood-fired pizzas. As the sun starts to
set, there’s a choice of stylish venues to soak up the remarkable views. Don’t miss
the free appetisers served daily at the chic White Bar. The panoramic Vesuvio Roof
Restaurant is renowned for its Mediterranean cuisine and spectacular views over
the Bay of Naples – don’t forget to bring your sunglasses to dinner as the dazzling
sunsets are out of this world. With its 360-degree views over Sorrento, inviting
daybeds and creative cocktails, the beautiful roof terrace at Vista Sky Bar attracts
people from far and wide. Open three nights a week in the summer, it’s a popular
venue for DJ sets and live jazz bands.
The Mediterranean-style rooms feature a fresh palette of blue and white, and views
over the garden, surrounding hills or sea. It’s well worth upgrading to a Double
Classic Sea View Room or a slightly more spacious Double Superior Sea View Room
to wake up to incredible sea and sunset views.
Setting In the village of Sant’Agnello, a
20-minute walk from the Piazza Tasso,
Sorrento’s main square
Getting there Approx. 1¼ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 69 contemporary rooms
Dining 2 restaurants, 2 bars
Facilities Pool, Jacuzzi, lift to bathing
platforms (May-Sep), shuttle to the
town centre, Wi-Fi.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 05 Apr-02 Nov.
The Vista Sky Bar is very popular so we
recommend booking a sofa or table in
advance. A tourist tax is payable locally
at the hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Vesuvio Roof
Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver, Honeymoon/
Anniversary and Child offers are
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Shuttle to the centre of Sorrento

4★ Hotel Corallo
A historic hotel with a tranquil clifftop setting and
panoramic terraces overlooking the Bay of Naples.
Stacked on a clifftop, this small and friendly hotel offers spellbinding views of the
Sorrentine Peninsula, Gulf of Naples and Vesuvius. Originally a nobleman’s elegant
home, it became a hotel in the early 20th Century and was a popular rendezvous
for artists and intellectuals who stayed here in the 1930s. Nowadays it appeals to
visitors in search of a quiet escape and spectacular sea views. The classic décor – all
marble floors, gilded mirrors and elegant statues – is complemented with bright and
contemporary flourishes such as plush fuchsia sofas and colourful floral displays.
The location is fantastic. You can venture into the historic centre of Sorrento to
explore the narrow lanes, browse boutiques and shop for local lace and ceramics
before leaving the tourist crowds behind and returning to your peaceful clifftop
retreat. The staff here really look after you and make you feel at home, whether
you have special dietary requirements or need help booking an excursion. You
have a choice of places to relax and enjoy the sea views, from the infinity plunge
pool and spacious sun terraces dotted with loungers, rattan sofas and chairs, to
the bar terrace. The restaurant serves a buffet breakfast and à la carte dinners with
Mediterranean and international cuisine. Its panoramic terrace offers a wonderfully
romantic setting for candlelit dinners as the sun sets over the Bay of Naples.

* Local charge
The elegant rooms are cosy and bright and feature hand-crafted furniture and
bathrooms adorned with majolica. Double Superior Balcony Front Sea View Rooms
have views over the Gulf of Naples from the comfort of your balcony. Upgrade to a
Double Executive Terrace Front Sea View Room for extra space and a large terrace
with sun loungers.

Vista Sky Bar

Double Classic Sea View Room

Rooftop plunge pool

At a glance
Spectacular clifftop setting

Setting In the small town of
Sant’Agnello, just a 10-minute stroll from
local shops, cafés and restaurants and 20
minutes from the centre of Sorrento
Getting there Approx. 1¼ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 53 rooms
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Plunge pool, Jacuzzi, shuttle
to the centre of Sorrento (May-Oct),
Wi-Fi.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and à la carte
dinner at the restaurant.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Stylish roof bar
Breathtaking sea and sunset views

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.
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4★ Hotel Villa Franca
At a glance

With sweeping views across the Bay of Naples, this is
one of the most romantic hotels in Positano.
Perched on a hillside with incredible views across the Bay of Naples, this former
private home is renowned as one of the most opulent dwellings in Positano. With
its large windows and white walls, the hotel has a light and airy feel, inviting you
to kick off your shoes and relax. Head to the large rooftop pool and terrace to make
the most of the dramatic 360-degree views of the Amalfi Coast. For a change of
scenery, a free shuttle leaves during the day for the centre of Positano. For some
sheer indulgence, treat yourself to an invigorating massage at the spa or relax in a
Turkish bath and take a hammam.

Exquisite views
Complimentary shuttle
to central Positano

Deluxe Room

Wellness centre and spa

Galli Bar

When it comes to dining, enjoy some mouthwatering cuisine at Restaurant Li Galli
where chefs use only the freshest locally-produced ingredients to create traditional
Mediterranean dishes. Complement your dinner with a glass of wine chosen from
the extensive collection in the cellar.
The rooms are elegant and refined, each with a small balcony and light and airy
décor. Classic Rooms have views over the lanes of Positano while Superior Rooms
and Deluxe Rooms overlook both the bay and the town. Studio Suites and Junior
Suites are more spacious, with inviting living areas and decadent Italian marble
bathrooms.
Setting A 10 minute walk downhill (or
free shuttle) to the centre of Positano.
Close to many hillside restaurants
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 44 rooms
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Rooftop swimming pool and
terrace, spa and wellness centre*,
fitness centre, free shuttle bus to the
centre of Positano, Wi-Fi
Activities • Take part in the Li Galli
cooking master class and learn about
the traditional cooking of Campania*
• Enjoy some local wine and cheese
tasting with expert sommeliers*.

Need to know
Children over 11 are welcome at this
hotel. Minimum stay: 2 nights 01 Apr-31
May and 01 Oct-04 Nov; 3 nights 01
Jun-30 Sep. A tourist tax is payable
locally at the hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Restaurant
Li Galli.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights offers are available. Call
or see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Restaurant Li Galli
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5★ NH Collection Grand Hotel Convento di Amalfi
At a glance
Stunning infinity pool
Historic convent on the
outskirts of Amalfi
Excellent Mediterranean restaurant

Housed in a converted 13th-Century convent, this
luxurious hotel offers an incredible cliffside setting.
Set somewhere between blue skies and the Mediterranean waters lies this hidden
gem which is dramatically carved into the cliffside. Apart from such a spectacular
location, there is a true sense of history here, as the hotel is an exquisitely restored
13th-Century convent. Soak up the old-world charm and natural beauty as you take
a stroll through the picturesque cloister, private chapel, fragrant lemon gardens and
Walk of Monks – a pathway offering breathtaking views over the coast. Spend long,
lazy days by the inviting infinity pool and gaze at the horizon that merges with the
pool’s sparkling waters. For a change of scenery, head into Amalfi’s historic centre
which is just a short stroll away.
The Dei Cappuccini Restaurant continues the theme of spellbinding views from its
prime position on the fifth floor. You can choose to dine indoors or al fresco and
enjoy a delicious menu of traditional Mediterranean cuisine, reimagined with a
contemporary feel. Head to the spectacular terrace of the Cappuccini Bar for a glass
of prosecco, a cocktail or cold limoncello.
The beautifully restored and stylishly intimate rooms each have sea views and a
serene ambience created from soothing white colour schemes, elegant marble
bathrooms and terracotta floors. Upgrade to a Deluxe Room for a little extra space.
Setting Just 400 metres from the
centre of the town of Amalfi, halfway
up the cliff side
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 53 rooms
Dining Restaurant, poolside snack bar
Facilities Infinity swimming pool
and sun terrace, spa*, fitness centre,
emotion shower, Turkish bath, Wi-Fi
Activities • Treat yourself to an uplifting
citrus oil massage at the wellbeing
centre* • Explore every corner of this
delightful hotel and capture wonderful
views of Amalfi • Visit the charming
Villa Cimbrone Gardens in the nearby
town of Ravello*.
Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

Deluxe Room

WORLD‘S FINEST
HOLIDAYS

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the dining
room or on the terrace
Half Board • Breakfast in the dining
room or on the terrace • Dinner at the
Dei Cappuccini Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Earlybird Saver and
Honeymoon/Anniversary offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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4★ Luna Convento
At a glance

An inimitable and iconic hotel housed in a historic
convent, founded by St Francis of Assisi.

A former medieval convent

This former medieval convent is one of Amalfi’s most famous hotels. Experience
a true sense of history during your stay here with a visit to the chapel or marvel
at the magnificent central courtyard with its climbing plants, enclosed by arched
cloisters and overlooked by a bell tower. The atmosphere is intimate and brimming
with character and it’s no surprise that guests return year after year.

Charming central courtyard
with bell tower
Just a short walk from central Amalfi

Follow a series of steps down to the pool and soak up the sun while drinking in the
magnificent sea views or wander down further to take a refreshing dip in the sea. A
short walk will take you to the centre of Amalfi where boutiques and bars await.
The hotel’s main restaurant La Veranda is beautifully decorated with frescoes, has
spectacular views of the bay and serves simple and genuine Italian cuisine inspired
by the traditional flavours of the Amalfi Coast. Just opposite the hotel is a Saracen
tower, which houses Torre Saracena Restaurant (open 01 April to 20 October) and
offers incredible sea views – perfect for a romantic meal. You can enjoy drinks in
the beautiful cloister area or retreat to the painting hall inside.
The classic rooms are individually styled and vary in size. The Mediterranean-style
Standard Rooms are cosy and comfortable.
Setting Just 5 minutes’ walk from
shops, bars and restaurants in the
centre of Amalfi
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 43 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants (1 open Apr-Oct),
bar
Facilities Saltwater pool, sun terrace,
central courtyard, Wi-Fi
Activities • Follow a maze of alleys to
the Piazza del Duomo and sip coffee
with the locals • Visit Amalfi’s historic
cathedral • Book a boat trip to discover
Amalfi’s stunning coast from the sea*.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 01-31 Aug. A
tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the Veranda
restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the Veranda restaurant
Full Board • Breakfast, lunch and dinner
at the Veranda restaurant.

Amalfi Coast looking north

Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights offers are available. Call
or see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Standard Room
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5★ Palazzo Avino
At a glance
Michelin-starred seasonal restaurant
Private beach club reached by shuttle
Renowned spa
Terrazza Belvedere

Stunning views, sophisticated décor and exceptional
hospitality come together at this luxury hotel.
A former 12th-Century private villa, Palazzo Avino has firmly established itself
as one of the region’s leading hotels and it retains many of its original features.
Choose to spend days lounging by the heated swimming pool or take advantage of
the free shuttle service to the hotel’s private beach club – the Clubhouse by the Sea
(open May to October), where you can enjoy access to a beach platform, a small
pool, casual restaurant and lounge areas. For complete relaxation and some wellneeded pampering, visit the on-site spa.
Enjoy Michelin-star dining and fine regional wines at Rossellinis or discover the
unique dishes served at the Lobster & Martini Bar while watching the sun set. For
casual dining head to Terrazza Belvedere where you can enjoy light bites and fresh
pasta accompanied by gorgeous views of the coastline. Caffé dell Arte is the perfect
place to enjoy signature cocktails and rare liqueurs in elegant surroundings.
All rooms and suites are decorated with hand-made Vietri tiles. Queen and King
Mountain Side Double Rooms overlook the stunning countryside while Deluxe Sea
View Rooms with Balcony offer sea views. Junior Suites Sea View are more spacious
and offer stunning sea views. For the ultimate in luxury and elegance along with
magnificent sea views, a Jacuzzi bath or hot tub and a spacious terrace opt for one of
the opulent one-bedroom suites, such as the Deluxe Suite with Terrace.
Setting Set on the stunning Amalfi
Coast, just a 5-minute walk from the
centre of Ravello
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 43 rooms and suites
Dining 3 restaurants (1 seasonal),
cocktail bar
Facilities Outdoor heated swimming
pool, sun terrace with plunge pools,
beach club, spa* with hydropool and
steamroom, open-air fitness centre,
Wi-Fi
Spa Set in peaceful seaview gardens
next to the heated swimming pool,
the spa features a hydropool, sauna,
Turkish steam bath, open-air fitness
centre and a rooftop solarium with two
whirlpools. It also offers a selection of
massages and beauty treatments.

Activities • Book a trip to the ‘lost
city’ of Paestum, once a thriving Greek
colony where you can discover three
well preserved Greek temples* • Take
the free shuttle to the Clubhouse by the
Sea • Book a local cooking class to learn
traditional recipes*.
Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the main
restaurant.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Belvedere Suite
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5★ Belmond Hotel Caruso
At a glance

A Belmond-owned, former 11th-Century palace set
dramatically on the Amalfi Coast cliffside.
Ancient walls, fresco-covered ceilings, terraced gardens and a stunning pool make
this magnificent hotel look like a work of art. The infinity pool blends effortlessly
into the horizon, meeting mountains that appear superimposed in the distance.
Every day, there’s an opportunity to go out on the traditional wooden boat, the
Ercole, for a free tour around the breathtaking coast.

Historic building and exquisite
landscaped gardens
Infinity pool with Amalfi Coast views

Junior Suite Executive

Renowned Belmond brand

The Belvedere Restaurant serves mouthwatering Mediterranean cuisine, made with
fresh, local ingredients. There’s the choice to dine al fresco surrounded by pretty
rose bushes or in the sophisticated dining room. The Cocktail & Piano Bar is home
to beautiful frescoes and awe-inspiring views of the Amalfi Coast. The wine list
here is extensive and the local prosecco is also a firm favourite with guests. During
the day, food is served at the poolside bar where the views are stunning.
The elegant rooms reflect the classic Neapolitan era and the views from all the
rooms need to be seen to be believed. Village View Rooms overlook Ravello, Deluxe
Rooms have sea views and the spacious Junior Suites offer views of the Bay of
Salerno. The beautiful Superior Suites features a separate living room and farreaching views over Ravello.
Setting Above the picturesque town of
Ravello, with uninterrupted views of
the Amalfi Coast
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 50 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, bar, poolside bar
Facilities Infinity pool, fitness centre,
wellness centre*, shuttle service
to Amalfi and Positano, children’s
activities*, tennis court*, Wi-Fi, horse
riding*
Activities • Take a guided tour of the
fragrant gardens with the hotel’s head
gardener* • Head out on the water and
join the daily boat tour that explores
the Amalfi Coast • Book a private
helicopter tour to enjoy an alternative
view of the stunning coast*.
Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Belvedere
Restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Belvedere Restaurant
Full Board • Breakfast, lunch and dinner
at Belvedere Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights offer available. Call or see
online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Caruso Wellness Centre

Junior Suite Superior
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4★ Hotel Villa Fraulo
At a glance
In the heart of Ravello
Charming medieval villa

Set high above the sea with spectacular views, this
classic hotel is just steps from the famous Villa Rufolo.
Time stands still in this former home of an Italian nobleman, which has been
lovingly and classically restored while retaining its former charm and elegance.
The public areas are sophisticated yet bright and welcoming.

Spectacular coastal views
Ease into your day with a hearty breakfast and rich Italian espresso overlooking
azure waters before retiring to a sunlounger on the pretty terrace or cooling off
with a refreshing dip in the infinity pool. Dinner can be enjoyed in the spacious
dining room or on the large terrace area around the beautiful marble fountain,
which forms a striking centrepiece.

Seaview Suite

The elegant rooms are furnished with antique pieces, yet feature all of the modern
luxuries expected in a boutique hotel. Double Balcony Seaview Rooms and Double
Superior Seaview Rooms, located on the lower floors, offer stunning views of the
Amalfi Coast and the Gulf of Salerno, while the Double Deluxe Seaview Rooms
offer extra space and views of the Amalfi Coast and lush hillsides of the Lattari
Mountains. The stylish Seaview Suites and Infinity Suites are lavishly spacious and
feature a living room, terrace and seemingly endless views over the coastline.
Setting Just a few steps away
from Ravello’s main square, Piazza
Vescovado, overlooking dramatic
coastal landscapes
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Naples airport
Rooms 26 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant
Facilities Swimming pool (open 01 May18 Oct), sun terrace, Wi-Fi
Activities • Follow winding paths
and steps through lemon and olive
groves on the picturesque walk from
Ravello to the medieval town of Atrani
• Visit nearby Villa Rufolo and admire
the gorgeous gardens that were
the inspiration for Wagner’s opera,
Parsifal*.

Double Superior Seaview Room

Double Superior Seaview Room

Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 07 Apr-31 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the main
restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Honeymoon/Anniversary
and Child offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Sardinia
Clear emerald waters, white-sand beaches and
incredible archaeological sights come together
on this breathtaking Mediterranean island.
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Visa info Visa not required for UK passport holders.
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Key events
Feb

May St Eﬁsio Festival, Cagliari – Thousands of
pilgrims from all over the island, clad in authentic
medieval costumes, ﬂock to Cagliari to celebrate
this annual festival

Mar

July Festival of the Madonna del Naufrago,
Villasimius – This festival in honour of shipwrecked
sailors, which takes place on the second Sunday in
July, includes a procession to place an underwater
wreath at a sunken sculpture of the Virgin Mary.
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The island of Sardinia has a wonderful Mediterranean
climate with a lovely long summer. Average sunshine
hours are high during the months of May to August
and the spring and autumn are also very pleasant.
Winters here are mild but hotels often close during
these months.
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May Porto Cervo Wine Festival – Visitors are
tempted with wines from top wineries. In addition
to wine tasting, there are workshops, talks and
fashion shows

Climate

Santa Teresa Gallura

Currency Euro

Santa Margherita di Pula

Time diﬀerence GMT +1 hours

Olbia

Baia Sardinia

Flying time Olbia: 2½ hours; Cagliari: 2½ hours

Cagliari
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Important holiday information The price we conﬁrm at the time
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package.
Please read p150-155 before you book your holiday. For further
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Discovering Sardinia
Sardinia is an island of barefoot bliss a little less than 120 miles from the Italian mainland. Its
exclusive feel draws in a jet set crowd at the billionaire’s playground of the Costa Smeralda but
there’s still more to come. Have freshly caught seafood straight on the plate at decadent watersedge restaurants and take a dip in the Med’s clearest water, or take a historical tour of Bronze Age
dwellings and haunting Roman ruins.

Costa Smeralda

Cagliari

An insight into Sardinia
Among the many beautiful regions of Italy, Sardinia
stands out as one with a distinct sense of identity, both
culturally and historically. The island even has its own
language. Stringent building development restrictions
have helped this island retain its rural heritage, and
while visitors often come for the crystalline waters,
sandy beaches and coves, there’s plenty more to see
beyond the pretty coastline. Whistle your way around
museums, visit archaeological sites that have baffled
historians and snorkel around little islands.

Costa Smeralda
On Sardinia’s northern shores, between the Bay of
Arzachena and the Gulf of Cugnana, the exclusive Costa
Smeralda is known as the ‘Emerald Coast’. It’s been
a go-to destination for the rich and famous since the
1960s and is one of the most popular regions on this
enchanting Mediterranean isle. It’s home to plenty of
luxury hotels as well as some of the most expensive
real estate in Europe.
Just two miles further along the shore is Baia Sardinia
(p67-69), a popular resort with a beautiful setting
opposite the Maddalena Archipelago. This is one of
the more affordable destinations along the Costa
Smeralda, well known for its excellent watersports like
windsurfing, as well as its glamorous nightlife.
For an unspoilt and authentic destination on the
island’s north coast, the 19th-Century Santa Teresa

Gallura ticks the box. At Sardinia’s tip, this village
is surrounded by breathtaking natural scenery and
panoramic views of the sparkling Mediterranean. On
a clear day, you can even see the shoreline of Corsica
across the Strait of Bonifacio. The village’s charming
shops sells local arts and crafts, and you can easily
hop aboard the ferry to Bonifacio on nearby Corsica
– a fantastic day trip, with the chance to experience
a unique blend of Sardinian and French cultures, see
the rugged cliffs that line the coast and explore the
stunning town.
Grand Relais dei Nuraghi (p68) is just a short drive
from the resort town of Porto Cervo. It reflects Costa
Smeralda’s upmarket reputation with its high-end
shops and marina filled with yachts. Founded in the
mid-20th Century by Prince Karim Aga Khan, the town
continues to attract sun-seeking A-listers.
Head north from the airport and you’ll reach the Porto
Rotondo, one of the Costa’s southernmost towns and
the nearest town to our featured resort, Abi d’Oru
Resort (p71).

Southern Sardinia
The south Sardinian coastline is intermittently dotted
with sheer cliffs, high sand dunes and beaches, while
further inland there are salty lagoons home to wildliferich bird sanctuaries filled with pink flamingos, cranes
and cormorants. The subtle scent of the Mediterranean

and the scrubs and pine groves combine with a gentle
balmy sea breeze to lead the way through the southwest to our featured resorts.
Car rental is not essential during your time in the
region, but it is definitely the best way to explore the
sights independently. A vehicle can easily be arranged
to be delivered to you at your resort so you can spend a
few days getting off the beaten track at your own pace.
Cagliari, the capital of Sardinia, has been inhabited for
over two thousand years. It has splendid churches and
several fine museums which give an excellent overview
of local history. The 13th-Century Il Castello is Cagliari’s
most iconic landmark and its domes, towers and noble
buildings, once home to the aristocracy, are encased
in the medieval citadel. The university, cathedral,
museums and Pisan palaces are also all gathered inside
the ramparts.
While in the capital, visit the cathedral of Santa Maria
and its square bell tower on the Piazza Palazzo. The
panoramic elevator to Bastione Remy is also worth
a trip for its sweeping views over the city and the
Mediterranean. You can also indulge in refreshments
in Piazza Yenna, which is best known for its pavement
cafés, restaurants and ice cream parlours.
Further south-west along the coast and close to the
southernmost point of the island lies sleepy Chia, a
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village with pristine bays, five-and-a-half miles of silkysand beaches and 30-metre-high rolling sand dunes.

throughout the generations to depict both Sardinian
rural life and issues faced by the village’s inhabitants.

Santa Margherita di Pula, three miles from Chia, is the
location of the expansive Forte Village Resort (p62-65).
This collection of four- and five-star hotels has fantastic
facilities and a long stretch of sand.

Food & drink

Not far from here is Nora, an ancient town on a
peninsula founded by the Phoenicians. Explore
the ruins of a Roman theatre, a series of beautiful
mosaics and bath complexes around the site. Another
significant ancient site in the south is the complex
at Barumini. Here, you’ll find a special type of
defensive structure known as nuraghi, the finest and
most complete example of this remarkable form of
prehistoric architecture.

Inland Sardinia
Sardinia might be famous for its stunning beaches and
welcoming Mediterranean waters, but the interior of
the island is filled with delightful natural landscapes
worth exploring by car. Hikers and climbers should
head into the Gennargentu National Park where
you’ll find the Gennargentu Mountain Range and the
highest mountain on the island. If you want to immerse
yourself in the local culture, head to the village of
Orgosolo where you can see the Cubist murals that
adorn the village walls. Mural painting began in
Orgosolo in the mid-20th Century and developed

The Sardinian way of life is first and foremost pastoral.
Over the years, they developed pecorino cheese,
made from ewes’ milk, which became hugely popular
throughout Europe. Other specialities include suckling
pig cooked with myrtle berries, lemon-stewed lamb,
malloreddus pasta, gnocchetti and the best artichokes
and wild asparagus found anywhere in Italy. The
island’s best wines include the Cannonau red and
Vermentino white, which are commonly considered
world-class wines.

Our favourite
combinations
Chia Sardinia & Baia Sardinia
Begin your beach-focused holiday in Chia on
the south coast with its dream-like coastal
landscapes and family-friendly resorts. Continue
north to the Emerald Coast and spend a few
days relaxing in Baia Sardinia.

Florence & Sardinia
A city and beach break that takes in two of
Italy’s most popular destinations. Start your
Italian break exploring the streets and seeing
the magnificent architecture of Florence before
heading to Sardinia’s gorgeous beaches.

Rome & Sardinia
Combine a stay in Rome, Italy’s ancient capital,
exploring striking ruins like the Colosseum and
the Roman Forum, with time spent soaking up
the sun on Sardinia’s famously pretty beaches.
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Chia Laguna

The award-winning Chia Laguna, which sits on a rugged hillside with wonderful
views of golden sand dunes and the Mediterranean, attempts and succeeds to make
everyone welcome. We feature three of Chia Laguna’s four hotels.
Each hotel has its own pool and designated restaurant, where your included meals will
be served daily. Where everyone comes together is the central Piazza degli Ulivi, home
to boutiques and entertainment options, and the Bar Piazza. Extensive facilities and
activities ensure that all guests are catered for. There’s the Chia Natural Spa, which
is described as a ‘temple of wellness’; a kids’ club and adventure club for teens; and
plenty of activities and sports including diving, a football academy and tennis club.
There is a shuttle train that runs down to Dune di Campana Beach where sun beds and
parasols await (free of charge from the third row).

Setting On the south-west coast of
Sardinia, close to the village of Chia
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Cagliari airport
Resort dining 9 restaurants, 9 bars
Shared facilities Chia Natural Spa*,
5 pools, piazza, watersports centre*,
fitness centre, bicycle hire*, kids’ and
teens’ club, tennis*, bike hire*
Families There is plenty for the younger
crowd, from their own pool to club

and sports activities as well as the
restaurant, Bimbi. Parents travelling
with babies and toddlers will be made
to feel at home as everything you
need from strollers to cots is provided
(advance booking required).
Need to know Restaurant opening
times and days are at the management’s
discretion. A tourist tax is payable at the
resort. Minimum stays apply.

5★ Hotel Laguna
A beautiful setting and luxury accommodation.
The Hotel Laguna has a secluded setting and a mixture of traditional Sardinianstyle and modern luxury. As well as use of the resort’s main facilities, Hotel Laguna
guests also have their own VIP section of the beautiful Dune di Campana Beach.
The hotel is adjacent to the beautiful Chia Natural Spa for indulgent treatments,
while the watersports centre is the place to head if you are keen to keep active on
holiday. As a Hotel Laguna guest you’ll have Chia Laguna’s most comprehensive
half board dine-around package, with the assigned restaurant La Terrazza or dinner
at four further venues. The Laguna’s hillside setting means the rooms and suites
have fantastic views over the resort towards the sea. For a little more space, there’s
the open-plan Junior Suites and Suites which have beautiful bay views.

At a glance
Contemporary Italian design
Direct access to Chia Natural Spa
Exclusive VIP beach area
Chi Natural Spa

La Terrazza Restaurant

Superior Room

Rooms 74 rooms and suites
Dining Lunch restaurant, pool bar
Facilities Pool, dedicated shuttle to
Dune di Campana.
Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast at La Terrazza,
Bouganville or La Pergola • Dinner at
La Terrazza, Bouganville, La Pergola,
Whiteluna or Club House (reservations
required at all restaurants apart from La
Terrazza). Guests can also have dinner
at Pizzeria or Bioaquam (reservations

required at all restaurants) • 1 bottle of
water per adult at dinner when dining
at Bouganville or La Pergola.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary and Spa offers
are available, call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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4★ Hotel Village
A family favourite with spacious cottage-style rooms.
This hotel is the best of both worlds – close to the resort’s main facilities, yet still
with spots for sun-kissed rest and relaxation. Take the free shuttle down to the
glorious Dune di Campana Beach or let the children head off to the kids’ club or the
Chia Laguna Football Academy (call for applicable dates), while you make the most
of the Chia Natural Spa. Bouganville is the main restaurant where there are regular
themed buffets and live cooking shows at the food stations. As part of your half
board package you can also dine at La Pergola (reservation required). Additional
restaurants are also available where you can dine for a supplement. There’s a
wide choice of accommodation options at the Hotel Village, with simply-designed
cottage-style rooms available. Our favourite room for those travelling with children
are the Family Garden and Family Superior Cottages. These spacious cottages
feature a mezzanine level with a further bedroom, the perfect haven for your kids.
Rooms 240 cottage-style rooms
Facilities 2 swimming pools.

restaurants) • 1 bottle of water per adult
at dinner when dining at Bouganville.

Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Bouganville or La Pergola (reservations
required at La Pergola). For a
supplement, guests can also have dinner
at La Terrazza, Whiteluna, Club House or
Pizzeria (reservations required for all

Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary offer
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.

At a glance
At the heart of the resort
Family cottages available
Centred on a large pool
Superior Cottage Room

Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Bouganville Restaurant

Family Superior Cottage

4★ Hotel Baia
An enviable position overlooking Chia Bay.

At a glance
New hotel within Chia Laguna
Fresh sea-inspired décor
A short walk from the beach

The beautifully renovated Hotel Baia sits just a stone’s throw from the beautiful
Monte Cogoni beach. White-washed interiors are brought to life with splashes
of Mediterranean blues, rustic wooden features and modern furnishings. There’s
a half-Olympic-sized infinity pool on site, as well as a restaurant where all your
included meals will be served. Out of Chia Laguna’s four properties, this is the
closest to the sea; Monte Cogoni Beach can be reached on foot in just a few
minutes. The diving centre is adjacent to the hotel and the watersports centre is
located nearby on Dune di Campana beach. The main restaurant, La Pergola, has
been restyled to create beautiful contemporary spaces with calming light wood and
stone colour décor. Your included meals will be served here, though you can also
dine at additional Chia Laguna restaurants for a supplement. The rooms are on the
promontory and echo the resort’s chic Med design. Some of the rooms overlook
the lagoon where wild birds, including flamingos, can be seen. The Prestige Mare
Rooms are worth the upgrade for sea views.
Rooms 77 rooms and suites
Dining 1 restaurant, bar.
Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at La
Pergola Restaurant • 1 bottle of water
per adult at dinner when dining at La
Pergola.

Prestige Parco Room

Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary offer
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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Forte Village

One of the finest experiences of indulgence, relaxation and total pampering, Forte
Village welcomes its guests into its wonderful subtropical park. A selection of
four- and five-star hotels make up this fantastic resort, each with its own unique
atmosphere to cater for a range of different tastes.
Just a few of the highlights include the 21 restaurants which are open during high
season and include venues run by Michelin-starred chefs; the Acquaforte Thalasso
Spa – one of Europe’s top spas; the sports academies which include the Chelsea
Football Club Soccer School; the Children’s Wonderland, an extensive kids’ club; and
Leisureland, which is often as popular with adults as it is with children.

Setting Forte Village Resort is in a
spectacular private estate which spans
acres of centuries-old pine forest and
gardens in Southern Sardinia
Getting there Approx. 45 minutes’
private transfer from Cagliari airport
Resort dining With 21 restaurants open
during high season and a huge variety
of cuisine, food is a particular highlight
Shared facilities Acquaforte Thalasso
Spa*, 10 swimming pools, 12 tennis

courts, watersports and dive centre*,
football/rugby pitch, bowling lane,
sports academies*, Children’s
Wonderland, 27-hole golf course*
(approx. 4 miles away), shops*, Wi-Fi*
Good to know Some restaurants and
facilities are open seasonally and
at the management’s discretion. A
compulsory City Tax per person per
night is payable locally.

5★ Hotel Castello
The Castello includes full use of Forte Village’s facilities
with a quiet setting just yards from the beach.

At a glance
Adjacent to the beach
Exclusive five-star guests’ pool
Quiet and secluded setting

If being just a short distance from the beach and a secluded setting are important to
you then the Hotel Castello is the perfect choice. There’s a real feeling of exclusivity
here with a private pool for the sole use of the guests in the resort’s five-star
properties. And your view from your poolside sun lounger is sea, sea and more sea.
With the beach and water so close it would be a shame not to make the most of the
watersports on offer at the Boat House; it’s a great place to learn a new sport such
as windsurfing or waterskiing. Guests have the main restaurant, Cavalieri, for buffet
meals and show cooking on the barbecue grill as well as four other restaurants to
choose from. Rooms each have a balcony which overlooks either the pine grove or
the hotels gardens or feature a side sea view.
Rooms 177 rooms and suites
Facilities The exclusive pool for use of
guests at the five-star hotels is located
at Hotel Castello.

Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.

Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast at Cavalieri
• Dinner at Cavalieri, Pineta, Forte Grill,
Sardinian or Brazilian.

Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply. Arrivals on Sat or
Sun only 29 Jul-18 Aug.
Executive Mare Room

* Local charge
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5★ Pineta
A quiet retreat in quiet tropical gardens within easy
reach of Forte Village’s many facilities.
Pineta is the perfect choice for an active holiday with quiet spots to retreat to. A
complete renovation has added to its modern and tranquil ambience. Pines and
oleanders provide shade from the sun and, although you are just a short walk away
from the resort’s main facilities you will feel like you are miles away – this is the best
of both worlds. Each day breakfast comes with breathtaking beach and sea views
at the open-air Pineta or Bellavista restaurants, depending on the time of year. At
dinner you can opt for a buffet at Pineta, traditional grilled meats at Forte Grill, local
cuisine at Sardinian and barbecued meats at Brazilian. You can also choose to dine at
Hell’s Kitchen or at one of the speciality restaurants for a supplement, including the
Cookies Cream vegetarian restaurant or Gordon Ramsay’s Restaurant. For couples we
recommend one of the first-floor Superior Terrace Room which have a terrace balcony
with garden view. The Deluxe Family Rooms are on the ground floor and feature an
extra sofa bed, accommodating two adults and one or two children.
Rooms 102 rooms.
Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast at Bellavista
or Pineta (depending on the time of
year) • Dinner at Pineta, Forte Grill,
Sardinian, Brazilian or, for Family
Royal Rooms and Royal Pineta Rooms,
Cavalieri.
Need to know
Minimum stays apply.

Deluxe Family Room

At a glance
Spacious family rooms
Centrally located within Forte Village

Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.

Short distance to the beach

Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
Superior Terrace Room

* Local charge

5★ Villa Del Parco
This is the smallest hotel at Forte Village offering
personalised service as well as direct access to the spa.
There’s no doubt that the 116-acre Forte Village is an extensive and popular resort.
However if you have the Villa Del Parco hotel – which was fully renovated in 2017 –
to retreat to at the end of the day, you would be forgiven for thinking that you have
found a boutique-style oasis. This Leading Hotel of the World also shares its pine
grove setting with the Acquaforte Spa and guests staying here can dine at one of Forte
Village’s best restaurants, Belvedere, with no extra supplement. The Luxury Rooms are
on the ground or first floor and feature two queen-size beds. For more outside space,
we recommend upgrading to the Luxury Bungalow which has spacious terrace.

At a glance
Adjacent to Acquaforte Thalasso Spa
A Leading Hotel of the World
Dine at a Michelin-starred restaurant
Acquaforte Pool

Luxury Bungalow

Rooms 43 rooms and bungalows
Facilities The Acquaforte Thalasso Spa*,
which is available to all Forte Village
guests, is located at Villa Del Parco.

Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.

Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast at Villa del Parco
Patio • Dinner at Belvedere, Le Dune,
Cavalieri, Forte Grill, Brazilian, Pineta
or Bellavista.

Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply.

* Local charge
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Forte Village

For families
Children’s Wonderland With a secret garden; miniature town square with tiny houses,
a grocery store and fire station; and a wonderlab where objects are created from
ceramics, origami and Velcro; this really is a magical land where younger guests will
be enchanted. What’s more, they’ll find favourite characters including Thomas the
Tank Engine and Barbie. For the littlest guests, there’s a beautiful nursery with Fisher
Price games.
Leisureland Fun is the order of the day at Leisureland, a dedicated corner of the
resort where you’ll find a go-kart track, ten-pin bowling lanes and a disco.

U-Club teens’ club For 12-17s there’s the U-Club teens’ club, where teenagers can
try out go-karting, bowling, Zumba and DJing. Regular disco nights hold themed
parties in an adults-free zone.
Sports academies Forte Village hosts a collection of sports academies, including
a Chelsea Football Club Soccer School for children between the ages of 4 and 14.
At specific times of year children can join in with rugby courses led by England
legends, and the tennis, swimming and cycling academies held throughout the year
are for both kids and adults.

4★ Bouganville
Bungalow accommodation in the resort’s beautiful
Mediterranean gardens.

Deluxe Bungalow
Tennis Club

At a glance
Family bungalows available
Close to all the main facilities
Forte Village’s newest hotel

This family-friendly hotel, which was completely renovated in 2016, reflects the
local island style and Sardinian way of life. Set between the beautiful Oasis pool,
the tennis courts and the driving range, Bouganville sits in beautifully landscaped
gardens, giving it a sense of calm. This is the perfect place if you are looking for an
active holiday and there are plenty of opportunities to learn new skills at one of the
sports academies such as the Chelsea Football Academy. Choose between rooms
like the ground-floor Deluxe Bungalows and the spacious Deluxe Family Bungalows.
The Deluxe Family Bungalows have a separate living area with a double sofa bed,
ideal for children under 13 years old.
Rooms 133 bungalows
Families Bouganville’s setting close
to the main facilities makes it a great
choice for those with children. Kids can
spend time at Children’s Wonderland
while teens will love Leisureland.
What’s included
Half Board • Breakfast at Terrazza Oasis
• Dinner at Pineta, Forte Grill, Sardinian
or Brazilian.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply.
Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver, Honeymoon/
Anniversary and Child offers are
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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Deluxe Family Bungalow

A family-friendly hotel close the resort’s main facilities.
You can’t get closer to the action at Forte Village than the centrally located and
newly renovated Le Palme, another firm favourite with families at this fantastic
resort. You will be just steps from the restaurants, bars and entertainment on offer
at the Piazza Maria Luigia, yet also close enough to the beach that you can make
your way from the pool to the sea in just a few minutes. As well as the main buffet
Oasis Terrace restaurant, there’s also a restaurant with dishes picked out especially
for kids. The Mediterranean-style Deluxe Family Bungalows are great for families
with younger children with their separate living area and sofa bed.
Rooms 107 bungalows
Families The hotel’s central setting and
lively atmosphere make Le Palme a
fantastic choice for families looking for
a fun and active holiday. There’s even a
restaurant close by where the dishes have
been specifically designed for kids.
What’s included
Half Board • Breakfast at Bellavista
Restaurant • Dinner at Pineta, Forte
Grill, Sardinian or Brazilian.

At a glance

Need to know
Minimum stays apply.

At the heart of the action

Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver, Honeymoon/
Anniversary and Child offers are
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.

Upgrade to a family bungalow
Lively atmosphere

Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
Oasis Pool

Deluxe Bungalow

4★ Il Borgo
A small village close to the Children’s Wonderland.
Il Borgo, which was completely renovated in 2017, is a real favourite with families.
This is due to its closeness to the fantastic kids’ club Children’s Wonderland,
and the equally entertaining Leisureland where you will find go-karting, 10-pin
bowling and a disco for your youngsters. Active guests both young and old will also
appreciate the setting of this hotel as you’ll just be a short walk from the tennis
courts. Il Borgo guests have breakfast at the beachfront restaurant, Bellavista,
which you can reach by foot or on bike, which are available to hire. As part of your
half board package you can enjoy dinner at four restaurants, or treat yourself to a
night at one of the speciality restaurants for a supplement. Light Deluxe Bungalows
have enough space to accommodate two adults and one child.

At a glance
Hillside setting
Close to kids’ facilities
Bungalow accommodation

Rooms 35 bungalows
Families Children’s Wonderland is more
than your average kids’ club. There is
both a kids’ pool and a lagoon style
pool, a theatre and Mario’s Village
made up of differently themed rooms.

Children’s Wonderland
Deluxe Bungalow

What’s included
Half Board • Breakfast at Bellavista
Restaurant and dinner at Pineta,
Bellavista, Forte Grill, Sardinian or
Brazilian.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply.
Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver, Honeymoon/
Anniversary and Child offers are
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ Pullman Timi Ama Sardegna
At a glance

This dusky-pink hotel with beautifully modern
interiors wraps invitingly around a large pool.
Laced with icing-sugar beaches and aquamarine waters, Villasimius dazzles at first
glance but scratch beneath the surface and you’ll discover hidden depths. This
south-eastern pocket of Sardinia is on the Cape Carbonara promontory, a protected
marine reserve with excellent offshore reefs and rocky islets. The Pullman Timi Ama
Sardegna Hotel is a secluded hideaway hugging the curve of a secluded bay with a
huge outdoor pool and its own private stretch of powdery beach. Nearby, Notteri
lagoon is often partially hidden beneath a pink cloud of flamingos and cliff-lined
bays give way to a forested interior, which shelters a scattering of nuraghic ruins,
golf courses and local wineries.

Luxurious hideaway steps from a
powder-white beach
Thalassotherapy spa

Chill Out Zone

Rooted in its surroundings, the hotel’s thalassotherapy spa draws upon mineral-rich
seawater in its menu with treatments like skin-smoothing seaweed wraps. With
white colonnades and floor-to-ceiling windows, this dreamy wellness spot is home
to a large indoor heated saltwater pool, sauna, aromatic showers and hammam
with essential oils. There’s also a salt room and ice fountain. You can also try yoga
and zumba classes, or go horse riding or play golf nearby.
For drinking and dining, pick from four bars and four restaurants. I Ginepri is the
hotel’s beach restaurant and serves Mediterranean-inspired cuisine while the poolview Il Mediterraneo casts its net further with an international menu. La Veranda
features themed buffet spreads alongside bay vistas and the new Su Tea Rooftop
Restaurant is on the panoramic terrace and has far-reaching views over the bay.
Cool and comfortable rooms give a nod to traditional Sardinian design – think tiled
floors, rustic wooden furnishings and pistachio-green accents – along with private
balconies or terraces. Superior Rooms come with more space than Standard Rooms
plus a bath tub, or upgrade to a recently renovated Executive Room for pretty
garden views.
Setting In the protected marine reserve
of Cape Carbonara, 2 miles from the
town of Villasimius
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Cagliari airport
Rooms 275 rooms
Dining 4 restaurants, 4 bars
Facilities Private beach (with sun
loungers and umbrellas – first two
rows*), outdoor pool with sun
terrace, spa*, fitness centre, sports*,
watersports*, tennis court, bike rental*,
jogging track, kids’ club*, gift shop*
Spa The hotel’s wellness facilities
include an indoor hydrotherapy pool,
sauna, aromatic showers and hammam.
A wide range of treatments and
therapies are also available.
Activities • Explore the pristine reefs of
Cape Carbonara* • Head out on a boat
excursion or sailing trip around the
Cavoli and Serpentara islands*
• Discover the region’s natural parks,
archaeological ruins and cultural sites*.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply.
Dining options
Half Board • Buffet breakfast and
dinner at the main restaurant
(excluding drinks).
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

La Veranda

In marine-protected Cape Carbonara
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5★ L’Ea Bianca Luxury Resort
Superior Room

At a glance
Boutique gem above a gleaming bay
Direct access to a private beach
Near the pink-sand islands and
translucent waters of La Maddalena

A showstopper with an intimate boutique twist,
overlooking the turquoise-rimmed Costa Smeralda.
Tucked away among Mediterranean shrub, this hidden gem sits above a bay on the
Costa Smeralda where the blue-on-blue vistas are best taken in from the outdoor
pool. With a dusky pink-tinged façade and terracotta-tiled roof, L’Ea Bianca Luxury
Resort nods to traditional Sardinian design, updated with a dose of modern luxury
– an excellent spa, refined dining and a private stretch of beach. This resort is all
about slipping down a few gears. While away the hours stretched out on Cala dei
Ginepri, rising only to dip into the bathwater-warm bay, or take a boat trip through
the pink-sand islands scattered throughout La Maddalena archipelago. End your
day by catching a sunset back at the hotel’s outdoor terrace, raised above the rocks
for optimum views.
This easy-going al fresco vibe – the endearing la dolce vita lifestyle – continues
at Lunaria Restaurant, where plates of seafood and Sardinian classics are served
up on the wooden veranda with a wine connoisseur on hand to recommend the
perfect complementary vintage. You can even request a candlelit dinner-for-two
overlooking the sea and the hazy specks of La Maddalena beyond. Afterwards,
linger over drinks at the piano bar, surrounded by oleander trees and cacti.

Lunaria

Don’t let this hotel’s imposing presence fool you though; rather than hundreds of
soulless rooms, just 31 tranquil hideaways create an intimate boutique feel, all with
sea- or garden-view balconies, a classic earthy colour palette, wall-hung artwork,
dark wood furnishings and canary-yellow tiled bathrooms. Deluxe Rooms are bigger
than Superior Rooms and throw in a chromotherapy bathroom, while the super
spacious Junior Suites come with a living area and luxury finishes – a 42-inch Smart
TVs, pillow menu and hydromassage bathtubs.
Setting In Baja Sardinia on the Costa
Smeralda, six miles from the town of
Porto Cervo
Getting there Approx. 35 minutes’
private transfer from Olbia airport
Rooms 31 rooms
Dining Restaurant, 2 bars
Facilities Outdoor pool, private stretch
of beach, spa* with hydro-massage
pool, relaxation area and sauna, small
gym*, scuba diving*, boat trips*, bike,
car and scooter rental*, deep-sea
fishing*, canoeing*, quad-biking*,
mountain biking*, horse riding*,
boutique shop*
Activities • Take a boat trip through La
Maddalena national marine park*
• Dive and snorkel the caves and rocky
inlets of the Lavezzi Islands* • Go horse
riding or mountain biking*.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 5 nights 05-18 Aug.
Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Lunaria Restaurant
Full Board • Breakfast, lunch and dinner
at Lunaria Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Night, Honeymoon/Anniversary,
Spa and Child offers are available. Call
or see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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4.5★ Grand Relais dei Nuraghi
At a glance

This intimate and modern hotel has panoramic
views of the Archipelago of La Maddalena.
An oasis of elegance and privacy, Grand Relais dei Nuraghi lies hidden amid
the pink granite rocks and deep green junipers that are typical of this region.
A beautiful swimming pool forms the centrepiece of this small hotel and it is
surrounded by a large sun terrace with magnificent views of the Gulf of Arzachena.
Spend days around the pool with light refreshments from the poolside snack bar
or step outside and walk down the short path to the charming beach strewn with
sun loungers and parasols. Although it’s tempting to spend the entire holiday
relaxing, you can choose to take some time to explore the local area on the hotel’s
complimentary-use mountain bikes (subject to availability).
The Tramonti Restaurant has a fabulous location on the terrace overlooking the
archipelago. Experience why it has such a good local reputation and try gourmet
cuisine that has been recommended in many gastronomic guides. Intimate
candlelit dining can also be arranged in the private garden and there’s a bar for a
pre- and post-meal cocktail.
There are just 35 rooms and junior suites. The style is beautiful in its simplicity with
rustic wooden furnishings and light, warm and soothing colours. The Classic Rooms
are a comfortable choice; for something a little more spacious we recommend a
Junior Suite or a Junior Suite with Garden. There’s even a Junior Suite that features
its very own plunge pool.
Setting Approx. 15 minutes’ walk from
Baia Sardinia’s bars and clubs, open
market and town square entertainment.
Five minutes’ walk from the Tre Monti
Beach and just a 2-minute walk from Phi
beach, a popular lounge bar and club
Getting there Approx. 40 minutes’
private transfer from Olbia airport
Rooms 35 rooms and junior suites
Dining Restaurant, bar, poolside
snack bar
Facilities Swimming pool with sun
terrace, private beach, television
lounge, reading room, Wi-Fi
Activities • Hop on one of the hotel’s
complimentary-use mountain bikes
and explore the local area (subject to
availability) • The hotel also has its
own yacht and it can be chartered and
taken as far as Corsica*.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply. A tourist tax
applies per person per day and is
payable at the resort.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Tramonti
restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Tramonti restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary offer
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Just 33 rooms and junior suites
Private beach
Secluded setting
Junior Suite with Garden
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4.5★ La Rocca
Superior Room

At a glance
A secluded retreat
Incredible cuisine
Spa and private beach

A charming hotel of quiet, understated luxury on the
famous Costa Smeralda.
La Rocca fits the bill for something a little quieter than the livelier Costa Smeralda
resorts. Set in spacious grounds amid ancient olives and oleanders, it’s a charming
building with a fresh Mediterranean style – think irregular terracotta roofs and
colour-washed walls. For days in the sun you can relax by the attractive swimming
pool which is surrounded by sunbathing terraces. There is also a private beach
which can be reached by the hotel’s shuttle. Due to the remote location of this
hotel, we recommend hiring a car if you want to head out and explore the island or
head down into Baia Sardinia.
The hotel’s main restaurant has tranquil views and typical regional cuisine with
a variety of seafood dishes. The buffet breakfast will set you up for the day with
sweet and savoury pastries, cereals, jams and fresh fruit. If you are spending some
time down by the sea, there is also the beach club and restaurant, Rocca Beach.
Calming décor and simple furnishings make the rooms here a delight. Standard
Rooms have a spacious terrace that overlooks the gardens. The individual Superior
Rooms have all been beautifully refurbished and have pretty garden views or
for a supplement, the sea. For a little extra space opt for a Junior Suite or one of
the Deluxe Junior Suites which are in the separate Villa del Parco building. The
Premium Sea View Suites are more spacious, with a separate sitting area.

Villa del Parco

Rocca Beach Restaurant

Setting Perched on the hillside, half a
mile from the beaches and centre of
Baia Sardinia – reached on the hotel’s
courtesy minibus
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Olbia airport
Rooms 55 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants
Facilities Swimming pool, spa* with
indoor pool, private beach (reached
by shuttle)
Activities • Dine by the beach at Rocca
Beach* • Relax on the private beach
• Enjoy a treatment at the modern spa*.

Need to know
A tourist tax applies per person per day
and is payable at the resort.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the main
restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the main restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Night and Child offers are
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ CPH Pevero Hotel
At a glance

Sardinian character combines with an unforgettable
setting at this island gem.

Five swimming pools

Overlooking a pretty bay that is often dotted with luxury yachts, CPH Pevero Hotel
is refined yet relaxing. The main attraction of this charming hotel is the network of
five pools connected by waterfalls. Surrounded by shaded or sun-kissed terraces,
this is the perfect place to lounge with a good book. It’s a relatively short walk
down to the small Piccolo Pevero beach where there is a reserved area, complete
with sun beds for the exclusive use of hotel guests. A little further away is the
larger Grande Pevero Beach which is backed by pretty sand dunes.

Low-rise buildings set on a hillside
Secluded position
Superior Room

Each morning starts with an extensive breakfast at the poolside restaurant
Le Piscine, with eggs cooked to order and a wide range of hot and cold buffet
dishes. Lunch is also served at this casual venue. Zafferano is the hotel’s signature
restaurant, where dishes are all seasonal and created using the freshest seafood,
local meat and vegetables, herbs and spices. As an added indulgence, a sommelier
is on hand to recommend wines from the restaurant’s well-stocked cellar to
complement your meal. The third dining option is the charming Atmosphera for
regional specialities and panoramic views over the coast. For a change of scenery,
there are a few restaurants within walking distance of the hotel.
The rooms here are typically Mediterranean in style with natural toned décor,
terracotta tile flooring and a light and bright feel. From the balcony of the Classic
Rooms, you’ll have a view out over the resort or the beautiful parkland. If you
dream of waking up to sea views, either a Superior or Deluxe Room is an excellent
choice. For a little more outdoor space we recommend the latter which feature a
spacious veranda furnished with sun loungers and a table and chairs.
Setting In the hills above Pevero
Beach, to the south of the village of
Porto Cervo
Getting there Approx. 35 minutes’
private transfer from Olbia airport
Rooms 100 rooms
Dining 3 restaurants, 3 bars
Facilities Spa*, 5 swimming pools,
fitness centre, boutique*
Activities • Explore nearby seaside
resort of Porto Cervo* • Head inland
and visit the archaeological site of
Arzachena* • Tee off at the nearby Golf
Club Pevero*.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Le Piscine Grill
Restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast at Le Piscine Grill
Restaurant • Dinner at Atmosphera.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights offer available. Call or see
online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Lounge Bar

* Local charge

Le Piscine
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5★ Abi d’Oru Resort
At a glance
Traditional Sardinian style
Fantastic beachfront setting
Private section of beach
Double Lateral Sea View Room

The epitome of Sardinian charm and style with pretty
gardens, terracotta roofs and a waterfront setting.
This resort captures quintessential island life with a laid-back vibe and views of
Marinella Bay. A private section of the beach is reached via a short walk through
landscaped gardens, and there’s a refreshing freeform pool overlooking the
gardens. The sheltered turquoise waters of the Golfo di Marinella are ideal for
swimming and watersports (available locally). And the spa is a fantastic addition to
the resort, featuring a Turkish steam bath, ice fountain, and relaxation room with
salt wall. The lively Costa Smeralda town, Porto Rotondo, is just a short distance
away and is well worth a visit if you like to explore your local surroundings while
on holiday.
The most popular tables at Central Restaurant for the generous buffet breakfast are
the ones on the terrace overlooking the gardens and the bay. Dinner is also served
here with rich starter, side dish, fruit and dessert buffet options and a selection
of show kitchens where pasta, meat and fish dishes are created. For beachside
lunches look no further than Marinella Restaurant for quick snacks and a grilled
buffet. For a taste of local food, head to the Tzia Maria & Bonaria which has indoors
and al fresco seating.

Lobby Terrace

The rooms are individually decorated with a calm island style with colour-washed
furniture and tiled floors. The Standard Hill View Rooms feature a balcony that
shows off the pretty hills behind the resort. We recommend rooms with sea views
like the Superior Sea View Room.
Setting Set back from a bay that’s
approximately 10 minutes by road
from the town of Porto Rotondo on the
famed Costa Smeralda
Getting there Approx. 25 minutes’
private transfer from Olbia airport
Rooms 170 rooms
Dining 3 restaurants, snack bar
Facilities Swimming pool, spa*,
kids’ club
Activities • Hire a car or bicycle and
head out to explore the north east
coast of Sardinia • Take the shuttle into
the town of Porto Rotondo*.

Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Central Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Child offer available. Call or see online
for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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Highlights of Sardinia
This small group tour is the perfect blend of modern-day Sardinia – its food,
wine and enchanting coastline – with the island’s rich history and long-held
traditions. From Cagliari in the south to the Arzachena in the north, this tour
takes you around the island, into the mountainous interior, to its vineyards and
its 3500-year-old ruins.

Cagliari

ffffgg
activity level

Is this for you?
This small group tour takes you
around the whole island to show
you as much of the local food,
wine and culture as possible in a
full seven-night itinerary.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation
• Insightful local tour leaders
• Hand-picked itineraries
• Flexible arrival times
• Small groups
• Porterage and guide tips
• Meals where most convenient
(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)
• All specified flights.

Need to know
• For guests over 16 (including on a
private journey)
• Average group size of 13 guests
• A maximum of 18 guests
• Journey times do not take into
account stops or traffic conditions
• We recommend travelling with no
more than one suitcase and one
day bag.

Accommodation
Reflecting the tour’s focus on food
and drink, our chosen hotels have
an emphasis on traditional dining.
The Hotel Su Gologone in Oliena
is a wonderfully rustic hotel
with a secluded location in the
mountains and food made with
produce from its own vegetable
garden. T Hotel in Cagliari is a
modern hotel overlooking the
City Park and Opera House with
excellent spa facilities, just a short
drive from the town centre.

Your itinerary – 7 nights
Route
• Cagliari: 2 nights
• Alghero: 2 nights
• Arzachena: 1 night
• Oliena: 2 nights
Day 1: UK to Cagliari Depart on your
flight to Cagliari, Sardinia and on arrival
transfer to your hotel. Dinner is at a local
restaurant this evening where you’ll
have the opportunity to taste some local
specialities, which include typical meats,
cheeses and bread, while you get to
know your fellow travellers and ask your
tour leader any questions you may have
about the upcoming itinerary. Stay: T
Hotel Cagliari (or similar). D.
Day 2: Cagliari This morning, head out
on a city tour of the capital. Begin the
day at the viewpoint at Monte Urpinu
for an overview of the city, before
heading down into the old town where
you will see the hilltop castle, the Royal
Palace and the 13th-Century cathedral.
Later, visit a local market and shop for
today’s picnic lunch which you’ll have
on a local beach (weather dependent).
Travel south along the coast to the Nora
Archaeological site to see the ruins of
a once-important Roman trading town.
On return you will have time to yourself

to relax or make use of the hotel’s spa
facilities. Dinner is at leisure. Stay: T
Hotel Cagliari (or similar). B, L.
Day 3: Cagliari to Alghero The journey
north starts with a short train ride from
Cagliari to Dolianova where you will
board your bus and travel to Su Nuraxi
di Barumini, the ruins of an ancient
settlement, to discover more about
Sardinia’s Nuragic civilisation. The tour
continues to the island’s west coast
and one of the island’s prettiest towns,
Bosa. Walk around and see the colourful
houses and historic tanneries on the
banks of the river Temo. The day’s final
leg takes you north along the coast
to Alghero, a lovely coastal town. This
evening, head to your hotel’s Sky Bar
for an aperitif and some great views of
the sea and local area. Dinner tonight is
at a charming trattoria in town, where
you’ll get to try hearty, simple and
flavoursome dishes. Approx. journey
time: 3½ hours. Stay: Hotel Catalunya
(or similar). B, D.
Day 4: Alghero The day begins with
a walking tour of Alghero’s historic
centre, which sits within its fawn-hued
fortified city walls. Begin at the 14thCentury Porta Terrace tower, the ancient

entrance to the city, before continuing
along the city walls. Over the next
couple of hours take in the highlights
of the city, including churches and the
narrow streets of the former Jewish
quarter. The first of the tour’s two wine
tasting experiences takes place this
afternoon at a winery in the countryside
near Alghero. Try some mouth-watering
varieties as part of an early, light lunch.
This afternoon, head out on a boat
trip to Neptune’s Grotto, a marine
cave carved into the cliff face around
20 minutes along the coast. Return to
Alghero for a free evening to explore the
city by night and find your own spot for
dinner and drinks. Stay: Hotel Catalunya
(or similar). B, L.
Day 5: Alghero to Arzachena The
next stop is the town of Castelsardo
on the island’s north coast. This town
has a breathtaking setting on the
hilltop of a headland overlooking the
Mediterranean. As you wander through
its historic streets you can get an insight
into local life. After spending some time
visiting some of the handicrafts shops,
continue along the coast to Palau, a
lively resort and gateway to the islands
of the Maddalena Archipelago. Board
a ferry in the harbour and cross the
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La Maddalena Island
Castelsardo
Alghero

Nuoro

Price information

Palau
Arzachena
San Pantaleo

For up-to-date prices and latest
offers get in touch with your local
Kuoni store or travel agent – see
page 4 for more details.

Oliena

Bosa

Dorgali

Orgosolo

UK departure months

Supramonte

Tharros

SARDINIA
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Barumini

Alghero

TYRRHENIAN
SEA

Cagliari
Chia

All 2020 departure dates are
guaranteed to operate
2020 Tours depart in: May; Apr;
Jun; Sep; Oct
Tours depart regularly. A similar
itinerary operates in 2018. See
kuoni.co.uk for the most up-todate departures and itineraries.

Options
Solo travellers Sole-use room
available at a supplement
Private tour Upgrade to a private
tour with a local tour leader on the
same itinerary, departing on the
date of your choice.

What to expect

Castelsardo

Oliena

Straits of Bonifacio to the largest of the
islands, La Maddalena. See the sights
on a panoramic coach tour around the
island before your free time for lunch.
Go on short walking tour with your
local leader and then return by ferry
to Palau. Dinner this evening is at your
hotel. Overlooking the stunning Gulf of
Cannigione, this charming village-esque
hotel is just 700 metres from the beach.
Approx. journey time: 2½ hours. Stay:
Hotel Airone (or similar). B, D.

have dinner tonight, serves rustic meals
on the open-air terrace with views out
over the surrounding countryside. This is
one of the standout hotels on your tour,
where you can really slow down and get
to know your destination. There’s a cosy
library with books on local art, traditions
and food and some gorgeous terraces
to sit and read them – or just take in
the far-reaching views. Approx. journey
time: 2½ hours. Stay: Hotel Su Gologone
(or similar). B, L, D.

Day 6: Arzachena to Oliena Begin your
journey back south, but not before you
visit the Bronze Age Giants’ grave of
Coddu Vecchiu and San Pantaleo, an
adorable and authentic town. It’s then
time to head to the island’s wine lands
which surround Dorgali. This afternoon
you will have another opportunity
to visit a winery and taste some of
Sardinia’s most famous produce with
some appetisers. After your tasting,
continue on to Oliena where you will
spend two nights. Dinner tonight is at
your hotel, Hotel Su Gologone, which is
totally isolated and surrounded by the
Supramonte Mountains. This retreat is
known for its food, which is made from
vegetables and herbs grown on the
grounds. The Restaurant, where you’ll

Day 7: Oliena Your last full day in
Sardinia begins with a delicious
breakfast at the hotel, setting you up
perfectly for a day where the focus is
on the traditions of island life. Travel
to Nuoro where a visit to the Museum
of Sardinian Life and Folk Traditions
is included. The museum is home to
a fascinating and rich collection of
exhibits chronicling life on the island,
mainly between the late 1800s to the
mid-1900s. Eat classic island food
at a local restaurant in the heart of
Supramonte. After lunch, stroll around
the village of Orgosolo, which is known
for its elaborate murals that document
the social discontent in the region in the
second half of the 20th Century. Return
to your hotel in the early evening, where

you’ll have time to relax before your
farewell dinner. Stay: Hotel Su Gologone
(or similar). B, L, D.

• A pair of comfortable walking
shoes are recommended
• Layers are essential for cooler
temperatures in the mountainous
areas
• A considerable amount of
travelling with some early starts
• Authentic local experiences
• Busy days with lots of walking
and exploration on foot
• A good level of fitness is
required.

Day 8: Oliena After breakfast, transfer
to the airport for your return flight to
the UK, or stay longer for a few days on
Chia’s golden beaches.

Stay longer
Chia 3 nights
Round off your tour with time on
Sardinia’s southern coastline, which is
famous for its sheer cliffs, golden sand
dunes and sleepy villages.

Kuoni highlights
This tour focuses on the island’s
food and drink with two winery
visits to taste the local varieties
and meals that include local
specialities like meat, bread and
cheese. See medieval town walls
in Alghero and colourful murals
in Orgosolo, and end your tour
with a showstopping spot by the
mountains. Staying at the rustic
Hotel Su Gologone is a chance to
get away from it all in an isolated
location with peaceful rural views.

Sicily
Breathe in the fresh sea air, admire rugged
outcrops dotted with villas, ancient ruins and
villages, and gaze at dazzling views over the
sparkling Mediterranean.

In this section
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Taormina

Sicily guide
Taormina hotels
Taormina Mare hotels
Sciacca hotel
Highlights of Sicily escorted tour

General information

Jan

Key events
Feb

June Sicilian Cart Festival – Parades of native
horsecarts and costumes in Taormina

Mar

The best time to visit is from March to October, when
days are brighter and sunny. November to February
is generally cooler but quieter – great for exploring
and visiting the magniﬁcent sights of the region.
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Climate
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February Almond Blossom Festival (Sagra del
Mandorlo) – A traditional folk festival in the Valley
of the Temples and city of Agrigento, with parades,
shows and craft exhibits

July International Festival of Arts – Watch dramatic
operatic and musical performances at the Greek
Amphitheatre of Taormina.

16

Sciacca

Visa info Visa not required for UK passport holders.

Cefalú

Currency Euro

Catania

Time diﬀerence GMT +1 hour

Palermo

Flying time Catania: 3 hours; Palermo 2¾ hours
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Important holiday information The price we conﬁrm at the time
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package.
Please read p150-155 before you book your holiday. For further
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Discovering Sicily
Between the hot hills of a mountain village, perfect bronze beaches and the slopes of Mount Etna,
Sicily is a breathtaking island that chronicles Mediterranean history. We’ve seen the breathtaking
sandstone city of Modica, lazed on the hot stones of pretty pebble beaches, travelled by train along
Mount Etna’s base and cooled off in bracing lagoons inside the Alcantara Gorges – the island’s 1000odd miles of coastline ties together some of Italy’s most incredible scenery.

Syracuse Cathedral

Palermo

Spiaggia Mazzaro beach

Agrigento

An insight into Sicily
Taormina

Castelmola

Taormina (p78-83) is perched high on Mount Tauro
in sight of Mount Etna. This historical town is filled
with intimate piazzas, chic boutiques, jewellery shops,
antique shops, street cafés and restaurants. It is also
home to an ancient Greco-Roman amphitheatre,
believed to date back to the 3rd Century BC. This site is
an intriguing insight into the past as well as a great spot
for incredible views. A variety of events are held in its
atmospheric grounds in the summer, including concerts,
operas, ballet performances and even a film festival.

Castelmola is a hamlet above Taormina at the foot
of the ruins of a striking Norman castle. Explore
the narrow winding cobbled lanes and take in the
360-degree views that encompass the coast, the
glistening Ionian Sea and the slopes of Mount Etna.

The town’s busy main street, Corso Umberto, is
lined with souvenir shops and cafés. At the western
end of this pedestrianised fare way, next to the
exquisite the Palazzo Duca di Santo Stefano, you’ll
find the Porto Catania, one of the two remaining city
gates. Taormina’s attractions also include the iconic
17th-Century fountain in the main cathedral square,
the cathedral itself – an extraordinary example of
medieval-Baroque architecture – and the delightful
gardens at Villa Comunale.

Sciacca
Known as Thermae Selinuntinas to the Romans,
Sciacca (p86) is close to the natural thermal baths of
Monte Kronio, which dominates this charming fishing
village – once an important trading port between Sicily
and North Africa. Throughout the village, a mixture
of architectural styles and influences from Arabic to
Norman can be seen. Just as it has been for centuries,
fishing is Sciacca’s main industry – stop by the port just
as the morning’s catch is brought in.

Giardini Naxos
The lively east-coast beachside resort of Giardini Naxos
was once a small fishing village. Today, this sweeping
bay is lined with restaurants, bars and hotels.

Taormina Mare

Syracuse

Sitting in the shadow of Taormina is the charming
village of Taormina Mare. The village has pebble
beaches, secluded coves and rocky inlets. From one of
our hand-picked beachside resorts (p84-85), you can
easily reach the centre on a three-minute funicular ride.

This attractive city on the south-east coast is steeped in
history. Founded by the Ancient Greeks, it was once an
important and powerful hub that was swept up by the
Roman Republic and the Byzantine Empire. Resilient

and ancient, there are sites here that give an insight
into the region’s classical past. See the city’s famous
Baroque architecture and visit the Parco Archeologico
della Neapolis to discover the remains of a 5th-Century
Greek theatre and a Roman amphitheatre where
gladiators once fought.
Cross the bridge to the tiny island of Ortygia and follow
a maze of alleys. See ancient monuments and temples,
a beautiful square, a 13th-Century castle and the 7thCentury Duomo di Ortigia. Built upon the Great Temple
of Athena, this is the oldest church in Europe. Our prebookable Syracuse experience is the perfect way to see
this beautiful city and you’ll spend a full day seeing the
sights in the company of a knowledgeable guide.

Cefalù
On the north coast of the island, this beautiful coastal
city is a fantastic combination of sandy beaches,
boutique shops, fine seafood restaurants, lively
bars and fascinating historic sites. The 12th-Century
cathedral is dominated by two Norman towers and the
city’s winding medieval streets reveal something new
around every corner. One of the most popular activities
is to climb to the top of the limestone cliff of La Rocca.
While the hike is challenging, the spectacular sweeping
views over Cefalù and the Mediterranean are definitely
worth the effort.
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Palermo
Imperial Palermo is built around a natural harbour and
is home to intricate churches and beautiful Norman
monuments. With an intriguing past, you’ll find a mix
of cultures here, with Spanish, Arabic, French and
Norman architecture scattered throughout the city.
Leave the crowds behind and wander the gardens of
Real Tenuta della Favorita, a former hunting ground, or
visit the colourful and extensive botanic gardens to see
exotic plants from around the world. On our full-day
Palermo and Cefalù experience, you can explore the
beautiful northern coast of Sicily and visit to Palermo’s
vibrant market.

Greek Archaeology
There are incredible examples of ancient Greek
architecture in Sicily. The finest examples can be found
in the archaeological parks of Agrigento and Selinunte.
In majestic Agrigento you can see some of the best
examples of Greek Doric temples outside of Greece at
the Valley of Temples. Also known as Akragas, this oncegreat Greek city is thought to have been built between
510 and 430 BC and was once one of the most important
Greek settlements in the Mediterranean. Explore
independently or join a full-day tour which includes a
visit to Agrigento, as well as the Roman relics of the Villa
del Casale in the nearby town of Piazza Armerine.

On Sicily’s south-west coast on a high plain overlooking
the sea, the imposing archaeological park of Selinunte
holds the remains of one of five original temples that
were built around a central acropolis.

Cuisine
A multicultural history has given Sicilian cuisine an
eclectic range. Tastes have been inspired by Spanish,
Greek, Arabic and Italian flavours. The Emirate of Sicily
was once a major trading port and spices and other
exotic produce are now a staple in the cuisine. Norman,
German and even American influences can also be
found in the island’s delicious dishes.
With such an extensive range of flavours, this is the
perfect holiday destination for foodies. Meals largely
follow the Italian tradition of a number of courses
served leisurely throughout the evening. Sweets are
a favourite here with plenty of delicious treats to try
including frutta martorana, traditional marzipan sweets
made into the shape of fruits, and cannolo siciliano, a
ricotta-cream-filled pastry shell.

Our favourite
combinations
Sciacca & Taormina
Combine the breathtaking fishing village of
Sciacca, which is perfectly located to explore the
west of the island, with time spent relaxing in
the resort town of Taormina.

Sciacca & Taormina Mare
Explore the narrow streets of the beautiful
fishing village of Sciacca before retreating to the
sweeping bay of Taormina Mare.

Taormina & the Aeolian Islands
Discover the fascinating history and
breathtaking setting of Taormina before heading
to the spectacular Aeolian Islands, a volcanic
archipelago off the north coast of Sicily.
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5★ The Ashbee Hotel
At a glance

A lavish British heritage villa with sublime sea views
close to Taormina’s town centre.
Sicilian architecture meets English Arts and Crafts style in this historic villa,
built in 1908 by the British architect Robert Charles Ashbee. Small but perfectly
formed, this member of the Leading Hotels of the World group has been lovingly
restored with meticulous attention to detail. The décor features delicate antiques
complemented by bold statement wallpapers and opulent textures. There are some
stunning views from here as citrus groves cascade down towards the clear blue
waters that stretch out towards the Italian mainland, which is visible on a clear day.

Historic villa with a British twist
Hillside infinity pool with sea views

Classic Room

Member of the Leading Hotels
of the World

In keeping with the hotel’s British history, the generous breakfast spread includes
an elegant take on a cooked breakfast with eggs, crispy bacon and little pots of
baked beans. During the day the poolside snack bar serves fabulous cocktails
and snacks, while dinner is served in the St George restaurant. Depending on
the season, you can choose a table inside or sit out on the terrace among gentle
breezes and fragrant lavender. It’s also the perfect spot for a sunset mojito made
with fresh mint picked from the hotel’s own gardens.
As you would expect from a hotel of this calibre, the rooms and suites are a beautiful
fusion of original features and modern furnishings with quality linens. Classic Rooms
have a colour scheme that blends chocolate and cream with a hit of magenta. Superior
Rooms have a little more space, some with an outside terrace. For guaranteed outdoor
space, opt for a Deluxe Room or upgrade to one of the spacious and individually
designed Suites. These are available with a sea view for a supplement.
Setting A few minutes’ walk from
the centre of Taormina, close to San
Pancrazio Church and the ancient ruins
of the Greek theatre
Getting there Approx 50 minutes’
private transfer from Catania airport
Rooms 24 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Infinity swimming pool, small
open-air gym, poolside snack bar,
terrace, Wi-Fi throughout
Activities • Choose a favourite from the
extensive cocktail menu at the poolside
bar* • Dine on the terrace at sunset to
enjoy a romantic dinner for two*
• Explore Taormina’s historic heart, just
moments from the hotel.

Restaurant terrace

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable at the hotel.
There’s a private beach nearby which
can be visited for a supplement.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner in
the restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Lobby

One of the individually designed
Sea View Suites
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4.5★ UNAHOTELS Hotel Capotaormina
At a glance
Cliff-carved pools and stone terraces
Prime clifftop spot and private beach

Superior Room

Jacuzzi with stunning views of
Taormina, Naxos and Isola Bella

Taking the classic clifftop hotel to new heights, this
beautiful retreat is carved into the rock face.
With sheer cliffs plunging to deep blue coves and a sprawl of pastel-hued buildings
clinging to hillsides, Taormina is a postcard-pretty spot on the eastern coast of
Sicily. UNAHOTELS Hotel Capotaormina sits on a peninsula just underneath the
town and features an extraordinary design – the main building is perched on the
headland; the seawater pool and outdoor terraces are carved into the rock face;
and there’s a secluded private beach tucked into the foot of the cliff (with a lift to
whisk you down).
Bordered on all sides by the Ionian Sea, this charming bolthole looks out over
Naxos Bay – all set against a dramatic backdrop of the smouldering Mount Etna.
And the best place to take in this unique location: the 14-person Jacuzzi at the tip
of the promontory, which faces the hilltop town of Taormina – the forested speck
of Isola Bella to one side, and Naxos and the volcano on the other. There’s also a
wellness centre with a sauna and gym, plus a treatment menu of massages and
beauty therapies.
A trio of restaurants shines a spotlight on the flavours of Sicily and further afield,
from al fresco breakfasts overlooking Mount Etna at Alcantara Restaurant, to
regional dishes facing the gulf at Naxos Restaurant and catch of the day from
La Scogliera Restaurant’s sea-view terrace. There are also three bars, including a
poolside option and a terrace spot – perfect for catching a fiery sunset. Rooms
are warm and welcoming, with wooden and wicker headboards, classic Sicilian
paintings and a furnished balcony – with garden views from Classic Rooms and sea
views from the Superior Rooms.
Setting Just beneath the hilltop town of
Taormina, 850 metres from Isola Bella
Getting there Approx 50 minutes’
private transfer from Catania airport
Rooms 190 rooms
Dining 3 restaurants, 3 bars
Facilities Private beach (with sun
loungers, umbrellas and towels),
private pool, outdoor terrace, Jacuzzi,
fitness centre, boutique*, wellness
centre* with sauna and beauty/
massage treatments, shuttle to
Taormina (on reservation), garage and
car park*, 24-hour reception
Activities • Marvel at the ancient Greek
theatre in Taormina • Stroll to the tiny
island of Isola Bella, AKA The Pearl of
the Ionian Sea • Head to Mount Etna to
view this brooding volcano up close*.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Alcantara
Restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast at Alcantara
Restaurant • 4-course dinner at Naxos
Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Alcantara Restaurant
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4★ Grand Hotel Miramare
A grand coral-pink mansion that blends effortless
Italian style with an eclectic vibe.
Imagine living in an opulent villa like Sicilian nobility in the 1920s, and you’ve
pretty much cracked the vibe at Grand Hotel Miramare. This imposing coral-pink
mansion started its life back in 1922 as the home of an aristocratic Taormina family,
who then transformed it into an elegant hotel four years later – and it’s been a
romantic retreat ever since. It’s all refined Italian glamour with an eclectic twist:
acres of glossy stone, mid-century-style furniture in bold blues and ambers, a
smattering of statement artwork.
Peeking out from a lush Mediterranean grove of cypress and olive trees, the hillside
villa looks out over the bay of Isola Bella and, beyond, the Strait of Messina. These
breathtaking vistas also take centre stage in the bedrooms – framed by the windows
in the Classic Rooms, or tantalisingly close from the balconies of Superior Rooms.
However, the cream of the crop is the view from Junior Suites: an azure sweep of
Mazzarò Bay best taken in from the wrought-iron terrace – the perfect spot to sip
fresh coffee first thing in the morning. Sleekly understated interiors in warm colour
palettes let the views do the talking, while richly textured furnishings and gleaming
wood finishes channel that effortless style that Italians do best.
Wake in time for a leisurely breakfast on the terrace – grab a seat by the edge for
the best views – before staking a claim on a sun lounger beneath the orange trees
bordering the outdoor pool. When the midday sun starts to scorch, escape the heat
on a shady patio of traditional trattorias lining Taormina’s pretty piazzas, feasting
on Sicilian favourites such as spaghetti alla Norma and pasta con le sarde. Save
room for dinner back at the hotel – the seafood dishes and catch of the day are
worth it.
Setting Under a mile from Taormina;
around a 10-minute walk from the
ancient Greek theatre
Getting there Approx. 50 minutes’
private transfer from Catania airport
Rooms 63 rooms
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Outdoor pool with sun
loungers, cable-car service to Mazzarò
and Isola Bella beaches*
Activities • Snorkel the Blue Cave
near Isola Bella* • Join a hike or jeep
tour of Mount Etna* • Catch a music
performance at Taormina’s Greek
Theatre*.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the main
restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary, Food &
Beverage and Child offers are available.
Call or see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

At a glance
Outdoor pool bordered by orange trees
and fuchsia flowers
Isola Bella and Strait of Messina views
A short walk from Taormina
Classic Sea View Room
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4★ Excelsior Palace Hotel
At a glance

This charming historic hotel combines service, good
value and great views.
With a prime setting in the hilltop town of Taormina, overlooking the Bay of Naxos
and striking Mount Etna, this fine hotel is all about timeless vistas. Whichever way
you turn, you’ll want to capture the image. The luxurious grounds are bordered
by the remains of Greco-Roman walls, built by Andromacus in 374 BC, putting the
hotel’s one hundred years of hospitality into perspective.
You will be based just outside the Porto Catania – the oldest of the original city
gates of Taormina – so as you step out of the hotel you’re right at the start of
a wonderful stroll down the Corso Umberto. Back at the hotel follow the path
through the terraced gardens to the large clifftop pool, the perfect spot on a warm
summer’s day. With great views of the bay, the poolside terrace is also a lovely
spot for lunch. Come evening, the elegant Charleston restaurant serves a local and
international menu with a well-stocked wine cellar with a carefully curated list
of Etnean, Sicilian and Italian wines. After dinner, grab a table at the outdoor bar
terrace for spectacular views.
The rooms feature a blend of old-fashioned atmosphere and modern comforts. And
depending on the room you choose you may be lucky enough to have views of the
volcano or sea. Classic Rooms are simple yet comfortable while Superior Rooms
overlook the medieval convent or, for a supplement, Mount Etna. For a sea view,
opt for an Elegant Room.
Setting A few minutes’ walk from the
centre of Taormina
Getting there Approx. 45 minutes’
private transfer from Catania airport
Rooms 88 rooms
Dining Restaurant (closed 04 Jan-24
Mar), bar
Facilities Swimming pool (usually in use
May-Sep, daytime only), lounge
Activities • Join the weekly gala buffet
dinner during summer months* • Sip
a cocktail and take in the Mount Etna
views at the outdoor bar terrace • Step
outside for fantastic walks, right on
your doorstep.

The pool is at the bottom of a long set
of stairs and therefore unsuitable for
those with walking difficulties. A tourist
tax is payable at the hotel.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 2 nights 01 Apr-31 Oct
& 28 Dec-04 Jan. Air-conditioning
available daytime only between MayOct (weather dependent).

Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the Charleston
restaurant
Half Board • Buffet breakfast and
dinner in the Charleston restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary and Child
offers are available. Call or see online
for applicable dates.

* Local charge

Large clifftop swimming pool
Attentive service
Excellent views of Mount Etna
Superior Room with Etna View
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4★ Hotel Villa Diodoro
Standard Room

At a glance
Classic Sicilian villa
Luxurious gardens
Simply stunning views

Modern and elegant, this traditional villa makes an
ideal base to explore historic Taormina.
Perched high on the hillside with sweeping views over the Bay of Naxos to Mount
Etna, Villa Diodoro is a real gem. The vibrant heart of Taormina is just moments
away but inside the beautifully maintained and fragrant Mediterranean gardens, it
feels like a private oasis. You’ll also have the use of the Hotel Caparena – the Villa
Diodoro’s seafront sister property – and shuttle buses take you between the hotels
with ease.
You’ll find some of the best views from the poolside terrace; it’s also a great
spot for a casual lunch, with rainbow-coloured salads on the menu. Dining here
is focused on fresh, locally inspired Mediterranean cuisine, with a smattering of
international favourites and the occasional buffet. Large French windows at the
Diodoro Restaurant frame the stunning views. For drinks, Il Vecchio Carrubo serves
fine wines and classic cocktails alongside an extensive tea menu. Taking its name
from the age-old carob trees that line the terrace, it’s perfect for an early evening
aperitivo accompanied by the soothing sounds of the piano.
Standard Rooms have a classic villa style and views over the Mediterranean
gardens. Or choose a Superior Side Sea View Room for views over the hotel’s
gardens and side sea views from the small balcony. Superior Sea View Rooms
feature beautiful ocean vistas. The larger Deluxe Rooms have a spectacular view
over Mount Etna and the southern Sicily coast.

Deluxe Room

Setting A few minutes’ stroll from the
centre of Taormina and its attractions
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Catania airport
Rooms 102 rooms
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Swimming pool, poolside
snack bar, terrace, spa*, fitness area*,
free shuttle bus to sister property Hotel
Caparena, Wi-Fi*.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Diodoro
Restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Diodoro Restaurant.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 13 Apr-31
Oct; 2 nights 30 Dec-01 Jan. Beach
facilities/the swimming pools are
usually available mid-May to mid-Oct.
Compulsory New Year’s Eve gala dinner,
supplement applies. A tourist tax is
payable at the hotel.

Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Honeymoon/Anniversary
and Child offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.

* Local charge
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5★ Belmond Villa Sant’Andrea
A classically elegant villa in a tranquil location –
perfect for a beach-based break.

Classic Room

At a glance
Iconic Sicily hotel

Located in peaceful parkland, this hotel started life as a stunning private villa in the
late 1800s and still holds all the charm of its aristocratic origins. The service you
will receive is at the level you would expect from a Belmond property and the views
are just as spectacular as you can imagine from a coastal setting. Dining here is a
pleasure with regional cuisine being served at Oliviero Restaurant; the top table
here is out on the terrace which overlooks the bay and sea.

Private beach
Fabulous sea views

Featuring its own stretch of private beach, it’s no surprise that water-based
activities feature heavily on the agenda here. During the summer months (midMay to mid-September) soak up the sun on the free daily boat rides around the
stunning east coast and the Ionian Sea. You’ll be able to discover the coast aboard
a traditional boat, setting sail to the Blue Grotto, Isola Bella, the Gulf of Giardini
Naxos, the Fortune Cave and the Siren’s Bay. Away from the beach, you’ll find
spectacular panoramic views from the beautiful infinity pool, and there’s a host of
Mediterranean-inspired treatments at the wellness centre.
The rooms and suites overlook the courtyard or the Bay of Mazzarò and have calm
Mediterranean colours. Classic Rooms overlook the pretty gardens or courtyard,
some with a French balcony or terrace. Superior Rooms have fabulous views of
Mazzaró Bay, again some with a French balcony. Deluxe Rooms have bay views,
with some featuring a terrace or balcony. For a guaranteed balcony with sea views,
opt for a Superior or Deluxe Junior Suite.
Setting A private beach on Mazzaró
Bay, a short stroll from the cable car for
the 3-minute climb to Taormina centre
Getting there Approx. 50 minutes’
private transfer from Catania airport
Rooms 71 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, 3 bars
Facilities Heated outdoor infinity
pool, wellness centre, fitness centre,
watersports*, hammam, Wi-Fi
throughout, tennis*, golf*, spa*, shuttle
bus to Taormina and the Belmond
Grand Hotel Timeo (15-minute journey,
departs every 30 minutes), kids’ club
(May-Oct), babysitting*
Activities • Have the catch of the day
by candlelight at the beach barbecue,
every Sunday evening* • Take the
cable car to explore the cafés, bars and
boutiques of Taormina • Try out paddle
surfing, a local favourite, for a great
full-body workout*.

Need to know
This hotel is not available 02-06 Apr
& 06-09 May 2020. A tourist tax is
payable at the hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Oliviero
Restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Oliviero Restaurant
Full Board • Breakfast, lunch and dinner
at Oliviero Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver offer available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Oliviero

The Bar
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5★ La Plage Resort
At a glance
Upgrade to a Bungalow
Fantastic waterfront Beach Club
Attentive service
Garden View Bungalow
Beach Club

A relaxed beachfront retreat with great views that’s
perfect for your romantic break
Set in a picturesque cove, the vibe at La Plage is very much one of laid-back luxury,
Sicilian-style. This informal beachfront retreat feels wonderfully peaceful, yet you
will be just a short walk to the cable car which will take you to the boutiques and
bars of lively Taormina in just a few minutes. Back at the hotel you can while away
blissful hours at the tranquil Expure Spa, choosing from an extensive menu of
wellness and beauty treatments as well as a variety of rejuvenating massages.
The stunning views that accompany breakfast on the terrace make for a wonderful
start to the day, whether you are planning to spend it exploring the island or just
relaxing at the hotel. At the waterside Beach Club (open April to October, which has
a fantastic setting on a natural bay, there are sun beds and beach umbrellas, as well
as attendants who will serve you delicious drinks, gelatos and light dishes. From
here you’ll get breathtaking views of Isola Bella and the Mediterranean Sea. By
night, the popular Fusion Restaurant is an upmarket take on street food, creatively
combining the culinary traditions of Sicily with rich Mediterranean flavours.
The style of the rooms and bungalows is very modern with light tones and a splash
of colour. Superior Garden View Rooms have a small outdoor terrace while Deluxe
Sea View Rooms have a balcony with sea views. For more privacy and space,
choose one of the bungalows nestled beneath a fragrant pine forest. Garden View
Bungalows have views of a terrace while Seaside Bungalows are closer to the beach.

Fusion Restaurant

Setting Directly opposite the Isola
Bella and connected to the centre of
Taormina by a short cable car ride
Getting there Approx. 50 minutes’
private transfer from Catania airport
Rooms 59 rooms, bungalows and suites
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Beach bar* (open Apr-Oct),
spa*, Wi-Fi throughout
Activities • Indulge in a hot stone
treatment or a Thai massage at the spa*
• Browse the boutiques of Taormina’s
Corso Umberto for fabulous shopping*
• Learn new techniques under the
watchful eye of the Fusion chefs in a
cooking class*.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast on the terrace
Half Board • Breakfast on the terrace
and dinner in the restaurant.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights from 02-24 Aug.
A railway runs behind the hotel and the
noise from trains can often be heard. A
tourist tax is payable at the hotel.

* Local charge

Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Earlybird Saver and
Honeymoon/Anniversary offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
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5★ Verdura Resort, a Rocco Forte hotel
At a glance

A charming hideaway that is perfect for an active
sport and spa break, as well as family holidays.

Award-winning elegant resort

This award-winning resort is set deep in 570 acres of olive groves and countryside
on Sicily’s south-west coast, sensitively created using local materials and influenced
by traditional architecture. There’s over a mile of private coastline to enjoy but the
distance is no problem – just hop on one of the many bikes you’ll spot around the
complex. Golfers are spoilt for choice; there are three championship 18-hole golf
courses, a 9-hole course, putting greens and a driving range to keep you busy, plus
a Clubhouse with a golf shop and restaurant. Off the green, brush up on your serve
at the tennis academy or have a game on the six clay courts.

Fine dining
Fabulous sports facilities
Classic Suite

There are four restaurants and five bars to keep the dining options varied. At
Zagara, celebrity chef Fulvio Pierangelini showcases the best of Mediterranean
cuisine, while at beachfront Amare, the chefs barbecue the freshest fish, seafood
and meats right in front of you.
Rooms are designed in fresh Sicilian style, feature a four-poster bed and you’ll
always have an unrestricted sea view. Deluxe Rooms are on the first floor and have
a balcony you can sit out on to take in the sea views. The Superior Deluxe Rooms
are on the ground floor, while the Superior Deluxe Seafront Rooms are closer to the
sea and have a terrace. For more space, opt for a Junior Suite with sitting area or a
Classic Suite with plenty of outdoor space. Or splash out on a Grand Suite for the
luxury of a courtyard, living room and kitchenette.
Setting Approx. 15 minutes by road
from the nearest town of Sciacca
Getting there Approx. 1 hour 20 minutes’
private transfer from Palermo airport
Rooms 203 rooms and suites
Dining 4 restaurants (1 seasonal), 5 bars
Facilities Swimming pool, children’s
pool, spa*, thalassotherapy pools,
hammam, yoga*, 2 championship golf
courses*, 9-hole course*, driving range,
tennis academy*, 6 tennis courts*,
fitness centre, free bicycle hire, kids’
club (4-12 year olds), teen club*, Wi-Fi
Families Young guests can spend
time at the kids’ or teens’ clubs or the
children’s pool
Spa The Verdura Spa features saunas,
thalassotherapy pools, hammam, hair
and beauty salon, plus an extensive
menu of treatments. The Spa also has
Rocco Forte Health, a collection of
multi-day packages – Fit, Slim, Detox,
Anti-Age and Relax.

Granita

Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 04-22 Apr;
7 nights 05-18 Aug. A tourist tax is
payable at the hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Buon Giorno
restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast at Buon Giorno
• Dinner at selected restaurants
Full Board • Breakfast at Buon Giorno
• Lunch and dinner at selected
restaurants.
Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver and Child offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Deluxe Room
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Highlights of Sicily
This popular seven-night small group tour is a mouth-watering culinary
exploration of this beautiful Italian island. Reflecting Sicily’s multicultural
history, local dishes have Italian, North African, Greek and Arabic influences;
try the best Sicilian food and marvel at Greek and Roman ruins as you travel
through gorgeous landscapes and visit the lesser-visited western coast.

Palermo

ffgggg
activity level

Is this for you?
The perfect itinerary for food and
culture lovers. An ideal choice for
both first timers and those who
may have visited before yet want to
experience more than the beaches.

Church of San Giuseppe in Taormina

What’s included
• Quality accommodation
• Insightful local tour leaders
• Hand-picked itineraries
• Flexible arrival times
• Small groups
• Guide tips
• Meals where most convenient
(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)
• All specified flights.

Need to know
• For guests over 16 (including on a
private journey)
• Average group size of 16 guests
• A maximum of 18 guests
• Journey times do not take into
account stops or traffic conditions
• We recommend travelling with no
more than one suitcase and one
day bag.

Accommodation
We’ve chosen excellent quality
boutique hotels that are well
placed for local exploration. In
Syracuse, you’ll follow in the
footsteps of notable guests
including Sir Winston Churchill at
old-world gem, Grand Hotel Villa
Politi. The most spectacular views
are saved for the end; the rural
Hotel Villa Sonia in Castelmola
has stunning views of the Sicilian
coast towards Mount Etna.

Your itinerary – 7 nights
Route

Day 1: UK to Syracuse Upon arrival,
transfer to your hotel in Syracuse where
you will spend one night. Late this
evening, you’ll get to know your group
and local tour leader over a light dinner
at the hotel restaurant. It’s a great time
to ask your tour leader questions about
the tour. Stay: Villa Politi Hotel (or
similar). D.

island of Ortigia, where you can see the
remains of the 6th-Century BC Temple
of Apollo, the Fountain of Arethusa,
and the Syracuse Cathedral which was
built incorporating the 5th-Century BC
Temple of Athena. Before departing,
wander through the vibrant vegetable
and fish markets. The final part of
today’s journey takes you to the town of
Modica. As well as taking in the Baroque
architecture, visit a local pastry shop, or
pasticceria, and try some of the town’s
famed chocolate – the perfect end
to your first full day in Sicily. Approx.
journey time: 2¼ hours. Stay: Modica
Palace Hotel (or similar). B, D.

Day 2: Syracuse to Modica After
breakfast, set off on a tour of
Syracuse, which was once the most
important Greek colony in the western
Mediterranean. Visit the Archaeological
Park of Neapolis and see an incredible
collection of ruins. There’s the ancient
quarry of Latomia del Paradiso, with
its deep and narrow cavern, which is
also known as the ‘Ear of Dionysius’;
the Greek Theatre, one of the largest
of its kind; and the 1st-Century Roman
Amphitheatre, once the scene of gory
gladiator fights. Continue on to the
old centre of the city, which is on the

Day 3: Modica to Agrigento Start the
day with a visit to the town Ragusa
which consists of the old town – the
hillside Ragusa Ilba – and the new
town Ragusa Superiore, set on the
plateaued peak of a limestone hill.
Spend some time exploring the old
town, seeing the Cathedral of San
Giorgio and some fine examples of
the town’s various architectural styles.
Journey on from Ragusa towards the
ancient city of Agrigento. Established
in the 6th Century BC as the vast Greek
city of Akragas, this archaeological
site is packed with history that you’ll

• Syracuse: 1 night
• Modica: 1 night
• Agrigento: 1 night
• Palermo: 2 nights
• Taormina: 2 nights

explore with a local guide. The major
attraction here is the UNESCO World
Heritage Site, Valley of the Temples,
which is on a ridge on the southern
side. There are seven Doric-style Greek
temples, including the Temple of
Concordia, one of the finest and best
preserved examples of Ancient Greek
architecture in the world. You’ll also get
to return at night to see the ruins as
they’re beautifully lit, followed by some
delicious gelato. Approx. journey time:
3 hours. Stay: Baia di Ulisse Wellness &
SPA (or similar). B, D.
Day 4: Agrigento to Palermo Today is
dedicated to the west coast’s towns,
islands and sights, beginning with
the westernmost town of Marsala. Its
surrounding countryside is where the
famous dessert wine of the same name
is produced; the introduction of this
variety of wine to the wider world has
been credited to the English trader John
Woodhouse in 1773 and it’s still a popular
drink throughout Italy today. Later,
take a short boat trip across to Mozia,
an island in the Stagnone Lagoon. Visit
the remains of an ancient Phoenician
settlement and a small museum to see
the 5th-Century BC Greek statue of the
Young Man of Mozia before returning
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Price information

MEDITERRANEAN SEA
Erice
Mozia

Palermo

Milazzo

Cefalù

SICILY

Randazzo
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Taormina

For up-to-date prices and latest
offers get in touch with your local
Kuoni store or travel agent – see
page 4 for more details.

Mt Etna

Catania

Agrigento
Syracuse

Valley of the
Temples

Modica

Agrigento

UK departure months
All 2020 departure dates are
guaranteed to operate
2020 Tours depart in: Apr; May;
Jun; Sep; Oct
2021 Tours depart in: Apr; May;
Jun; Sep; Oct
Tours depart regularly. See
kuoni.co.uk for the most up-todate departures and itineraries.

Options
Solo travellers Sole-use room
available at a supplement
Private tour Upgrade to a private
tour with a local tour leader on the
same itinerary, departing on the
date of your choice.

What to expect

Syracuse

to the mainland. Continue along the
coast to Erice, a medieval town on the
peak of Mount Erice at 750 metres
above sea level. The Venus Castle
dominates the town and from here
you’ll have panoramic views over the
western coastline and the Egadi Islands.
Travel onwards to the island’s main city,
Palermo, where you’ll stay two nights.
Your evening is free to have dinner
wherever you like in the city – there’s no
shortage of restaurants to try. Approx.
journey time: 2½ hours. Stay: Principe di
Villafranca (or similar). B.
Day 5: Palermo Explore the city
and the hill town of Monreale, just
outside of Palermo, where you can
trace architecture from the ancient
to the medieval. In both Palermo and
Monreale you can see buildings from the
Norman-Byzantine period, including the
grand Norman Palace, the breathtaking
mosaics of the Palatine Chapel and
the beautiful 12th-Century Monreale
Cathedral. Then go on a leisurely walk
around a food market in the city; this is
the perfect place to buy lunch and taste
some local specialities like arancine
(deep-fried rice balls) or cannoli (sweet
crispy pastry filled with soft cheese).
The evening is free to try another local

Views of Mount Etna from Taormina

restaurant of your choice. Stay: Principe
de Villafranca (or similar). B.
Day 6: Palermo to Taormina Travel east
along the coast from Palermo to the
pretty seaside resort of Cefalù. Spend
some time in its charming harbour,
winding alleyways and its typical
Norman cathedral. Afterwards, drive
east to the most famous of Sicily’s resort
towns – Taormina. This historical town
is buzzing with intimate piazzas, chic
boutiques, jewellery and antique shops,
street cafés and restaurants, plus a fine
Greco-Roman amphitheatre. There’ll
be some time to explore before visiting
the Italian national monument, Casa
Cuseni. Built in the early 20th Century,
this charming casa is now a museum
as well as a bed and breakfast. Approx.
journey time: 3¼ hours. Stay: Villa Sonia
(or similar). B.
Day 7: Taormina Today you’ll visit
Mount Etna, Europe’s highest and most
active volcano. As you approach the
slopes of the volcano, you’ll be able to
see the enormous lava stream created
by the 2002 eruption, before stopping
at an elevation of 1900 metres above
sea level. If you’d like to get closer to
the crater, you can join an optional

excursion continuing by Jeep up to
the observatory station which is found
below the summit (payable locally). On
the journey back to the hotel, have a
wine tasting at a wine cellar before a
seafood dinner at a local restaurant.
Stay: Villa Sonia (or similar). B, D.

• A pair of comfortable walking
shoes is recommended
• Busy days with lots of walking
and exploring on foot; a good
level of fitness is required
• The trip to Mount Etna on Day
7 is subject to weather and
volcanic conditions. The optional
Jeep excursion is an exciting trip
to the summit, which may not be
suitable for any sensitive to high
altitudes.

Day 8: Taormina Transfer to the airport
for your flight to the UK, or extend your
holiday with extra time in Taormina. B.

Stay longer
Taormina, 3 nights
Extend your stay in beautiful Taormina,
exploring the historic streets and visiting
the beach at Taormina Mare.

Kuoni highlights
See ancient Greek ruins
enchantingly lit up by night, taste
some of the island’s best gelato
and see Europe’s most active
volcano, Mount Etna – with the
chance to get closer on a Jeep ride
(at extra cost). Explore the lesservisited west coast and take a boat
trip over to the island of Mozia,
where you can see the excavated
remains of an ancient settlement.
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Discovering the Aeolian Islands
This volcanic archipelago off Sicily’s northern coast bridges the gap between Vesuvius and Etna.
Formed a million years ago following a succession of volcanic explosions, there are eight islands in
the chain. See the incredible and untouched natural landscapes, explore centuries-old fortresses, trek
to volcanic craters and swim in some of the clearest seas in the Mediterranean.

TYRRHENIAN SEA
STROMBOLI

FILICUDI PORTO

PANAREA

SALINA

Hotel Mea

LIPARI

Therasia Resort

VULCANO

Vulcano
Lipari

SICILY
Stromboli

An insight into the Aeolian Islands
The Aeolian Islands’ rugged coastline is dotted by
black- and white-sand beaches, the sea is beautifully
clear – perfect for taking a refreshing dip – and some
of the smaller islands are almost completely traffic
free. The Aeolian Islands are more rustic and laid-back
than their more famous neighbour Sicily, with buildings
largely built from local materials such as lava and
pumice stone.
The islands are easily reached by hydrofoil or ferry
from Sicily, the ‘mainland’ – so a stay here is a fantastic
addition to a Sicilian holiday. It’s also very easy to
hop between the volcanic islands, with regular ferries
running from harbour to harbour. Our featured resorts
are on the islands of Lipari and Vulcano.

Lipari
Lipari is the largest and most populous of the island
chain. You’ll arrive by ferry into the bustling main
town which has a pretty harbour and an ancient Greek
acropolis that has seen centuries of attacks, sieges and
conquests. The pretty cobbled alleyways and streets
that radiate away from the waterfront are lined by
charming old buildings that house restaurants, bars
and shops. One of the town’s most popular attractions,
aside from the acropolis, is the Aeolian Archaeological
Museum which contains artefacts from all over the
archipelago. Just above the town and harbour you’ll
find one of our featured properties, the Hotel Mea
Lipari (p91), which has beautiful and far-reaching views.

Being so close to the harbour, the hotel is a fantastic
base for heading out to the other islands. The island
was known for pumice stone production and still bears
the scars of mining. The results of this industry have
created one of Lipari’s most popular attractions –
Spiaggia Bianca – where the seabed is lined with fine
white pumice sediment. Many boat trips leave from the
harbour in the town and head along the coast to this
striking bay.

Vulcano
Slightly smaller than Lipari, Vulcano is the
southernmost island. It’s steeped in Greek and Roman
mythology; its name was bestowed by the Romans as
they believed it was the chimney of the forge of the
God Vulcan. The active volcano, which is still smoking
and has a distinctive sulphurous smell, overlooks the
island’s only town. It’s a bit of a hike up to the Gran
Cratere, but well worth it to see the steaming fumaroles
deep in the crater, as well as the 360-degree views of
the Aeolian Islands and the Tyrrhenian Sea. Vulcano’s
coast is dotted with untouched and usually deserted
black-sand beaches and the incredible cave complex
of Grotta del Cavallo, while a little further inland you’ll
find mud baths. The most popular of these is Laghetto
di Fanghi, where the mud is said to have therapeutic
properties – though it does come with strong odour.
The island is home to the second of our two Aeolian
Island properties – the beautifully situated Therasia
Resort, Vulcano (p91).

Stromboli
The tiny island of Stromboli, the furthest island from
mainland Sicily, is home to one of Italy’s three active
volcanos. Mount Stromboli has the only crater with
permanent eruptive activity and has been continuously
erupting for almost 2000 years. One of the most popular
activities is a boat trip to the coast of the island at night
– the island has the nickname the ‘lighthouse of the
Mediterranean Sea’ and is an incredible sight as lava
erupts like fireworks from one of the three active craters.
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5★ Therasia Resort, Vulcano
A hidden gem on the coast of the island of Vulcano
with a relaxed yet sophisticated style.
Therasia has an incredible natural setting far off the beaten track, overlooking the
sea stacks and other Aeolian Islands of the Tyrrhenian Sea. Between crystal-clear
waters and the slopes of one of the island’s three volcanoes, the hotel has been
built using locally sourced lava stone and cedar wood where possible and arched
picture windows draw your eyes to each unique view. There are two infinity pools
and there’s also a beautiful spa with treatments that are exclusive to the region like
the Vulcano Black Sand Scrub. A handful of black-sand beaches are reachable via
shuttle, and the resort also has a sea platform which you can swim off.

At a glance
Just 37 rooms
Close to the port and town of Lipari

You won’t have to forego fine dining from this secluded location either. The main
restaurant L’Archipelago has amazing sea views and a menu inspired by traditional
flavours, and vegetarians are well-catered with the vegetarian I Tenerumi
Restaurant. The standout venue has to be the intimate Michelin-starred Il Cappero,
a restaurant overlooking the sea and island of Lipari, where six- to ten-course taster
menus are created using hand-picked seasonal produce.
Rooms are decorated with cream walls, comfortable furnishings and bathrooms are
decorated with vibrantly coloured Sicilian tiles. We recommend a Comfort or Deluxe
Sea View Room for a full sea view.
Setting On the Vulcanello promontory
on the island of Vulcano in the Aeolian
Islands
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer followed by a 1¾-hour ferry
ride and 10-minute road transfer from
Catania airport
Rooms 97 rooms and suites
Dining 3 restaurants, bar
Facilities 2 outdoor swimming pools
including hydromassage pool, spa*,
sauna, steambath, fitness centre,
Wi-Fi, sea platform, helicopter pad, 24hour concierge
Activities • Rent a boat and explore
the beautiful coastlines of the Aeolian
Islands* • Hike to the Gran Cratere and
walk around the volcano’s rim* • Join a
guided night visit to see the eruption of
Mount Stromboli*.

Deluxe Sea View Room

Need to know
Minimum stays apply.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at L’Arcipelago
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
L’Arcipelago.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

At a glance
Member of the Small Luxury
Hotels of the World
Views of Lipari
Michelin-star restaurant

Moorish design

4★ Hotel Mea Lipari
A boutique hotel in the hills above Lipari town and
the island’s bustling port.
Overlooking the busy bay of Marina Lunga and the 15th-Century Castle Lipari, this
pretty hotel is an intimate retreat on the largest of the Aeolian Islands, Lipari. The
Mea has a typical Mediterranean style with Moorish architecture and design, fresh
white walls and cream décor in the interior spaces. The real highlights of the hotel
are the hillside setting and views of the harbour and coast. Your days could easily
be spent in or around the pools – one of which is a hydromassage pool – though
it’s worth heading out to explore the island and the pretty nearby town where you
can visit the Aeolian Archaeological Museum, the Lipari Cathedral and the 16thCentury fortifications.
The hotel’s restaurant Chimera has the same beautiful views of the town and bay
to accompany meals on the delightful terrace. Food is inspired by local tastes and
fresh produce with a modern spin on traditional dishes. Just a 15-minute walk away,
you’ll find the cafés and restaurants of Lipari town, perfect if you’re looking for a
change of scenery.
There are just 37 rooms here so it never feels crowded. Each room is individually
decorated, with light tones and accent colours. The rooms have either an interior
courtyard garden view or sea views. We recommend choosing one of the sea-view
rooms – Deluxe Sea View Rooms feature beautiful wrought-iron, four-poster beds
and a covered terrace.
Setting In the hills above Marina Lunga
and the port town on the Aeolian island
of Lipari
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer followed by a 1¾-hour ferry
ride and 10 minute road transfer from
Catania airport
Rooms 37 rooms
Dining Restaurant, bar, pool bar
Facilities Swimming pool, hydromassage pool, Wi-Fi
Activities • Take a boat trip to one of
the other Aeolian Islands* • Wander
down into Lipari town.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 4 nights 01-31 Aug.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the breakfast
room
Half Board • Breakfast in the
breakfast room and dinner at Chimera
Restaurant.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Puglia &
Basilicata
Discover some of Southern Italy’s hidden
treasures in the charming regions of Puglia
and Basilicata which feature UNESCO World
Heritage towns, archaeological sites, pretty
hilltop villages and wonderful beaches. The best
way to explore these regions is by hiring a car.

In this section
94
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97
98
99
100
101

Puglia & Basilicata guide
Torre Canne hotel
Monopoli hotel
Ostuni hotel
Alberobello hotel
Lecce hotel
Castellaneta Marina hotel

Vieste, Puglia

General information

Bari

Currency Euro
Visa info Visa not required for UK passport holders.
Jan

Puglia
April Easter – Each year during the Holy Week
of Easter, Gallipoli holds a moving and evocative
traditional festival, the Procession of the Mysteries
and Mary’s Desolation
August La Cavalcata di Sant’Oronzo, Ostuni –
Patron Saint’Oronzo is remembered by the citizens
of Ostuni in a unique procession of the silver statue
of Saint Oronzo, accompanied by 30 horses and
ﬁnely dressed riders.

July Madonna della Bruna Feast, Matera – The city
of Matera honours its patron from dawn in July
each year. Experience an evocative procession,
celebration of Holy Mass in the cathedral and watch
as the statue of the Madonna della Bruna is raised
onto a colourful papier-mâché ﬂoat.

4

4

54 81 127
Feb

13 13 13
5

4

5

59 65 76
Mar

15 15 16
6

5

6

55 73 76
Apr

18 18 19
7

Basilicata
Festivals in Basilicata are vibrant, colourful and
important traditions. Usually based around preChristianity religious events or the seasons, they
take place throughout the year.

12 13 12
4

Key events

Lecce

Time diﬀerence GMT +1 hours

Matera

Flying time Bari: 2¾ hours, Brindisi: 3 hours

7

7

40 43 76
May

23 23 25
8

9

8

38 32 76
Jun

26 27 30
10 10

9

32 22 76
Jul

29 30 33
11 11 11

Climate
The best time to visit is from April to October, when
days are sunny, although for touring and visiting the
Puglia and Calabria regions, November and March
are more relaxing and less crowded.

27 16 51
Aug

10 10 10
34 31 76
Sep

26 27 27
8

Average daily maximum temperature
Average daily sunshine hours
(not hours of daylight)

29 30 33

8

7

56 57 102
Oct

21 22 23
6

Average monthly rainfall in mm

6

6

64 87 76
Nov

17 17 17
5

4

5

60 90 127
Important holiday information The price we conﬁrm at the time
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package.
Please read p150-155 before you book your holiday. For further
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.

Dec

13 14 13
4

4

4

65 82 178
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Discovering Puglia & Basilicata
An adventure through bewitching mountain, forest and beaches in the ‘heel’ and ‘instep’ of Italy’s
boot and perfectly suited to a self-drive itinerary, Puglia and Basilicata holidays are delightfully
peaceful and relatively tourist-free. Come here to see a maze of medieval footprints left by the
Byzantines, Greeks and Normans, to hike Basilicata’s Ionian coast and for the luxury of having this
virtually untouched region almost to yourself.

Alberobello

Ostuni

Torre Canne

An insight into Puglia & Basilicata
Puglia

Lecce

Torre Canne

The heel of Italy’s ‘boot’ is a lesser-visited corner of
this beautiful country. The farming region of Puglia,
or Apulia as it is known locally, is blessed with
mesmerising coastal views, deserted beaches, unspoilt
villages and Greek and Roman ruins. Some hotels
are nestled among almond trees and olive groves
– Puglia produces 70% of Italy’s olive oil which the
Apulians consider ‘liquid gold’. Puglia gives its visitors
a true taste of traditional Italy with its captivating
combination of year-round sunshine, historic towns,
rich culture, pared-back food and gorgeous countryside
and coast. The best way to explore the region is by
hiring a car. It’s much quieter and more relaxed than
driving in the cities and you can visit places that you
would be unable to reach by public transport.

This university city is known as the ‘Florence of the
South’ because of its magnificent Baroque architecure.
Lecce has a rich history and the central square, Piazza
Sant’Oronzo, lies on a Roman amphitheatre which was
discovered by construction workers in 1901. The city is
famous for a type of malleable stone that’s popular with
architects and sculptors and this warm-coloured stone
is on show throughout the city in sweeping columns
and striking façades. Stroll to the Basilica di Santa
Croce, one of the most beautiful examples of southern
Baroque buildings and head to the Piazza del Duomo to
admire the stunning 12th-Century cathedral and its 68
metre-tall bell tower. The luxurious Risorgimento Resort
(p100) is at the heart of the city and has rooftop dining
with fantastic views over the city.

This small coastal town is well known for its wide,
sandy beaches and natural hot springs. Soak in the
mineral-rich waters of the Terme di Torre Canne (May
to October), stroll along the promenade and pick out
one of the local seafood restaurants, try watersports
such as parasailing and wakeboarding, or charter a
fishing boat. The coast is dotted with small bays and
rocky inlets and hiring a bike is a great way to explore
the attractive coastline as well as the countryside which
is dotted with olive groves.

Alberobello

Ostuni

Declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site, charming
Alberobello is home to over 1500 white-washed trulli,
small circular buildings with conical, white-tipped
roofs. These 14th-Century limestone dwellings were
originally built in this unique architectural style to
avoid the high taxes which stable buildings were
subject to. Nowadays they serve as homes, restaurants
and shops. Strolling through this enchanting town feels
as though you have entered a fairytale land. Wander
the lanes of Rione Monti, browse the little souvenir
shops and savour a glass of local wine at one of the
trulli bars. The Grand Hotel Olimpo (p99) is just a short
stroll from the charming town.

The little hillside town of Ostuni, known as the ‘White
City’ because of its gleaming white-washed houses,
is perfect for lovers of history and culture. The city
is surrounded by olive groves and is made up of a
network of medieval streets, alleys, staircases and
arches that give way to stunning and far-reaching
views. Explore the historic centre where you’ll find
an impressive 15th-Century cathedral, before relaxing
in one of the city’s excellent restaurants or bars. You
can easily reach the Apulian coast and countryside by
bicycle or car from the town too. Stay at the beautifully
renovated Hotel Ostuni Palace (p98) for spellbinding
views over the city close to the historic centre.

There are also plenty of villages nearby to explore. The
historic town of Fasano – just a ten-minute drive away
– is a maze of alleys, stairways and small squares. Visit
local masserias to buy some full-bodied wine and fresh
olive oil or discover ancient ruins dating back to the
Bronze Age, the Roman era and the Early Middle Ages
at Egnazia Archaeological Park. The fishing village of
Savelletri di Fasano – also a ten-minute drive away – is
nestled in ancient olive groves and has a bustling port
with some of the country’s best seafood restaurants.
Just 20 minutes away you’ll find the former Venetian
trading port of Monopoli which is now a popular
coastal resort home to ancient ruins, tranquil sandy
coves, sea caves, unspoilt countryside and hilltop
villages. Monopoli’s historic quarter surrounds a 16thCentury castle and you can discover Roman and Bronze
Age settlements and visit the nearby fortified abbey of
Santo Stefano.
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Lecce

Risorgimento
Resort

GULF OF
TARANTO

CALABRIA

Matera
Lecce

Polignano a Mare, near Monopoli

Basilicata
Basilicata is the instep of Italy’s ‘boot’ and is the most
mountainous region in Italy. The region is popular with
hikers and naturalists as well as history buffs who are
drawn to the striking architecture and ancient cave
dwellings. The forests and mountains are dotted with
traditional villages and tiny churches, while the coast
is home to stylish seaside resorts. Basilicata’s rugged
landscape of ravines, forested valleys and caves are a
tranquil and dramatic escape away from Italy’s touristheavy destinations.

Maratea
On the rugged Tyrrhenian Coast lies the little-known
gem of Maratea. If you are staying in one of the resorts
in Puglia then this tranquil town – one of Southern
Italy’s best-kept secrets – makes a wonderful day trip.
Its beautiful coastal road zig-zags along the dramatic
coast which is dotted with secluded coves. The town
and its surroundings has an abundance of natural
beauty with miles of dense forests, clear water and
lovely beaches, as well as local restaurants and plenty
of gelaterias.
Known as the ‘City of 44 Churches’, the town is full
with monasteries, chapels and churches which house
exquisite artworks. The city’s architecture dates back
to the 12th Century and the 16th-Century tower – Torre
Apprezzami L’Asino – was built to protect the city
against pirate attacks. A huge 21-metre-tall statue of
Christ dominates the town and you can get spectacular

panoramic views of the coast from under the
outstretched arms. Overlooking the emerald waters of
the Tyrrhenian Sea, the town comes with great yearround weather.

Matera
This prehistoric and UNESCO World Heritage-listed
city is famous for its eerie 8th-Century cave dwellings,
which are carved into the cliff face of a river gorge. It’s
a great day trip option at just over an hour’s drive from
Alberobello. This extraordinary city transports visitors
to another century with its underground labyrinth of
streets and churches – where roofs become streets as
the dwellings are stacked upon one another. From the
Palaeolithic period until the mid-20th Century, these
troglodyte settlements were homes. Today, the town’s
population live in the modern buildings located on the
plateau above the gorge, where animals once grazed,
and the majority of the caves or ‘sassi’ lie abandoned.

Our favourite
combinations
Alberobello, Lecce,
Ostuni & Matera
This fantastic multi-centre holiday includes the
best of the regions of Puglia and Basilicata.
Begin your journey in the small and unique
town of Alberobello. A UNESCO World Heritage
Site, the town is home to unusual buildings
called trulli. Built from local limestone, these
white-washed buildings feature a conical roof.
Spend time wandering through the town and
exploring the trulli shops and restaurants.
Continue on to the Baroque town, Lecce, one
of the most popular holiday resorts in Southern
Italy. Its historic centre is the highlight, where
the buildings are adorned with carvings of
cherubs. The ‘white city’ of Ostuni is the next
stop, where you can explore the small roads and
alleys of this enchanting town. Finally, head to
the incredible city of Matera which is known
for its ancient town – Sassi di Matera – where
dwellings are in prehistoric caves which were
carved into the rock face.
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5★ Canne Bianche Lifestyle Hotel, Torre Canne
At a glance

This intimate beachfront retreat is a stylish base for
exploration of the unspoilt region of Puglia.
This chic white-washed hotel is a refreshing alternative to some of the more
classic hotels that line Italy’s coast. With its scattering of objet d’art, coffee table
books and orchids, it feels more like an elegant villa than a hotel and despite the
high service levels and attention to detail, it retains a relaxed, laid-back feel. The
soothing cream palette, Apulian white stone and light wood enhance the bright
blue of the sea which is just steps away. Yet, despite these modern touches, the
hotel respects local traditions and gives you an authentic flavour of Puglia.

Beautiful boutique hotel
Traditional Puglian cuisine
Excellent spa
Double Classic Room

When you’re taking a break from exploring the region, you can sink onto a sun
lounger under the shade of an olive tree, swim a few lengths in the saltwater
pool, soak in the warm waters of the Jacuzzi or stroll down to the narrow strip of
sand. Savour the best of Puglian cuisine on the bougainvillea-draped terrace of the
Ristorante T_imo, which uses locally sourced produce in its daily-changing dinner
menu featuring the likes of Puglia’s signature orecchiette pasta washed down with
Primitivo red wine. During the summer, tuck into pizzas and grilled seafood at the
poolside A_Neto restaurant. The hotel’s Typical Apulian Night is held on selected
nights on the terrace, with classic Puglian street food such as Apulian bombette
– slices of pork wrapped around cheese, and panzerotti – a delicious fried snack,
similar to calzone. You can also learn how mozzarella and burrata cheese are made
and watch traditional pizzica dancers. Head to the Cumino Bar for tasty cocktails,
fine wines and rosolio – a traditional Italian liqueur made from plants grown in the
hotel’s garden.
The contemporary rooms are set across two floors and feature memory foam
mattresses and a balcony or terrace. Double Classic Rooms have garden views and
Double Superior Rooms come with partial sea views. The Junior Suites are more
spacious and are available with partial or full sea views while the luxurious Canne
Bianche Master Suite has a living area and its own plunge pool.
Setting Beachfront, a 25-minute walk or
3-minute drive from the coastal town of
Torre Canne
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s
drive from Bari airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 52 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, grill (seasonal), bar
Facilities Pool, fitness room, spa* with
gym, steamroom, sauna, Jacuzzi and
chromotherapy, yoga classes*, bicycle
hire*, Wi-Fi
Spa The Aqua Spa has a range of
treatments including osteopathic
therapies, and 1-hour free daily
entrance per person to the gym, sauna,
steamroom, chromotherapy showers
and Jacuzzi.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 25 Aug-21 Sep
& 01 Jun-02 Aug; 7 nights 03-24 Aug. At
various times of the year the narrow

strip of sand is reduced due to coastal
erosion. A tourist tax is payable locally
at the hotel. Transfers are not included.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Ristorante
T_imo • Daily 1-hour entrance to the
Wellness Aqua Spa, which includes the
sauna, steamroom, chromotherapy,
Jacuzzi with neck rainshower, relaxation
area and gym
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner
at Ristorante T_imo • Daily 1-hour
entrance to the Wellness Aqua Spa,
which includes the sauna, steamroom,
chromotherapy, Jacuzzi with neck
rainshower, relaxation area and gym.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Junior Suite Pool and Sea View

Cumino Bar
Ristorante T_imo
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4.5★ Masseria Il Melograno
At a glance
Historical masseria
Rustic and seasonal focus

Deluxe Room

Member of the
Small Luxury Hotels of the World

This 400-year-old white-washed building close to
Monopoli is the original masseria hotel.
This masseria (traditional farmhouse) was the first in Italy to open its doors to
overnight guests. It’s since claimed status as a Small Luxury Hotel of the World
while effortlessly holding on to its 400-year-long authenticity. Gnarled trees and
trailing bougainvillea are strewn around the grounds, and antique chairs and
dressers used by past owners are put centre stage against the white-washed walls.
Each room has its own unique shape, from cosy Classic Rooms to the old family
Deluxe Rooms.
The secluded location off a modest country road gives you the chance to switch
off among olive groves and citrus trees. The hotel has an excellent restaurant,
Mùmmulo, where the menu features the best of the season’s produce with fresh
pasta and locally made buffalo mozzarella. The chef runs an Apulian cooking class
so you can learn how to knead focaccia dough and thumb orecchiette ‘little ears’
pasta, or taste your surroundings with an olive oil tasting session.

Mùmmulo

The masseria is also in a convenient position for making day trips; head to fishing
town Monopoli for the seafood and local vibes or go inland to see the famous
white trulli (conical houses) in UNESCO World Heritage Site, Alberobello. It’s just
ten minutes for a refreshing dip in the Adriatic, where you can hire sun loungers at
discounted half- and full-day rates at the private Tamerici Beach Club. Both indoor
and outdoor pools are long enough for lapping, and there are courts for perfecting
your serve or learning padel, a tennis-squash hybrid sport. At Petramare Spa, there
are aromatherapy-led treatments using French brand Decleor.
Setting Tucked in olive grove-covered
hillsides, 10 minutes’ drive from
Monopoli
Getting there Approx. 50 minutes’
transfer from Brindisi airport
Rooms 40 white-washed rooms and
suites
Dining Restaurant
Facilities Pool, sauna, steambath, spa*,
heated indoor pool, gym, tennis court,
cooking school*, paddle boat, Wi-Fi
throughout
Activities • Learn about different local
varieties in an olive oil tasting*
• Take the hotel shuttle for a day at the
private Tamerici Beach Club* • Practise
your pasta making skills in an Apulian
cooking class*.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Mùmmulo.
Half Board • Breakfast at Mùmmulo
• Three-course set dinner at Mùmmulo.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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4★ Hotel Ostuni Palace
At a glance

A beautifully renovated and welcoming hotel
overlooking the ‘White City’ of Ostuni.

Refined dining

With a wonderful location in the historic heart of Ostuni – the ‘White City’ – yet
just a short drive from the beach where you can hire sun loungers and umbrellas,
the Ostuni Palace simply oozes old-world glamour and sophistication. To explore
on foot, it’s just a short walk to the picture-perfect old town which showcases an
artist’s palette of white-washed streets, silver-green olive trees and the piercing
blue of the distant ocean. Sit in the square and watch the world go by while sipping
a rich cup of coffee or treating youself to a delicious gelato.

Breathtaking views
Classically styled rooms

At the hotel’s new wellness centre you can have a massage in a unique setting – in
a treatment room carved into an ancient cave, and make use of the facilities which
include a Jacuzzi, sauna, steambath and chromotherapy emotional showers. After a
refreshing spa circuit, chill out in the relaxation area with a herbal tea.
For fine dining, tantalise your taste buds with excellent Mediterranean cuisine at
the elegant Ostuni Palace Bistro. After dinner, have a coffee or an evening cocktail
at the chic Palace Café.
Standard Rooms are elegantly appointed and decorated to create a relaxed yet
luxurious experience. Upgrade to a Romantic View Room for beautiful panoramic
views. For more space, including a separate living area, opt for the luxury of a
Junior Suite.
Setting Ideally located in the historic
centre of Ostuni, a ten-minute drive
from the beach
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s
drive from Bari airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 34 rooms
Dining Restaurant, café
Facilities Spa*, Wi-Fi
Activities • Take a romantic stroll
around the heart of Ostuni • Make the
most of Ostuni’s beautiful coast by
booking a sun lounger and parasol at
one of the public beaches*.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner in
the restaurant.

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel. Transfers are not included. This
hotel has wheelchair accessible rooms.

* Local charge

Standard Room

Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights offer available. Call or see
online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Terrace dining

Junior Suite
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4★ Grand Hotel Olimpo
At a glance
Just a short walk from the centre of
Alberobello
Comfortable and modern base

Double Classic Room

Great-value option

This simple hotel is an ideal base for exploring the
UNESCO-listed town of Alberobello on foot.
This modern hotel is a good-value base for self-drive holidays in Puglia, especially
if you’re planning on exploring the region’s famous trulli houses. Stroll into the
historic heart of Alberobello and discover the unique buildings with conical roofs
that house shops, restaurants, homes, a church and a museum. A guided tour of
Alberobello is a great way to learn about the history and construction of these
distinctive UNESCO-listed buildings. There’s lots to see and do in this charming
region, from wine tasting and olive oil-making experiences to bike tours and
exploration of the beautiful nearby trulli village of Locorotondo, which is just ten
minutes away. It’s also just half an hour from the coast so you’re within easy reach
of seaside towns such as Savelletri and Monopoli.
Prepare for a day of local exploration by filling up at the breakfast buffet and
choose from a range of Pugliese, Mediterranean and international dishes for dinner
at Eden. Choose from a selection of local wines that are housed in a rock-walled
cellar. There are also a number of local restaurants just a short stroll away. During
balmy summer evenings, head to the roof terrace for cocktails or coffee.
The modern and cosy Double Classic Rooms overlook the street or an olive grove
and include free Wi-Fi.
Setting On the edge of Alberobello, just
a 10-minute walk from the town’s trulli
shops and restaurants
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’
drive from Bari airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 31 rooms
Dining Breakfast room, 3 restaurants
(reservation required), bar
Facilities Wi-Fi
Activities • Explore the beautiful caves
in nearby Castellana Grotte* • Learn
about the town’s history at the Museo
del Territorio ‘Casa Pezzolla’*.

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel. Transfers are not included.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the breakfast
room.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Honeymoon/Anniversary
and Child offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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4.5★ Risorgimento Resort, Lecce
At a glance

A distinguished landmark hotel in the heart of the
beautiful Baroque city of Lecce.
This luxury residence has a fine heritage and has been welcoming guests since
1880. Upon arrival, the resort’s resplendent historic façade gives way to luxurious,
contemporary interiors that set the tone for your exploration of this beautiful city.
You’re only moments away from all of Lecce’s famous sights – or you can revive
your senses in the spa on the days when you don’t want to venture too far.

A refined luxury resort
Elegant spa
Rooftop dining with city views
Deluxe Room

The fabulous breakfast makes a wonderful start to the day, and dining at the resort
is always a pleasure. Whether you choose the sophisticated gourmet tastes of Le
Quattro Spezierie Gourmet Roof Garden or the laid-back city bistro vibe of The
Salento, both serve up superb Puglian cuisine in an elegant setting. Pick a table
on the stylish roof garden for stunning views of the cathedral towering above the
narrow terraces.
Creative design touches are in evidence throughout all of the rooms, where natural
fabrics and traditional colours have been given a stylish, modern treatment.
Superior Rooms have marble-panelled bathrooms while Deluxe Rooms have extra
space. Executive Rooms feature a lounge area and if you opt for a Junior Suite,
you’ll have the luxury of a separate living room and wonderful views.
Setting In central Lecce, a few minutes’
walk from the Piazzo Duomo
Getting there Approx. 40 minutes’
drive from Brindisi airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 47 rooms and suites
Dining 2 restaurants
Facilities Lounge, spa*, Wi-Fi
Activities • Take a short stroll to Lecce to
discover striking Baroque architecture,
the beautiful Piazza del Duomo and an
impressive 12th-Century cathedral.
Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel. Transfers are not included. This
hotel has wheelchair accessible rooms.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Le Quattro
Spezierie Gourmet Roof Garden
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at Le
Quattro Spezierie Gourmet Roof Garden.

Le Quattro Spezierie Gourmet Roof Garden

Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver and Child offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Deluxe Lobby
Room
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5★ Kalidria Hotel & Thalasso Spa
At a glance
Eco resort in a reserve
3500-square-metre thalasso spa

Classic Room

1½-mile beach and
shared resort facilities

This striking eco resort blanketed in nature has a
huge focus on thalassotherapy.
Kalidria Hotel & Thalasso Spa is a fresh, green spin on spa resorts. The amphitheatreshaped hotel is one of four different hotels in the new Ethra Reserve, where you’ll
get the perk of facilities at the other hotels and the luxury of staying in an eco oasis
with just over 100 rooms embedded in the greenery. The whole reserve is open for
play; go on a pine-scented bicycle ride, put your maritime skills to the test at the
Sailing Club, set up for the day on the three-mile sandy beach and get active in your
preferred way – you’ll have your pick from all kinds of activities, from diving to fivea-side football.
The Ethra Thalasso Spa is one of the biggest draws for the Ethra Resort and guests
staying at Kalidria are just steps away from its marine-themed therapies. All
guests get access to the spa’s relaxation area, sauna and Turkish bath, while Suite
guests also get access to the spa and waterfront beach loungers. Choose between
thalassotherapy treatments like seawater massages and skin-smoothing rituals
like Himalayan salt scrubs and massages using Mediterranean herbs. The resort
keeps the focus on the reserve’s brilliance with light and uncomplicated décor.
Rooms have a light and simple style; it’s the private suntrap terrace that draws your
attention with its slanted ceiling hidden under a plant-based roof that makes up the
building’s innovative design.
Breakfast buffets and an à la carte dinner are included in your stay at Kalidria
Restaurant – though guests can also try neighbouring hotel’s seasonal pizzeria for
dinner instead and have lunch down at the beachside Mediterraneo Restaurant.

Mediterraneo Restaurant

Setting Amid pine forests on the
Ionian coast, part of the secluded Ethra
Reserve on the inside of Puglia’s ‘heel’,
an hour’s drive south-east of Matera
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Bari or Brindisi airport
Rooms 109 rooms and suites
Dining 2 restaurants, 2 bars plus access
to 5 additional restaurants in-resort
Facilities 2 saltwater pools, thalasso spa*,
sauna, Turkish bath, whirlpool baths,
tanning booth, fitness area. Shared access
to Ethra Reserve facilities including
5-a-side football pitches, football school
(seasonal), dance school (seasonal),
bowls, archery, target shooting, table
tennis, tennis courts, sailing club, diving
centre, kids’ clubs, family kitchens,
shopping gallery, playground
Families The Ethra Resort is a huge
playground for families. The three-milelong sandy beach is suitably shallow
for kids and there’s a great centre for
sports like five-a-side football, table
tennis and archery. Double Superior
rooms can be made up with an extra
bed and Junior Suites have a separate
living room with a sofa bed.

Spa The Ethra Thalasso Spa is one of
Italy’s largest spas at 3500 square
metres. As well as a sauna, steamroom
and Turkish bath that all guests
have access to, there are advanced
thalassotherapy facilities including
heated seawater pools, whirlpool
seawater baths, traditional massages
and skin remedies.
Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and á la carte
dinner at Kalidria Restaurant
Full Board • Breakfast at Kalidria
Restaurant • Light lunch at Kalidria
Restaurant or Mediterraneo • Dinner at
Kalidria Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver offer available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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Wonder at the beauty of Italy’s breathtaking lakes.
The shores of Lakes Garda, Como and Maggiore
are lined with bustling towns and pretty villages
which are backed by hills and mountains.
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June The Chiaretto Wine Festival, Lake Garda – Held
in Bardolino every summer this event is perfect for
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wine variety, the event consists of wine tastings,
music and more
June Sagra di San Giovanni, Lake Como – The
festival of the Saint Giovanni includes folk arts
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August Stresa Festival, Lake Maggiore – A grand
classical music festival featuring a host of stars
performing in concert halls, heritage sites and
exquisite lakeside venues.
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Discovering the Italian Lakes
Holidays to the Italian Lakes feel like a deliciously clandestine north Italian affair, in a fairytale
world of lemon trees and bougainvillea, where castles and Italianate gardens sit on their own islands
and chalky-coloured houses almost fall into vibrant blue glacial waters. Some lakes are studded with
luxurious resorts and the private homes of European aristocracy and Hollywood celebrities, while
others back onto mountains and invite you to play on the water.

Cannero, Lake Maggiore

Lake Como

An insight into the Italian Lakes
Lake Garda
Lake Garda is the easternmost and largest of the lakes,
stretching from the plains towards the Dolomites. Our
featured resorts (p106-117) are scattered around the lake
shore from Riva del Garda and Malcesine in the north
to Sirmione, Desenzano and Padenghe sul Garda on the
southern shores. As well as exploring the lake, you can
hire a car and head out on to the winding mountain
passes to take in the beautiful scenery of the Dolomites.

Climb the great towers of the castle and take the cable
car to the summit of the Monte Baldo ridge.

Bardolino
The perfect destination for lovers of Italian wine, the
pretty town of Bardolino sits between Garda’s southeastern lakefront and the region’s famous vineyards.
Every autumn, the town hosts a grape and wine festival
to celebrate the harvest.

Gardone Riviera

Sirmione

Casual and laid-back, the beautiful village of Gardone,
which once welcomed Winston Churchill, is the ideal
spot for a relaxing lakeside holiday. Lazy summer
afternoons can be spent wandering along the charming
promenade, marvelling at breathtaking scenery, visiting
the vibrant Heller Botanic Gardens or exploring the
village’s small historic centre.

The town of Sirmione is at the tip of a narrow peninsula
at the southern end of the lake. This picturesque town
is most famous for its thermal springs, Roman ruins,
narrow winding lanes and the fairytale 13th-Century
castle of Rocca Scaligera. The setting of this castle at
the narrowest point of the Sirmione Peninsula makes it
unique – it’s completely surrounded by water.

Peschiera del Garda

Desenzano del Garda & Padenghe
sul Garda

Peschiera del Garda is an ancient town at the lake’s
southernmost tip where the River Mincio flows out of
the lake. It’s dominated by the 16th-Century star-shaped
fortress walls that surround it. The medieval lanes are
a joy to wander around and the town is surrounded by
rolling vineyards where you’ll find our featured property,
Le Ali del Frassino – The Nature’s Way Resort (p111).

Malcesine
This small town on the lake’s eastern shore is a popular
wedding location and has a charming maze of alleyways.

On the lake’s southern shore, Desenzano del Garda and
Padenghe sul Garda are easily reached from Verona by
train and are a boat ride from Sirmione. The landscapes
of this end of the lake are flatter than those in the
north but still come with beautiful lake views backed
by the mountains. The town has a historic centre, a
peaceful harbour and a hilltop castle.

Riva del Garda
This town at the northern tip of Lake Garda has a local

charm with little streets dotted with cafés and a
pretty harbour looking down the length of the lake. It’s
decorated with mountains ripe with hiking and biking
trails and is also popular for windsurfing – it’s also well
connected with local transport down to resorts including
Malcesine, Gardone Riviera and Desenzano del Garda.

Lake Como
This lake is popular with the A-list and its romantic
atmosphere can be experienced in the surrounding
grandiose snow-capped mountains, the sublime
cuisine, Italian lifestyle and glorious sense of
tranquillity. Our featured Lake Como resorts (p118-123)
are all found in the lake’s central region at Griante,
Menaggio and Tremezzo.

Tremezzo
Opposite the town of Bellagio, the popular resort of
Tremezzo has been inhabited for centuries and is home
to a collection of 18th- and 19th-Century grand hotels
and villas, including the iconic Villa Carlotta. Completed
in 1743, the villa has an impressive art collection,
magnificent interior and stunning lakeside gardens.

Menaggio
With its 19th-Century architecture close to the lake
and its medieval centre further up the hill, the town
of Menaggio has played an important role as a trading
centre and tourist destination throughout history.
Forming the so-called ‘Golden Triangle’ along with
Bellagio and Varenna, the town reflects the air of
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Malcesine, Lake Garda

Stresa, Lake Maggiore

exclusivity that Lake Como has become famous for. Like
in other lakeside towns throughout Italy, you can stroll
through narrow streets or along the promenade and sit
in cafés that surround the main square. Or relax on the
town’s small beach and swim at its modern public lido
which has spectacular lake and mountain views.

Griante
Attracting a long list of illustrious guests including
poets, composers, dignitaries and royalty. Its peaceful
ambience and breathtaking views makes it a perfect
base for exploring Lake Como and it has a central
location and proximity to Tremezzo – which is just a
mile south along the lake shore – makes the village
a perfect base. It has the added benefit of being a
tranquil spot to return to.

Limone, Lake Garda

Stresa
Stresa, Maggiore’s most captivating town, lies in the
shadow of the magnificent peak of Mount Mottarone
and just across from the beautiful Borromean Islands.
In this idyllic place you can wander through the
beautifully maintained gardens of Villa Pallavicino
and Villa Taranto, take a short boat ride to Isola Bella
to visit the opulent palace, or climb the mountain for
panoramic views of this wonderful Italian lake.

Pallanza
The elegant lakeside town of Pallanza is famous for
its stunning English-style landscaped Villa Taranto
Gardens. Cobbled lanes lined with 17th- to 19th-Century
houses, villas and churches lead down to the waterfront
promenade and the town’s tiny harbour.

Bellagio

Cannero

Bellagio, which is in a central spot on the lakeside, is
one of the most exclusive resorts on the edge of Lake
Como. Spend time walking around the narrow cobbled
streets of this picture-perfect resort, which is known as
one of the most beautiful towns in Europe. You can also
catch a ferry to other lakeside towns and villages such
as Varenna and Menaggio.

On the lake’s west coast, Cannero Riviera is a small
town that rises up a steep hillside at the lake’s edge
with a waterfront promenade. It has a mild climate and
laid-back atmosphere, and its narrow cobbled lanes are
lined with vibrantly coloured buildings ascending up
the hillside.

Lake Maggiore
The majestic Lake Maggiore, with its three islands,
is often labelled the most scenic of the Italian lakes.
Known locally as ‘Verbana’ – named after a flower that
grows along its shores – it’s Italy’s second largest lake.

Our favourite
combinations
Verona & Lake Garda
Have a romantic holiday with time spent in
charming Verona and Lake Garda.

Venice & Lake Como
One of our most popular Italian combinations
taking in the beauty of Venice and Lake Como.

Lake Maggiore & Lake Como
Spend time on Lakes Como and Maggiore.

Lake Garda, Lake Como
& Lake Maggiore
Discover the different atmosphere and natural
beauty of Italy’s three most famous lakes.

Venice & Lake Garda
Explore Venice’s famous canals before relaxing
on Lake Garda’s shores.

Milan & Lake Como
Get to know Italy’s chicest city before hopping
over to experience Lake Como’s glamour.
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5★ Lefay Resort & SPA Lago di Garda
This resort combines exquisite lake views and an
unrivalled wellbeing ethos with exemplary service.

Prestige Junior Suite

Cutting-edge spa

Lefay Resort & SPA Lago di Garda perfectly captures sheer indulgence, a secluded
and peaceful environment and a holistic approach to holidays. Its views over Lake
Garda from almost every spot in the resort and the tranquil ambience achieved by
the award-winning spa feel like a kind of magic; just a few days here will really feel
like you are getting away from it all.

Member of the
Small Luxury Hotels of the World
Glorious hillside setting

De-stress and rejuvenate the mind, body and soul at the innovatively designed spa
which is home to saunas, grottos, indoor and outdoor pools, including a saltwater
pool and an infinity pool overlooking the lake. The extensive à la carte spa menu
includes a wide range of treatments, and the spa also promotes the exclusive ‘Lefay
SPA Method’ which combines the principles of classical Chinese medicine with
western scientific research.
Start your day with a yoga or t’ai chi class and after a sumptuous breakfast, take
advantage of the bicycles and explore the stunning parkland with its outdoor trails
dedicated to wellness and relaxation. There are two restaurants to choose from –
the Trattoria La Vigna which is on the ground floor, and La Grande Limonaia on the
upper floor. The Mediterranean flavours are enhanced by the concept of Lefay Vital
Gourmet, which focuses on the health properties of food. There’s also a poolside
bar serving snacks and beverages throughout the day.
Accommodation here is very modern in style with natural materials and light-colour
furnishings that create a beautifully calm ambience. Options range from Prestige or
Deluxe Junior Suites to Family Suites and the incredibly spacious Exclusive Suites.
Whichever junior suite or suite you choose, you will have a serene view of the lake.
Setting A landmark of contemporary
design in a 27-acre natural park
overlooking Lake Garda. Approx. 15
minutes from Gargnano
Getting there Approx. 1¾ hours’ private
transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 93 junior suites and suites
Dining 2 restaurants, pool bar, lounge bar
Facilities Lefay SPA (treatments*), indoor
and outdoor pools, 6 saunas, bicycles,
24-hour fitness centre with studio for
holistic classes*, kids’ club (3-11 years),
shuttle to Gargnano (10am-7pm)
Spa The Lefay SPA is divided into three
sections – the World of Water and Fire
where you will find all the pools, saunas
and grottos; Nature and Fitness which
includes the fitness centre and fitness
classes; and In Silence among the
Stars, where you can relax in a peaceful
atmosphere.
Need to know
Minimum stays apply. Compulsory New
Year’s Eve gala dinner, supplement

applies. Guests over 12 years are
welcome in the Prestige Junior Suites,
Exclusive Suites and the Deluxe Junior
Suites. The shuttle service is available
before 10am and after 7pm at a cost of
35 Euros one way.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at La Grand
Limonaia
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at La
Grand Limonaia
Full Board • Breakfast, lunch and dinner
at La Grand Limonaia.

At a glance

Spa gazebo

Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Earlybird Saver and
Honeymoon/Anniversary offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
Trattoria La Vigna
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4.5★ Grand Hotel Gardone
At a glance

Chic yet classic, this famed hotel has played host to a
number of illustrious guests.

Central lakeside location

You’ll truly feel part of the region’s history as you soak up the grandeur and style
of a more elegant age at the Grand Gardone. Opened in the late 19th Century, this
was one of the first hotels on the shores of Lake Garda and today the classic design,
which remains true to its past, is complemented by contemporary facilities. It is
adjacent to the ferry landing stage, giving you easy access to other lakeside villages.
A charming promenade runs along the entire length of the hotel and it is from here
– and from the swimming pool in the gardens – that you’ll have beautiful lake views.

Charming and refined atmosphere
Lake Garda’s first hotel

Junior Suite Balcony Lake View

It is unsurprising that the hotel attracted some high profile guests in its day, most
notably Winston Churchill, whom the bar, Winnie’s, is affectionately named after.
It has a relaxed ambience with live music and dancing, while the large terrace
invites you for al fresco meals. The Lemon Garden is open for lunch and dinner and
serves romantic, candlelit dinners with lake views. Close to the hotel there’s a small
selection of restaurants, shops and bars.
There aren’t many better ways to wake each morning than with views over the
water. The Classic Balcony Lake View Rooms, Superior Balcony Lake View Rooms
and Junior Suites Balcony Lake View look over the hotel’s grounds towards the lake.
For those travelling as a family, there are interconnecting rooms available.
Setting At the heart of the Gardone
Riviera, in a lakeside position close to
charming cafés and restaurants
Getting there Approx 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 167 rooms
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Private lake promenade,
sun deck with lake access (by steps),
heated swimming pool (open Apr-Oct),
whirlpool, sauna, Turkish bath, Wi-Fi in
rooms and public areas
Activities • Hop on a local ferry and
explore more of Lake Garda* • Treat
yourself to a full body massage*.
Need to know
Minimum stays apply. A tourist tax is
payable at the hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner in
the restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Night, Honeymoon/Anniversary,
Food & Beverage and Child offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Winnie’s Bar
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5★ Lido Palace
At a glance

A modern Belle Epoque palace at the top of
Lake Garda.
Originally built for holidaying royals, Lido Palace is one of the most glamorous
hotels in Lake Garda. It laps up some of the best far-reaching views from its spot at
the top of the lake, and while its location means it takes a little longer to get here,
it’s worth it. Design-forward additions, like the all-glass top floor, pull the hotel’s
striking Art Nouveau exterior into the 21st Century and there are spots like Tremani
Bistrot’s lake-facing terrace that showcase the location.

Modernised Art Nouveau palace
In mountainous northern Lake Garda

Junior Suite

Member of the Leading Hotels
of the World

The hotel’s CXI SPA is a big draw for guests; there’s an all-encompassing menu with
high-tech Swiss treatments and ‘ceremonies’ that take you on distinctive journeys
that are influenced by different areas of the world. The pebble beach a couple of
minutes away is great for sunbathing in peace – there are no motorboats allowed
around here – and the water’s so clear you might spot fish flitting about. The
northern mountain-backed surroundings mean there’s plenty of choice for outdoor
adventures like trekking, mountain biking and windsurfing to punctuate your
relaxing stay. As well as the Mediterranean-influenced Tremani Bistrot, there’s the
gourmet restaurant Il Re della Busa for innovative Italian food.
Rooms are intimately sized spaces with beds facing your view of the gardens and
distant mountains or Lake Garda. White statement seating and cool grey tones
keep the style pared back, while features like Acqua di Parma toiletries set the bar
for the kind of luxurious standards that warrant the hotel’s Leading Hotels of the
World status. We love the Double Room Comfort Lake View and Junior Suite Lake
View for their spectacular views.
Setting By the mountains at the top of
Lake Garda, a couple of minutes’ walk
from a beach
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 42 crisp and modern rooms
and suites
Dining 2 restaurants, bar
Facilities Pool, spa*
Activities • Choose from the seven
‘ceremonies’ at CXI SPA* • Visit the
spa’s salt room • Wander around Riva’s
stone streets.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Il Re della
Busa restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Longstay offer available. Call or see
online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

The Bali Bar
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4★ Le Ali del Frassino - The Nature’s Way Resort
At a glance
3-tiered swimming pool
Nature reserve setting
Perfect for a relaxing spa break
Deluxe Room

A stunning oasis featuring a spa and beautiful rural
position, with a free shuttle into town.
With a spectacular setting between a nature reserve and rolling vineyards, a short
distance from Lake Garda itself, this is the ultimate location for rest and relaxation
and for lovers of the great outdoors. The resort consists of lovingly restored turnof-century annexes and lemon houses, and an Art Nouveau villa overlooks peaceful
Lake Frassino. We recommend hiring a car to explore the local area and to visit the
villages that line the lake shore which is approximately 20 minutes away. Or opt for
spending time at the small, yet perfectly formed spa for a whole host of relaxing
therapies in the exposed-brick treatment rooms.
There are two restaurants; Ardea Purpurea, named after purple heron who live in
the reserve, sits in a charming early 20th-Century villa and has wonderful lakeside to
go with breakfast, lunch and dinner. The Tuffetto Grill & Bar is named after another
of the region’s bird species, the dabchick, and is open during the summer months
for casual poolside grilled dishes and light snacks. The hotel is surrounded by olive
groves and vineyards, and you can try some of the local produce when you dine.
The rooms reflect the character of the property and are located throughout the
hotel’s historic farmhouse building and the newer poolside Belvedere building.
Individual in style and design, they each have calming tones, and some feature
exposed brick work and light wood ceiling beams, making them a real pleasure
to retreat to at the end of the day. Comfort Rooms have views out over the local
vineyards or the hotel’s own gardens. The Superior Rooms have a view of Lake
Frassino, as do the Deluxe and Executive Rooms.
Setting In the Ash Lake Nature Reserve,
around 15 minutes’ drive or a 40-minute
walk from Peschiera del Garda
Getting there Approx. 30 minutes’
private transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 98 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants (1 seasonal)
Facilities 3-tiered swimming pool with
whirlpool feature, stunning new infinity
pool, small playground, fitness centre,
wine tasting available on reservation at a
nearby winery*, spa (treatments at extra
cost), bike rental*, Wi-Fi throughout
Spa The hotel’s spa is a true haven with
a modern style and charming setting
within the historic main building of
the resort. There’s a Finnish sauna, a
bio sauna and a steambath as well as a
invigorating sensation shower.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply. A tourist tax is
payable at the hotel. This hotel has
wheelchair accessible rooms.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Ardea Purpurea
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Ardea Purpurea.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary, Child and
Sale offers are available. Call or see
online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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4★ Hotel Villa Madrina
At a glance

The family-owned Villa Madrina is intimately sized
and has a peaceful setting.
Run by the same family for many years, Hotel Villa Madrina has a familiar feel to
it with welcoming service. It’s been thoughtfully designed and sits in beautifully
tended gardens with olive trees and a swimming pool as its focal point. After
cooling off in the pool, visit the wellness centre and choose from the array of
treatments which include traditional massages and therapies that feature natural
ingredients like seaweed, olive oil and red grapes. There are free bicycles to take
out and explore the local area.

Spectacular lake views
Large swimming pool
Tranquil setting
Hibiscus Suite

The restaurant is a bright room, thanks to the large picture window, which looks
out onto the splendid garden. The menu is varied and meals are served in a relaxed
ambience. To complement your cuisine you can choose from an extensive selection
of wines from the hotel’s cellar to accompany your dishes. For a change of scenery
you can take a short walk into town and make the most of the various restaurants
and bars there.
There are just 34 rooms, each with a balcony or terrace that overlooks the pool and
lake. Furnished with antiques, no two rooms here are the same. The Bouganville
Rooms on the ground floor have garden views towards the lake; some also feature
a whirlpool bath. Oleander Rooms also have a whirlpool bath and lake views from
the first floor. Orchidea Rooms are one floor up again while Hibiscus Suites are on
the first floor with a large terrace and lake views, and some have a whirlpool bath.
Setting On the eastern shore of the
lake, close to the lakeside promenade,
cafés and shops of Garda – with a free
community bus service around the
old town
Getting there Approx. 45 minutes’
private transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 34 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, lounge and bar
Facilities Large garden, swimming pool,
sunbathing terrace, wellness centre
with spa*, fitness centre, sauna and
steamroom, access to Acquamarina
Spa & Beauty Private SPA (sauna and
steambath), TV room, Himalayan salt
room with pine wood, bike rental*,
Wi-Fi in public areas.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply. A tourist tax is
payable at the hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver and Child offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Wellness area
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4★ Bellevue San Lorenzo
At a glance
Turn of the century villa
Set in beautiful gardens
Spectacular views
Double Room with Balcony and Lake View

This hotel has breathtaking panoramic views of
mountains and lake from every corner.
Bellevue San Lorenzo sits in beautifully landscaped gardens, overlooking the serene
lake from its enviable hillside spot. Six classic villas have been lovingly crafted
into a popular and welcoming hotel – we love the personal touches and intimate
atmosphere. Choose a lounger on the decked sun terrace and admire the scenery
before taking a refreshing dip in the wonderfully inviting pool. For a day away from
the sun, take advantage of the relaxation areas and visit the sauna, salt room or
Turkish bath. Head down to the shore and follow the lakeside path and you’ll be in
the centre of Malcesine in around 20 minutes.
The views are amazing and should be savoured, as should the traditional and
regional dishes. Dinners are a fine dining affair with a four-course meal served
every evening, and there’s a variety of wine on offer from the hotel’s own cellar.
Light wood furnishings and simple, relaxed decór is the style here and there are
just 54 rooms and suites. The rooms and suites are in the main buliding or in one
of the villas in the hotel’s grounds. The Double Rooms have a Side Lake View. For
a supplement you can choose a Double Room Mountain View which has a small
balcony or a Double Room Lake View which features either a small balcony or a
terrace. The individually designed Junior Suites are the perfect choice for those
looking for something extra special as they are more spacious and feature floor-toceiling windows and a lake-view balcony.
Setting A 20-minute walk into
Malcesine where there are plenty of
bars and restaurants to choose from
Getting there Approx. 1¼ hours’ private
transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 54 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, pool bar and lounge
Facilities Pool, Turkish bath, steamroom,
sauna, wellness centre*, Wi-Fi
Activities • Try windsurfing on Lake
Garda* • Ride the local cable car* • Take
a complimentary bike from the hotel
and explore the lakeside.

Need to know
Minimum stays apply. A tourist tax is
payable at the hotel. Minimum age 6
between 14 Apr-12 Oct.
Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner in
the restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary offer
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Wellness centre
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4★ Hotel Caesius Thermae & Spa Resort
At a glance

A contemporary hotel with excellent wellness and
sports facilities as well as exemplary service.
This resort, where the emphasis is on wellbeing, is set in beautifully manicured
gardens outside the town of Bardolino, just across the road from the lake and
close to the hamlet of Cisano. Water lovers will be delighted to learn there are five
swimming pools, including two which are just for children. After spending the day
on the sun terrace or wandering along the lake to explore the centre of Bardolino
(a walk of approximately 20 minutes), immerse yourself in the Turkish baths and
thermal pools found in the incredible wellness centre. There’s also a whole host of
Ayurveda treatments – a unique offering in Italy – to choose from.

Family-friendly resort
Wellness philosophy with
a thermal spa

Comfort Room

There’s a variety of drinking and dining options, with a seasonal poolside
restaurant, a restaurant where all of your included meals are served and a choice
of bars. The focus at Benacus Restaurant, the hotel’s spacious main restaurant, is
‘made in Italy’ where you can dine on delicious healthy dishes, created with local
produce and age-old traditional methods. The al fresco Le Vele Restaurant is open
during the summer months for casual breakfasts and evenings under the stars.
Rooms are styled with light woods and natural-coloured furnishings. You can
choose either a Classic Plus Room, on the ground floor in the original part of the
hotel, or a Comfort or Comfort Top Room in the main building. Upgrade to a Suite
for a slightly more traditional style with bold colours and a separate living room.
Setting Outside the village of Bardolino
approx. 20-minute walk away, across
the road from the lake and close to the
small hamlet of Cisano
Getting there Approx. 45 minutes’
private transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 185 rooms and suites
Dining 3 restaurants, poolside bar,
2 bars
Facilities 2 outdoor pools, hydromassage pool, 2 children’s pools, indoor
pool, wellness centre*, bicycle hire*
Families Young guests are made
welcome with a variety of family-friendly
facilities such as a small kids’ club
Spa The hotel has a state-of-the-art
spa equipped with hydromassage
pool, Finnish sauna, steambath,
thalassotherapy, thermal baths and an
Ayurvedic treatment centre
Activities • Hire a bicycle and explore
the surrounding area and the town
of Bardolino* • Treat yourself to an
Ayurvedic massage at the spa* • Go on
a guided walk or Nordic walking session
(seasonal)*.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 06 Apr-30 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable at the hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Benacus
Restaurant or at Le Vele Restaurant
during the summer months
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner
at Benacus Restaurant or at Le Vele
Restaurant during the summer months
Full Board • Breakfast, lunch and dinner
at Benacus Restaurant or at Le Vele
Restaurant during the summer months.
Kuoni Plus
Food & Beverage, Child and Spa offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Classic Plus Room

Five swimming pools
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4★ Splendido Bay Luxury Spa Resort
At a glance
Impressive lake views to Sirmione
Spa chic

Junior Suite

A short drive from the lake’s largest
town, Desenzano del Garda

A sleek and stylish resort set in a series of low-slung,
terracotta-roofed buildings on Lake Garda’s shores.
From models to media moguls and poets to politicos, Lake Garda has lured travellers
to its shores for years and it’s easy to see why. Clear blue waters, a string of pretty
lakeside towns and a smattering of medieval churches are just some of the main
draws. Splendido Bay Luxury Spa Resort is on the lake’s busier southern shoreline,
close to the hillside town of Padenghe Sul Garda – an under-the-radar town away
from most of the tourists who flock to its better-known lakeside siblings.
The hotel is a cluster of low-slung, terracotta-roofed buildings, with many arranged
around a large outdoor pool overlooking the spectacular lake beyond – relax in a
muslin-draped day bed by the pool or in the gardens to soak up the views. These
dreamy vistas are the backdrop for breakfast on the outdoor terrace – and some of
the rooms and suites, too. Classic Rooms are at the rear of the property with a small
patio (no view) or choose a Junior Suite – some have a partial lake view from the
terrace with a glimpse of the water.
Hotfoot it to the wellness centre, where you’ll discover an indoor pool (heated
in winter), Finnish sauna, Turkish bath, emotional showers and relaxation area.
The spa menu has an array of face and body therapies, massages and aesthetic
treatments – try the antioxidant-rich Timex C+ face ritual to give sun-parched skin
a nourishing boost. For meals, choose from the BBay Bistro where you can also
order a selection of dishes straight to your outdoor cabana; or head to traditional
Osteria Il Rivale in the palazzo for a true taste of Italy.

BBay Bistro

Setting Near Padenghe sul Garda on
the south-west shores of Lake Garda;
10 minutes’ drive from Desenzano
del Garda
Getting there Approx. 45 minutes’
private transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 76 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants, bar
Facilities Outdoor pool with sun
loungers and day beds, spa*, indoor
pool (heated in winter), Finnish sauna,
Turkish bath, emotional showers,
relaxation area and fitness centre, bike
rental*, hotel shuttle to Desenzano*
(first return trip is complimentary)
Activities • Indulge in a couples’
massage for a slice of romance*
• Marvel at the grand castle and Roman
ruins in nearby Desenzano del Garda.

Osteria Il Rivale

Need to know
This hotel has wheelchair accessible
rooms.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the main
restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver offer available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ Palace Hotel Villa Cortine
At a glance

This beautiful villa has been carefully and lovingly
restored to create a stunning luxury hotel.
At this beautiful Palladian villa you’ll receive a warm welcome and may feel as
if you have stepped back in time. Wrought iron gates open onto an impressive
driveway, home to a spectacular fountain and surrounded by an extensive
landscaped garden; while inside, frescoes, marble and mosaics add to the sense
of grandeur. The large parkland surrounding the villa ensures there are plenty of
secluded areas for peace, solitude and escapism. There’s also a private pier sundeck
open between June and September – a fantastic place to relax over the water.
The classic Le Gardenie restaurant, open for lunch and dinner serves international
and Italian cuisine and has a large terrace with view across the lake. Mouthwatering
cocktails and refreshing ice creams are served at the lakeside Beach Bar. For drinks,
the American Bar is the perfect place for an early evening aperitif or classic cocktail.
All rooms here are elegantly furnished, some with antiques and Venetian glass
chandeliers. Double Superior Rooms feature a balcony with garden views. The
Junior Suites are more spacious with a small living area while the beautiful Suites
are open plan with a living room and views to the parkland.
Setting In hillside grounds running
down to the lake, just a 5-minute stroll
to the centre of Sirmione
Getting there Approx. 45 minutes’
private transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 54 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, cocktail bar and
lounge
Facilities Private pier sun deck, heated
outdoor pool, tennis court, Wi-Fi
Activities • Enjoy a barbecue on the
side of the lake* • Explore the heart
of historic Sirmione • Take a boat trip
around the peninsula*.
Need to know
This hotel is not available 11-20 May
2020. A tourist tax is payable at
the hotel. This hotel has wheelchair
accessible rooms.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the main
restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the main restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary offer
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Historic Palladian villa
Private lake-side sun deck
Grand interiors
Superior Room
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4★ Hotel Continental Thermae & Spa
At a glance
Set in landscaped gardens
Private jetty
Thermal swimming pool
Junior Suite Side Lake View

A charming lakeside retreat which is well positioned
to explore historic Sirmione.
Just a short walk from the heart of Sirmione and right on the lake shore, it’s hard to
find a better setting in this beautiful region. The interior of the hotel has a classic
feel and is furnished with many original features like Murano glass chandeliers and
a marble staircase, giving it a luxurious feel. Sunny days can be spent lounging by
the water’s edge or in the raised Jacuzzi. There is an outdoor pool with lake views,
while if you fancy a dip in the lake itself just walk to the end of the private jetty and
jump in. The wellness centre features a thermal swimming pool, sauna, steambath
and relaxation area with salt wall and iodine therapy.
The day begins with an extensive buffet breakfast at the hotel’s restaurant. During
the summer months you can have breakfast al fresco on the raised sun terrace,
with views out over the water and the pool. Snacks are also served on the terrace
during the day. Dinner is included in your stay and is served at the main restaurant.
For lunch, we recommend heading out into central Sirmione where there’s a wide
range of cafés and restaurants – from local and informal to Michelin-starred. Back
at the hotel, head to the bar where friendly staff will mix up your favourite drink.
The rooms and junior suites are simple and classically Italian in style, with a
balcony and garden or partial lake views. They are a comfortable base for exploring
the southern end of Lake Garda. The Superior Partial Lake View Rooms have a side
lake view from the large balcony. The more spacious Junior Suites have a living area
and garden views.
Setting On the shores of Lake Garda
and central for the dining and
sightseeing in the town of Sirmione
Getting there Approx. 45 minutes’
private transfer from Verona airport
Rooms 56 rooms
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Swimming pool with whirlpool
section, sun terrace with loungers and
parasols, private jetty, wellness centre
with thermal swimming pool*, sauna,
steambath, relaxation area with salt
wall and iodine therapy*
Activities • Take a dip in the lake from
the hotel’s private jetty • Explore
historic Sirmione.
Need to know
Minimum stay; 3 nights 16 Mar-30 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable at the hotel.

Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ Grand Hotel Tremezzo
At a glance

This historic and luxurious hotel has magnificent
lake views from its superb location on Lake Como.

A resort-style hotel with 3 pools
and 5 restaurants and bars

This grand palace hotel with its imposing turn-of-the-century façade takes you
back to the days of grand tours and truly luxurious travel. It’s an elegant retreat
with service that comes with a great attention to detail. The classic Italian style has
been updated for the 21st-Century guest. Take a dip in the swimming pool in the
gardens or the floating pool, right over the lake itself. The infinity pool within the
hotel’s three-floor spa has breathtaking views out over the water. There is also a
sandy man-made beach and jetty on the lake shore and a seasonal grill restaurant
and Champagne bar. The parklands that surround the hotel are also a delight,
ascending the hillside in vibrant terraces dotted with statues and filled with blooms
throughout the spring and summer. Ascend to the highest point in the gardens for
unique views out over the lake.

Enviable setting and lake views
Beautifully renovated historic property

Dining here is an absolute pleasure with a choice of two restaurants for dinner and
three informal options for all-day dining. At La Terrazza Gualitero Marchesi, where
your breakfast is served daily, Italian cuisine is created by chef Gualtiero Marchesi. At
the L’Escale Trattoria & Wine bar you can try traditional dishes with a modern twist in
a cosy booth or on the terrace overlooking the lake. Daytime dining is available at T
Pizza and Beach from May to September (subject to weather conditions).
The rooms reflect the grand surroundings of the palace, with classic and luxurious
décor and furnishings. There are Prestige and Deluxe Rooms, all with views over the
beautiful gardens or, for a supplement, across the lake towards the town of Bellagio.
Setting In a panoramic setting above
Tremezzo’s lakeside road, adjacent to the
Botanical Gardens of Villa Carlotta and
close to the ferry landing stage. Approx.
10 minutes by boat from Bellagio
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Milan airport
Rooms 90 rooms and suites
Dining 5 restaurants and bars
Facilities 3 swimming pools, spa*,
tennis court, three-storey fitness
centre, jogging path, beauty centre*,
Wi-Fi in rooms and common areas
Spa The hotel’s stylish and tranquil T
Spa has a range of ESPA treatments,
which are inspired by healing
philosophies from all over the world
as well as breathtaking lake views, an
infinity pool, a hammam, a nail bar, and
a relaxation lounge
Activities • Take in the views from the
floating pool or the ‘pool among the
flowers’ • Join a lake cruise on Ruy and
Batt, the hotel’s own Venetian motor
launches* • Head out on one of the
hiking trails from Tremezzo.

T Pizza

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable at the hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at La Terrazza
Gualitero Marchesi.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Earlybird Saver offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Spa

Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Prestige Park View Room
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5★ Grand Hotel Villa Serbelloni
At a glance

This hotel is a classic Italian landmark on the shores
of Lake Como.
The Grand Hotel Villa Serbelloni is grand by name and grand by nature. It has been
lovingly and extensively restored to its former glory to capture the essence of the
1870s, the heyday of European travel. The service is unrivalled and you can take in
the tranquil lakeside setting either by the pool or in the landscaped gardens which
surround this grand old property. Spa Serbelloni has a range of treatments as well
as an indoor pool, Turkish bath and a sauna.

Opulent interiors
Expansive Italianate gardens
Illustrious former guests
Deluxe Room

The hotel has venues for fine dining as well as a more relaxed venue. For romantic
lakeside evenings, head to Mistral Restaurant which is on the main terrace and
features a menu created by a Michelin award-winning chef. For light snacks and
Mediterranean dishes, head for the poolside La Goletta Restaurant which is also the
best spot to watch the sunset.
The beautifully appointed and uniquely designed rooms and suites are found
throughout the hotel and feature views of either the park or lake. The comfortable
Classic Rooms have park views. If you’re looking for a little more space the Deluxe
and Executive Rooms are an ideal choice. For a real treat, there’s the Senior Suite
that has a separate living room furnished with beautiful antiques.
Setting Lakeside in central Bellagio,
a short walk from the village’s
restaurants, bars and ferry port
Getting there Approx. 1¼ hours’ private
transfer from Milan airport
Rooms 95 rooms and suites
Dining 2 restaurants
Facilities Indoor and outdoor swimming
pools, indoor kids’ pool with slide, spa*,
garden playground, fitness centre,
squash court, landing stage, tennis
courts*, Wi-Fi throughout
Activities • Take part in a Pilates
session* • Have a rejuvenating Turkish
bath at the spa • Hire a bike and explore
the lake shore*.

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable at the hotel.
This hotel has a wheelchair accessible
room.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the main
restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary offer
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Salone Reale
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4★ Hotel Belvedere
At a glance

A family-run hotel which prides itself on its
exemplary service and provides a peaceful ambience.

Locally sourced cuisine

This highly rated hotel is surrounded by beautiful terraced gardens and fantastic
views across the lake. The service here is welcoming and friendly as you would expect
from a hotel that has been run by generations of the same family since the late 19th
Century. On warm summer days you can retreat to the swimming pool and outdoor
Jacuzzi which are both surrounded by the meticulously manicured grounds. For
rejuvenation, there is an on-site spa offering massages and hydrotherapy treatments.

Surrounded by beautiful
terraced gardens

Classic Room

Modern spa

Particular attention is paid to the cuisine, with the majority of the produce, such
as cheeses, seafood and meat, sourced locally and prepared with both passion
and skill. During the summer months, dinner can be enjoyed al fresco at the
Terrace restaurant, with spectacular views over the lake to the mountains beyond.
Throughout the year, local delicacies are served at The Veranda.
The rooms combine modern and traditional style for comfort and a calming
ambience. Classic Rooms have red or pastel tones and have park views or, for a
supplement, lake views. Comfort Lake View Rooms are a more spacious choice,
with many featuring a Jacuzzi.

Spa

Setting A 10-minute downhill walk to
the centre of Bellagio with its charming
restaurants, cafés and bars
Getting there Approx. 1¼ hours’ private
transfer from Milan airport
Rooms 61 rooms and suites
Dining 1 restaurant, bar
Facilities Pool, Jacuzzi, spa*, sauna,
Turkish bath, fitness centre.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 2 nights 14 Apr-15 Oct. A
tourist tax is payable at the hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the breakfast
room
Half Board • Breakfast in the breakfast
room and dinner at The Veranda or The
Terrace (seasonal).
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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4★ Grand Hotel Cadenabbia
The oldest hotel on Lake Como which has been
restored to its original splendour.
The setting of this charming and historic hotel, between the dramatic mountains
and the waters of Lake Como, is one of its main attractions. From the moment
you make your way through the grand entrance – which gives you a real sense of
the traditionally Italian atmosphere of the hotel – days can be spent relaxing by
the pool behind the hotel, or on the various terraces and gardens that surround
this former palace. The hotel is on the waterfront in the small and quiet village of
Griante, and is just a short distance from the ferry port making it easy to reach the
popular lakeside towns of Bellagio and Varenna.

At a glance
Views over to Bellagio
Historic private villa
Classic Italian style

All dining venues here come with a lake view as standard. The spacious main
restaurant Le Serre, where the daily buffet breakfast is served, has large picture
windows to make the most of the setting; in the summer months breakfast can be
eaten out on the pretty terrace, the perfect way to start your day. The fine dining
establishment Al Chiaro di Luna is open for romantic al fresco evening meals. Head
to the bar on the fourth floor for breathtaking views.
The rooms are classic in style and a comfortable base from which to explore the
delights of Lake Como. Choose a simple Standard Room overlooking the hotel’s
gardens; a Lake View Room for waking up to views of the water; or our favourite –
a Lake View Balcony Room, which come with a small balcony or terrace.
Setting On the lake front in Griante,
just over 1½ miles from Menaggio,
looking across the lake to opposite
Bellagio and adjacent to the celebrated
Villa Carlotta
Getting there Approx. 1½ hours’ private
transfer from Milan’s airport
Rooms 188 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants, bar
Facilities Swimming pool, Wi-Fi in
public areas
Activities • Visit the nearby historic
Villa Carlotta* • Get out on the water
on one of the many ferries that cross
the lake*.

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally.
Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the main restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Lake View Room
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4★ Grand Hotel Menaggio
Lake View Room with Balcony

At a glance
Waterside location
Classical Italian design
Al fresco lakeside dining

Sitting at the water’s edge, this charming palazzo
has great character and a welcoming atmosphere.
A beautifully preserved classic style and an almost unrivalled location make this a
popular choice in Menaggio. Views of the lake are available around almost every
corner and it is just a short walk to the centre of the town and the ferry port. A real
highlight here is the heated outdoor swimming pool which is is superbly positioned
in pretty gardens right at the water’s edge – a rarity in the region. The surrounding
sun loungers are placed in the perfect spot if all you want to do is soak up the sun
as well as the lake and mountain views.
There are two restaurants here, one of which is open seasonally. The refined à la
carte Clio Restaurant overlooks the lakeside gardens and is open for dinner. The
laid-back La Veranda Restaurant is where, during the summer season, you can dine
al fresco overlooking the lakeside gardens and the mountains. This is also where
the generous buffet breakfast is served each day, as well as a set four-course dinner
each evening. The hotel’s central setting means you can also head out to the town’s
restaurants, cafés and bars if you’d like to try the local cuisine or go for a pre- or
post-dinner drink.
The rooms here are simple, yet spacious and comfortable with a traditional design.
There are modest Standard Rooms which overlook the resort of Menaggio, however
we highly recommend opting for a Lake View Room which overlooks beautiful Lake
Como. There are also Lake View Rooms with Balcony that have a small balcony with
pool and lake views.
Setting In a central position on the
waterfront in Menaggio, beside the
ferry landing stage
Getting there Approx. 1¾ hours’ private
transfer from Milan airport
Rooms 94 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants, bar
Facilities Heated swimming pool
Activities • Head to one of the nearby
golf courses* • Visit Villa Carlotta in
Tremezzo*.
Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.

Dining option
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner in
the main restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ Grand Hotel Des Iles Borromees
At a glance

Surrounded by magnificent parkland, this is a
prestigious Art Nouveau hotel on the lake shore.
For over 150 years the world’s most powerful and respected citizens have been
attracted to this opulent palace with its views over the lake and Borromean Islands.
With the lake to the front and beautiful rolling hills to the rear, not only is the hotel
striking, the natural surroundings are too. There are two swimming pools, a walled
Japanese garden and beautifully carved statues representing figures of Greek and
Roman mythology. Within the hotel itself is the tranquil spa which features a sauna
and Turkish bath and an indoor pool with hydromassage area that can be used free
of charge throughout your stay. Across the road you will find the lake shore and a
small public beach area.
Il Borromeo is the hotel’s elegant restaurant for fine dining every day. When the
weather is pleasant the doors are opened on to the delightful terrace which is
surrounded by the greenery and has views towards the lake. Breakfast is casual,
while dinner is a more elegant affair and local dishes are served. For between-meal
bites, there’s a snack bar close to the outdoor pools.
As would be expected, the rooms and suites here reflect the grandeur of the hotel
in its interiors and beautiful views. Garden and Lake View Rooms have respective
views while Junior Suites have a seating area and balcony with a lake view. The
Junior Suites Deluxe have the most luxurious décor with dark wood panelled walls
and rich fabrics.
Setting On the lake shore road, close to
the centre of Stresa
Getting there Approx. 45 minutes’
private transfer from Milan airport
Rooms 179 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, lounge bar
Facilities 2 outdoor pools (seasonal),
indoor pool, spa*, tennis court,
ornamental gardens, Wi-Fi
Spa The Spa Club is a luxury medical
spa with treatments and massages in
a tranquil atmosphere provided by a
highly qualified team
Activities • Wander through the
beautiful gardens • Tee off at one of the
nearby golf courses* • Visit one of the
lake’s many islands, villas and parks*.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 03 May-12 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable at the hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Il Borromeo
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Il Borromeo.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights offer available. Call or see
online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Over 150 years of service
The grandest hotel
on Lake Maggiore

Lake View Room

Extensive landscaped gardens
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5★ Hotel Villa & Palazzo Aminta
At a glance
Movie star magic
from a bygone era
Sublime Lake Maggiore views

Deluxe Lake View Room

Dine in romantic settings

A Belle Époque masterpiece with spellbinding Lake
Maggiore views and sumptuous interior design.
Like stepping into an opulent Italian film from a bygone era, this hotel is
unapologetically indulgent and satisfyingly grand. The aristocratic interior of this
Belle Époque mansion matches its sublime setting on the shores of Lake Maggiore
– believed by many to be the most romantic in Italy. First to catch your eye will be
the views of the Borromean Islands; second, the luxuriant gardens brimming with
azaleas, rhododendrons and camellias. Every detail is beautifully thought out, from
the stucco decoration to the elegant marble columns and dazzling chandeliers. The
hotel’s main restaurant, Le Isole, is a delightful place to dine, whether you opt for a
romantic candlelit dinner or lunch on the panoramic terrace. Restaurant I Mori sits
in a striking gazebo made of crystal and wrought iron and serves exquisite Italian
cuisine during the evening, with amazing views of the lake.
If you can tear yourself away from the scenery, the spa and wellness centre has
been carefully created to ensure complete relaxation. The soothing Camellia Grotto
is a natural cave home to sensory showers, an ice waterfall and steamroom, and
treatment rooms have everything from chromotherapy water beds to refreshing
detox scrubs. Outside, you can take advantage of the swimming pool, which sits
at the front of the hotel and also has those incredible lake views. Of course, those
views are not just to be admired – get your boat shoes ready and the hotel will
happily arrange a trip out across the waters to the Borromean Islands. You’re just
a 15-minute walk to the nearest ferry landing stage or a 30-minute stroll from the
historical fishing town of Stresa. To make even lighter work of it, the hotel provides
a complimentary shuttle bus or free bikes if you prefer to cycle.
Expect nothing less than sumptuous rooms decorated with gilded accents, marble
bathrooms and pure goose down coverlets. The Superior Park View Rooms overlook
the pretty gardens, while the Deluxe Rooms have a balcony and the option of a
Side Lake View or a Lake View. Junior Suites are on the first floor, overlook the
garden, pool and lake and have a spacious private terrace.

Shatsu room at the spa

I Mori

Setting Overlooking the shore of Lake
Maggiore, in an elevated position above
the main lake road
Getting there Approx. 50 minutes’
private transfer from Milan airport
Rooms 71 rooms and suites
Dining 2 restaurants, bar
Facilities Outdoor pool, spa*
steamroom, Wi-Fi throughout
Activities • Make use of the
complimentary shuttle bus into town
or explore the lake shore on one of the
free bicycles.
Need to know
The main lake road passes the hotel
and separates the lakeside gardens
from the elevated pool area and the
hotel buildings. The first few minutes
of the walk into town is along the main
roadside. This hotel has wheelchair
accessible rooms.

Dining options
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
Restaurant Le Isole.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Honeymoon/Anniversary
and Child offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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3.5★ Hotel Royal
At a glance

Set in intimate yet beautiful gardens, this is a warm
and inviting hotel, housed in a 1920s villa.
Just a short walk down to the lake’s edge and a pleasant lakeside stroll of about 20
minutes to the centre of Stresa, you’ll find a charming and great-value choice on
Lake Maggiore. You’ll get stunning views of the water and hills from the fifth-floor
terrace and you can take a refreshing dip in the pool (seasonal), which also features
a hydromassage tub. The interiors are decorated with artwork created by the family
who own the hotel, giving this property a homely and personal feel.

Lakeside walk to Stresa
Friendly, family-run hotel
Fifth floor terrace with lake views
Superior Room

During the summer you can have breakfast and dinner on the restaurant’s terrace
overlooking the well-established gardens (weather permitting), while in the cooler
months there is a spacious dining room. The restaurants and bars of Stresa are a
walk or taxi ride away for a change of both scene and cuisine.
The rooms are a comfortable base for your time in the region. There are Standard
Rooms, or for a supplement you can have a side lake view. For a bit more space
choose a Superior Room, or a Superior Side Lake View Room which has partial
views of the water.
Setting Set back from the water’s edge,
a 20-minute stroll along a lakeside
path to the town of Stresa. Close to the
ferry port
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Milan airport
Rooms 70 rooms
Dining Restaurant, bar
Facilities Swimming pool with hydromassage tub ( Jun-Oct), 5th floor terrace,
Wi-Fi, reading and television rooms
Activities • Take the cable car up to the
Alpine gardens at Mottarone* • Take a
boat trip across the lake* • A variety of
sports such as golf are available nearby*.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the restaurant.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 2 nights 20 Apr-12 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable at the hotel.

* Local charge

Kuoni Plus
Earlybird Saver and Child offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Restaurant
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4★ Grand Hotel Majestic
Junior Lateral Lake View Room

At a glance
Grand Belle Époque architecture
A member of the
Small Luxury Hotels of the World
Botanic gardens and private beach

On the shore of Lake Maggiore with a private beach
and jetty, and views towards the Borromean Islands.
This is a refined and elegant choice, perfect for a peaceful break in the Italian
Lakes. The hotel prides itself on its focus on arts and culture with modern art works
dotted throughout the hotel. You can spend time relaxing and wandering through
the exquisitely landscaped gardens or taking a dip in the indoor pool, or of course
the lake itself – there is a small man-made private beach from which you can step
straight into the water.
The informal La Terrazza bar is perfect for a quick snack, while La Beola has a
refined ambience, innovative Italian cuisine and spectacular views over the gardens
and lake. In summer you can make the most of sunny days by dining out on the
terrace at the seasonal restaurant Il Portico (weather permitting) and of course
wherever you choose to dine, there is an extensive wine list.
The rooms are traditional in style and reflect the heritage of the hotel. Standard
Rooms are small yet comfortable, with an upgrade to a side lake view available,
while the Superior Lateral Lake View Rooms are more spacious and have partial
lake views. Deluxe Rooms Lateral Lake View are more spacious, as are the Junior
Suites Lateral Lake View, the latter having a large terrace which gives you glimpses
of the Borromean Islands.
Setting Poised on a promontory that
juts out on the lake in Pallanza, within
20 minutes’ walk of shops and cafés
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
trasnfer from Milan airport
Rooms 80 rooms and suites
Dining 2 restaurants (1 seasonal), bar
Facilities Indoor pool, fitness centre,
wellness centre*, sauna, Wi-Fi
Activities • Rent a boat and head out on
the water* • Relax on the small sandy
beach and take a dip in the lake • Have
a treatment in the wellness centre*.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 2 nights 18 Apr-05 Oct.
A tourist tax is payable at the hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Sala Rossini
Half Board • Breakfast at Sala Rossini
and dinner at La Beola.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Night, Food & Beverage and
Child offers are available. Call or see
online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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Taste of Lake Como
Escape to the spectacular natural beauty of Lake Como, Lake Lugano and the
Swiss Alps on this seven-night tour. Visit grand villas and their manicured
gardens, join a guided walk along the lake shore and spend some free time
exploring at your own pace. You’ll travel by boat and road as well by train on
one of the world’s most scenic rail journeys – the Bernina Express.

Lugano, Switzerland

ffffgg
activity level

Is this for you?
This is a relatively relaxing but
experience-filled tour taking
in two countries. It’s a great
choice for anyone who loves the
outdoors, charming towns and
villages, and historic architecture.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation
• Insightful local tour leaders
• Hand-picked itineraries
• Small groups
• Porterage
• Meals where most convenient
(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)
• All specified flights.

Need to know
• For guests over 16 (including on
a private journey)
• Average group size of 12 guests
• A maximum of 16 guests
• Journey times do not take into
account stops or traffic conditions
• We recommend travelling with
no more than one suitcase and
one day bag.

Accommodation
We’ve chosen a charming
waterfront hotel that oozes
history. You’ll spend seven nights
at the Grand Hotel Cadenabbia,
one of the oldest hotels on Lake
Como, which has pretty gardens,
a swimming pool, two restaurants
(one of which is included in the
half board package) and a bar.
While it is located to the south
of the village of Griante, it’s a
relatively easy – and incredibly
scenic – walk away.

Bernina Express

Your itinerary – 7 nights
Route
• Griante, Lake Como: 7 nights
Day 1: UK to Lake Como Fly to Milan’s
Malpensa airport and on arrival, travel to
Lake Como. You’ll be based in the town
of Griante, spending seven nights at the
Grand Hotel Cadenabbia. This evening,
before dinner, there will be a welcome
briefing with your guide. Stay: Grand
Hotel Cadenabbia (or similar). D.
Day 2: Bellagio & Varenna Your first
full day in Italy will be spent on a
guided tour of two of Lake Como’s most
famous towns, Bellagio and Varenna.
After meeting your guide at the hotel,
you’ll travel across the lake by public
passenger ferry, disembarking in
Bellaggio where you’ll join a guided tour
of the village and the gardens of Villa
Melzi. Sitting at the tip of the land that
separates the two southern branches of
the lake, there has been a settlement
here since before the Roman era. The
majority of the architecture today is
a mix of medieval, Renaissance and
Baroque and there are cobbled streets
and a charming tree-lined waterfront.
Stroll around the gardens of the lakeside
Villa Melzi before returning to the pier
and boarding a ferry which will take you

to Varenna on the lake’s western shores.
Vibrant fisherman’s houses, villas,
cafés and gelaterias back the small
stony beach and a verdant hill rises just
behind this pretty and unpretentious
village. The tree-dotted piazza is
surrounded by charming houses, cafés
and historic churches built in the 11th
and 14th Centuries. Following a tour
of the village, head to Villa Monastero
and explore its long, narrow garden
which overlooks the water. Later, return
to Griante by ferry. Stay: Grand Hotel
Cadenabbia (or similar). B, D.
Day 3: St Moritz, Switzerland After
breakfast at the hotel, transfer to
the train station in Tirano for one of
Switzerland’s world-famous scenic rail
routes. Board the Bernina Express train
and cross into Switzerland (passport
required) on a journey that will take you
up into the Alps, reaching an altitude
of 2253 metres above sea level at the
Bernina Pass. Travel through valleys
carved by glaciers, pass meltwaterfed lakes and streams, pause in pretty
Swiss villages and wind your way up
the high country, heading through
spiralling tunnels that are carved into
the mountainside. Alight in St Moritz, a
favourite resort with royalty and movie

stars which, while more famous as a
winter playground, is just as lovely to
visit during the warmer months when
colour fills the mountain forests. Explore
the centre of the resort with some
free time before returning to Italy by
road. Take in the views as you cross the
Maloja Pass and later, stop at a wine
cellar in the Italian city of Chiavenna
for a tasting. Approx. journey time: 4¾
hours. Stay: Grand Hotel Cadenabbia (or
similar). B, D.
Day 4: Griante Today is an entire
free day to explore at your own pace
however and wherever you like. Revisit
one of your favourite lake towns, find
pretty paths by the water’s edge to
follow or just relax at your hotel. This
is your chance to slow down the pace
a little and soak up the incredible
landscapes around you. Stay: Grand
Hotel Cadenabbia (or similar). B, D.
Day 5: Lenno & Tremezzo The focus
returns to Lake Como today with a
guided full-day tour which takes in a
couple more of the lakeside towns.
Board a boat which will take you south
along the coast to Villa Balbianello
which is close to the town of Lenno.
Featuring two 13th-Century towers, this
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Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest
offers get in touch with your local
Kuoni store or travel agent – see
page 4 for more details.
LAKE GARDA

UK departure months
UK departure months
All 2020 departure dates are
guaranteed to operate
2020 Tours depart in: Apr; May;
Jun; Aug; Sep; Oct
2021 Tours depart in: Apr; May;
Jun; Aug; Sep; Oct
Tours depart regularly. See
kuoni.co.uk for the most up-todate departures and itineraries.

Options
Solo travellers Sole-use room
available at a supplement
Private tour Upgrade to a private
tour with a local tour leader on
the same itinerary, departing on
the date of your choice.

What to expect

Varenna

historic villa is a real Lake Como gem
and has been used as a filming location
in films like Casino Royale and Star Wars
Episode II: Attack of the Clones. Take a
tour of the gardens and inside of the
villa before travelling to Lenno and
catching the public ferry to Tremezzo.
There will be some free time to explore
one of the lake’s most popular towns,
and maybe have lunch in a lakeside
restaurant (payable locally). Later, visit
the magnificent 20-acre gardens of
Villa Carlotta and see the diverse plant
species, statues and fountains. Return
to your hotel by road for another free
evening. Stay: Grand Hotel Cadenabbia
(or similar). B, D.
Day 6: Colonno to Tremezzo Today
you’ll have the opportunity to really
experience the beauty of Lake Como as
you walk along the Greenway del Lago di
Como. Meet your local guide at the hotel
reception and take a bus to Colonno
where you’ll start your walking tour on
the main road, uphill through the village.
Admire your surroundings as you follow
the route which goes uphill and along
cobbled paths to the Sacred Mountain of
Ossuccio. Look out from the viewpoint,
where you’ll also have the option to
take a short break as you look around

the church. Start your descent down
to Tremezzo along the upper hamlets
and continue to Cadenabbia. Your day
includes a stop for lunch, and you’ll be
back at the hotel in the afternoon to
spend the rest of the day however you
like. Stay: Grand Hotel Cadenabbia (or
similar). B, L, D.
Day 7: Lugano, Switzerland Following
breakfast at the hotel, travel by private
bus to the 19th-Century Villa Bagatti
Valsecchi. Explore the beautiful
and extensive gardens here before
continuing on over the border back into
Switzerland (passport required). Your
destination is Lugano, a city on the
western shore of Lake Lugano. This is
the largest city in the Ticino region and
it is beautifully placed in the shadow of
the three peaks of Monte Brè, Monte
San Salvatore and Monte Generoso.
You’ll have some free time in the city
to explore at your own pace; view the
Lombardy Renaissance style of the San
Lorenzo Cathedral and the Baroque
interior of Saint Lawrence Cathedral,
or wander round the main square
Piazza Reforma or along the charming
waterfront. Later, board a private boat
which will take you to Porlezza back
across the border in Italy and travel

back to your hotel by road. Approx.
journey time: 1 hour. Stay: Grand Hotel
Cadenabbia (or similar). B, D.

• A pair of comfortable walking
shoes is essential
• Busy days with lots of walking
and exploring on foot
• Passport is required on days
where you cross the border into
Switzerland
• Travel is by public and private
buses, train and boat
• Itinerary is subject to change
due to weather conditions, and
will be confirmed on arrival.

Day 8: Lake Como Transfer to the
airport for your return flight to the UK,
or extend your stay with a city break in
Milan or some more time in the Italian
Lakes. B.

Stay longer
Lake Como 3 nights
Extend your holiday with a few more
days on the lake shore, maybe revisiting
some of your favourite spots from the
last week.
Milan 3 nights
Spend a few days shopping and
admiring the architecture in Italy’s
fashion capital.

Kuoni highlights
This tour is an excellent
combination of scenic experiences
and time to relax. You’ll visit
lakeside towns like Tremezzo,
Bellagio and Varenna, travelling by
public ferry; follow the Greenway
of Lake Como walking trail; and
explore the Swiss city of Lugano.
The tour’s highlight is the Bernina
Express, one of Switzerland’s
world-famous mountain trains.

Liguria
Nestled between Tuscany and the French Riviera,
Liguria is home to clifftop castles, golden beaches
and glamorous harbours.

In this section
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Liguria guide
Portofino hotel
Rapallo hotel

Riomaggiore

Portoﬁno / Rapallo

General information
Flying time Genoa: 2 hours
Time diﬀerence GMT +1 hours
Currency Euro
Visa info Visa not required for UK passport holders
Jan

4

Key events
February: The Festival of Sanremo – One of Italy’s
most famous music festivals takes place at the
Theatre Ariston in the seaside town of Sanremo.
Often likened to the Eurovision Song Contest, this
popular festival has launched the careers of many
successful singers including Andrea Bocelli.
July/August: International Festival of Chamber
Music – The charming village of Cervo hosts this
annual festival with performances from national
and international artists.
August: Palio del Golfo – This historic regatta takes
place in the Gulf of La Spezia on the ﬁrst Sunday of
the month. Enjoy traditional costume parades, live
music and a ﬁreworks display.

6
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8

Climate
Liguria is one of the sunniest regions in Italy and
the warmest months are May to September.

59
Jul

25
9
40

Average daily maximum temperature

Aug

8

Average daily sunshine hours
(not hours of daylight)
Average monthly rainfall in mm

24

75
Sep

21
7
98

Oct

16
5
140

Nov

10
4
151

Important holiday information The price we conﬁrm at the time
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package.
Please read p150-155 before you book your holiday. For further
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.
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Discovering Liguria
Set at the top of Italy’s ‘boot’, this striking north-east region borders France and offers one of Italy’s
most beautiful stretches of coastline. Liguria has long been a playground for the rich and famous
and its rolling hills give way to picturesque fishing villages and the chic Italian Riviera which adds
a touch of glamour to the coast. Make the most of Liguria’s balmy climate and explore gorgeous
countryside, rustic villages and rugged coastline.

ITALY
LIGURIA
Genoa
Santa Margherita Ligure
Portoﬁno

Portofino harbour

Rapallo

Grand Hotel Bristol Resort & Spa
Belmond Hotel Splendido

MEDITERRANEAN SEA
Rapallo Castle

Portofino

An insight into Liguria
Liguria

Portofino

Santa Margherita Ligure

Bordering France in the north-west of Italy, the Ligurian
Riviera is a glorious crescent-shaped region with 186
miles of stunning coast backed by dramatic mountains
which are cloaked in olive groves and vineyards. Look
out for the rich and famous as you admire the sleek
yachts in some of Italy’s most exclusive harbours. Stroll
along pretty promenades and discover hidden coves
and fantastic seafood restaurants, or follow winding
lanes through charming villages where pastel-coloured
houses hug the coastline. Liguria offers a blend of
traditional charm and stylish glamour complemented
by natural beauty and rich history.

The glamorous fishing village of Portofino is home to
one of Italy’s most exclusive harbours which is lined
with beautiful yachts. This exclusive seaside resort
is a haven for jet-setters and the glitterati, and has
long been a favourite with stars of the silver screen,
such as Grace Kelly, Clark Gable and Elizabeth Taylor,
and more recently, the likes of Madonna, Beyonce
and Liam Hemsworth. Find a prime spot in one of the
harbourfront cafés, sipping an espresso or limoncello as
you watch the beautiful people go by.

The pretty seaside resort of Santa Margherita Ligure
lies between Rapallo and Portofino and is just a
ten-minute drive away so it’s ideal for a day trip. Less
crowded than its popular neighbours, this classic
resort offers a taste of traditional Italy with its elegant
façades, historic churches, quaint shops and charming
cafés, bars and gelaterias.

Rapallo
Lying on the eastern side of the Ligurian Riviera, Rapallo
is set amid orange groves and is home to a thriving
harbour. You’ll find a great choice of excellent restaurants
and bars along the palm-lined promenades. This
distinguished resort is internationally popular, especially
with yachting crews, and also offers plenty of golf and
tennis facilities, including one of Italy’s oldest and most
prestigious golf courses.
Rapallo is guarded by a 16th-Century castle that juts out
from the harbour and once protected the city from pirate
invasions; today it houses art and cultural exhibitions.
Ride a cable car up to Santuario Basilica di Montallegro,
a pretty church built on the spot of a rumoured sighting
of the Virgin Mary in the 16th Century. From the top you
can enjoy breathtaking views over the town to Portofino
and the sparkling sea beyond.

When you’re not busy people-watching you can explore
the pedestrianised cobbled lanes which are filled with
designer shops, boutiques and romantic waterside
restaurants. There’s also an excellent art gallery that
exhibits an impressive collection of paintings and
sculptures from contemporary artists.
Traditional pastel-coloured houses line Portofino’s
harbourfront which is overlooked by the worldrenowned Belmond Hotel Splendido (p133). This iconic
hotel is perched on the hillside above and offers
stunning flower-filled terraces and incredible sea views.
Portofino is also home to historic landmarks such as
Castello Brown – a 15th-Century hilltop castle – and
the 14th-Century Abbazia della Cervara, once home to
Benedictine and French Trappist monks. From Portofino,
you can take a boat trip to San Fruttuoso bay and dive in
the marine reserve, where you’ll discover the remarkable
underwater statue – Christ of the Deep.

Down by the harbour you’ll see numerous yachts as well
as a small fishing fleet, while up in the hills you’ll come
across historic villas and churches. There are a number of
fantastic hiking trails and a hike to Portofino is a wonderful
way to discover the natural beauty of the region. Make
your way along the waterfront, passing fishing boats and
yachts before walking through a pretty forest and reaching
the harbour. The views along the way are spectacular and
the walk can take between one and two hours.

Genoa
Liguria’s capital is just an hour’s drive from Portofino
and 45 minutes from Rapallo and it’s well worth a visit.
Renowned for its maritime history and rich culture, this
port city is home to a UNESCO-listed historic centre,
Renaissance and Baroque palaces, museums and
galleries, along with one of Europe’s largest aquariums
and modern shops and restaurants. It’s also a popular
spot for whale and dolphin-watching cruises.
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5★ Belmond Hotel Splendido
Junior Suite Executive

At a glance
Breathtaking views
Featured on the 2018 Condé Nast
Traveller’s Gold List
Spectacular restaurant terrace

This iconic hotel is perched on a hillside with
incredible sweeping views of Portofino Harbour.
A winding road leads up a hill to this stylish retreat which offers spellbinding
views over the sea and yacht-studded harbour from its wisteria-draped terraces.
Synonymous with Italian Riviera glamour, this grand dame of Portofino boasts
an illustrious history. A former 16th-Century Benedictine monastery, it became a
nobleman’s summer residence before opening its doors to guests in 1901. Over the
years it has welcomed eminent guests and stars of the silver screen, from Winston
Churchill to Ava Gardner – and more recently, the likes of Madonna and Steven
Spielberg – but everyone here receives the red carpet treatment.
The hotel oozes old-school glamour and it whisks you away to a bygone era with its
classic style and gracious staff. Take a dip in the cliff-edge infinity pool and gaze out
over the harbour or relax in the flower-filled terraced gardens and breathe in the
sweet scent of jasmine. Make the most of the hilltop serenity with a spa treatment
in the open-air gazebo, or enjoy a workout with a view at the small gym which has
a glass wall to maximise the incredible sea views. The shops and restaurants of
Portofino are just a short stroll or shuttle ride away and there’s a host of activities
available locally, from nature trails and ice cream tasting to kayaking and romantic
sunset dinners on the hotel’s private boat.
Enjoy an extensive buffet breakfast with freshly baked focaccia, smoked salmon,
homemade pastries and made-to-order cooked dishes as you drink in the
spectacular views from the terrace. When the evening draws in you can watch the
twinkling lights of the harbour as you savour delicious seafood, pasta and local
specialities at La Terrazza Restaurant. The stylish cocktail bar is perfect for afterdinner drinks accompanied by music from the hotel’s resident pianist.
The individually-designed rooms are classic in style and feature panoramic views
of the gardens or sea. It’s well worth upgrading to a Double Seaview Room with
Balcony for the chance to enjoy an al fresco breakfast overlooking the harbour. The
Junior Suites offer extra space, a sitting area and incredible views.

La Terrazza Restaurant

Setting On a steep hill overlooking
Portofino Harbour which is just a
10-minute walk away
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s private
transfer from Genoa airport
Rooms 70 rooms and suites
Dining 2 restaurants, piano bar
Facilities Swimming pool, fitness
centre, spa*, yoga and Pilates classes*,
tennis court, watersports*, kids’ club
(4-12 years), boutique, shuttle to sister
hotel, Belmond Splendido Mare, Wi-Fi
Activities • Enjoy a gourmet tasting tour
and picnic in the surrounding hills*
• Book an excursion on the hotel’s private
motorboat* • Brush up on your tennis
skills with a private coaching session*
• Take in the stunning scenery during a
guided cycling or kayaking tour*.

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at La Terrazza
Restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at La
Terrazza Restaurant
Full Board • Breakfast, lunch and dinner
at La Terrazza Restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights offers are available. Call
or see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

La Terrazza Restaurant

WORLD‘S FINEST
HOLIDAYS
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4★ Grand Hotel Bristol Resort & Spa
Classic Italian-style charm meets modern-day
facilities in this much loved hotel.
Standing majestically on a hillside and featuring superb views of the Italian Riviera,
this elegant hotel is a firm favourite with Kuoni guests. Dating back to 1908, the hotel
has a glamorous and elegant Liberty-style façade and is set in parkland surrounded
by fragrant rhododendrons and azaleas. Inside, the décor is a combination of classic
and modern and the service is exemplary. Spend days lounging on the sun terrace
and enjoy superb views of the Bay of Rapallo and Portofino while cooling off in the
pool (open seasonally from the end of May to September).

At a glance
A prestigious Art Nouveau property
Close to the seafront
Fantastic facilities including a pool

Located only 150 metres from the sea, a walk along the seafront (via the main road)
makes for an ideal break during the day. Embrace the warm rays of the sun while
admiring the pretty marina and colourful boats. The hotel has two bars (one only
open during the summer) and two restaurants – a breakfast room with a panoramic
terrace and Le Cupole, which has a fantastic rooftop setting and delicious
international cuisine.
The rooms each feature a classic and comfortable design. Superior Rooms have a
side sea view and overlook the town of Rapallo while the calming Deluxe Rooms
have a small balcony with full sea views. For a little more space opt for a Junior
Suite or Suite.
Setting A 20-minute walk from Rapallo
and close to the seafront
Getting there Approx. 40 minutes’
private transfer from Genoa airport
Rooms 83 rooms
Dining 2 restaurants, 2 bars (1 seasonal)
Facilities Swimming pool ( June to
September), spa with Jacuzzi and
indoor pool*, Wi-Fi throughout
Activities • Walk to Rapallo to discover
the local shops and restaurants, and
take a stroll along the promenade to
the small 16th-Century castle.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 05-21 Apr, 12
Jul-17 Aug and 28 Dec-02 Jan; 2 nights
at all other times. A tourist tax is
payable locally at the hotel.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the Restaurant
Chamberlain
Half Board • Breakfast at the
Restaurant Chamberlain • Dinner at Le
Cupole
Full Board • Breakfast at the Restaurant
Chamberlain • Lunch and dinner at Le
Cupole.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Child offers are
available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

Superior Room
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Tuscany
The stunning central region of Tuscany is blessed
with spellbinding landscapes of emerald hills,
vineyards, medieval towns and picturesque villages.

In this section
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Plan your Tuscany holiday
Tuscany guide
San Gimignano hotel
Chianti hotel
Figline Valdarno/Montaione hotels
Viareggio hotel
Artimino hotel
Highlights of Tuscany escorted tour

General information

Visa info Visa not required for UK passport holders.
Jan

Key events

9

9

10

3

4

3

71 65 95

June: Ferie delle Messi and the Giostra dei Bastoni,
San Gimignano – Medieval music, dancing, singing,
parades, performances and the thrilling ‘Giostra dei
Bastoni’ joust competition.

Feb

02 July and 16 August: The Palio (pageantry)
Siena – A magniﬁcent pageant precedes this famous
race as local horses and riders circuit the piazza at
breakneck speed.

Mar

July-August: The Puccini Festival, Torre del Lago
(near Viareggio) – A celebration of the great
composer in his home town with his iconic operas
performed open air on the lake shore.

Apr

11 11 11
4

4

4

67 63 81
14 13 13
5

5

5

72 60 82
18 17 17
6

6

6

71 65 82
May

23 21 21
8

Climate
The best time to visit Tuscany is from May to
October, when days are brighter and sunny,
although for touring and visiting the magniﬁcent
sights of the region, the quieter periods of the year
can be more relaxing. From November to March,
beaches and outdoor swimming pools are not
operational and not all hotels are open.

Viareggio

Currency Euro

Siena

Time diﬀerence GMT +1 hours

Artimino

Flying time Pisa: 2¼ hours

7

8

66 58 70
Jun

26 25 25
9

8

9

51 41 51
Jul

30 29 28
10 10 10
34 30 28

Average daily maximum temperature

Aug

9

Average daily sunshine hours
(not hours of daylight)
Average monthly rainfall in mm

29 28 28
9

9

58 43 54
Sep

26 25 24
7

7

7

75 69 80
Oct

20 20 20
5

5

5

84 76 123
Nov

14 14 14
3

4

4

113 103 121
Important holiday information The price we conﬁrm at the time
of booking is the price we guarantee. Prices vary depending on the
date you wish to travel and the elements included in your package.
Please read p150-155 before you book your holiday. For further
information and to tailor make your holiday, please call us or go to
www.kuoni.co.uk for the best available price.

Dec

10 10 10
3

3

3

77 69 95

Tuscany vineyard
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Plan your Tuscany holiday

Rapallo
Rapallo
Santa
Santa
Margherita
Margherita
Ligure
Ligure
Portoﬁno
Portoﬁno

Tuscany’s breathtaking countryside is the Italy of your imagination and this beautiful region is a joy
to explore by car. We’ve put together some information to help you craft your perfect fly-drive holiday.

How long If you just want to visit a couple of towns in Tuscany then we recommend
a 7 to 10 night stay. For a more in-depth exploration, two weeks is ideal.
What type of holiday? A fly-drive is the perfect way to explore this largely rural
region. Having your own car allows you to base yourself in one or two towns and
head out to explore the surrounding countryside and charming villages. It is also a
great way to discover the region’s vineyards and finest wineries.

How to get around Renting a car is the best way to explore this region which is
perfect for driving holidays. We can also arrange private transfers between your
chosen destinations.
Where to stay We feature a range of accommodation within Tuscany and its
Riviera, from larger Italian-style hotels and classic rustic hideaways to self-catering
apartments and boutique properties housed in converted monasteries.

San Gimignano

Culture

City, countryside & beach

Car rental

Driving in Italy

Go on a cultural discovery of Tuscany
by combining the cities of Florence
and Siena with Chianti. The medieval
city of Siena is known for its gothic
architecture and famous summer
horse races that take place in one
of the city’s main squares. In the
stunning Chianti region you can
drive from vineyard to vineyard,
while Florence is home to a wealth
of historic and cultural gems.

Combine a stay in Florence,
Chianti and Viareggio to
experience the best that Tuscany
has to offer. Begin your fly-drive
holiday in Florence, experiencing
this romantic Renaissance city’s
artistic treasures before exploring
the picturesque wine region of
Chianti and heading to the coast
for some rest and relaxation in the
resort town of Viareggio.

Renting a car is a fantastic way to
see Tuscany. You can get off the
beaten track and head off to explore
places as and when you fancy.
Driving in Italy is relatively easy as
a vast network of motorways and
highways connect the most popular
destinations. The country and coastal
roads are very scenic so the drive will
be just as big a part of your holiday.

In Italy, as with the majority of
countries in Europe, they drive on
the right. If you’re driving on the
motorway or on a dual carriage way
headlights should be switched on
– even during the day. In the main
cities there can be lots of traffic so
you should expect some journeys to
take more time than advertised. In
built-up areas you should give way
to traffic joining from the right.
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EMILIA-ROMAGNA
EMILIA-ROMAGNA

Bologna
Bologna

Pietrasanta
Pietrasanta
Lido
di di
Camaiore
Lido
Camaiore
Viareggio
Viareggio
Montecatini
Terme
Montecatini
Terme
Fiesole
Fiesole

Artimino
Artimino

Florence
Florence

Pisa
Pisa

Wine

Food

Tuscany is famous for its wine.
In Chianti you can try the town’s
famous red wines and visit rolling
vineyards in the surrounding
countryside. Wine-lovers should
visit the region over the last
weekend of May during the festival
of Cantine Aperte for the chance
to have free wine tastings as the
majority of vineyards open their
doors to the public.

Simplicity and excellent quality
characterise Tuscany’s mouthwatering cuisine which is made
with fresh seasonal ingredients
and extra virgin olive oil. Try
popular local dishes such as
ribollita, a vegetable and bread
soup; Tuscan steak served rare
with roast potatoes and beans;
and pappardelle – broad flat ribbon
pasta – with wild boar ragu.

Figline
Valdarno
Figline
Valdarno
Montaione
Montaione
Chianti
Chianti
SanSan
Gimignano
Gimignano

Gaiole
Gaiole
in in
Chianti
Chianti

MARCHE
MARCHE

Siena
Siena
Cortona
Cortona
Perugia
Perugia

TUSCANY
TUSCANY

Torgiano
Torgiano

UMBRIA
UMBRIA

Elba
Elba

Our favourite combinations
Florence & Tuscany

Florence & Sardinia

Blend city and countryside with
the Renaissance architecture
and artistic masterpieces of the
romantic city of Florence and
the picturesque landscapes and
medieval towns of Tuscany.

A city and island break that
includes a stay in one of Italy’s
most popular cities – beautiful
Florence – and a few days
relaxing on the beaches of the
Mediterranean island of Sardinia
with its breathtaking beaches
and clear blue seas.

San Gimignano & Viareggio
Combine two of Tuscany’s most
popular towns – explore the
medieval walled town of San
Gimignano and take a relaxing
break on the Tuscan Riviera.

Rome
Rome

From
Pisa
Florence
Siena
Chianti

Driving time (hrs)
1½
1¼
½
1¾

Distance (miles)
63
47
16
80

Viareggio

1¾

48

To
Florence
Siena
Chianti
Viareggio
San Gimignano

LAZIO
LAZIO
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Discovering Tuscany
Italy’s sublime countryside is the perfect destination for a relaxing holiday far away from the crowds.
Hilltop towns overlook emerald hills, cloaked in the vines or olive groves from which the region’s
famous tipples and oils are produced. To the west of these enchanting landscapes are the sun-kissed
Mediterranean resorts of the Tuscan Riviera.

Chianti Volpaia vineyard
EMILIA-ROMAGNA

Montecatini Terme
Florence
Fiesole
Artimino
Figline Valdarno
Pisa
Montaione
San Gimignano
Siena
Chianti

Viareggio

TUSCANY
UMBRIA

ITALY
LAZIO

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA
San Gimignano

An insight into Tuscany
Rural Tuscany

Artimino

Rural Tuscany is a stunning landscape punctuated
by rolling hills, vineyards, exquisite architecture and
traditional hilltop towns.

Just west of Florence, this small walled village sits
on a hilltop in the countryside. If you’re looking for a
destination that offers seclusion yet is within easy reach
of Tuscany’s main attractions, then this is an ideal choice.

Siena
Built on three hills surrounded by well-preserved walls,
the city of Siena is a delight to explore during a day
trip. Located in the heart of Tuscany, it’s one of Italy’s
best-preserved medieval towns and is filled with fine
examples of Gothic architecture. Sample world-famous
Tuscan wines at nearby vineyards and visit the idyllic
countryside that surrounds the city. If you’re visiting
during July or August then don’t miss the chance to
attend the Palio in Siena – the most famous bareback
horse race in history – where the riders and their
steeds gallop past the crowds in colourful finery.

Chianti
Gentle hills carpeted in sprawling vineyards undulate
throughout this picturesque region, which has been made
famous by the wine of the same name. The landscape is
dotted with historic cities, towns and villages, including the
riverside city of Gaiole in Chianti which itself is surrounded
by charming villages and striking castles and churches.

Figline Valdarno
The tranquil village of Figline Valdarno sits on the banks
of the River Arno, south of Florence. The region has
become renowned for the amount of Pleistocene-era
fossils that have been uncovered, and the first human
settlements date back as far as the stone age.

San Gimignano
This medieval hilltop town has a striking skyline
that can be seen from miles away. Its 13 lofty square
towers were built in the 12th and 13th Centuries, and
today only one of them, the Torre Grossa, is open to
the public. For a small town, San Gimignano is utterly
charming, rich in works of art, spectacular piazzas,
noble buildings, and fine shops and restaurants.

Montaione
This small village lies in the heart of Tuscany and is
within an hour’s drive from Florence, Siena, Pisa and
Lucca so it’s an ideal base for exploring Tuscany’s
highlights. Montaione has a long history of glass-making,
which dates back to the 13th Century. It is also known for
its white truffles and hosts an annual truffle festival.

Tuscan Riviera
The beautiful Tuscan Riviera is dotted with colourful
fishing villages, shuttered houses and grand hotels
offering fantastic facilities and wonderful sea views.

Viareggio
This popular seaside resort is the Riviera’s largest town
and it offers long sandy beaches, pine forests, classic
architecture and a traditional harbour. The resort is

renowned for its long history of ship-building and
its annual carnival which features five days of lively
processions and remarkable papier-mâché floats which
can reach up to five storeys high. Viareggio is also a
great base for exploring the charming nearby village of
Pietrasanta, an artists’ community famous for its marble
workshops; the medieval walled city of Lucca; and Torre
del Lago which is famous for its summer Puccini festival
that is held in an open-air theatre overlooking the lake.

Food & drink
The success behind Tuscany’s mouthwatering dishes are
the simple yet strong flavours, created using fresh and
local ingredients such as wine and olive oil. Traditional
dishes include prosciutto, fettunta (a form of bruschetta),
mushroom or wild asparagus risotto and a mixed grill
of meats, best accompanied by a glass of wine from the
local vineyards. Book a wine-tasting tour to discover
some of the region’s most renowned wines and learn
how to pair them with your favourite Italian dishes. A
private cooking lesson with a local chef is the perfect
opportunity to leran how to create authentic Tuscan
recipes. Tuscany’s gastronomic delights provide the
focus on our popular seven-night Highlights of Tuscany
tour (p146-147) which includes culinary tastings and
experiences that can’t be booked independently.

Tuscany fly-drives
Tuscany is the perfect destination for a fly-drive holiday.
Explore at leisure, finding remote villages, historic cities.
and sprawling vineyards. Speak to your Personal Travel
Expert to find out about our car hire options.
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4★ Relais Santa Chiara, San Gimignano
At a glance
Just a short stroll from the
historic centre of San Gimignano
Peaceful setting

Superior Room

Beautiful countryside views

This charming hotel offers a tranquil retreat amid
the rolling hills of medieval San Gimignano.
Nestled in beautiful gardens sprinkled with cypress and olive trees, this delightful
hotel is just a ten-minute gentle uphill stroll from the UNESCO-listed medieval walls
of San Gimignano. It is perfectly placed for local exploration yet far enough away
from the town to provide a peaceful countryside escape. Relax under the shade of
a parasol on one of the sunloungers that are dotted on the lawn and around the
shell-shaped pool, or slip into the hydromassage pool and soak up the serenity and
the mesmerising views over the countryside. The views are quintessential Tuscany
– a picture-perfect landscape of endless rolling hills, olive groves and a patchwork
of fields and vineyards dotted with medieval towers.
In the summer months you can enjoy breakfast on the shaded terrace. Snacks are
also available on the terrace and in the evening it’s a lovely spot to enjoy a glass
of cold Vernaccia or Chianti. Stroll into San Gimignano for a great selection of
restaurants and cafés. The historic Piazza della Cisterna is a wonderful evening spot
for people-watching and drinks. Don’t miss a visit to the square’s award-winning
gelateria where you can choose from delicious and creative flavour combinations
such as raspberry and rosemary or spicy chocolate and sour cherries.
The simple rooms are cosy but comfortable and they all include free Wi-Fi. Standard
Rooms are compact and face the small back garden while Superior Rooms are
more spacious and some overlook the countryside. It is well worth upgrading to a
Classic Countryside View Room with Balcony which offers incredible views over the
surrounding countryside.

Standard Room

Setting Within walking distance of
shops, cafés and the famous towers in
the centre of San Gimignano. Approx.
1 hour from Florence and 40 minutes
from Siena
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s
drive from Pisa airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 41 cosy rooms
Dining Breakfast room, bar, light lunch
service
Facilities Swimming pool, hydromassage mini-pool, lounge, Wi-Fi
Activities • Book a local cooking class to
learn classic Tuscan recipes* • Sample
delicious wines from the Chianti region
during a tour of a local winery* •
Arrange a day trip to nearby Siena and
Volterra*.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 20 May-22 Sep.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel. Transfers are not included.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the breakfast
room or on the terrace.
Kuoni Plus
Honeymoon/Anniversary offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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5★ Castel Monastero, Chianti
At a glance

A rustic and traditional Tuscan hideaway,
surrounded by vineyards and stunning views.
Hidden in glorious vineyards with spectacular views of Chianti’s rolling hills, this
11th-Century former monastery has been beautifully restored into a luxury hotel
where the gardens are adorned with aromatic vineyards, olive groves and shady
cypress trees. There’s a choice of three swimming pools to cool off in and although
it’s tempting to spend all day relaxing, there’s the opportunity to leave the hotel by
bicycle and explore the beautiful surrounding area. For days of pure relaxation and
pampering the Wellness Spa caters for every need.

Award-winning spa and wellness centre
Two restaurants, overseen by
Gordon Ramsay

Deluxe Room

Medieval monastery and village

Dining at the Castel Monastero is a unique experience as both restaurants are
overseen by Gordon Ramsay. The elegant Contrada overlooks the piazza and serves
gourmet Italian cuisine. For a more authentic Tuscan experience, book a table at La
Cantina which is set in the monastery’s medieval wine cellars, and enjoy fresh, local
produce accompanied by an excellent selection of fine wines.
The rooms and suites feature a contemporary design and charming views of the
courtyard, the gardens or the surrounding countryside. Deluxe Rooms are slightly
larger than Superior Rooms. The elegant Prestige Rooms are even more spacious
and have an inviting lounge area while the Tuscan-style Junior Suites feature a
lounge and are ideal for groups of up to four.
Setting In a small village in the Chianti
countryside, just a 15-minute drive
from the nearest town, Castelnuovo
Berardenga, and a 30-minute drive
from Siena
Getting there Approx. 1¾ hours’
drive from Pisa airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 73 rooms and suites
Dining 2 restaurants
Facilities 3 outdoor swimming pools,
spa* with 2 indoor swimming pools,
wellness programmes*, fitness centre
with personal trainer*, tennis*,
miniclub (3-11 years; Jul-Aug), Wi-Fi
Activities • Book a wine-tasting tour
and sample some of Chianti’s finest
wines* • Learn to cook traditional
Tuscan cuisine with top-class chefs*
• Go truffle hunting in the surrounding
woods and countryside* • Boost your
health with a 3-day or 7-day wellness
package such as detox, anti-ageing or
weight loss*.

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel. Transfers are not included.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at Contrada by
Gordon Ramsay
Half Board • Breakfast at Contrada by
Gordon Ramsay • Dinner at La Cantina
restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Earlybird Saver,
Honeymoon/Anniversary, Food &
Beverage and Child offers are available.
Call or see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

La Cantina restaurant

Prestige Room
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4★ Villa Casagrande, Figline
Valdarno
A wonderful mix of old meets new in this former
farmhouse which is characterised by pure Tuscan style.
Steeped in history and bursting with rustic charm, this romantic 14th-Century
farmhouse has beautiful gardens, pretty courtyards and a charming cloister. Take
a short uphill walk to the outdoor pool, which is free for hotel guests, although
there is a charge for the hire of sun loungers and parasols. Inside the Villa, there’s
an indoor pool, plus a sauna, steamroom, Jacuzzi and Turkish bath. The wellness
centre offers a wide range of treatments designed to soothe, rejuvenate and relax.
The noble floor of the Villa is an actual museum adorned with Florentine, Sienese
and Umbrian paintings alongside other interesting artefacts. Wine lovers will be
fascinated by the wine cellar, still complete with antique machinery and large oak
barrels used in ancient production. The restaurant serves authentic Tuscan cuisine
along with international dishes and, during the summer, the pretty ivy-draped
courtyard provides a delightful setting for meals. During the winter months you can
dine in the evocative antique hall.
The renovated rooms feature classic décor and modern amenities including airconditioning and free Wi-Fi. The Classic Rooms are located on the second floor and are
accessible via a small courtyard while the Comfort Rooms are set in the main wing.
Setting Just a five-minute stroll from
the centre of Figline Valdarno and
perfectly placed for exploration of
the Chianti region
Getting there Approx. 1¼ hours’
drive from Pisa airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 60 rooms
Dining Restaurant
Facilities Outdoor pool, indoor pool,
sun loungers*, fitness centre, wellness
centre* with Jacuzzi, steamroom,
sauna, Turkish bath, Wi-Fi.
Need to know
Minimum stay: 2 nights 29-31 Dec and
29 Jun-23 Aug. Hotel is not available 01
Jan. A tourist tax is payable locally at
the hotel. Transfers are not included.

Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast at the restaurant
Half Board • Breakfast and dinner at
the restaurant.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Earlybird Saver,
Honeymoon/Anniversary and Spa offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Peaceful hamlet setting
In the heart of Tuscany
Choice of classic and modern rooms
Double Classic Room

4★ UNAHOTELS Palazzo
Mannaioni Toscana
This 16th-Century mansion is a great-value base for
independent exploration of Tuscany.
Set amid olive groves, cypress trees and vineyards in the small village of
Montaione, this historic hotel offers traditional charm and modern comforts. It’s
located right in the heart of Tuscany – with Florence, Siena, Pisa and Lucca all
around an hour’s drive away, it’s perfectly placed for a self-drive holiday. Soak up
local life by strolling around the village and explore the beautiful scenery by hiking
or hiring a bike before relaxing by the pool. Arrange wine and olive oil tastings
at local farmhouses and vineyards or learn about Montaione’s long history of
glass-making – which dates back to the 13th Century – at the small museum. The
original Palazzo building is full of character and the restaurant offers a beautiful
setting in a historic olive oil mill. Enjoy contemporary cuisine inspired by traditional
Tuscan dishes as you dine under vaulted ceilings and arches. The buffet breakfast
includes a choice of Italian favourites and typically English dishes. Book a romantic
candlelit dinner or wine-tasting session in the Wine Cellar or learn how to recreate
a typically Tuscan meal during a cooking class with the chef.

* Local charge
The individually designed rooms are located in the main historic Palazzo building or in
a modern annexe set just across the road and accessed by an underpass. The Double
Classic Rooms are characterful – some feature wooden beams and terracotta floors
while the brighter new rooms are more contemporary in style. Upgrade to a Superior
Room to enjoy extra space or choose one of the Junior Suites in the Palazzo building.

At a glance
Historic artworks and wine cellar
Convenient location in the
centre of town

Classic Room

At a glance

Setting In the charming hilltop
medieval village of Montaione, just a
short walk from a small supermarket
and a handful of shops and restaurants
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s
drive from Pisa airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 47 rooms and suites
Dining Restaurant, pool bar, bar
Facilities Swimming pool (seasonal),
cooking classes*, Wi-Fi

Dining options
Breakfast • Buffet breakfast at
Restaurant Mannaioni
Half Board • Buffet breakfast and
dinner at Restaurant Mannaioni.

Need to know
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel. Transfers are not included.

Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.

Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Earlybird Saver and
Honeymoon/Anniversary offers
are available. Call or see online for
applicable dates.

Beautiful gardens
* Local charge
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5★ Grand Hotel Principe di Piemonte
A member of the Small Luxury Hotels of the World,
this elegant hotel offers a wonderful seafront setting.

Regina restaurant

A two-Michelin-starred restaurant,
‘Il Piccolo Principe’

Built in the 1920s and restored in 2004, this classic hotel offers a mixture of
original charm and sophisticated grandeur and is a renowned landmark in
Viareggio. Enjoy wonderful sea views and pleasant walks along the promenade
or make your way up to the fifth-floor rooftop pool and soak up the sun while
enjoying snacks and drinks from the bar. At sunset the bar transforms into a pool
bar – perfect for enjoying a cocktail while admiring the beautiful views over the sea
and mountains. Beach lovers will be happy to learn that the hotel has a section of
private beach (payable locally, reservation required), complete with sun loungers,
deck chairs, a bar, restaurant, seawater swimming pool and Jacuzzi.

Rooftop swimming pool
Luxury wellness centre

Dining is another fantastic experience at the Principe di Piemonte. Enjoy fine
dining at Regina, either indoors or on the veranda. A glass of wine from the
extensive wine list will provide the perfect accompaniment to the delicious dishes.
Il Piccolo Principe (open for dinner from March to October) is a two Michelinstarred restaurant serving up exquisite cuisine and a grand list of fine wines from
the hotel’s wine cellar, which boasts 800 labels and is available for exclusive wine
tastings. Its rooftop setting makes any dining occasion just that little bit more
special. Enjoy a pre- or post-dinner drink outdoors on the terrace or in the refined
piano bar.
The elegant rooms are set over five floors which each have a different theme
including modern, Art Deco and colonial. Classic Rooms have views of the Apuan
Alps while Superior Rooms have a side or full sea view. For a little extra space opt for
one of the Deluxe Side Sea View Rooms which overlook the Piazza Giacomo Puccini.
Setting In a corner position on the
promenade, with shops, cafés and
restaurants a short stroll away
Getting there Approx. 35 minutes’
drive from Pisa airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 106 rooms and suites
Dining 2 restaurants, bar
Facilities Rooftop pool, spa*,
hydrotherapy pool, fitness room,
private beach area*, bicycle hire, Wi-Fi
Activities • Hire a bike and explore*
• Visit the nearby medieval walled
city of Lucca and climb to the top of
the Guinigi Tower to enjoy incredible
views over the red roofs of the city
from under the shade of an oak tree*
• Admire the Romanesque and Gothic
monuments in Pisa*.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 5 nights 03-24 Aug.
A tourist tax is payable locally at the
hotel. Transfers are not included.
Dining options
Breakfast • Breakfast in the dining room
Half Board • Breakfast in the dining
room • Dinner at Regina.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights, Earlybird Saver,
Honeymoon/Anniversary and Child
offers are available. Call or see online
for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge

At a glance

Superior Front Sea View Room
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3★ Tenuta Di Artimino Apartments, Artimino
At a glance
Tranquil hilltop setting
Use of facilities at nearby hotel

Studio

Self-catering apartments
converted from a farmhouse

Peacefully set on top of the hillside with wonderful
views of olive groves and Tuscan countryside.
Overlooking the medieval hamlet of Artimino, these self-catering apartments
have a lovely hilltop location, surrounded by rolling hills, ancient olive groves and
vineyards. A restful and relaxing holiday is guaranteed here with just the rustling of
olive trees in the gentle breeze to disturb you. Drink in the magnificent views over
the surrounding countryside, lie back on a sun lounger on the terrace overlooking
the village or take a refreshing dip in the pool.
Staying here, you have the best of both worlds as you can enjoy the serenity of
your countryside retreat before taking a five minute stroll to the cobbled streets of
Artimino where you can explore the artisan shops, stop for a delicious gelato at the
family-owned ice-cream parlour and dine at one of the superb local restaurants.
Guests of the Artimino Apartments are welcome to use the facilities at the nearby
Hotel Paggeria Medicea, which is just a ten minute walk away. The hotel has a
larger pool, tennis courts and bikes for local exploration, as well as the Biagio
Pignatta restaurant which serves fresh Tuscan cuisine made with ingredients from
the Artimino Farm and fine local wines.
The air-conditioned apartments have been converted from historic farmhouse
buildings and they remain typically Tuscan with a rustic style. Studios are split-level
with one bedroom and a dining area with kitchenette. The One and Two Bedroom
Apartments – some of which are set on two levels – are more spacious and feature
a separate living room with sofa beds.
Setting In Artimino in the Tuscan
countryside, with a handful of small
shops and restaurants nearby. A
15-minute drive from either Signa or
Montelupo Fiorentino train station from
where you can catch a train to Florence
in just 20 minutes
Getting there Approx. 1 hour’s
drive from Pisa airport. Car hire is
recommended
Rooms 59 self-catering apartments
Dining Restaurant in the nearby Hotel
Paggeria Medicea
Facilities Swimming pool, terrace,
cooking classes*, wine tasting*, Wi-Fi.
The nearby Hotel Paggeria Medicea has
a swimming pool, tennis courts and
bikes, Spa at the Borgo*
Activities • Enjoy a day trip to nearby
Florence or Siena* • Take advantage of
the hotel’s free bikes and explore the
stunning surroundings.

Need to know
Minimum stay: 3 nights 03 Jan-04 Apr
and 12 Oct-20 Dec; 5 nights 05 Apr-11
Oct and 27 Dec-02 Jan. Hotel is not
available 23-24, 27-30 May and 30 Jun01 Jul. A tourist tax, deposit and service
charge are payable locally at the hotel.
Transfers are not included.
Kuoni Plus
Bonus Nights and Honeymoon/
Anniversary offers are available. Call or
see online for applicable dates.
Price information
For up-to-date prices and latest offers
get in touch with your local Kuoni store
or travel agent – see page 4 for more
details.
* Local charge
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Highlights of Tuscany
Experience the culinary, cultural and scenic highlights of Tuscany on this small
group tour that explores the region. Discover key sights, from medieval walled
cities to secluded hilltop towns, and draw inspiration from Italy’s ‘Slow Food’
movement by taking the time to savour fresh flavours as you immerse yourself in
the region’s gastronomy and wine production.

Florence

fffffg
activity level

Is this for you?
Perfect if you’re looking to explore
beautiful Tuscany, with a good mix
of history, sightseeing and local
food and wine experiences.

What’s included
• Quality accommodation
• Insightful local tour leaders
• Hand-picked itineraries
• Flexible arrival times
• Small groups
• Porterage
• Meals where most convenient
(B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner)
• All specified flights.

Need to know
• For guests over 16
• Average group size of 10 guests
• A maximum of 14 guests
• Tips are not included (guide and
driver tips to be paid locally)
• Journey times do not take into
account stops or traffic conditions
• We recommend travelling with
no more than one suitcase and
one day bag.

Accommodation
We’ve chosen just two hotels to be
your base on this tour. UNAHOTELS
Palazzo Mannaioni Toscana is a
charming retreat in the medieval
village of Montaione. This former
16th-Century palace has a pool
and is just an hour’s drive from the
cities of Florence, Pisa and Siena.
The Albergo Pietrasanta sits in the
centre of town and is a former 17thCentury palace. Throughout the
hotel you’ll see a superb collection
of original 20th-Century art.

Your itinerary – 7 nights
Route
• Montaione: 4 nights
• Pietrasanta: 3 nights
Day 1: UK to Montaione Depart the UK
on your flight to Pisa. On arrival, transfer
to the village of Montaione, a medieval
borgho hidden in the Tuscan hills. One
of the most beautiful ancient villages in
Italy, Montaione charms with its narrow
alleys, proud locals and incredible rolling
hilltop views. Check into your hotel
where you’ll have time to relax at leisure
this afternoon. A former 16th-Century
noble palace, this hotel is full of character
combining classic Italian charm with
contemporary touches. Tonight, meet
your group and guide at a welcome
dinner in the hotel’s restaurant. Once
the palazzo stables, you’ll dine beneath
original vaulted ceilings in your first
experience of traditional Tuscan fare.
Stay: UNAHOTELS Palazzo Mannaioni
Toscana. D.
Day 2: Florence Today head to Florence,
the region’s enchanting capital. Join
a guided walking tour of the city and
admire Brunelleschi’s iconic dome
which dominates the city’s skyline.
Later, visit Piazza della Signoria with its
magnificent statues that include David,

Michelangelo’s marble masterpiece.
Stroll along streets and discover some
of Dante’s favourite places, which often
featured in his great works such as The
Divine Comedy. Dante is considered the
father of modern language and you will
learn about some of the city’s more
unusual street names. Have lunch at
leisure and some free time to explore
before returning to your hotel. Tonight,
you’ll experience the delicious flavours
of the local pizzeria. Stay: UNAHOTELS
Palazzo Mannaioni Toscana. B, D.
Day 3: Volterra & San Gimignano This
morning, head to the historic walled
town of Volterra. A medieval jewel
that dominates the Cecina Valley, join
a guided tour and discover the town’s
original features as you wander its
narrow streets. Admire the famous
Etruscan Gate and head to an alabaster
workshop to learn the centuries-old
traditions to alabaster carving. Continue
towards the picturesque hilltop town
of San Gimignano, stopping on the way
at a local farmhouse for a light lunch
of cold meats and local delicacies.
Dominated by 14 square towers, San
Gimignano’s distinctive skyline can be
admired from miles around. Spend some
time this afternoon wandering around

the main lanes and alleys of the town,
which is rich in works of art, historic
piazzas, beautiful buildings and fine
shops and restaurants. Tonight, have
dinner at a local trattoria in Montaione.
Stay: UNAHOTELS Palazzo Mannaioni
Toscana. B, L, D.
Day 4: Siena & Chianti Today begins
with a guided tour of Siena, one of
Tuscany’s best-preserved cities. Home to
fantastic Gothic architecture, discover
the stunning marble Duomo and visit
the historic scallop-shaped square of
Piazza del Campo, the site of the city’s
famous Palio. Decide where to eat lunch
before rejoining the group to continue
to Chianti, a region made famous by the
wine of the same name. This afternoon
visit a local farmhouse for a guided tour
of the wine cellars and a spot of wine
tasting. This evening, the group will
have an exclusive dinner in the hotel’s
private wine cellar. Stay: UNAHOTELS
Palazzo Mannaioni Toscana. B, D.
Day 5: Lucca & Montecarlo Check out of
the hotel and transfer to Lucca, a small
city surrounded by Renaissance walls.
Soak up the history of this charming
‘city of 100 churches’ during a guided
walking tour. Wander through the

a • Call   • kuoni.co.uk
Marble quarries of Carrara
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Siena cathedral



Price information
Pietrasanta
Montecarlo
Lucca

Florence

Pisa

UK Departure months

Montaione
San Gimignano

Chianti

Volterra
Siena

TUSCANY

San Gimignano

For up-to-date prices and latest
offers get in touch with your local
Kuoni store or travel agent – see
page 4 for more details.

All 2020 departure dates are
guaranteed to operate
2020 Tours depart in: Apr; May;
Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; Oct
2021 Tours depart in: Apr; May;
Jun; Jul; Aug; Sep; Oct
Tours depart regularly. See kuoni.
co.uk for the most up-to-date
departures and itineraries.

Options
Solo travellers Sole-use room
available at a supplement
Private tour Upgrade to a private
tour with a local tour leader on
the same itinerary, departing on
the date of your choice.

What to expect

Wine Cellar at UNAHOTELS Palazzo Mannaioni Toscana

narrow lanes and head to the centre of
the old town to discover its historical
treasures. Have a light tasting lunch in
a local deli before heading to the wineproducing community of Montecarlo;
a quaint hilltop village surrounded
by vineyards and olive groves. Take a
leisurely stroll around this delightful
borgho and join a wine tasting session at
a nearby wine estate. Carry on towards
Pietrasanta where you’ll check into your
next hotel – a luxury retreat and former
18th-Century palace that sits in the
centre of town. Settle in before heading
out for dinner at a local restaurant. Stay:
Albergo Pietrasanta. B, L, D.
Day 6: Pietrasanta Spend this morning
exploring the famous marble quarries
of Carrara. Join a shared 4x4 Jeep
Defender tour and take a ride through
the incredible snow-white marble cliffs.
A long-time favourite for sculptors,
even Michelangelo once used this
marble for his sculptures back in the
15th Century. Finish the tour with a taste
of the local delicacy ‘lardo’ – a salami
typical of the region and the chosen
food of the old quarrymen who once
worked here. Head back to the town of
Pietrasanta, renowned for its marble
and bronze workshops. Found at the

foot of the Apuan Alps, this medieval
town is dubbed ‘Little Athens’ due to
the number of artists who establish
themselves here. Join a walking tour
for the chance to see art in its purest
form. You’ll feel as though you’re
walking through an open-air art studio –
sculptures and works of art are scattered
all around. Visit a marble workshop to
watch the craftsmen chisel, chip and
polish their sculptures, and explore the
town’s galleries, handicraft shops and
boutiques. This evening is free for you
to spend at leisure – maybe relax at
the hotel or head out to explore one of
the town’s restaurants. Stay: Albergo
Pietrasanta. B.
Day 7: The Gulf of Poets Discover
neighbouring Liguria’s beautiful
coastline on a visit to The Gulf of Poets.
Also known as the Bay of La Spezia, the
gulf stretches between the picturesque
villages of Portovenere and Lerici. With
its natural beauty and pastel-coloured
houses, this coastline has attracted
writers like Shelley and Byron; the
clifftop Castle of Lerici is even believed
to have inspired Mary Shelley’s gothic
horror novel, Frankenstein. Spend some
time exploring the harbourside town
of Lerici before taking the ferry over to

the picturesque UNESCO-listed village
of Portovenere. Famous for its colourful
tower houses, the village is also home
to the 12th-Century St Peter’s Church
that’s perched on a rocky promontory
with incredible views over the bay. Stop
for lunch at a simple trattoria before
returning to Lerici by boat. Journey
back to your hotel by bus, where
tonight you’ll have your final dinner at a
restaurant in Pietrasanta. Stay: Albergo
Pietrasanta. B, L, D.
Day 8: Pisa This morning, explore the
beautiful UNESCO-listed Piazza dei
Miracoli in Pisa, which houses four
masterpieces of medieval architecture
– the cathedral, the baptistery, the
cemetery and the iconic ‘Leaning Tower’.
After a brief wander around, continue
to the airport for your return flight to
the UK. B.

Stay longer
Rome 3 nights
Transfer by train to the country’s iconic
capital, and spend some time soaking up
the incredible history and culture of this
fascinating city.

• Plenty of sightseeing, with short
transfer times and no early
mornings or late nights
• On the 4x4 Jeep tour, the terrain
can be steep and bumpy
• Expect beautiful Italian food that
can be different to what you’re
used to; traditional Tuscan fare
mostly uses ingredients that are
found in the local countryside
• Please expect a short walk to
your hotels as the transport
cannot stop directly outside
• Tips are not included (guide and
driver tips to be paid locally).

Kuoni highlights
Tuscany’s art, architecture and
gastronomic delights provide
the focus on this tour and we’ve
included wine tastings and culinary
experiences that can’t be booked
independently. Highlights include
a visit into Florence, a Jeep tour
through Carrara’s marble quarries
and a ferry over to the UNESCOlisted village of Portovenere. You
can look forward to unpacking just
twice too, as we’ve chosen two
hotels to be your base for the week.
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Rail travel in Italy
In Italy, one of the most efficient and best-value ways to travel from city to city and further afield
is by rail. The country’s high-speed rail network links our featured cities of Rome, Florence, Verona,
Venice and Milan with few or no stops in between. You can also reach Tuscany, Puglia, the Neapolitan
Riviera and beyond. Sit back as you speed through the Italian countryside and arrive right into the
heart of your chosen destination.

Frecciarossa

Italian rail
Why travel by rail
Rail travel has an air of romance and nostalgia. Italy’s
high-speed rail service might not have the classic luxury
associated with big-name private trains, but it’s an
impressively sleek way to travel. Regular departures,
comfortable seating and an extensive network across the
country all make it easy – and convenient – to incorporate
a rail journey into your Italy holiday. And that’s not even
taking into account the advantage of watching stunning
views rolling past your window as you’re whisked away.

Frecciarossa
The super-fast Frecciarossa – which translates to ‘red
arrow’ – are operated by the rail company Trenitalia.
Travelling at speeds of up to 186 miles per hour, the
high-speed train operates routes such as Turin to
Salerno, serving Milan, Bologna, Rome and Naples; and
Venice to Salerno, serving Florence, Rome and Naples.
Frecciarossa trains have four classes, ranging from
Standard to Executive, all of which have free Wi-Fi.
Standard The best-value way to travel is in Standard
Class, where four seats are arranged around a table on
either side of the central aisle. Each seat has a power
socket to charge your phone, and you’ll be able to buy

snacks, hot meals and drinks at the bar-bistro. Some
trains also feature an at-seat catering service.
Premium Similar to Standard Class, but with leather
seats for added comfort. Fares include a welcome
coffee, soft drink or a glass of prosecco and a snack.
Business It’s worth the small extra cost to upgrade to
Business Class, where seats have more room. If
you’re travelling as a couple, pick a seat-for-two for
a little more privacy. Then toast your journey with a
complimentary glass of prosecco. There’s also a silent
coach available in Business Class.
Executive At one end of the train you’ll find Executive
Class which has reclining armchairs with leg rests,
serviced by a steward. Executive guests have access to
the Frecciaclub lounges at the country’s major stations.

Other Trenitalia high-speed trains
The Frecciarossa trains connect with Trenitalia’s other
high-speed trains, which cover an extensive network
around the country. These include the Frecciargento –
tilting ‘silver arrow’ trains which make up the majority
of trains on the Venice to Rome route – and the

Frecciabianca, linking Rome with the Tuscan and Ligurian
coasts, Basilicata and the Adriatic Coast. To add any of
these rail journeys into your tailor-made Italy itinerary,
just speak to one of our Personal Travel Experts.
NB: You’ll require a reservation for all travel classes on
all routes and train types.

Journey durations
From

To

Fastest train

Rome

Florence

1½ hours

Rome

Venice

3¾ hours

Rome

Milan

2 hours 50

Rome

Naples

1 hour 10

Rome

Lecce

5½ hours

Florence

Venice

2 hours

Florence

Naples

2½ hours

Venice

Verona

1 hour 50

·

·

Airlines & Airport Lounges

Our preferred
airline and airport
lounge partners

We will tailor-make your holiday to start just the way you want it to –
we know the best airlines to travel with, from economy seats and the
ﬁ nest ﬁ rst class cabins to luxury private jets. We’ll let you know if you
can ﬂy from your local airport, recommend airport lounges and tell
you about the latest airline oﬀers and make sure all your ﬂ ights on
your itinerary ﬂow seamlessly.

British Airways can ﬂy you to Europe in style
and comfort. Relax in a contoured leather seat
in Economy and you can buy M&S snacks and
treats onboard; or upgrade to Club Europe for
complimentary food and drink, an increased
baggage allowance and comfortable departure
lounges to relax in before you ﬂy, where available.

Low-cost airlines

You can choose to ﬂy with a low-cost airline from local airports across the UK; and easyJet, Jet2 and
Norwegian Airlines oﬀer a safe, reliable service to destinations across Europe and beyond. A ‘no frills’
airline doesn’t oﬀer the service of a full scheduled airline, however it can provide a good-value ﬂight
from an airport that is easier to reach from your home. If you would like to ﬂy with a low-cost airline,
then simply ask one of our Personal Travel Experts.

Airport lounges
If you would like to start your holiday in style
with an airport lounge, talk to your Personal
Travel Expert or give us a call.
No1 Lounges
We highly recommend No1 Lounges, a beautiful
atmosphere in which to relax before you ﬂy, with
complimentary freshly prepared meals and drinks.
All oﬀer runway views, unlimited Wi-Fi and some
feature a cinema, games room and spa, too.

Available at Heathrow Terminal 3, Gatwick North
and South terminals, Birmingham and Edinburgh.
Manchester Airport – Escape Lounge
Enjoy freshly prepared food, put your feet up
with a complimentary newspaper or magazine in
the lounge and relax with complimentary
alcoholic and soft drinks available at the bar. You
can also stay connected with unlimited free Wi-Fi.
Available at Manchester Airport Terminals 1, 2
and 3.
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Important Holiday Information & Booking Conditions

Terms & Conditions

For accommodation-only arrangements, please refer to the
relevant booking conditions, which can be found on our website:
www.kuoni.co.uk/help-and-support/accommodation-only-termsand-conditions.
The Terms & Conditions (“booking conditions”) below apply to
all package holiday bookings made with Kuoni, a trading brand
of DER Touristik UK Ltd. We are registered in England and Wales
under company number 395623. Our registered office address is:
Touristik House, Dorking Business Park, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 1HJ.
Please read the booking conditions carefully, as they form the
basis of your package holiday contract with Kuoni and set out
our respective rights and obligations. By asking us to confirm
your booking, we are entitled to assume that you have had the
opportunity to read and have read these terms and conditions
and agree to them.
Except where otherwise stated, these booking conditions only
apply to holiday arrangements which you book with us in the UK
and which we agree to make, provide or perform (as applicable)
as part of our contract with you. All references in these booking
conditions to “holiday”, “booking”, “contract”, “package”, “tour”
or “arrangements” mean such holiday arrangements unless
otherwise stated.
In these booking conditions, “you” and “your” means all persons
named on the booking (including anyone who is added or
substituted at a later date) or any of them, as the context requires
and “lead name” means the person who makes the booking.
“We”, “us” and “our” means Kuoni.

Before you book
1.1 CHOOSING YOUR HOLIDAY
We hope your Kuoni holiday will live up to expectation, so it
is very important that you choose the right arrangements for
you. Our staff are always happy to advise and give you their
professional opinion; however it is important that you also
conduct your own independent research to ensure you are happy
with the arrangements being made.
Please visit the Foreign & Commonwealth Office website at
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice or visit
www.gov.uk/travelaware. Packed with essential travel advice
and tips, these websites offer a wealth of country-specific
information. The advice can change, so please check regularly
for updates.
1.2 CONFIRMING YOUR HOLIDAY
The combination of travel services offered to you is a package
within the meaning of the Package Travel and Linked Travel
Arrangements Regulations 2018. Therefore, you will benefit from
all EU rights applying to packages. Kuoni will be fully responsible
for the proper performance of the package as a whole.
Additionally, as required by law, Kuoni has protection in place
to refund your payments and, where transport is included in the
package, to ensure your repatriation in the event that we become
insolvent. More information on key rights can be found by visiting
https://www.kuoni.co.uk/yourpackageholiday.
When you decide to confirm your holiday with us, please ensure
that you cancel any other flights which may have been held for
the same dates/airlines, by other Tour Operators/Travel Agents.
Failure to do so may result in the airline subsequently cancelling
the flights we have booked, with additional costs being incurred
to re-book for which you would be liable to pay.
1.3 CRUISE BOOKINGS / THIRD PARTY BOOKINGS
Where holiday products or services are booked with Kuoni as
the Principal provider, your contract will be with us and our full
booking conditions apply. Further conditions may also be applied
by our suppliers and together these make the ‘conditions of
contract’ and constitute the entire agreement between you and
Kuoni. We will make it clear to you at the point of sale if Kuoni is
acting as an agent for another holiday provider. In such instances,
your contract will be with them as the Principal provider, although
the relevant terms of our own booking conditions will also apply.
Many of our supplier’s terms and conditions can be found on
their websites and we can also provide you with a copy at the
time of booking, upon request. By proceeding with a booking,
you acknowledge that you have read and understood all of
the Conditions of Contract and agree to be bound by them. All
on board/in resort accounts must be settled directly with the
supplier.
The provisions of the Athens Convention relating to the
Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage by Sea 1974 (“Athens
Convention”) as amended by the 2002 Protocol and EC
Regulation 392/2009 apply to cruise bookings. This means any
liability we or the cruise operator may have to you will be limited
in accordance with this Convention (as amended) and Regulation.
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1.4 HOTEL GRADES
Choosing the right hotel can be a dilemma, especially when
travelling to long haul destinations. Whilst most hotels have
official star ratings locally, in some cases these cannot always
be relied on. We have categorised all hotels throughout our
brochures and online to give a general guide. Standards can
however vary between hotels of the same class, in different
countries, and even in the same country. For example, city hotels
which often cater for business as well as leisure travellers may
have generally higher standards than a beach resort where the
atmosphere will tend to be more relaxed. It is important to
carefully read the individual hotel descriptions.
1.5 SINGLE ROOMS
If a single person occupies a double room, they will usually be
asked to pay extra (a single supplement). Hotels generally price
their rooms as doubles or family rooms and they do not reduce
the rates if they are occupied by a single person. The costs to
the hotel of providing the room remain the same, regardless of
how many people occupy it. This also applies to self-catering
units where, for example, three people may choose to occupy
accommodation priced for four. Where available, hotel design
may mean that single rooms are smaller and sometimes less
well-appointed than other categories. While there is normally a
supplement for these rooms, the overall cost will usually be less
than when a single person occupies a double room. On safari,
excursions and touring holidays, single rooms cannot always be
guaranteed. Supplements paid will be refunded if a single room
previously confirmed is not available. Please check to see if any
special offers or single saver rates are available at your preferred
hotel.
1.6 TWIN OR DOUBLE ROOMS
Accommodation in all hotels, regardless of the rating, will be in
standard rooms (sometimes named superior/deluxe) based on
twins or doubles unless otherwise stated.
1.7 TRIPLE/QUAD ROOMS
A third or fourth person sharing a room either shares existing
beds or has an extra bed (which may be of camp-bed style) placed
in a double/twin room. As conditions may be cramped, you may
wish to consider booking two rooms.
1.8 TRAVELLING WITH CHILDREN
If you are travelling with young children, it is important to note
that child seats are not provided for transfers and the legislation
varies from country to country. If you specifically require a car
seat, we advise you to either take your own with you, or call our
sales team, and we will do our utmost to try and arrange this for
you - there may well be an additional charge for this.
1.9 FREE CHILD ACCOMMODATION STAYS
Where we offer ‘free child accommodation stays’ at many of our
hotels, these are generally based on sharing existing beds in the
room. If you require a separate bed, you must advise us at the
time of booking, as there may be a charge added to your booking,
or this charge may be payable locally. Any meal plan charges will
still apply.
1.10 MINIMUM STAYS
Minimum stays are required at certain hotels for certain periods.
Where applicable these will be advised at time of booking.
1.11 BOOKING A ROOM FOR EARLY ARRIVAL OR LATE DEPARTURE
Generally hotel rooms will be available between approximately
noon and 3pm, and are to be vacated between 10 am and noon,
irrespective of your arrival or departure times, unless we have
stated otherwise. Should you wish your room to be ready prior
to noon on your day of arrival or available after 10 am for an
afternoon or evening departure, it is possible to reserve the room
at the time of booking at a cost no greater than the extra night
price quoted on the brochure page.
1.12 ROOM UPGRADE/HONEYMOON/ANNIVERSARY OFFERS
When the offer of a room upgrade is included with your booking,
it is not necessarily an upgrade to the next category featured
in our brochure, but usually an upgrade to the next category of
room (not suite) available within the hotel. We will of course do
everything possible to arrange the provision of a double bed for
honeymoon couples but it is not always possible to guarantee
this and the provision of a double bed does not constitute a
term of your contract with us. Anniversary offers only apply if
you’re celebrating your Silver (25th) or Golden (50th) wedding
anniversary while on holiday.
Remember to advise us if it is your honeymoon or Silver/Golden
anniversary and to take a copy of your marriage certificate
with you on holiday. In order to qualify for a special offer, the
corresponding part of your stay must start and end within the
date band advertised. For hotel sale discounts and bonus night
offers where there is a minimum stay requirement, the nights
spent at the hotel must be consecutive. Any offers shown are
correct at the time of publishing, but they may change at short
notice and not all offers can be combined. For the most up to date

and available offers, please contact your travel agent and/or our
sales team or check on-line.
1.13 TOURS - GENERAL HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
Most of our tours are not suitable if you have any disability or
have reduced mobility (including being confined to a wheelchair).
Therefore, in the interest of safety and comfort for all groups as a
whole, you must be fit enough to participate or alternatively you
must have an able bodied carer to assist you throughout the tour.
Please note that some of the featured touring itineraries may
involve early starts and long days, with substantial travel between
featured sites and destinations. As vehicle and road standards
may not be comparable to that of the UK, please keep this in
mind when considering any personal health concerns, as well as
your general comfort.
1.14 EXTRAS
At certain hotels we may offer a complimentary lunch, dinner,
or hotel bar credit. At other hotels we may offer up to a 20%
discount on food and/or beverage extras usually payable at the
end of your stay. This offer is not available if you pay by credit
card, nor is a cash alternative available.
1.15 BONUS NIGHT OFFERS
Where we specify bonus night offers this will not necessarily
mean bonus nights are multiplied if you book a longer duration,
therefore, please ensure you ask at the time of booking to clarify
the number of bonus nights you will receive.
1.16 HOTELS FOR COUPLES
Some hotels marketed as being ‘for couples’ cater for mixed sex
couples only. In some countries, such as Sri Lanka and Dubai,
same sex couples are illegal. We recommend that if you are a
same sex couple, you thoroughly research your chosen hotel/
destination before you book, to ensure it is suitable for you.
1.17 EXPERIENCES
Experiences which form part of your package: We are pleased
to be able to offer various ‘experiences’ and activities, which
you can pre-book in the UK and pay for as part of your holiday
package. Some, such as diving, may require you to be in good
physical and mental health. By booking with us you confirm
that you and your party are in good health and have no medical
history that would make it dangerous for you to participate. You
must observe safety instructions at all times. We will only accept
responsibility for these experiences and activities in accordance
with these booking conditions. Please note that they may be
subject to minimum numbers and could be cancelled at short
notice. In such circumstances, you will receive a full refund of
monies paid for the excursion or activity in question.
Experiences which do not form part of your package: We are
also able to offer assistance and reserve certain experiences
and activities for you, for which you pay locally. In these
circumstances, we only act as a booking agent for the operator of
the excursion or activity concerned. Your contract will therefore
be with them and it does not from part of your contracted holiday
arrangements with us. The contract will be subject to the local
operator’s terms and conditions, some of which may exclude
or limit its liability to you and will be governed by the local law
and jurisdiction which applies. Kuoni accepts no liability for any
breach of contract or negligent act or omission of any excursion/
activity provider.
1.18 CHILDREN ON HOLIDAY
Accommodation offers are subject to availability of triple or
quad rooms. Please note meals are not provided for infants. Any
charges, such as for a cot in the room or food for the infant, are
to be paid by you, directly to the hotel, unless expressly stated
otherwise.
Infant airfares are based on an infant sitting on an adult’s lap
and additional charges will apply for infants requiring their own
seat. There is no entitlement to a separate seat on an aircraft if
the flight is full. International airline regulations allow only one
infant per adult. We do not allow holidays for children under 10
on escorted tours, coach tours or on safari (unless in a private
minibus). Some destinations, owing to their lack of special child
or medical facilities are also not suitable for very young children
but we would be happy to advise which hotels or resorts we think
suit your requirements best. See the relevant pricing information
for any specific minimum age restrictions that may apply.
1.19 UNDER 18’S TRAVELLING WITHOUT PARENTS
Please note, under 18 year olds travelling without their parents
will need to have written authority from them, confirming
they are permitted to travel. This should be translated where
necessary, with both copies notarised. This is necessary for
certain countries only and you should ensure that you check the
specific requirements of the relevant country to which you are
travelling, as you may be refused entry if you do not hold the
necessary documentation.
1.20 PUBLIC HOLIDAYS / LOCAL FESTIVALS / EVENTS
Virtually all countries have public holidays, religious or
otherwise. The festivities may temporarily disrupt your holiday
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and some religious holidays such as Ramadan, which affects
many Muslim countries, may result in a reduction of facilities
and entertainment. Regional festivals and events may also take
place throughout the year. They can be somewhat chaotic but
are generally great fun to be a part of. You should research your
desired destination, if you have concerns about what impact
these may have on your holiday. The appropriate Tourist Offices
are happy to supply more detailed information.
1.21 OTHER HOTEL GUESTS
Many hotels, especially in cities and major resorts, accommodate
weddings, conventions and conferences. Also, some destinations
may have an influx of groups such as students, associations or
clubs. The hotels we feature are shared with guests from many
countries with different cultures and customs. We have no
control over the acceptance of bookings at the hotels that we
feature. We are therefore unable to accept responsibility for any
inconvenience caused by such groups or their activities.
1.22 HOLIDAY SEASONS
Most of the destinations we feature are available all year
round. Some do have quieter ‘off peak’ periods when you can
take advantage of uncrowded beaches and a more personal
attention from hotel staff at excellent prices. At this time it may
be necessary for hotels to scale down the size of some of their
facilities, such as restaurants, to match demand. Similarly, during
peak periods hotels experience full occupancy which may result
in a livelier atmosphere and slower service in busier facilities.
1.23 MEALS
i) Meals, if included, are based on table d’hôte menus or a
meal voucher system, unless specified otherwise in your travel
documentation. Holidays which include main meals generally
commence with dinner on the day of arrival at your hotel and
terminate with breakfast (on half board) or lunch (on full board)
on the day of departure. All Inclusive packages generally finish
at check-out time on your day of departure between 10am and
noon. After this time, payment for any additional meals must be
made direct to the hotel. No refunds on meals not taken can be
given.
ii) Special diets of any kind (including vegetarian) can seldom
be catered for adequately within the constraints of a table
d’hôte menu and cannot be guaranteed. Anyone with special
requirements should consider which meal plan is most suitable
for their needs.
iii) Where breakfast is included this will more commonly be
continental breakfast, although full breakfasts are provided
at certain hotels. Please ask at the time of booking if this is
important to you.
iv) Supplements for optional meal plans offer you the opportunity
of being able to budget for extra costs before you go. In some
cases you may find the cost of the meal cheaper locally, however
we regret that it will not be possible to refund the difference
either during or after your holiday.
v) Pre booked meals may be subject to dining in the main
restaurant only and on occasion it may be necessary to be
seated with other hotel guests. If you have paid a half board
supplement it may be possible in some hotels to ask for a credit
from the table d’hôte dinner to be used against a meal in an à la
carte restaurant. Please note that the value of the voucher will
generally be considerably less than the half board supplement
included in your holiday price.
vi) You may need to wear a wristband or carry some ID to get the
benefits of your package. For a full description of what’s included,
check the hotel description. Hotels often place restrictions on
restaurants and meal arrangements. Times for inclusive drinks,
meals and snacks vary. All Inclusive does not necessarily mean
that unlimited food and beverages are available 24-hours a
day and it is uncommon for minibars to be included in such
packages. An All Inclusive package may not include bottled water,
imported drinks, à la carte meals, or some specialty dishes. Some
restaurants expect you to reserve a table and will be subject
to availability. Not all bars and restaurants operate on an All
Inclusive basis. Also, there may be cash bars once participating All
Inclusive bars close.
1.24 FLIGHT SEAT REQUESTS, AIRLINES & AIRCRAFT
Please ensure that you check in early if you have particular seat
preferences. Kuoni has no control over the allocation of seats by
the airline and even if a request has been made with them to prebook seats for you, no guarantee can be made that they will still
be available on departure. Airlines may change the seat allocated
to you for operational or safety reasons, for persons with
reduced mobility or where otherwise deemed necessary, at their
discretion. The provision of particular seats does not constitute
a term of your contract with Kuoni. Please note airlines operate
both older and more modern aircraft within their fleet. We regret
we cannot guarantee the type of aircraft you will travel on as this
may be subject to change and general availability. Although some
airlines offer the facility to book seats online, this is not always
possible when booking a holiday through us, as the holidays we
offer are based on special Tour Operator fares.
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In accordance with EU directive (EC) no. 2111/2005, we are
required to bring to your attention the existence of a ‘Community
List’ which contains details of air carriers that are subject to an
operating ban within the EU Community. The Community list is
available for inspection at http://ec.europa.eu/transport/air-ban/
list_en.htm.
We are required to advise you of the actual carrier(s) (or, if the
actual carrier(s) is not known, the likely carrier(s)) that will
operate your flight(s) at the time of booking. We do this by
listing carriers to be used or likely to be used on your holiday
confirmation invoice. Any changes to the actual airline after
you have received your tickets will be notified to you as soon
as possible and in all cases at check-in or at the boarding gate.
Where we are only able to inform you of the likely carrier(s) at the
time of booking, we shall inform you of the identity of the actual
carrier(s) as soon as we become aware of this. Any change to the
operating carrier(s) after your booking has been confirmed will be
notified to you as soon as possible. If the carrier with whom you
have a confirmed reservation becomes subject to an operating
ban as above as a result of which we/ the carrier are unable to
offer you a suitable alternative the provisions of ‘If we change or
cancel your holiday’ will apply.
1.25 DIRECT FLIGHTS
The flight routings used in connection with our holidays may
be used on special fares which do not necessarily take the most
direct route. Some itineraries require a change of aircraft en
route. A flight that is described as direct is one where there is
no need to change aircraft during the journey. However stops
may be made en route for re-fuelling or to let passengers on
and/ or off. Details of any stops will be given on your itinerary
wherever possible. However, should you require this information
at an earlier stage, please check with your Travel Agent and/or
our Sales staff at the time of booking, or our Help Desk once the
booking has been invoiced.
1.26 CODE SHARE FLIGHTS
It is a common practice for scheduled airlines to use a code share
system, which may include you flying with a partner airline.
Where this situation arises, it is not classed as a major change.
1.27 SCHEDULED AND ‘NO FRILLS’ CARRIERS
We provide a choice of scheduled and ‘no frills’ carriers to take
advantage of the flexibility and pricing available. You should
note that ‘no frills’ flights do not include in-flight meals. The
deposit at the time of booking is £150 per person or 10% of the
total holiday cost, whichever is the greater, plus the cost of the
airfare. However, it may occasionally be necessary to charge a
higher deposit due to a fluctuation in airfares, details of which
will be advised to you at the time of booking. Any changes
to destination / routing will be subject to availability and will
incur the loss of the original deposit collected. Date and name
changes are permitted, subject to availability and the relevant
charges imposed as per the individual airline’s own policies
(details available on request). Any changes made may also result
in additional charges due to an increase in airfare or charges
imposed.
1.28 CHARTER FLIGHTS
We provide these to destinations where there are usually no
direct scheduled flights, and/or insufficient capacity on these
services to meet demand. A charter flight is usually the cheapest
and quickest way of reaching the particular destination. However,
it should be noted that leg room is slightly less than in economy
on some scheduled flights.
1.29 SMOKING
The majority of airlines have introduced a total smoking ban on
most or all of their flights. Many hotels also now have a nonsmoking policy in hotel rooms and public areas, although this
is not always the case. Please ask at the time of booking if this
information is important to you.
1.30 SPECIAL REQUESTS
Where a special request e.g. diet, room location, twin or double
bedded room, a particular facility at a hotel, flight seat requests
and/or particular meals etc. is an important factor in your choice
of holiday, you must advise us before your booking is made. We
are happy to pass your request on to the hotel, airline or other
supplier but cannot guarantee that it will be accommodated.
We will also pass on any dietary requests to airlines but we
recommend that you check directly with the airline once your
tickets have been issued. The provision of any special request
does not constitute a term of your contract with us. Confirmation
that a special request has been noted or passed on to the supplier
or the inclusion of the special request on your confirmation
invoice or any other documentation is not confirmation that
the request will be met. Unless and until specifically confirmed,
all special requests are subject to availability. For your own
protection, you should obtain confirmation in writing that a
special request will be complied (where it is possible to give this)
where it is important to you.
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1.31 IF YOU HAVE A DISABILITY ORW MEDICAL CONDITION
WHICH MAY AFFECT YOUR HOLIDAY
If you have any medical condition or disability which may affect
your holiday or any special requirements as a result of any
medical condition or disability (including any which affect the
booking process), please tell us before you confirm your booking
so that we can assist you in considering the suitability of the
arrangements and/or making the booking. In any event, you must
give us full details in writing at the time of booking and whenever
any significant change in the condition or disability occurs. You
must also promptly advise us if any medical condition or disability
which may affect your holiday develops after your booking has
been confirmed. Failure to do so may limit your rights under
the Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations
2018.
Kuoni complies fully with Regulation (EC) No 1107/2006
concerning the rights of disabled persons and persons with
reduced mobility when travelling by air and is delighted to offer
assistance to disabled persons or persons with reduced mobility
provided that we are given full information about your specific
requirements at the time of booking. Whilst we are happy to
make a special request for you with the airline/s concerned,
please be aware that we cannot guarantee the provision of highloaders for embarking/disembarking the aircraft.
1.32 EXCURSION/MEAL PACKAGES
Excursion or meal packages which are offered are not always
cheaper than buying the same arrangements locally. It is often the
case that these packages are offered for the convenience of being
both booked and paid for in the UK. The cost of any unused tours
within excursion packages may not be refunded.
1.33 LOCAL PURCHASES
We cannot accept responsibility for any items you may purchase
locally e.g.: jewellery/furniture etc. and the quality and value
of such cannot be guaranteed. We recommend that you check
whether or not any extra charges will be payable for import duty
or freight as we are unable to assist with any costs you may incur
in this respect.
1.34 GROUP TRANSFERS
Our holidays include group transfers from airports/hotels and vice
versa unless otherwise stated on the appropriate pages or your
documentation. A group transfer is generally a shared transfer
and the type of vehicle used will normally be dependent upon the
size of the group, with stops being made en route to drop off/pick
up other clients. The duration of your transfer will be dependent
upon the individual arrangements required. Alternatively, in
many destinations, we offer the choice of upgrading to your own
private transfer at the appropriate cost. Please note some transfer
arrangements may require reconfirmation locally. Be sure to
check your travel documentation prior to departure.
1.35 WEATHER
World weather is becoming more erratic and unpredictable and
we cannot be held responsible for disappointment or disruption
to your holiday due to bad or unusual weather conditions.
1.36 OUR STAFF
We pride ourselves on the quality and friendly professionalism of
our staff. In our search to continually try and improve our level
of service, we are committed to on-going training, part of which
involves the recording of phone calls and the retention of other
media communications, in line with our Privacy Policy, which can
be found at www.kuoni.co.uk/privacy-policy.
1.37 LATE BOOKINGS & SPECIAL OFFERS
Please note that many of the hotels and tours included in our
late bookings and/or special offers are also featured in our other
main brochures/website. Any offers/facilities detailed therein are
not applicable to late bookings or special offers unless otherwise
stated.
1.38 KUONI EXCLUSIVE PROPERTIES
We feature hotels and resorts around the world where we have
exclusive booking rights as a tour operator based in the UK.
Kuoni Exclusives may be booked via your local travel agent, as
part of a Kuoni holiday. Properties listed as Kuoni Exclusive may
be available to book directly or via third party providers, based
overseas.

Booking & paying for your holiday
2.1 YOUR COMMITMENT TO US
When you or your Travel Agent wish to confirm a holiday booking
you must pay a deposit of either £175 per person or 10% of
the holiday cost, whichever is the greater, or any higher deposit
which applies to your holiday (such as for cruise, where a deposit
of 20% applies). The deposit will only be refundable as set out in
these booking conditions. Please note some airlines have certain
ticketing deadlines and some hotels have certain booking and
cancellation conditions and these may affect any cancellation
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charges – please refer to 3.3 - Cancelling your holiday. When you
make a booking, the lead name confirms that you understand
and have accepted these booking conditions and our Important
Holiday Information which forms our booking conditions. We
reserve the right in our absolute discretion to refuse to accept
any booking without necessarily specifying a reason. Many
airlines now require the full name of all passengers travelling.
We will therefore ask you at the time of booking to provide us
with your first forename (as shown in your passport) as well as
your title and surname. When booking your holiday, if you wish
to make a modification to a holiday we will try to assist. Should
you wish to change to an alternative featured hotel, this will be
charged at the difference in published price, as long as Kuoni
holds the space required. Additional services will be quoted for
upon request. Should you wish to extend your holiday by making
your own private arrangements, this can usually be done subject
to an administrative charge of £3 per person per night. Prices
for accommodation only bookings can be quoted on request. We
accept various methods of payment.
2.2 OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
We will arrange to provide you with the various services which
form part of the holiday you book with us. Before your booking
is confirmed and a contract comes into existence, we reserve the
right to increase or decrease, and correct errors in advertised
prices and to change any of the information. Changes will
be made known to you at the time of booking. The prices we
advertise are based on specially negotiated airfares to be booked
in a specific airline booking class. At the time of booking, if there
is a lack of availability in the specified class on any particular
flight, we will endeavour to secure seats for you in an alternative
economy class and you will be told the amount of the applicable
flight supplement / higher deposit before you book.
A booking is not accepted until we issue an invoice. The date
shown on the invoice, which will be sent to you or your travel
agent, is the date of booking. It is important to check the details
on the invoice when you get it. If any details appear to be
incorrect or incomplete, please contact us or your travel agent
immediately as it may not be possible to make changes later. We
regret we cannot accept any liability if we are not notified of any
inaccuracy (for which we are responsible) in any document within
10 days of our sending it out (5 days for tickets). We will do our
best to rectify any mistake notified to us outside these time limits
but you must meet any costs involved in doing so. Once your
booking is confirmed, you will be given a reference number. Your
booking reference is also used as your unique password. It is
important that you do not give your reference number to anyone
or it will allow access to view, amend or cancel your booking via
our website.
The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations
2018 require us to provide security for the monies that you pay
for the package holidays booked and for your repatriation in the
event of our insolvency. We hold an Air Travel Organiser’s Licence
issued by the Civil Aviation Authority, 45-59 Kingsway London
WC2B 6TE (ATOL no. 0132). When you buy an ATOL protected air
inclusive holiday or flight* from us you will receive a confirmation
invoice from us (or via our authorised agent) confirming your
arrangements and your protection under our ATOL. In the unlikely
event of our insolvency the CAA will ensure that you are not left
stranded abroad and will arrange to refund any money you have
paid to us for an advance booking. Please note: Not all holiday
or travel services offered and sold by us will be protected by the
ATOL scheme For further information, visit the ATOL website at
www.atol.org.uk.
We are a member of ABTA (ABTA no. V258X). When you buy
a package holiday that isn’t covered under ATOL, protection
is provided by way of a bond held by ABTA. You can contact
ABTA – The Travel Association at: 30 Park Street, London SE1
9EQ, consumerprotection@abta.co.uk, 0203 758 8779, www.
abta.co.uk for a copy of the guide to ABTA’s scheme of Financial
Protection.
If you book arrangements other than a package holiday (e.g.
accommodation only), the financial protection referred to above
does not apply.
If we, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL certificate, are
unable to provide the services listed (or a suitable alternative,
through an alternative ATOL holder or otherwise) for reasons
of insolvency, the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust may make a
payment to (or confer a benefit on) you under the ATOL scheme.
You agree that in return for such a payment or benefit you
assign absolutely to those Trustees any claims which you have
or may have arising out of or relating to the non-provision of the
services, including any claim against us, the travel agent (or your
credit card issuer where applicable). You also agree that any such
claims may be re-assigned to another body, if that other body has
paid sums you have claimed under the ATOL scheme.
Unless otherwise stated, your booking does not include visa fees,
overseas airport taxes, overseas porterage or local taxes, levies or
other compulsory charges that require payment by you, directly.
Where possible, we will advise you of any local charges that may
be due.
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2.3 OUT OF DATE RANGE FLIGHTS
Our brochures are prepared well in advance and scheduled
airlines will generally not have loaded their seats to sell until
approximately 10 months before the departure. Should this apply,
we will inform you at the time of booking and calculate the price
in anticipation that seats will be available in the specific airline
booking class to which our specially negotiated airfares apply.
We will issue an invoice recording the arrangements reserved for
you and will take a deposit. A contract between us will then come
into existence on the basis that the price payable will be that
applicable when the airline releases the seats and the timings
and other flight details will be those confirmed at that time
which may be different to those advised at the time of booking.
When the airline seats become available to book we will tell you
the price and other flight details and give you 7 days to tell us
whether you wish to continue with the booking on the basis of
the confirmed price and other details or cancel and receive a full
refund. If you wish to continue with the booking, we will issue
a revised invoice. In the event that flight seats do not become
available, you will receive a full refund of your deposit. We will
have no other liability and will not be responsible for refunding
the cost of any services booked in conjunction with the flights.
2.4 PEAK SEASON SUPPLEMENTS
During peak periods such as Christmas and Easter when demand
outstrips the supply of airline seats and accommodation, you
may find that supplements are added to the cost of your holiday.
The supplements may be for certain holiday departures and/
or accommodation on specific dates. They do not necessarily
indicate that additional services such as Gala dinners will be
provided. The cost of these supplements will be quoted to you at
the time of booking.
2.5 ’FROM PRICES’
Kuoni offers you the flexibility to create your own holiday from
the range of accommodation and services available. Because
of the wide choice, it is not possible to list every price on every
date. A ‘from’ price is indicative of the lowest price available for
the hotel or itinerary featured but this may vary depending on
a number of factors such as your date of travel and choice of
accommodation. To help you in choosing a holiday which is tailor
made by us to your requirements, please call our Sales team,
or visit your travel agent or our website for further information
about services and prices. We will be happy to provide you with
an up to date quote.
2.6 PAYING FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
After your booking is taken and a deposit received, a confirmation
invoice will be sent to you detailing the total cost due. Full
payment must be received not less than 61 days (or 100 days
cruise, 180 days world cruise) before departure. If we or your
travel agent have not received full payment at least 61 days (or
100 days cruise, 180 days world cruise) before departure, we
reserve the right to treat your booking as cancelled by you and
forfeit your deposit by way of cancellation charges. If we do
not cancel straight away because you have promised to make
payment, you must pay the cancellation charges shown in 3.3
depending on the date we reasonably treat your booking as
cancelled. If you make a holiday booking within 61 days (or 100
days cruise, 180 days world cruise) of your departure date then
you must pay the full cost of the holiday at the booking stage. All
money paid by you to one of our authorised travel agents for your
holiday will be held by the agent on our behalf until paid to us.
2.7 PRICING ERRORS
Whilst we make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the pricing
information provided, regrettably errors may occasionally occur.
When we become aware of any such error, we will endeavour
to notify you at the time of booking (if we are then aware of
the mistake), within 7 days of the time of booking or as soon as
reasonably possible. If a booking is already in place, you will have
the choice to continue with the chosen itinerary at the corrected
price or amend to a different holiday. We reserve the right to
cancel the booking if you do not wish to accept the price that
applies to your holiday or any quoted alternatives.
2.8 OVERLAPPING PRICE PANELS
Holidays which do not fall completely within the date bands
specified in the price box may be subject to a reduction or
increase. The exact cost of your holiday will be confirmed to you
at the time of booking.
2.9 INSURANCE
It is important that you have insurance cover and that it is
adequate and suitable for your particular needs. If you fail to
take out insurance and have to cancel your booking, you will be
charged in accordance with our normal terms and conditions –
see 3.3 – Cancelling your holiday. Furthermore, if you require
medical/any other form of assistance whilst on holiday you will
not be covered and you in turn may incur significant costs. Please
read your policy details carefully and take them with you on
holiday.

2.10 TRAVEL INFORMATION & DOCUMENTS
After booking you will receive an invoice with important
information relevant to your destination. We strongly recommend
that you check the details carefully and read all of the information
provided. Please ensure that you check your flight timings
carefully on your tickets. The correct timings, using the 24 hour
clock, may have been adjusted since you received your invoice.
Approximately 10-14 days prior to departure you will receive
your e-ticket together with your final itinerary. In the case of late
bookings, changes or payments, this information may be emailed
to you to ensure receipt.

If you want to change or cancel
your holiday
3.1 CHANGES OR ADDITIONS TO YOUR HOLIDAY
If you want to change any part of your holiday arrangements
after the invoice has been issued, we will do our best to assist
but it may not be possible. Any request for changes must be
made in writing by the person who made the original booking
or their travel agent. If it is possible to make the change, it will
be subject to an administration charge of £50 per booking and
payment of any further costs incurred by us as a result of the
change. You should be aware that any such costs are likely to
increase, the closer to the departure date the changes are made.
If we agree that you may change your booking to a holiday of
lower value and then you cancel that holiday, we reserve the
right to levy cancellation charges on the value of the original
booking. Scheduled airlines normally regard name changes as a
cancellation and rebooking, so any alteration may incur a 100%
cancellation charge in respect of the air fare. Please note that
save for the transfer of a booking (see below) or the addition of
any offers made by Kuoni which were not requested at the time
of booking, it will not be possible to make changes within 30 days
of your scheduled departure date.
3.2 TRANSFERRING BOOKINGS
You can transfer your booking to another person, who satisfies
all the conditions that apply to this booking, by giving us notice
in writing at least 7 days before departure. Both you and the new
traveller are jointly liable for paying all costs we incur in making
the transfer. An administration charge will be made of £50 per
person for requests made more than 61 days (or 100 days cruise,
180 days world cruise) before departure, and £100 per person
within 61 days (or 100 days cruise, 180 days world cruise) before
departure. For flight inclusive bookings, you must pay the charges
levied by the airline concerned. As most airlines do not permit
name changes after tickets have been issued for any reason,
these charges are likely to be the full cost of the flight. If you
request to change all names on a booking, this will be considered
as a cancellation and new booking and full cancellation charges
will apply.
3.3 CANCELLING YOUR HOLIDAY
If you or anyone on your holiday booking decides to cancel
the holiday, the lead name or their travel agent must notify us
of the decision in writing as soon as possible. Any notification
by telephone must also be confirmed in writing or by e-mail.
Cancellation will take effect from the day written confirmation is
received by us.
A cancellation invoice will be sent within 7 days. If you do not
receive this, please contact us immediately in order to prevent an
increase in charges. You may also check your booking has been
cancelled on our website, www.kuoni.co.uk. Should you already
be in receipt of your airline tickets please also return these to us
along with your cancellation request.
Since we incur costs in cancelling your travel arrangements, the
following scale of charges will be payable. Insurance premiums
and amendment charges are not refundable in the event of
cancellation. References to the deposit include all sums paid or
payable at the time of booking.
Period prior to departure, notice
of cancellation is received by us

Cancellation charge per
person cancelling or your
travel agent		

Prior to 61 days:

loss of deposit		

60 – 42 days:

50% of total holiday cost

41 – 33 days:
32 – 15 days:
14 days or less:

60% of total holiday cost
90% of total holiday cost
100% of total holiday cost

NB: In some instances, airline ticketing deadlines may result
in higher cancellation charges being applied to your booking.
Similarly, hotels may charge a higher cancellation fee and you
may therefore be charged a higher amount than detailed above.
Amendment and cancellation charges for bookings containing
cruising elements will be applied in line with the cruise provider’s
own booking conditions. These could be up to 100% of the total
holiday cost and may vary between cruise providers.
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If you have taken advantage of an airline offer and paid a higher
deposit, the cancellation charge payable by you will be the higher
of this deposit or the appropriate cancellation charge detailed
above.
You may cancel your booking without paying cancellation charges
if the performance of your package, or the carriage of passengers
to your destination, is significantly affected by unavoidable and
extraordinary circumstances. In such circumstances, we will
arrange for your booking to be terminated and for you to receive
a full refund. We will observe advice provided by the UK Foreign &
Commonwealth Office.
It is important to enquire for full details of cancellation terms
at the time of booking and cancellation. We would strongly
recommend that you take out appropriate travel insurance which
includes cover against loss of deposit and cancellation fees.

If we want to change or cancel
your holiday
4.1 WEBSITE/BROCHURE ACCURACY
We rigorously check the information about accommodation,
resorts, itineraries etc., to ensure it is correct to the best of our
knowledge before being published. Product descriptions and
facilities may change before and after you book and it is worth
noting that our brochures are prepared well in advance. Please
check the up to date position at the time of booking. Please bear
in mind that hoteliers, restaurateurs, night club owners etc.,
may wish to maintain or improve their facilities, or even take
a break themselves. Flight times, carriers and routes are given
for guidance only as there may be changes. Final details will be
shown on your tickets. Tour, excursion, cruise or safari itineraries
may change as a result of local conditions. Circumstances such
as these, or weather conditions, time of year or other situations
beyond our control etc., may cause some of the amenities
we have described to be unavailable or different from those
advertised. When we are told of any significant or long term
changes we will always endeavour to advise you prior to your
departure.
4.2 BUILDING & DEVELOPMENT WORK
Many hotels and resorts are continuing to develop, sometimes
rapidly and intensively and often with little or no advance
warning. Whilst we have no control over such work, as a
responsible tour operator, it is important to us that you are aware
of any significant building/refurbishment work that may be going
on during your stay. General refurbishment at hotels is necessary
to maintain standards but if we are informed of such work where
this can reasonably be expected to have an effect on your holiday,
we will endeavour to notify you of it as soon as possible, however
near to your departure this may be.
4.3 FLIGHT CHANGES
Any flight timings and routings shown on our website, within
our brochures and/or detailed within your confirmation invoice
are for guidance only and may be subject to change. They are set
by airlines and are determined by various factors including air
traffic control restrictions, weather conditions, potential technical
problems and the ability of passengers to check in on time. Any
changes to such arrangements are outside of our control.
Airlines occasionally may change the type of aircraft used on a
particular flight without advance warning. Scheduled and charter
flight timings, and days of operation, are subject to change. We
will advise you of any significant changes. Minor timing changes
will be shown on the flight tickets, which you should check
carefully when received. Any change in the identity of the airline,
flight timings and/or aircraft type (if advised) will not entitle you
to cancel or change to other arrangements without paying our
normal charges, except where specified in these conditions.
4.4 IF WE CHANGE OR CANCEL YOUR HOLIDAY BEFORE YOUR
DEPARTURE
We hope and expect to be able to provide you with all the
services we have confirmed to you at the time of booking.
We plan arrangements a long time in advance of your holiday
using independent suppliers such as airlines, hotels etc., over
whom we have no direct control. On occasions changes do have
to be made, and we reserve the right to make these. Most of
these changes are minor. However, occasionally, changes are
significant.
Examples of a significant change include: a change of
accommodation to that of a lower category and/or price for the
whole or a major part of your time away, a change of flight time
of more than 12 hours, a change of UK departure airport (except
between London airports), or a significant change of resort area.
We do our best to avoid cancelling holidays but we must reserve
the right to do so. However, we promise we will only cancel your
confirmed booking after you have made full payment where we
are forced to do so as a result of ‘force majeure’ as defined below
(see 4.5) or lack of minimum numbers. Please note, some of our
holidays require a minimum number of participants to enable us
to operate them. If the minimum number of bookings required
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for a particular holiday has not been received, we are entitled to
cancel it. We will notify you or your travel agent of cancellation
for this reason no later than 61 days prior to departure.
If we have to make a significant change or cancel, we will tell you
as soon as possible. If there is time to do so before departure, we
will offer you the choice of the following options:(a) accepting the changed arrangements (with any refunds that
may be due to you for changes to a lower category of service); or
(b) selecting an alternative holiday from us, of a similar standard
to that originally booked if available. If this holiday is cheaper
than the original, we will refund the price difference. You will
be liable to us for any additional costs payable for the new
arrangements; or
(c) cancelling the booking or accepting our cancellation of the
booking, in which case you will receive a full refund of all monies
you have paid to us, within 14 days.

If we have to make a significant change or cancel we will,
where appropriate, pay you compensation as set out in the
table below. Compensation entitlements will vary depending
on the circumstances and when the significant change or
cancellation is notified to you subject to the following exceptions:
Compensation will not be payable and no liability beyond offering
the above mentioned choices can be accepted where (1) we are
forced to make a change or cancel as a result of unavoidable
and extraordinary circumstances beyond our control, the
consequences of which we could not have avoided even if all
reasonable measures had been taken or (2) we have to cancel
because the minimum number of bookings necessary for us
to operate your holiday has not been reached (see above). No
compensation will be payable and the above options will not
be available if we cancel as a result of your failure to comply
with any requirement of these booking conditions entitling
us to cancel (such as paying on time) or where a change is a
minor one. A change of flight time of less than 12 hours, airline
(except where otherwise stated), type of aircraft (if advised) or
destination airport will all be treated as minor changes.

Period before departure within which
Compensation
a significant compensation change or
Per Person
cancellation is notified to you or your
travel agent
				
More than 60 days:		 NIL
		 (91 days if your booking
		 includes a cruise)
60 – 42 days:		 £20		
		 (90-42 days if your
		 booking includes a
		 cruise)
41 – 28 days:		 £30
27 – 15 days:		 £40
14 – 0 days:		 £50
NB: Please be advised that compensation in the event of any
significant change to your cruise arrangements, will be made as
future credit towards another cruise, rather than a cash value.
4.5 CHANGES DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR CONTROL
Except where otherwise expressly stated in these booking
conditions, we regret we cannot accept liability or pay any
compensation where the performance or prompt performance
of our obligations under our contract with you is prevented
or affected by or you otherwise suffer any damage, loss or
expense of any nature as a result of “force majeure”. In these
booking conditions, “force majeure” means any unavoidable and
extraordinary circumstances beyond our control which we or the
supplier of the service(s) in question could not have avoided,
even if all reasonable measures had been taken. Such events
may include, whether actual or threatened, war, riot, civil strife,
terrorist activity, industrial dispute, natural or nuclear disaster,
adverse weather conditions, epidemics, fire and other situations
which are outside our control.
4.6 CRUISE BOOKINGS AND OUT OF DATE RANGE FLIGHTS/
ACCOMMODATION
Where you make your cruise booking well in advance of
departure, it may not be possible at that time to book the flights,
accommodation and/or other services you have requested as they
are not then available. Where you ask us to do so, we will confirm
any such services subject to availability and the applicable
price when they are available to book. If these services cannot
subsequently be booked as requested or you are not prepared
to pay the applicable price, you may cancel them and receive a
refund of the amount you have paid in respect of these services.
Cancellation or non-availability of these services does not,
however, entitle you to cancel your cruise or any other confirmed
element of your booking, without paying the applicable
cancellation charges.
4.7 IF WE CHANGE YOUR HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION
We do not control the day to day management of your
accommodation, and in exceptional cases it is possible that we
may be advised that the reserved accommodation has been
overbooked or your accommodation may have to be changed for
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other reasons. If this happens before your departure or on arrival
in resort we will endeavour to provide accommodation of at least
the same standard in the same resort area. If only accommodation
of a lower standard is available we will refund the difference
between the accommodation booked and that available, and will
pay up to £50 per person for any inconvenience.
4.8 IF WE CURTAIL YOUR HOLIDAY AFTER DEPARTURE
Very rarely, we may be forced by “force majeure” (see 4.5) to
change or terminate your holiday after departure but before the
scheduled end of your time away. This is extremely unlikely but if
this situation does occur, we regret we will be unable to make any
refunds (unless we obtain any refunds from our suppliers), pay
you any compensation or meet any costs or expenses you incur
as a result. Please ensure you have adequate travel insurance in
place to cover any such eventuality.
4.9 MINIMUM NUMBERS
We will indicate whether a particular holiday is subject to a
minimum number of participants for its operation. We will advise
you at least 61 days before departure if minimum numbers
have not been reached and as a direct result your tour has to be
cancelled.
You will then have the choice of booking an alternative holiday
with us, changing your departure date at the appropriate
additional cost, or having a refund of monies paid. No
compensation will be payable and we are unable to offer refunds
of any associated costs i.e. visas etc.
4.10 TOURS
Whilst every effort is made to operate a tour as advertised,
on occasion it may be necessary to make changes to the
accommodation, content, routing or order of an itinerary. Unless
the change significantly alters the holiday, compensation will not
be payable.

On holiday
5.1 FLIGHT DELAYS
In the event of a flight being delayed, we will arrange for the
following to be provided, whenever practical, and subject
to the airport being able to cater for this:- over 4 hours, an
appropriate meal, and for delays of at least 8 hours extending
beyond midnight, overnight accommodation will be provided
wherever possible. However, this will depend on such factors as
the expected length of delay, local availability of accommodation,
immigration rulings etc. Where long flight delays result in
lost holiday time, no refunds are given by hotels for unused
accommodation, as rooms are held for delayed arrivals, not re-let.
5.2 WATER/ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES
In many of the less sophisticated destinations we feature, the
water and electricity services struggle to keep up with the
increased demands from tourism. Limited rainfall can put further
pressure on their provision. Hotels do everything possible to
maintain full services. However, occasional power cuts and/or
water restrictions may be experienced.
5.3 ACCOMMODATION IN THE TROPICS
In many hotels, especially beach resorts, ‘insects’ in the rooms
(e.g. ants, cockroaches etc.) and the occasional rodent sighting
around the hotel grounds are almost inevitable. It should by no
means be taken as a sign of dirtiness, as it is simply a fact of life
in these destinations. Views from some hotel rooms may be partly
obscured by palm trees and other vegetation that can grow very
quickly in tropical climates.
5.4 WATERSPORTS & OTHER ACTIVITIES
Many hotels offer watersports and other sporting activities, in
some cases these may be free of charge. Please note that in the
interest of your personal safety, the operators of these activities
may require that you demonstrate your competence (for example
a swimming test) prior to commencement and reserve the
right to refuse participation for any reason if they feel this may
compromise your or another guest’s safety. Please note there
may be certain age restrictions for children/adults to do certain
activities so please ensure you enquire locally.
5.5 BEHAVIOUR
Most people go on holiday for rest and relaxation, so if in our
reasonable opinion or in the opinion of any airline pilot, hotel
manager, tour leader or other person in authority, your behaviour
is causing or is likely to cause danger, upset or damage to
property or is persistently affecting the enjoyment of others, we
reserve the right to terminate your holiday. Should this happen
no refund or compensation would be paid and we will have no
further responsibility for your holiday arrangements including
return travel.
5.6 PERSONAL BELONGINGS AND LOST ITEMS
For security reasons, valuables should be kept to a minimum
and packed in your hand luggage along with any medicines and
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some basic essentials, such as a change of clothing and toiletries.
It can be easy to lose items but it is your responsibility to look
after your property at all times and you must ensure you are
adequately covered by comprehensive insurance. If you lose any
personal items whilst on holiday, please obtain a written report
from a local representative and the police, where appropriate,
as these may be required if you wish to make an insurance claim
upon your return.
5.7 IF YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT WHILE YOU ARE ON HOLIDAY
If you have cause for complaint whilst on holiday, you must
bring it to the attention of our local representative or agent and
the hotel immediately and they will do their best to rectify the
situation. If matters remain unresolved, your concerns must
be brought to the attention of the Kuoni Duty Officer, without
undue delay (see 5.8). It is unreasonable to take no action whilst
on holiday, but then to complain upon your return. If you do not
raise concerns promptly, this may affect our ability to investigate
and take remedial action and it may impact on the way your
complaint is dealt with.
5.8 KUONI DUTY OFFICER
Kuoni offers 24 hour assistance for emergency situations and
to help resolve any general issues while you are on holiday. The
number provided on your itinerary is a messaging service and our
Duty Officer will return your call. Many destinations have local
representation and they should be contacted in the first instance,
should you have a problem.
5.9 CONSERVATION
It is becoming ever more important to conserve the world’s
natural resources, its landscapes, flora and fauna. Someone
coined the phrase ‘Take only photographs; leave only footprints’
and a number of countries now use this to promote conservation.
It would be hard to improve on this statement.
5.10 MALDIVES / COASTAL CONSERVATION
Changes in season, wind direction and tides can cause the shape
and beach width of some tropical islands to change. The use of
sandbags and sand pumping procedures on beaches is becoming
increasingly necessary, in order to minimize the effects of
erosion. Whilst such activity is most prominent in the Maldives,
other tropical locations may also be affected. Reef ecosystems
worldwide are suffering from bleaching, erosion and other natural
decline, associated with extreme weather and climate change.
Whilst the effects can be temporary, recovery can be very slow.
5.11 OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
ARRANGEMENTS
(a) We promise to ensure that the holiday arrangements we have
agreed to make, perform or provide as part of our contract with
you are delivered with reasonable skill and care. This means that,
subject to these booking conditions, we will accept responsibility
if, for example, you suffer death or personal injury or your
contracted holiday arrangements are not provided as promised
or prove deficient as a result of the failure of ourselves, our
employees, agents or suppliers to use reasonable skill and care in
making, performing or providing, as applicable, your contracted
holiday arrangements. You must inform us without undue delay
of any failure or improper performance of the travel services
included in this package. Please note, it is your responsibility
to show that reasonable care and skill has not been used if you
wish to make a claim against us. In addition, we will only be
responsible for what our employees, agents and suppliers do or
do not do if they were at the time acting within the course of
their employment (for employees) or carrying out work we had
asked them to do (for agents and suppliers).
(b) We will not be responsible for any injury, illness, death, loss
(for example loss of enjoyment), damage, expense, cost or other
sum or claim of any description whatsoever which results from
any of the following: - the act(s) and/or omission(s) of the person(s) affected or any
member(s) of their party or
- the act(s) and/or omission(s) of a third party not connected with
the provision of your holiday and which were unforeseeable or
unavoidable or unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances,
which means a situation beyond our control, the consequences
of which could not have been avoided even if all reasonable
measures had been taken. See ‘force majeure’ as defined in 4.5
(c) For claims which do not involve personal injury, illness or
death, the most we will have to pay if we are liable to you is three
times the price the person affected paid for their holiday (not
including insurance premiums and amendment charges). We will
only have to pay this maximum amount if everything has gone
wrong and you have received no benefit from your holiday. Where
enjoyment of only some days has been affected, we will refund
reasonable related expenses and pay a daily sum of compensation
up to £50 per day per person affected.
(d) Further to (b) above, our liability will also be limited in
accordance with and/or in an identical manner to:
a) The contractual terms of the companies that provide the
travel services which make up your package. These terms are
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incorporated into this booking; and
b)Any relevant international convention, for example the
Montreal Convention in respect of travel by air, the Athens
Convention in respect of travel by sea, the Berne Convention
in respect of travel by rail and the Paris Convention in respect
of the provision of accommodation, which limit the amount
of and conditions under which compensation can be claimed
for death, injury, delay to passengers and loss, damage and
delay to luggage. We are to be regarded as having all benefit of
any limitation of the extent of or the conditions under which
compensation is to be paid under these or any other applicable
conventions.
In the event that any claim is made directly with us, our liability
to pay compensation and/or the amount of compensation will be
limited in accordance with these conventions, where applicable.
(e) Under EU law you have rights in some circumstances to
refunds and/or compensation from your airline in cases of denied
boarding, cancellation or delay to flights. Full details of these
rights will be publicised at EU airports and will also be available
from the airlines. However reimbursement in such cases will not
automatically entitle you to a refund of your holiday cost from
us. If any payments to you are due from us, any payment made
to you by the airline will be deducted from this amount. If your
airline does not comply with these rules you should complain to
the CAA www.caa.co.uk.
(f) Please note, we cannot accept responsibility for any services
which do not form part of our contract. This includes, for
example, any additional services or facilities which your hotel or
any other supplier agrees to provide for you where the services
or facilities are not advertised by us and we have not agreed
to arrange them as part of our contract and any excursion you
purchase in resort. In addition, regardless of any wording used by
us on our website, in any advertising material or elsewhere, we
only promise to use reasonable care and skill as set out above and
we do not have any greater or different liability to you.
(g) The promises we make to you about the services we have
agreed to provide or arrange as part of our contract – and
the laws and regulations of the country in which your claim
or complaint occurred – will be used as the basis for deciding
whether the services in question had been properly provided. If
the particular services which gave rise to the claim or complaint
complied with local laws and regulations applicable to those
services at the time, the services will be treated as having been
properly provided. This will be the case even if the services did
not comply with the laws and regulations of the UK which would
have applied had those services been provided in the UK. The
exception to this is where the claim or complaint concerns the
absence of a safety feature which might lead a reasonable holiday
maker to refuse to take the arrangements in question. Please
note, however, our obligation is to exercise reasonable skill and
care as referred to (a). We do not make any representation or
commitment that all services will comply with applicable local
laws and regulations and failure to comply does not automatically
mean we have not exercised reasonable skill and care.
(h) Our suppliers (such as airlines, accommodation or transport
providers) have their own booking conditions or conditions of
carriage, and these conditions are binding between you and
the supplier. Some of these conditions may limit or remove the
relevant transport provider’s or other supplier’s liability to you.
You can get copies of such conditions from our offices, or the
offices of the relevant supplier.
(i) If we make any payment to you or any member of your party
for death, personal injury or illness, you must agree to transfer to
us or our insurers any rights you may have to take direct action
against the person or organisation responsible for causing the
death, personal injury or illness and you must co-operate fully
with us in seeking recovery of any payment that we make.
(j) Operational decisions may be taken by air carriers and airports
resulting in delays, diversions, overbookings, downgrades or
rescheduling. Kuoni has no control over such decisions, and is
therefore unable to accept responsibility for them. Where, as
a result of unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances we
are obliged to change or end your holiday after departure, but
before the end of your holiday, we will not pay compensation or
reimburse you for expenses incurred. You should have adequate
travel insurance for your holiday and claim via your insurance
company for any loss or damage to luggage and/or personal
possessions.
If it is impossible to ensure your return as scheduled due to
unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances, we will bear the
cost of necessary accommodation, if possible of equivalent
category, for a maximum of three nights. The limit doesn’t apply
to persons with reduced mobility and any person accompanying
them, pregnant women and unaccompanied minors, or persons in
need of specific medical assistance, provided that you notified us
of these needs at least 48 hours before the start of your holiday.
(k) Whilst you are away on holiday you may be offered the
opportunity to buy optional excursions and activities. These are
provided by independent local companies, which are neither
owned nor controlled by Kuoni, and for whom Kuoni acts only
as an agent (if we make a booking for you). If you decide to buy

an excursion or activity, your contract will be made with the
local company which provides it and it will not form part of your
contracted holiday arrangements with us. The contract will be
subject to the excursion/activity provider’s terms and conditions,
some of which may exclude or limit its liability to you, and will be
governed by local law and jurisdiction. Kuoni accepts no liability
for any breach of contract or act or omission of any excursion/
activity provider. Some excursions/activities may contain an
element of risk or require a good level of physical fitness, and,
if in doubt, you should make direct enquiries with the local
provider, before deciding to buy and check that you are covered
by your travel insurance policy.
5.12 REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES
Please note we do not have representative services available in all
the destinations we feature and therefore you will not necessarily
be met on arrival. Please ensure you refer to your itinerary which
will provide the appropriate contact details should you need
assistance whilst on holiday.
5.13 CURTAILMENT
If you cut short your holiday and return home early in
circumstances where you have no reasonable cause for complaint
about the standard of accommodation and services provided, we
will not offer you any refund for the remainder of your holiday
not completed, or assist with any associated costs you may incur.
Depending on the circumstances, your travel insurance may offer
cover for curtailment and we suggest that any claim is made
directly with them.
5.14 VOLUNTEERING HOLIDAYS
The volunteering element of your holiday involves working and,
where applicable, staying in locations which tourists do not
usually visit. These locations are often remote and the conditions
for the people who live there are generally basic. Volunteering
is not a conventional holiday activity and the organisations with
whom we work do not provide services for tourists. Whilst we
will endeavour to carry out certain health and safety checks on
any accommodation you are intended to stay in, these checks
will be limited. We do not carry out health and safety checks on
the other elements of your volunteering experience as it is not
practical for us to do so. We make no representations or promises
as to the conditions you will encounter during your volunteering
experience or that there will be compliance with any minimum
standards of health, safety or hygiene. You must therefore
exercise caution and take all appropriate steps to protect yourself
against the risks involved.
Whilst volunteering, you are likely to come into contact with both
wild and domestic animals. All animals, including domesticated
ones, are unpredictable and capable of causing injury and even
death. They may also carry disease or parasites which may be
passed on by close contact with the animal or its faeces. You must
therefore exercise a great deal of caution and take responsibility
for your own safety in any situation where animals are, may be
or have been present. All instructions and guidance provided
in relation to any animal, whether in advance or by anyone
accompanying you, must be followed at all times and no animal
must be touched or approached unless you are specifically
invited to do so. As we cannot control any animal nor predict its
behaviour, we cannot accept any liability for any injury, illness,
death, loss, damage or other claim of any nature which you suffer
in connection with any animal.
On return from your holiday
6.1 SURVEYS
Your feedback is very important to us. As a valued customer, we
may periodically send you email surveys to complete, so we can
track your satisfaction throughout the course of your booking
journey. We would like to know about your experience with Kuoni
before, during and after you travel and whether there are any
elements of our service that you feel we could look to improve
along the way.
6.2 IF YOU HAD A PROBLEM
If a problem remains unresolved during your holiday, you should
make a complaint in writing to Kuoni within 28 days of the
completion of the holiday. Please remember to quote your holiday
booking number and daytime telephone number. We will reply to
you within 28 days of receipt of your letter, as laid down by the
ABTA Tour Operator’s Code of Conduct.
6.3 DEALING WITH COMPLAINTS
We are a member of ABTA, membership number V258X. We are
obliged to maintain a high standard of service to you by ABTA’s
Code of Conduct. We certainly hope that we can settle any
holiday complaints amicably; however, if you remain unhappy
you may wish to refer any unresolved matters relating to this
contract to ABTA’s scheme for the resolution of disputes, which
is approved by the Chartered Trading Standards Institute. You
must have previously filed your complaint with ABTA in order to
qualify for their ADR services. (See 6.4 for further advice on Law
& Jurisdiction.) For more information on the Code and ABTA’s
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) services please visit www.
abta.com.

a • Call 01306 747000 • kuoni.co.uk
For online bookings, you can also access the European
Commission Online Dispute (ODR) Resolution platform at http://
ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr/. This ODR platform is a means of
registering your complaint with us; it will not determine how your
complaint should be resolved.
6.4 LAW & JURISDICTION
We both agree that English Law (and no other) will apply to
your contract and to any dispute, claim or other matter of any
description (hereinafter referred to as “claim”) which arises
between us (except as set out below). We both also agree that
any claim (and whether or not involving any personal injury)
must be dealt with under the ABTA arbitration scheme (if the
scheme is available for the claim in question and you wish to use
it – see 6.3) or by the Courts of England and Wales only unless,
in the case of Court proceedings, you live in Scotland or Northern
Ireland. In this case, proceedings must either be brought in the
Courts of your home country or those of England and Wales. If
proceedings are brought in Scotland or Northern Ireland, you
may choose to have your contract and claim governed by the law
of Scotland/Northern Ireland as applicable (but if you do not so
choose, English law will apply).
DATA PROTECTION POLICY
In order to process your booking, send you a brochure or respond
to an enquiry, we need to collect personal data from you.
Depending on what’s required, the personal data we collect may
include names and contact details, credit/debit card or other
payment information and special requirements such as those
relating to any disability or medical condition which may affect
holiday arrangements and any dietary restrictions which may
disclose your religious beliefs (“sensitive personal data”). All
references in this privacy policy to personal data include sensitive
personal data unless otherwise stated. The person who makes
the booking is responsible for ensuring that other members of
your party are aware of our booking conditions and this privacy
policy and that they consent to your acting on their behalf in your
dealings with us.
We may disclose personal data to companies within the DER
Touristik Group for business purposes and to companies who
act as data processors on our behalf. In making your booking,
you consent to personal data being passed on to the relevant
suppliers and other third parties. We take appropriate technical
and organisational measures which are intended to prevent
unauthorised or unlawful processing of personal data and
accidental loss or destruction of, or damage to, personal data.
By making a booking with us, you agree to allow your insurers,
their agents and medical staff to disclose relevant information to
us in circumstances where we may need to act in your interests
or in the interests of everyone in any group with whom you
are travelling. For information on how we collect, process and
manage your data in line with the General Data Protection
Regulation please refer to www.kuoni.co.uk/privacy-policy.
You are generally entitled to ask us what details of yours are
being held or processed, for what purpose and to whom they may
be or have been disclosed. Please identify any such enquiry as a
Subject Access Request and direct your enquiry to a member of
our Customer Services team, who will respond to you within one
month. In certain circumstances we are entitled to refuse your
request. If you believe that any of your personal data which we
are processing is incorrect, please contact us immediately so it
may be updated.

General information
HEALTH & VACCINATIONS
Health facilities, hygiene and disease risk vary worldwide. You
should take health advice about your specific needs as early as
possible and ensure that vaccinations or preventative measures
such as malaria tablets are taken early enough (which may be
a month or more prior to departure) to be fully effective by the
date of travel. It is your responsibility to ensure you are aware of
all recommended and required vaccination and health precautions
in good time before departure. Details are available from your GP
surgery and from the National Travel Health Network and Centre
www.nathnac.org. Sources of information include the Department
of Health free leaflet ‘Health advice for travellers’ (available on
request Tel. 0207 210 4850), your specialist travel clinic).

Important Holiday Information & Booking Conditions

we would recommend that all passports are valid for a minimum
of 6 months after your scheduled return to the UK. It can take
at least six weeks to get an adult passport, although renewal of
an existing passport can be quicker. Requirements may change
and you must check the up to date position in good time before
departure. Please visit gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice for advice by
country. If you are travelling on a non-British passport, you must
check your requirements with the appropriate embassy, high
commission or consulate.
Visa information can change at short notice. If you are a
British passport holder, please check www.gov.uk/foreigntravel-advice for the latest information. There may be specific
entry requirements for under 18s. If you are travelling on a
non-British passport, you must check any visa requirements
with the appropriate embassy, high commission or consulate.
For assistance with any visa enquiry we recommend CIBT Visas.
http://www.cibtvisas.co.uk/kuonivisas
It is your responsibility to ensure you are in possession of all
necessary travel and health documents before departure. Any
costs incurred in obtaining such documentation must be paid by
you. We regret we cannot accept any liability if you are refused
entry onto any transport or into any country due to failure on
your part to carry all required documentation. If failure to
have any necessary travel or other documents results in fines,
surcharges or other financial penalty or expenses being imposed
on or incurred by us, you will be responsible for reimbursing us
accordingly.
HEALTH, SAFETY & SECURITY ABROAD
We take the safety and security of our clients extremely seriously.
If the Foreign and Commonwealth Office advises that people
should not visit a particular country, we would act on this and
we reserve the right to cancel your holiday. However we are
sure you appreciate from press and television coverage that the
political, economic and social conditions in many of the countries
we feature in this brochure are not as stable as we are used to in
Europe. Sadly crimes against both people and their property are
a fact of life the world over, and when in a foreign country it is
very important to be extra vigilant and avoid drawing attention
to yourself by wearing expensive jewellery, carrying expensive
camera equipment etc. Travellers have the same responsibility
for their personal safety and that of their possessions, as they
do at home. We sell holidays to many parts of the world, some
of which do not conform to British health and safety standards.
We request that all hotels comply with the local regulations
applicable in their country for health and safety but we cannot
guarantee that these meet British standards and therefore urge
that you undertake reasonable precautions to protect your family
and yourself whilst on holiday.
To make the most of your trip abroad, check out the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office website at www.fco.gov.uk/travel. Packed
with essential travel advice and tips, this website offers a wealth
of country-specific information that only the FCO can provide.
WEATHER & TIDAL CONDITIONS
Information is supplied by the Meteorological Office, local
tourist offices and other sources and is given as a guide only.
Our Sales team is happy to advise on weather trends as many
of the destinations featured in this brochure have a tropical
climate where heavy rainfall and strong winds (sometimes
hurricane force) do occur at certain times of the year, however
world weather patterns are now becoming more and more erratic
resulting in unusual rainfall, storms and even floods. During
monsoon season, you are likely to get more rain than sunshine.
Most people go on holiday to spend time in the sunshine and
although adverse weather conditions can be very frustrating,
Kuoni cannot assume any responsibility for the statistical
information provided, nor accept liability to make refunds or pay
compensation for alternative arrangements, damage to property
or curtailed holidays, as a result of such conditions.
Some destinations featured in this brochure are subject to tides at
specific times of the year which can affect swimming. Depending
on the island you have chosen, there may be restrictions on areas
where it is safe to swim due to strong currents or sea defences
which protect the island beaches. We strongly recommend you
listen to local advice to ensure your own safety. Please refer
to meteorological websites for the latest and most up-to-date
information on tides for the destination you intend to travel to.

PASSPORTS & VISAS
Please remember that every traveller (including all children from
birth) will need a valid passport to travel. If your passport is
endorsed in any way, requirements should be checked with the
relevant embassy. British passport holders should ensure a valid
ten year passport is held for adults and a valid 5 year passport is
held for children under 16. As many countries require passport
expiry dates to fall a considerable time beyond the dates of travel,

Kuoni is supporting The Travel Foundation, the UK charity that
cares for places we love to visit. You can find out more at
www.thetravelfoundation.org.uk

Member of ABTA No. V258X
ATOL Licence No. 0132
(Kuoni is a bonded tour operator with a licence granted by the Civil Aviation Authority)
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Aberdeen John Lewis
George Street
Tel 01224 418 246

Chichester
12 East Street,
Tel 01243 776 777

Liverpool
Liverpool One
Tel: 0151 708 0088

Oxford John Lewis
101 The Westgate
Tel: 01865 479 120

Birmingham John Lewis
2 Station Street
Tel: 01216 290 707

County Down Feherty Travel
111 High Street Bangor,
Northern Ireland
Tel: 02891 270 717

London John Lewis
300 Oxford Street
Tel: 02077 175 204

Plymouth Peter Goord Travel
443 Crownhill Road
Tel: 01752 364 186

London City
108 Cheapside
Tel: 02076 004 205

Reading John Lewis
Broad Street
Tel: 01183 732 045

London Chelsea Peter Jones
Tel: 02072 930 226

Sheffield
Meadowhall Centre
Tel: 01142 568 540

Birmingham Pure
Destinations
16 Templefield Sq
Tel: 01214 464 932

Dorking
74 High Street
Tel: 01306 884 420

Bluewater
Lower Guild Hall
Tel: 01322 384 800

Edinburgh
27 George Street
Tel: 01312 783 745

Brighton
21 Dukes Lane
Tel: 01273 796 139

Gateshead
19 The Galleria, Metrocentre
Tel: 01914 018 840

Bristol
21 Penn Street
Tel: 0117 927 2009

Glasgow
52 Gordon Street
Tel: 01412 783 591

Bristol John Lewis
The Mall at Cribbs Causeway
Tel: 01179 051 110

Guildford
44 High Street
Tel: 01483 454 409

Bromley
Unit 247, The Glades Bromley
Tel: 0203 126 4594

Harrogate
39 James Street
Tel: 01423 895 113

Cambridge
7 Grand Arcade
Tel: 01223 361 117

Jersey Travelmaker by Design
22 La Colomberie, St Helier
Tel: 01534 784 400

Canterbury
16 Whitefriars Arcade
Tel: 01227 463 800

Kingston-upon-Thames
20 Market Place
Tel: 02085 490 145

Manchester John Lewis
Trafford Centre
Peel Avenue, Trafford Centre
Tel: 01614 515 705

Cardiff John Lewis
The Hayes
Tel: 02920 508 787

Lakeside
Lakeside Shopping Centre
Tel: 01708 289 585

Milton Keynes
150 Midsummer Arcade
Tel: 01908 667 799

Welwyn Garden City
John Lewis
Tel: 01707 229 828

Cheadle John Lewis
Wilmslow Road
Tel: 01614 515 887

Leeds
3 King Edward Street
Tel: 01132 422 264

Newcastle John Lewis
Eldon Square
Tel: 01912 037 393

Winchester
122 High Street
Tel: 01962 850 040

Chelmsford John Lewis
50 Bond Street
Tel: 01245 898 599

Leeds John Lewis
Victoria Gate Harewood Street
Tel: 01138 662 028

Newcastle The Travel Bureau
69 High Street, Gosforth
Tel: 01912 859 321

Windsor
Unit 49 Royal Station Parade
Tel: 01753 468 852

Cheltenham
50/50a The Promenade
Tel: 01242 261 116

Leicester John Lewis
Highcross
Tel: 01163 552 602

Norwich John Lewis
All Saints Green
Tel: 01603 604 214

Chester
8 Eastgate Street
Tel 01244 879 941

Leighton Buzzard
Bailey’s Travel, 28 Waterbourne Walk
Tel: 01525 381 222

Nottingham
44 Bridlesmith Gate
Tel: 01159 470 074

London White City John Lewis
Westfield London Shopping Centre
Tel: 02072 930 218
Macclesfield
TravelLab Retail Ltd
46-48 Chestergate
Tel: 01625 402 791

Solihull
3 Crescent Arcade
Tel: 01217 118 848
Southampton John Lewis
West Quay Shopping Centre
Tel: 02381 242 230

Maidstone Baldwins Travel
21/23 Earl Street
Tel: 01622 762 141

St Albans
20 Christopher Place
Tel: 01727 881 878

Manchester
64-66 King Street
Tel: 01618 176 550

Stratford City
The Arcade
Tel: 02085 190 310

Manchester Trafford Centre
128 Regent Crescent
Tel: 01614 523 000

Sutton Coldfield Pure
Destinations
1 Belwell Lane, Sutton Coldfield
Tel: 01215 163 339

For travel agents
Book online at www.agents.kuoni.co.uk or call us on 01306 744447
Request brochures at www.trade-gate.co.uk

Brochures
See our full brochure range at www.kuoni.co.uk

kuoni.co.uk | stores nationwide | selected John Lewis stores | in travel agents

Truro Newell’s Travel
2/3 Lemon Street
Tel: 01872 277 363

